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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines early modern (seventeenth-mid-nineteenth century) 

Japanese religion through a study of a cult devoted to the popular deity Fudo Myoo 

::flJJ~JEE ("The Immovable King of Illumination") at Naritasan PX: ffi 0J Temple 

(also known as Shinshoji ~Jl91~ Temple) in Shimosa T~ Province (present-day 

Chiba Prefecture). It discusses how Naritasan developed a distinctive corpus of 

miracle tale literature centered around its sacred statue of Fudo, and how these tales 

interwove doctrinal and sectarian traditions with local geography and history to 

produce a regionally-specific brand of the deity. This process of individuation 
became central to the creation of Naritasan's identity and religious activities, its 

promises of material and spiritual rewards, and to the way stories were used to spread 

the cult among the populace through recreational and commercial enterprises. I 

demonstrate how these narratives can thus be read in light of the temple's evolution 

and socio-economic changes affecting early modern Japan as a whole. 

By employing a locally-based and trans-sectarian approach to the study of the 

Fudo cult at Naritasan, this dissertation seeks to illuminate a number of issues: how 

the temple used miracle tales to domesticate and transform Fudo into a trademark 

"Nari ta Fudo" PX: ffi ::flJJ, a process central to the religious and commercial identities 

of temples; how the Narita Fudo was not static but evolved over time to became an 

object of worship shared across a variety of religious and popular traditions; and 

finally, how the deity therefore resists convenient categorizations afforded him by 

modern scholarship, thus challenging the ways we understand one of Japan's oldest 

and most important deities. 
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NOTE ON THE USAGE AND FORMATTING OF CHINESE AND JAPANESE TEXT 

Chinese and Japanese characters are initially provided for all major texts, names, and 

places. Following standard practice, Japanese family names are given first in order, 
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the original texts (or reprinted originals) by preserving in full any farigana ~'llH&::i 

(pronunciation glosses) and kunten ~}IL#- (markers inserted into Chinese and Kanbun 

text indicating Japanese grammatical syntax and readings). Due to the necessary 

reformating of the vertical Japanese writing style to a horizontal one, I follow 

standard modern practice by placing kaeriten Jl& ~ ,#- (markers indiciating 

grammatical order such as - , =. v), in subscript positions, and soegana ~i&::i 

(inflectional endings), onkun 1f~Jli (Chinese or Japanese readings), and particles (e.g., 

/'\, .::::., 7) in superscript positions. Interlinear characters are indicated in translation 

by parantheses. For example, fil?:g:::.# is translated as "Shoku (of Mii)." For the 

purposes of consistency and readability, and following a trend in modern Japanese 

Buddhist scholarship, I have written all Japanese characters using modern 

orthography (e.g., ~?:g~~i£?:g, Jl:W~~~IJ), with the exception of those given in 

direct quotation. All translations are my own unless otherwise noted. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the new economic, political, and religious landscape that marked Japan's early 

modern period (also known as the Edo or Tokugawa Period, 1603-1868), cults of 

Buddhist and Shinto deities flourished on an unprecedented scale throughout the 

country, especially in the booming urban centre of Eda ¥I? (modern-day Tokyo), 

the nation's new capital in the east. 1 Among these popular deities was Fuda Myo62 

/FllJWEE, "The Immovable King of Illumination," recognizable by his militant and 

wrathful visage. Early modern sources list scores of temples devoted to Fuda worship 

dotting Eda's landscape,3 but it was the Shingon ~ § temple Shinshoji *JTJJJ~ 

(also known as Naritasan4 PX: EB~) with its statue of the Narita Fuda PX: EB /Fib in 

Shimosa T~ Province (modern-day Chiba Prefecture) that often stole the limelight. 

Although it lay a four-day journey outside the capital, the temple nonetheless became 

one of the most powerful religious centres in eastern Japan, its fame readily visible in 

1 On the rise of popular deity cults in Edo during the early modern period, see Miyata (1993). 
2 There is a tendency in modern East Asian Buddhist scholarship to render the deity's name in 
Sanskrit as "Acala Vidyaraja" (e.g., Oda 1963: 155; Matsunaga 1969: 248; Okada 1979: 51; Payne 
1987: 53; Payne 1988: 6; and Orzech 1998: 188). Nowhere in any extant Sanskrit source of which I 
am aware is Acala's name (also Acalanatha, CaQ.4acala, and Mahakrodharajacala) written as such. 
That "Fudo Myoo" was a direct translation of "Acala(natha) Vidyaraja" is both presumptuous and an 
anachronistic backwards reading. Though one occasionally encounters "Vidyaraja" transcribed in 

Siddham in connection to Fudo as in the twelfth-century Mikkyo encyclopedia Besson zakki 1.Jlj:~~ 

llC. (TZ.3.3007.347c), this is an artificial reconstruction of the name in the service of establishing a 
glorified continental past for the deity, as well as a rendering of the deity's name as a type of mantra. 
Charles Orzech's use of "Acalavajra" (1998: l 79m, seemingly based on the Chinese name "Budong 

Jingang" :;;r:llJ~llllJIJ, is a similarly ahistorical rendering. 
3 A late-Eda-period gazetteer for Musashi fitjG Province (the location of Edo) lists approximately 
1400 sites where Fudo was enshrined. At the majority of these sites he was treated as the main deity 
(see chapter two for details). Popular Fudo sites in Edo were listed in sources such as the Edo soganoko 

meisho taizen iI? ~J&-1-~ m::k~ (1690) (ES.3.65a-b) and Edo sunago iI?i'Y-1- (1732) 
(ES.3.65a-b). For a detailed list of the most prominent Fudo cults in Edo and its environs, see 
Sakamoto (1979: 256). 
4 The temple's prefixed "mountain name" (sango llli}) is Naritasan PXS3 Ill ("Narita Temple"); its 

proper "temple name" (jigo ~%) is Shinshoji tff~~ ("Temple of the New Victory"). According to 

temple tradition, the name "Shinshoji" was bestowed by Emperor Suzaku *1!f (923-952) in 940. 
Alternative official names recorded in early modern temple literature are Naritasan Jingoji Shinshoji 

PX S3 lllf$~f~tlf~~ and Naritasan Myooin Jingo Shinshoji PX EE Ill ll}j £~1Gf$~tlf ~~ (where 

Myooin is the "cloister name," ingo ~JG%). The meaning behind these various names, and the 
temple's relationship to Jingoji Temple and its Myooin, are discussed in chapter three (for a discussion 
on temple nomenclature, see Seckel 1985: 359-386). While temples were generally better known by 
their jigo, Shinshoji was also commonly known by "Naritasan" and the unofficial popular name 
"Narita Fudo." I use the names "Shinshoji" and "Naritasan" interchangeably to refer to the same 
institution. 
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the art, literature, and theatre of the day. Shinshoji's success stemmed from several 

sources, including the propitious patronage of a leading kabuki guild in Edo, whose 

plays celebrating the Narita Fudo helped spread the cult among the urban populace. 
The temple also instituted one of the most successful series of exhibitions for its day 

in Edo, in which the statue of Fudo was paraded throughout the streets and put on 

display in a host shrine to attract the prayers and patronage of Edoites. As with other 

major urban religious centres in Edo such as Sensoji ?'!1it-;!f Temple (Asakusa 

Kannon ?'!1it• if) and Kanda 1$ S3 Shrine (Kanda Myojin 1$ S3 WH$), Shinshoji's 

religious attraction was matched by the recreational allure of its temple-town 

(monzenmachi F~MIBT) of Narita PX: S3. A grand testament to the temple's religio

cultural appeal was the publication of its own five-volume tourist guidebook, which 

promoted the religious and leisure activities to be experienced in and on the way to 
Nari ta. 

Central to Shinshoji's fame and the attraction of its Narita Fudo statue was a 

distinct corpus of miracle tales. By the early modern period, it had become 

commonplace for religious institutions, both Buddhist and Shinto, to produce sacred 

histories, punctuated with stories of the miraculous, which served to establish their 

sites as numinous places where miracles were accessible through the presence of a 

local deity. These tales moreover served to promote religious and commercial 
identities for temples and shrines. Various genres of literature such as gazetteers and 

guidebooks reproduced miracle tales in order to identify the history and attractions 

of religious sites. The desire, then, to visit the Fudo exhibitions in the capital or 

make the pilgrimage to Narita, whether for religious or recreational pursuits (or 

both), was stimulated by the sacred legends and miraculous stories promoted by the 

temple clergy. These narratives intersected many elements central to religious life at 

temples like Shinshoji, and are thus valuable sources for understanding how a deity 

could function not merely as a sacred icon of ritual worship, but also as an 

instrument central to local religious and commercial institutions. 

Recent scholarship has shed significant light on Fudo's continental 

background, his scriptural and iconographical dimensions, and his role in important 

ritual programs, especially during the Heian (794-1185) and Kamakura (1185-

1333) Periods.5 However, although this scholarship has considered the importance 

of extra-canonical sources such as miracle tales in understanding Fudo, results have 

5 Major monograph-length studies on Fudo include Watanabe (1975), Daihorin Henshiibu ed. 
(1981), and Tanaka (1993). Other notable works that include substantial discussions on the deity are 
Yoritomo (1984) and Uehara (1989). Major surveys on Fudo's iconography are Kyoto Kokuritsu 
Hakubutsukan ed. (1981), Sawa (1984), and Nakano (1987). See also Payne (1991) for a discussion 
on modern Fudo rites, and Mack's dissertation (2007) on the context of Fudo's iconography in the 
Heian and Kamakura Periods. 

2 
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been preliminary. At present there remains little substantial work that directly 

addresses what these narratives reveal that scripture generally cannot: the great variety 

of local cultic adaptations of the deity. Miracle tales help illuminate how deities were 

not simply inherited from canonical sources, but "re-branded" as regionally-specific 

objects to suit the particular needs of time and place. This process of localization, 

whereby Fudo took on new religious and commercial identities at specific sites, 

remains, however, an understudied side of the deity.6 

The Current State of Fu.do Studies 

Fudo is most commonly associated with the schools of Shingon ~ i§ and Tendai 7( 

~, the two traditional divisions of Mikkyo W1f& (literally, "secret teachings"), the 

form of Buddhism through which the deity first became known in Japan.7 Due to 

the cultural and artistic contributions of its institutions since the Heian Period, and 

the key political roles played by its patriarchs, Mikkyo has received considerable 
attention from modern scholars. 8 However, these studies have focused on the 

tradition's initial introduction to, and subsequent development in, Japan during the 

Heian and Kamakura Periods. Although negative scholarly views of post-medieval 

Buddhism, such as that the early modern Buddhist tradition was "corrupt and 

degenerate" (Edo bukkyo darakuron iIF {b.1f&m~fni), 9 have been abandoned, 

6 Monographs on local Fudo cults are few in number. These primarily include Murakami (1968), 
Miura (1977), and Ambros (2002). See also Sakamoto (1979), Ichikawa (1993), and Tamamuro 
(1993) for article-length treatments. 
7 Variously known as Esoteric Buddhism, Tantric Buddhism, Mantrayana, and Vajrayana. In this 
dissertation I use the word "Mikkyo" to refer only to Japanese Esoteric Buddhism unless otherwise 
noted. 
8 This scholarship includes lexica on Mikkyo's ornate doctrinal and ritual systems (e.g., Matsunaga 
1931-1933; Toganoo 1935; Takai 1953; and Tanaka 1962), iconographical studies (e.g., Sawa 1983-

1984), and the compilation of sectarian collections (e.g., the Shingonshu zensho •§*~ii [1933-

1940] and Tendaishu zensho J(ii'*~· [1935-1937]). There also exist serials published by 

Mikkyo-affiliated institutions such as the Mikkyo bunka W~:>c{~ (1947-present) and Mikkyogaku 
W~* (1965-present). Western interest on Mikkyo has increased in the last few decades with 
examinations of important figures (see note ten), iconographies (e.g., Sawa 1971-1972; Snodgrass 
1988; Bogel 1995), doctrine and ritual (e.g., Minoru 1978; Yamasaki 1988), as well as English 

translations of major scriptures like the eighth-century Daibirushana jobutsu shinpen kaji kyo :*mlll. 
~~~Jft{.lt$~JJD~m£ (T.18.848) (e.g., Yamamoto 1990; Wayman 1992; Hodge 2003). There has 
been a similar growing Western interest in Indian, Tibetan, and Chinese forms of Esoteric Buddhism 
(e.g., Wayman 1995; Strickmann 1996; Davidson 2002). 
9 A theory popularized by the Japanese historian Tsuji Zennosuke in his Nihon Bukkyo shi 13 :;$:{~~ 

~ (A History of Japanese Buddhism, 1944-1955) (which included a chapter entitled, "The Decline of 
Buddhism and Corruption of the Clergy," Watt 1997: 188). Several scholars, both Japanese and 
Western, have shared Tsuji's view. For example, Anesaki Masaharu suggested in 1930 that, due to the 

3 
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scholarship has still tended to favour famous Buddhist masters and the development 

of new schools during the Nara (710-784), Heian, and Kamakura Periods as primary 

objects of study, often privileging the "great men" and their high philosophical 

inquiries and not the "unruly masses" as the major actors of Japanese religion. 10 

With an emphasis on the early tradition, studies on Mikkyo history offer only 

cursory glances at the tradition's development during the early modern period. For 

example, Tachikawa Musashi and Yoritomi Motohiro's Nihon mikkyo S :;zjs;:J&;~ 
(Japanese Mikkyo, 2000), part of a four-volume collection covering the history of 

Esoteric Buddhism from India to Japan, offers only six of its 353 pages to Edo

period Mikkyo in favour of the earlier periods and its famous patriarchs. 11 

This trend has consequently influenced the current understanding of the 

Mikkyo pantheon, including Fuda, arguably its most popular deity. Due to the 

emphasis on the early tradition, current scholarship provides us with excellent detail 

on the doctrinal, pantheonic, and iconographical dimensions of the deity as 

close relationship between Buddhism and the state during the Edo Period, "The majority of Buddhist 

clergy were obedient servants to the Government, and in the long period of peace they gradually 
became lazy, or else effeminate intriguers" (Anesaki 1930: 260). Later in 1957, Robert Bellah wrote 

that there was "a general lethargy and uncreativeness of Buddhism in the Tokugawa Period" (Bellah 

1957: 51). Joseph Kitagawa similarly argued in 1966 of "the moral corruption of the clergy," and of 

the "moral and spiritual bankruptcy of established Buddhism" during the Edo Period (Kitagawa 1966: 

165-166). Kitagawa also argued that commercial activities such as kaicho OO!li (exhibitions of sacred 

temple or shrine treasures) were representative of Buddhism's moral decadence at this time, failing to 
note that exhibitions were nothing new to the age. (Kaicho exhibitions are discussed in detail in 

chapter four.) Recent studies that have rejected the theory of decadence and taken a fresh look at early 

modern Buddhism include Sawada (1993), Baroni (2000), Hur (2000 and 2007), and Williams 

(2005). 
10 McMullin (1989: 21-22); see also Ambros and Williams (2001: 213-215). In the case ofMikkyo, 

scholars have produced numerous monographs focusing on the early masters. These include Kiikai @ 

#ir: (Kobo Daishi 5M:tdc~ili, 774-835; see Hakeda 1972 and Abe 1999), Saicho Jim (Dengyo 

Daishi {ii~*~ili, 767-822; see Groner 1984 and Saeki 1992), Ennin filf= Qikaku Daishi ~Jt*~ili, 

794-864; see Reischauer 1955), and Kakuban Jt~ (Kogyo Daishi ~~*~i!i, 1095-1143; see van 
der Veere 2000). 
11 Viz., Tachikawa and Yoritomi eds. (2000: 65-70). Similarly, chapter two of Taiko Yamasaki's 

Shingon: Japanese Esoteric Buddhism (1988) presents a general history of Shingon in Japan (23-55), 
with barely two pages given to the Edo Period (46---48). I would argue that the scholarly importance 

given to early Japanese Buddhism has also been due to the "Kamakura New Buddhism" theory that 

became prominent in the early twentieth-century. This theory proposed that the so-called "clerical" 

Mikkyo (and Nara) schools did not hold any significant power following the decline of the Heian 

government in the twelfth century, and were displaced by new "democratic" forms of Buddhism like 

Zen and Pure Land. While rejected under the impetus of the medieval historian Kuroda Toshia (see 

especially Kuroda 1975: 413-547), the theory nonetheless lingers and has helped insulate Mikkyo 

studies in the early periods. (On the "Kamakura New Buddhism" model and the scholarship of 

Kuroda Toshia, see Dobbins 1996: 217-232.) 
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described in the Mikkya canon, primarily comprised of Chinese and Japanese 

materials dating from the eighth to fourteenth centuries. 12 However, as stated, 

canonical texts were not the last word on the deity's development, as they represented 

but one element in his evolution. In particular, canonical scriptures are limited in 

what they tell us about Fuda at any one particular time or place. 13 This limitation is 

exacerbated by the fact that the relative lack of extant Fuda temple records from 

these early periods impede our understanding of how, and to what extent, the deity 

developed beyond his canonical framework. However, the abundance of extant, 

extra-canonical sources such as local records in the early modern period allows us 

much greater insight into how the deity developed "on the ground." 

Methodology and Contributions 

Recent scholarship on Japanese religion has increasingly argued the importance of 

considering locality. Barbara Ambros and Duncan Williams, for example, write that 

"Japanese religion as 'lived religion' was practiced in local settings, with regions, 

villages, towns, and cities as socially significant units to understand religion." 14 Allan 

Grapard similarly argues three points: 

First, Japanese religiosity is grounded in specific sites at which 

beliefs and practices were combined and transmitted exclusively 

within specific lineages .... 

Second, Japanese religiosity is neither Shinto nor Buddhist 

nor sectarian but essentially combinative .... 
Third, those combinative systems, which evolved in specific 

sites, were indissolubly linked, in their genesis as in their evolution, to 

social and economic structures and practices as well as concepts of 

legitimacy and power .... 15 

12 By "Mikkyo canon," I refer to the collection of Shingon and Tendai scriptures collected, classified, 

and organized in the Meiji llJH~ {1868-1912), Taisho :kTI: (1912-1926), and Showa BIHn (1926-
1989) Periods, which can be found primarily in volumes eighteen to twenty-one of the Taisho canon 

(viz., Mikkyo bu W?f&$), its twelve-volume zuzo ~ft supplement of rituals, commentaries, and 

iconographies, as well as biographies and writings of Mikkyo patriarchs published in modern sectarian 

collections. 
13 Tanaka Hisao argues in the conclusion of his Fudo shinko /Ft!Jf~{J:!J that Fudo studies remain in 

their infancy, and thus calls for more studies that investigate the histories of Fudo temples (Tanaka 

1993: 351). 
14 Ambros and Williams (2001: 210). The authors also identify the work ofTamamuro Furnia of 

Meiji University as having been instrumental to the growing attention given to local, trans-sectarian 

studies during the Edo Period. See the same article for an overview and bibliography ofTamamuro's 

scholarship. 
15 Grapard (1992: 4). 
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As Grapard suggests, the benefits of the "local approach" allow us to examine religion 

across sectarian institutions, 16 and to identify social and economic agencies in 
addition to doctrinal ones that influenced the evolution of temples and shrines across 
"Buddhist" or "Shinto" divisions. In this respect, narrative literature proves an 

important source in the study of local deity cults. Its association with specific sites 

can reveal dynamic power structures on the ground such as commercial enterprises 

that influenced doctrinal and scriptural traditions. 

The central thesis of this disseratation is thus concerned with how the genesis, 

operation, and evolution of a Fudo cult (or indeed, any deity cult) cannot be 

adequately explained in terms of doctrinal and sectarian traditions alone. Using the 

case of Shinshoji or Naritasan Temple, 17 I employ a locally-based, trans-sectarian 

approach to the study of Fudo, and in doing so join the aforementioned growing 

trend in Japanese Buddhist scholarship that argues that in order to fully understand 

Japanese religion, it must be studied not only from the perspective of doctrinal, 

scriptural, and sectarian affiliations, but also in terms of local religious and socio

economic developments. By investigating the Narita Fudo cult through the lens of 

local sources such as miracle stories, I am able to expand our understanding of 

canonical sources by repositioning them within the framework of local studies. This 

perspective allows us to address important issues such as how symbols supplied by 

scriptures took on new meanings within the context of specific religious institutions, 

or how local invention co-existed with or even subverted canonical tradition in the 

service of promoting regional material culture. 18 Applied to Fudo, we can identify 
the degree to which canonical representations of the deity (such as his iconic sword, 

rope, and flames 19
) played new (or even marginal) roles at specific locations, and for 

16 In this dissertation I use the terms "sectarian" to refer to the modern categorization of Japanese 

Buddhist traditions into "sects" (shii *)(e.g., Rinzaishii ~¥1'f*, Jodoshii tlt±*). Due to the birth 
of modern Buddhist studies in Japan in the late 1800s within institutions affiliated with particular 
Buddhist schools, a significant body of scholarship has been influenced by sectarian histories. 
Japanese Buddhism today is thus often defined according to "shii." Since Buddhism in Edo Japan was 
significantly "trans-sectarian" in nature, only by moving beyond specific schools (in our case, primarily 
Shingon) can we observe religious phenomena across traditions. 
17 The primary studies on Shinshoji are Murakami (1968), Ono (1978), and Asahi (1981). Shinshoji 

has also published two large temple histories, Naritasan shi Pl<: EB r1J 51:. (A History of Naritasan, 1938) 

and Shinshu Naritasan shi *'f{~pjt IE r1J 51:. (Newly Edited History of Naritasan, 1968). 
18 For example, Ichikawa Hideyuki shows how the worship of the Takitani Fudo i't:§/Flh in Osaka 
to cure eye disease was more a product of local developments than of classical scriptures and doctrine 

(Ichikawa 1993: 275-304). 
19 Fudo is easily distinguished by his weapons-a sword held vertically in his right hand, and a coiled 

noose or rope (kensaku ~~) in his left hand-and tall flames which rise above him from behind. All 
three are prominent iconographical features and are central to the deity's descriptions as given in 
Chinese and Japanese canonical texts. For example, the Chiri sanmaya Fudosan inuo shisha nenjii ho 
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what reasons. 20 This dissertation therefore emphasizes the inherent difficulty in 

characterizing a deity according to canonical sources. 

In her recent work on a popular Konpira ~.1¥.*'f cult in Eda-period Shikoku, 

Sarah Thal argues that the multiplicity of factors in regional transformations of a 

deity prove difficult challenges for its definition. 21 The difficulties posed by 

localizations are apparent in local sources such as miracle tales. They show, for 

instance, that one did not simply pray to a generic "Fuda," but to a certain Fuda of a 

certain temple. An examination of the ways in which Shinshaji produced regionally

distinct discourses in the treatment of Fuda undermines any singular, unchanging 

form of the deity shared equally by all Fuda temples. I would argue that recent 

scholarship has tended to emphasize certain "essential" features of the deity such as 

his iconographical trademarks22 that can be generally identified across time and place, 

rather than exploring the marked differences between local adaptations. 
Locally-based studies, moreover, highlight a key aspect of Fuda neglected by 

scholarship: his trans-sectarian relationships with deities lying outside the traditional 

Mikkya pantheon. During the early modern period, images of Fuda could be found 

not only in Shingon and T endai temples, but also at Pure Land, Zen, and Nichiren 

sites. However, current scholarship has emphasized central Mikkya canonical and 

iconographical sources when defining Fuda's pantheonic dimensions.23 He is thus 

primarily classified as a wrathful manifestation and servant of the Sun Buddha 

}1£PJl!..:::.IJ;K.Jf13/Flb:F#m\Z?'Z::£f!~~~mrt (T.1201.21, attributed to Amoghavajra [705-774]) 
describes Fuda's sword as a weapon which severs defllements and conquers greed, hatred, and delusion 
(T.1201.21.15c.l-2). The rope subdues heretics such as demons (T.1201.21.15b.9-12) while the 
flames similarly conquer heretics, burn away karmic defllements, and represent the "fire-emitting 

samddhi" in which Fuda dwells (T.1201.21.15b.17-29). 
20 To be clear, the distinction I make between the "canonical or scriptural Fuda" and the "local Fuda" 
is in many ways (but not always) an artificial one, though one that must be made in response to the 
current state of scholarship. Moreover, I do not attempt to understand a "canonical" Fuda versus a 
"local" Fuda in terms of a distinct shift from one to the other; rather the deity is more appropriately 
understood as a layering or interweaving of the two. How the two co-existed as part of a larger 

composite whole specific to a particular area is a central issue of this dissertation. 
21 Thal (2005: 9). 
22 See note nineteen. 
23 See note five for key examples of this scholarship. The canonical and iconographical sources this 

scholarship has emphasized primarily include the eighth-century Daibirushana jobutsu shinpen kaji kyo 

*.!'!e.Ji~~~JJ.l<:fi$1'~1m~fff (T.18.848) its most prominent commentary, the Daibirushanajobutsu 
kyo sho ::kEe.Ji~~~JJ.X:{.l{ffi9ft (T.39.1796), the associated Taizakai Mandara ij{:f~.W.~~ff 

("Womb World Mai:i<;lala), the ritual and iconographical program of the Nin 'no g;yo 1=:E.fff (Sutra of 
Benevolent Kings) tradition (e.g., T.19.994), as well as the earliest extant scriptures devoted to Fuda 
(T.21.1199-1205). 
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Dainichi Nyorai24 
}( 13 ~D *' the central deity of the Godai My6625 11.)( Wi .3:. (The 

Five Kings of Great Illumination), and leader of various attendant groups such as 

doji26 i!-=f (Sk. kumdra) acolytes.27 As we will see, these canonical families often 

played a negligible role in Fuda cults, while the deity instead formed affiliations with 

local pantheons. Moreover, Fudo's role among Shinto shrines and connections to 

kami, which are recorded at least as early as the fourteenth century,28 have yet to be 

fully explored by scholars, despite the fact that the treatment of Buddhism and 

Shinto as mutually distinct traditions has been largely abandoned. 29 A notable 

exception is Barbara Ambros' recent work on the Eda-period Oyamadera }( UJ ;!f 

24 Sk. Mahavairocana Tathagata. Dainichi is venerated as the supreme Buddha in Mikkyo cosmology. 
However, even canonical sources are not unanimous on the celestial origins of Fudo. Based on an 

analysis of eighth-century Chinese sources (e.g., T.21.1199), the Kakuzensho JttllitP {late twelfth to 

early thirteenth century, TZ.3022.5.169c.19-l 70a.8) and Byakuhokusho S '.E. i::I :fj) (thirteenth 
century, TZ.3119 .7. 20a.25-20b. l 5) both identify four different types of Fudo, each a manifestation 

of a different buddha or bodhisattva: Dainichi Nyorai, Shaka ~:Ill!!, Jogaisho ~~~:Ii, and Kongoshu 

:&ll"JIJ-¥. The Byakuhokusho emphasizes, however, via the fundamental Mikkyo argument that the 

hosshin ¥~,!it (Sk. dharmakaya) Dainichi is the ultimate source of all phenomena, that it is the 
Dainichi Fudo that is the most important of the four. 
25 Viz., Gozanze ~i-::::: tit, Gundari ~~flJ, Daiitoku :k@G~, Kongoyasha :&llQJ1J1Jl:><., and Fudo. 

The celestial status of the Godai Myoo were largely defined in Japan by the sanrinjin -::::: il!ilff J'.t ("Three 
Wheel-Bodies") schema of deities derived from Chinese sources-lesser, wrathful manifestations 

(known as kyoryorinjin ~%il!fl8Jit) of five Buddhas (Gochi Nyorai 3i11!1t1D*) and five bodhisattvas 

(Godai Bosatsu 3i:ki'.fr@f). The Myoo are thus commonly understood as third-tier deities in the 

Mikkyo pantheon. There also exists the lesser-known Hachidai Myoo )\.:k~:E. (Eight Great Kings 
of Illumination) which also contains Fudo. The family, however, never gained popularity in Japan, 
and few iconographies are extant (e.g., TZ.6.157 and TZ.6.169). 
26 Despite the great variety of Fudo's attendant families (for example, see TZ.7.3 l l 9.7c-9b) which 

can be categorized into three general groups (shisha f_tilf ["servants," "messengers"], doji, and ten "*
[Sk. deva]), the most commonly encountered grouping by far are the two doji Kongara ¥7-:llmm (Sk. 

Kimkara) and Seitaka ftliJ :$:Ill!! (Sk. Ce~aka). 
27 Many of the major academic works on Fudo (see note five) have almost exclusively defined Fudo's 
family in this manner: Watanabe (1975); Daihorin Henshubu ed. (1981); Sawa (1984); Yoritomi 
(1984); Nakano (1987); Uehara (1989); and Mack (2006). The standard definition of the deity as 
found in the major Buddhist reference works mentions only these canonical relationships to the 
exclusion of others. See, for example, Mochizuki (1971: volume 5, 4486a-4489b), Sawa (1975: 608-
610), and Nakamura (1981: l l 70c-117la). 
28 Viz., the fourteenth-century Shinto shit tiflJ.il!~ (Kondo 1959: 103). Fudo's connections to kami 
are discussed in greater detail in chapter two. 
29 A major impetus for the academic appreciation of the blending of "Buddhism" and "Shinto" 

(shinbutsu shugo tiflf.l.1§11'.f) is the work of Kuroda Toshio (see especially Kuroda 1993). For a recent 
treatment of the subject, see Tweewen and Rambelli (2003). 
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Temple, which illustrates how the Oyama Fuda :*w/Fi!J in Sagami Province was 

worshipped in tandem with the resident kami Sekison Daigongen 1l•:**fEm.30 

Beyond the study of Fuda, this dissertation also contributes to our 

understanding of miracle tales themselves. With the general lack of tale literature in 

the Mikkya canon, and the scholarly focus of Buddhist studies on philosophy and 

doctrine, miracle stories have found little place in the appreciation of Esoteric 

Buddhism. Moreover, major examinations of the genre have focused on examples 

from earlier eras, with many having been translated into English.31 This dissertation 

adds to the study of the genre during the Edo Period, and to the few systematic 

treatments of Fuda miracle tales at all. While scholarship has included discussions 

on the more famous Fuda tales,32 including those of the Narita Fuda,33 they have not 

fully addressed the issues raised here: localization, trans-sectarianism, and 

commodification. 

Finally, my treatment of the Narita cult contributes to Eda-period studies. 

Edo culture is becoming an increasingly popular topic in scholarship, due to its rich 

artistic and literary worlds, and to the fact that many elements of modern Japanese 

culture trace their roots to the Edo Period. Since large religious sites like Shinshaji 

contributed to the commercial, artistic, and recreational culture of the age, a study of 

the Narita Fuda adds to the appreciation of early modern Japanese society. 

Sources of Investigation 

As stated above, this dissertation examines the processes by which local narratives 

such as miracle tales played a central role in the creation of regionally-distinct Fuda 

cults. Due to the amorphous nature of the miracle tale genre, a variety of additional 

primary sources will come into play. These include the engi ~@, a document 

central to the creation of a religious site's distinctive local character. Closely 

associated with miracle tales and engi are biographies of famous Buddhist masters. 

Of particular importance to this study are the biographies of the Shingon patriarch 

Kancha JllM (916-998) and the Pure Land monks Dayo it!~ (1515-1574) and 

Yuten :f,{]:;R (1636-1718), all of whom became central figures in the miraculous 

30 Ambros (2002). 
31 For example, Mills (1970), Nakamura (1973), Ury (1979), Dykstra (1983), Morell (1985), 
McCullough (1988), and Tyler (1990). 
32 For example, lmazawa (1941), Ishida (1981), Muraoka (1981), Yoritomi (1984: 200-206), Shinbo 
(1995), Nakamae (1996). 
33 Works that discuss the narrative literature of the Narita Fudo include Watanabe (1975: 104-114), 
Yoritomi (1984: 209-213), and Murakami (1993a: 253-255). Asahi's (1981) monograph represents 
one of the best to date, though it focuses mostly on the Ichikawa line of actors. 
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history of Shinshaji. I also make frequent use of gazetteers34 (chishi :f:tHg;t;, fadoki JOO. 

±~c) and travel and guidebook literature written for commoners. These records 

contain detailed information such as precinct descriptions, legends surrounding the 

history of temples and shrines, popular local attractions, and consumer products. 

Since gazetteers and guidebooks also reproduced the miracle tales, engi, and 
biographies that are relevant to our study, they represent valuable sources for 

understanding Fuda's localization at specific sites. 

As noted, Shinshaji's popularity was such that the Narita Fuda became as 

much a commercial product as it was a sacred object of religious worship. By the 

turn of the eighteenth century, the deity prominently figured in the urban 

entertainment and material culture of the capital. Therefore, popular fiction, art and 

theatre will also prove key sources of investigation. For example, the famous 

Ichikawa Danjiira m) 11 EI!+~~ guild of actors produced kabuki plays adapting the 

lore of the Narita Fuda to the stage. I will also consider ukiyoe 1*iitffi~ prints,35 a 

popular genre of woodblock paintings that depicted scenes from these plays and 

promoted both the kabuki theatre and the Narita Fuda in and around Edo. 

Finally, this study also makes use of Shinshaji's recently published temple 

documents, Naritasan Shinshoji shiryo shu PX: B3 UJ~MJ~ 51:*~~ (Collection of the 
Historical Documents of Naritasan Shinshoji Temple, 1992-2002). These documents, 

which contain the official diaries of Shinshoji's chief priests, records of temple 

finances, activities, exhibitions, and daily life in Narita, offer important insights into 

how the Narita Fuda developed on the ground. 

Chapter Organization 

This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter one examines the miracle 

tale genre and the development of story literature devoted to Fuda prior to the Edo 

Period. This chapter identifies the basic features and varieties of the genre, and its 

relationships with other key literary forms relevant to this study. It then examines 

the emergence of the earliest extant Fuda narratives in Japan, and how they set the 

stage for the production of new tales, and the retelling of old ones in the early 

modern period. This will establish the central importance of narratives to the 

examination of local Fuda cults. 

Chapter two discusses the formation of the new urban Buddhism that 

characterized the Edo Period and its role in the development of Fuda cults. In 

addition to institutional changes came new technological and cultural advances in 

34 On the use of gazetteers in the study of local religion during the Edo Period, see Hardacre (2001 
and 2002). 
35 For a descriptive list of Naritasan-related ukiyoe, see Ono and Yuasa (1960: 5-9). 
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transportation, communication, and printing, key ingredients in the tourism and 

pilgrimage culture surrounding many shrines and temples. These developments 

helped set the stage for a "golden age" of Fudo cults, and are crucial to understanding 

how such cults developed and flourished during this time. Here I devote 

considerable detail to the case of the Meguro Fudo §~/fib, arguably the most 

famous Fudo site located in Edo proper. An investigation of this cult establishes 

several issues central to our discussion, such as how sectarian elements merged with 

local history to produce creative new forms of the deity, and that Fudo was not an 

exclusively Mikkyo deity. 

Chapter three contains an analysis of Shinshoji' s engi that appeared at the 

turn of the eighteenth century. Drawing on the discussion of the Meguro Fudo, this 

chapter explores the elaborate process by which the engi established the distinctive 

character of Shinshoji and its Narita Fudo by interweaving doctrinal elements with 

local history. Central to this localization process was the engi's identification of the 

main protagonists in Shinshoji's sacred history, their particular connections to the 

Narita area, and how their stories demonstrated the deity's miraculous nature. 

Chapter four situates Shinshoji's engi and its miracle tales in their larger 

religious and commercial environments. This contextualization will shed light on 

how such a localized deity could be used to effectively function as a foundation not 

only for religious, but also cultural and commercial activities such as theatre, 

exhibitions of sacred temple treasures, and pilgrimage. Understanding the 

commercialization of the Narita Fudo will also reveal the larger network of sites 

participating in Shinshoji's engi tradition, and therefore how the Narita Fudo was 

not exclusive to Shinshoji but a shared, trans-sectarian commodity. 

Chapter five concludes the investigation of Naritasan's miracle tales as they 

continued to flourish in the Meiji (1868-1912), Taisho (1912-25), and pre-war 

Showa (1925-1945) Periods. The religio-cultural popularity of Shinshoji did not 

decline with the Meiji government's anti-Buddhism (haibutsu kishaku ~{.LJ~-~~) 
policy. Through its support of the government's war effort in the late 1800s and 

early 1900s and the establishment of several subtemples it was able to perpetuate 

much of its former prosperity. In fact, extant sources suggest that Meiji-era Shinshoji 

saw an increase in the publication of miracle tales and a continued production of the 

kabuki plays celebrating the Narita Fudo. This chapter identifies how the Narita 

Fudo quickly evolved to accommodate cultural and political changes affecting 

Japanese society as a whole. One of the most notable adaptations was the recasting 

of the Narita Fudo as a war deity who could protect Japanese soldiers off to the 

Chinese and Russian fronts. Later, with a new national system of modern roads and 

railways, the Narita Fudo evolved yet again into a god of traffic safety, a guise in 

which he is commonly worshipped today. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
fUDO AND THE MIRACLE TALE GENRE 

As discussed in the introduction, miracle tales, in their variety of forms, represent a 

central source of information for our study. The purpose of this chapter is thus 
twofold. First, I will briefly identify the basic features of this diverse genre of 

narrative texts. Second, I will explore how these sources played a pivotal role in the 

formation and operation of local religious sites by investigating the emergence of the 

Fuda miracle tale in Japan. Both examinations will provide us with the necessary 

framework with which to approach our study of the miracle tale culture of the Narita 

Fuda cult in the early modern period. 

The Miracle Tale Genre 

Despite their diversity, miracle tales in pre-modern Japan were largely inherited from 

Chinese models. The Chinese Buddhist miracle story,36 well-established by the Tang 

dynasty (618-907), 37 had developed from a combination of tales devoted to 

supernatural "accounts of the strange" (zhiguai ;:t;•!£) 38 with Chinese translations of 

Indian Buddhist avaddna39 andjdtaka tales,40 narratives describing the former lives of 

prominent Buddhist figures such as the Buddha Sakyamuni.41 

A common term found in the tides of such works and often used today to 

denote the miracle tale genre in general is "reigenki" ~~gc. The keyword reigen ~ 

~. though often rendered simply as "miracle,"42 is more precisely translated as 

"miraculous or numinous efficacy," or more liberally, as Verellen writes, an 

"evidential miracle in response to an act of devotion," or a "marvelous efficacy of an 

act of devotion or sacred object."43 Watari Kaichi similarly identifies reigen as the 

36 For an introduction to the Chinese Buddhist miracle tale, see Gjenson (1981). 
37 Gjertson (1981: 287). 
38 Campany (1991: 29). 
39 Gjertson (1981: 288). 
40 Verellen (1992: 229). 
41 The miracle tale genre was not, however, exclusive to the Buddhist tradition. We find such Daoist 

collections as the Daojiao lingyan ji Jl!~'flt.~jjc (Evidential Miracles in Support of Daoism, tenth 
century) (here I use Verellen's translation of the tide [Verellen 1992: 217]). Shinto collections in 

Japan were also produced for kami such as the Hikosan gongen reigenki g~:fl;!Jl~~ilc (A Record of 

the Miraculous Efficacy of Hikosan Gongen, 1719) and Kasuga gongen genki $ S :fl:IJl~jjC. (A Record of 

the Miraculous Efficacy of Kasuga Gongen, late Kamakura Period). See Tyler (1990) for a translation of 

the latter. 
42 For example, Tyler (1990) and Ambros (2002: 279). 
43 Verellen (1992: 228). 
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miraculous effect of a deity evoked through prayer and faith. 44 Thus, reigenki is a 

"record" (ki ~[.) or collection of such events. As the latter translations show, 

devotion to an object of worship (most often a deity) is central to these narratives, 

and involves the concepts of reikan ~~ or reio ~fit (terms closely associated with 

reigen), meaning "miraculous sympathy or response." Both terms presume the 

presence of the Chinese concept of ganying ~H! Qp. kan'o), "stimulus-response" or 

"sympathetic resonance," 45 the mechanism by which the needs of a worshipper 

stimulates (gan ~) a response (ying H!) from an object of worship. The response is 

strictly mechanical, having no human or divine agency, a "function of a commutative 

interaction between aspirant and the sacred order and not purely the work of either 

thaumaturgy on the part of the subject or numinal intrusion on the part of the cult 

object."46 Or, more simply, as Robert Sharf puts it: "The notion of sympathetic 

resonance is deceptively simply: objects belonging to the same class resonate with 

each other just as do two identically tuned strings on a pair of zithers."47 In his 

introduction (jijo §ff) to the Fudo Myoo reioki ~ib~3:.~fit~C. (A Record of the 

Miraculous Efficacy of Fudo Myoo, 1737), the Shingon monk Santo -=: ~ explains this 

mechanism and its consequences by means of an example:48 

Yv7?=i7 =i=ici !::!::'~ 7v 'JJT7 =i7 :/3'7 =i 

~ ~ ~ / ·tflf 7" ::\'- -=i:- 49 W ::\'- :1r /'~ :JG, .A H!"" jj ii / V 7" ::\'- -=i:-
'7 Y 7v n1"7 1"1v:/n v-1;<?:/i!:.-- ~ :/:.--;<47"YY 

tT~JP0 :1f r' ~, ;(q~{jf ~7" 7J 7 ~W} § ~ / ~ 7" !J 1$ ~ {~ ~t / 
~'7A4 'JJ/ h1"7 77 :// 'JJT7 if;,- Y/;<'777 

lilil~T!v-=E-~7 V/~ £, .A,IJ!~f§7 V/~ £, .A~..A'jtffe;Jf! r 
if/77 'T :17 7 7 71/:// ,;//-e/ :;t-3 :/~7,/7 

~H! r- Ji! r- Ji r- :1r 1v:$51 r,filiJt L-f!!.f~ /~ii r- & t:'' WI. Wt/ 
"' '7" 7 3 '"' "' / ~" :/ 3 '7 :t '7 4 7 7 n ~ -y '7 :;t '7 
J¥~ r-;::. S3 / ~ 1!iifc;::. m ~.:::#~Y-li r: /fl/~~ :=i:. J? 7--Y 

n" 7 ?'T'f::.--:Jf7 7n :/:.-- !"? :/ ~,,.f1 7 1111 :/ 

7-f~'/ 7 :g: 7 §t:>cJtiliia~ :7 f~ -e /fl /~ii-1-~ill!!mroc7 ;::.JE 7 
7. 7 

~7 

44 Watari (1993: 339). 
45 Sharf(2001: 83); Benn (2007: 6). 
46 Stevenson (1995: 429). 
47 Sharf (2001: 83). 
48 Kyoto Fuzoku Toshokan (Kyoto University Library) MS (folio 4 recto-5 verso). 
49 This character appears without the top stroke ("t"). I take it as "mo" -=E- (thus making the phase 

"kokoro naki mo" 11f-T-:\'--=E-), based on grammatical context and the subsequent parallel construction 

of"koe naki mo" !Jl-T-:\'--=E-. 
50 This character (koto *) appears abbreviated in the original with its single vertical stroke. 
51 See above note. 
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Now, although an empty valley is lifeless, if there were an echo surely 

there would be a response. Although bells and drums are silent, they 

would surely sound when struck. Such are the subtle and mysterious 

laws of nature. Although the kami of heaven and earth 52 and 

buddhas are hidden away, if there is stimulus [kan ~] [they will] 

surely respond [o H!J. If one has faith [they will] surely appear. It is 

only a matter of whether the response is invisible or manifest, or 

whether it be prolonged or immediate. It simply depends on how 

deep or shallow the faith, how strong or weak the fervor. Therefore, 

no sooner had Shogii53 (of Mii) prayed than the My66 immediately 

undertook [his] suffering in his stead. When Mongaku (of Takao) 

displayed deep reverence, the acolyte (Kongara) instantly saved him 

from death. 

As Santo's introduction suggests, stimulus-response most often takes the form of a 

deity's appearance and favour to a devotee (the terms risho f1J1:., "benefit to the 

living," and riyaku flJ~, "benefits [bestowed by a deity]," are therefore occasionally 

used in place of reigen). We will revisit the tale of Shokii NiESg (1177-1247) in more 

detail below, and see how it illustrates the important mechanism of stimulus

response. 
Regarding the contents and types of miracle tales, Donald E. Gjertson 

proposes three general categories based on Chinese examples: 

1) accounts of divine intervention in times of need, usually initiated 

by appeals to Avalokitdvara; 

2) illustrations of the efficacy of Buddhist piety, often through 

descriptions of the inexorable workings of the law of karmic 

retribution; 
3) miracles prodigies [sic] associated with famous monks or laymen, 

serving to demonstrate their high spiritual attainments.54 

All three categories proposed by Gjertson were central to pre-modern Japanese 

miracle tales. With their accounts extolling the divine power of a deity (type one), 

didactic demonstrations of the efficacy of Buddhist faith (type two), and celebrations 

of eminent monks (type three), miracle tales naturally formed strong connections to 

other literary genres in China and Japan such as Buddhist biographies and the 

52 jinmyo t$f!F] (Nakamura 1981: 795c). 
53 Also pronounced "Shoku." 
54 Gjertson (1981: 296). 
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setsuwa IDl~5 (literally, "explanation by story"), an umbrella term denoting story 

narratives such as parables, myths, legends, and folk tales. Type two tales, for 

example, formed the impetus behind the earliest extant Japanese setsuwa collection of 

Buddhist tales, the Nihonkoku genpo zen'aku ryoiki S 7-Js::OO~~~~fl~~c (A 

Record of Miraculous Present-day Karmic Recompenses of Good and Evil in japan, early 

ninth century),55 whose title illustrates its emphasis on karmic retribution in the 

present world. This text marked the beginning of a long collaboration in Japan 

between authors of miracle tales and setsuwa collections who would often turn to one 

another for material. The stories of the eminent monks Shoku and Mongaku Jtjt 
(twelfth century) mentioned above, for example, frequently appeared in both types of 

collections. 

Beyond the setsuwa, two additional genres of literature demand our attention. 

The first is related to the type three miracle tale, accounts of eminent monks. 

Biographies of famous monks in China are known to have developed in close 

proximity to miracle tales. 56 The same remained true in Japan, where the biography 

has left a lasting impression on the miracle tale by forming its characteristic shape; 

the action, for example, centres around the devotee, not the deity. Even in cases 

where the protagonist is a simple commoner, the tale still emulates the classic 

biographical paradigm by establishing the person's name, age, place of birth, lineage, 

occupation, and so forth as it would with a distinguished monk. So close were the 

two that there was often nothing to distinguish the biography from the miracle tale 

other than their packaging or framing. Biographies, or sections from them, often 

stood as the miracle tale with little modification necessary. The aforementioned 

Fuda miracle tale collection, for example, faithfully reproduced seven of its forty-nine 

stories from the Shingon den~§{~ (Shingon Biographies, 1325).57 

The second genre central to our discussion is the engi r~~,58 a type of 

document describing the origins and history of a temple or shrine and its sacred 

objects (thus the term is variously translated as "foundation narrative," "origin tale," 

55 Also known as the abbreviated Nihon ryoiki 13 /.$:~~ ~-C, (A Record of the Miraculous in japan). See 
Nakamura (1973) for an introduction and annotated translation. 
56 Gjertson (1981: 287, 299); Campany (1991: 28-29); Yu (2001: 156). 
57 For example, the biography of Keiso !fifi1:: (955-1019) as recorded in the Shingon den (DBZ.106. 
214a) served as the basis for tale fifteen in the Fudo Myoo reioki ("How Keiso Ajari Had a Dream of 

Fuda the Day Before His Death" !lWi'F~iiJM~iJ~~/M13/Flli:•7~~;v:~l Similarly, the 

biography of Josho JEOO (906-983) (DBZ.106.197a-b) became tale twenty-eight ("How Dharma 

Teacher Josh6 Conversed with the My66 about the Profound Meaning of the Dharma" JEOOrt~ifi.:::. 

llJEEtfi~; rt~7~lf 1J r7¥). 
58 Literally, "arising (ki ~) from karmic connections" (en ~). In this sense the term is also used to 

represent the fundamental Buddhist concept of "conditioned arising" (Sk. pratitya samutpdda), the 
mutually-coexistent, interdependent quality of all phenomena (Nakamura 1981: 118c-d). 
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or "temple [or shrine] chronicle"). While there was often little to distinguish the engi. 
from the biography or setsuwa in terms of style or content, its distinctive character lay 
in its ability to locate miraculous events within a particular geographical area. The 

engi became a central source in establishing religious sites as sacred spaces where 

miracles were readily abundant due to the numinous presence of a local deity, 

positing that one may obtain the miraculous benefits of that deity by visiting the site 

and offering worship; hence their relationship with miracle tale literature.59 Engi. 
(like miracle tales) were not merely local, popular folklore or legends, but were 

actively produced by clergy to claim ownership over, and impose their own histories 

onto, a particular geographical landscape. 

Since the founding, subsequent history, and noted features of a temple or 

shrine were grounded in the engi, these documents became central in establishing 

unique identities for religious sites. During the Edo Period, engi were important to 

how the public, including the Tokugawa government, understood and defined 

religious institutions. Both private and government-sponsored gazetteers, travel 

diaries, guidebooks to famous places, and records of annual events, all included engi 

(often listed first or in a prominent position) as a primary source of information 

when identifying and describing the history, particular merits and attractions of 

temples and shrines. Moreover, engi not only established the identity of a temple, 

but also that of its central object of worship (honzon *•). The miraculous powers 
and benefits offered by an image, its connection to the area, and its relationships with 

other local deities, were first and foremost defined by the engi. The engi, then, can be 

read as a guide that positions a deity in a particular place, and identifies its range of 

abilities and connection to its community. If anything, it seeks to answer the most 

basic of questions: why did that deity appear here, and why should one worship it? 

Engi moreover reveal how the particular identity of a deity was constructed 

through a process of "localization," or "domestication,"60 accomplished through a 

layering of inherited sectarian tradition with local geography and history. This 

layering was generally symbolized in the engi by the meeting of the famous monk 

with the local deity, similar to what Bernard Faure describes as "the confrontation of 

two irreconcilable (and yet coexisting) worldviews: the unlocalized conceptions of 

Buddhism as universal doctrine and the localized beliefs of popular religion as ritual 

practice."61 As such, the engi reveals the coexistence or negotiation of divergent 

traditions operating in a shared space, whether they be religions (Buddhist or Shinto), 

59 While miracle tales often acted as a sort of supplement to or collection of engi narratives, the 

division between the two was more often than not blurred, with one often incorporating the other and 

their designations (engi versus reigenki) used interchangeably. 
60 Yu (2001: 151). 
61 Faure (1987: 337-338). 
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sectarian groups (Shingon, Pure Land, etc.), or local elements such as history, 

geography, or popular tradition. The engi therefore illustrates how scriptural 

descriptions of the deity co-existed with local traditions on the ground. As we will 

see, a key process in a temple's domestication of a deity was to assign particular 

abilities or attributes that were more indebted to local circumstances such as history 

or geography than canonical scriptures. As Robert Sharf writes, "multiple icons of 

one and the same Buddha or bodhisattva are regarded in some sense as separate 

individuals with unique identities .... This individuation extends to the powers 

associated with specific icons; each may have its own area of competence."62 Temples 

like Naritasan developed their own engi in the attempt to distinguish their Fudo 

from the next, usually accomplished by naming the image after its key attribute or 

location. In the former case, for example, we have such local Fudo images as the 

"Safe Childbirth" (Anzan 3'.Cim) Fudo and the "Self-Sacrificing" (Migawari ~{-\;) 
Fudo.63 

Finally, engi can reveal the inherent commercial interests of temples and 

shrines. Their circulation in a variety of popular media of the day-guidebooks, 

travel diaries, art and theatre-provided a prominent voice by which the average 

citizen came to know of a deity. The unique name of a local deity was meant not 

only to distinguish it from others, but also to promote its particular benefits. Thus, 

engi often stood at the centre of religious activities, functioning both as 

advertisements central to securing patronage (miracles do not happen to just anyone; 

they happen to patrons) as well as guides for religious practice such as prayer, 

pilgrimage and austerities, illustrating how a devotee could hope to receive the divine 

favour of a deity through the workings of sympathetic-response. 

Early Fudo Narratives 

With the literary blend of the miracle tale, biography, and engi in mind, let us now 

turn to the development of Fudo miracle tales in Japan. In the following section I 

wish to give a brief overview of selected Fudo tales that existed prior to the Edo 

Period. Rather than offering a comprehensive history of pre-Edo-period Fudo 

worship, I am instead interested in highlighting the basic features, contexts and 

developments of the earliest extant Fudo tales, their relationship to religious sites, 

and how they set the stage for the production of new tales, and the retelling of old 

ones. 

62 Sharf (1999: 83). 
63 See notes 141, 142, and 144 for additional examples in Edo. 
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Although the cult of the deity had been popular during the Tang Period, as it 

stands, extant Chinese sources64 (of which I am aware) seem only to preserve a single 

tale that we can for certain place in China.65 This lack of tales can be attributed to 
both the few surviving Chinese texts that offer substantial information on Fuda (Ch. 

Budong), 66 as well as the esoteric Buddhist emphasis on technical ritual and 

64 Since I am unfamiliar with Sanskrit, Tibetan, and Nepalese sources, and since the Inda-Tibetan 
forms of the deity (for example, Acala or Cal).4amaharo~al).a) had little if any influence in Japan and 
are thus peripheral to this study, I do not consider them here. 
65 The only other Chinese passage of which I am aware that can be considered a narrative is found in 
T.19.981: 

•~~~~£. ~M•n~~•~.m~m~~oo•~mn. ~*•n~ 
ffff~±ttz. 1Ez~:lii&Pa~m~. 

At that time Budong Mingwang took up his sword of wisdom and thrashed in fury. 
He headed straightforth to draw a cloud and ndga, which he then destroyed with 
the great wisdom-sword mudrd. Its obstacles were at once dispersed. 
(T.19.981.41 la.17-19) 

This short passage acts as the both the sutra's opening and cause for explaining the subsequent ritual 
for weather control. My thanks to Professor Iyanaga Nobumi for pointing this source out to me. 
66 Although volume twenty-one of the Taisho canon records seven Budong texts (T.21.l 199-
T.21.1205), I consider the majority apocryphal, likely composed in Japan and drawing heavily from 
Chinese sources. Only three of the seven I place for certain in China: Kongoshu komyo kanjo kyo saisho 

ryuin shomudoson daiinuo nenju giki ho hin "1l:IMllJ-¥7t~itTJ[~:ij:JlJ}.s'rf:P~~~-*~?'l£~8m 
f~!WLrt&'b (T.21.1199), Chiri sanmaya Fudoson inuo shisha nenju ho }E;P_!_ :::::~IITl~~-~?'C,£{~* 
~8mrt (T.21.1200), and Fuda shisha darani himitsu ho ~!l!Jf~*~i:mJE.~-lt.rt (T.21.1202). This 
is based on the following analysis. First, it is only these three texts that I am able to locate in the ten 
Tang-period Chinese catalogues recorded in T.55 (specifically, T.55.2154, T.55.2156, and 
T.55.2157). Second, only the same three texts appear in the Korean canon (K.37.1376, K.36.1285, 
K.36.1271), again suggesting their continental provenance. Third and final, with two exceptions, I 
am able to place only these three texts in the catalogues of imported items of the Heian-period 

Mikkyo patriarchs (viz., the nitto hakke). The two exceptions are: (1) T.21.1201 appears in Eun's Ji!1 
~ (798-869) T.55.2168b catalogue; and (2) T.21.1201 and T.21.1203 appear in Shiiei's 7*~ 
(809-884) T.55.2174a catalogue. These references, however, are suspect. (1) Following Eun's 

reference to T.21.1201 is the gloss: "composite of the single-fascicle [version]" ( ~ ~ - ~) 
(T.55.2168b.109la.7-8). This would refer to the single fascicle T.21.1200, which the three fascicle 
T.21.1201 largely reproduces (perhaps acknowledged by the similar title). We should also note that 
this catalogue does not identify itself as a list of imported items from China, but only as a record of 
texts written by Eun. Moreover, when adjudicating T.21.1201, the Kakuzen sho adds the gloss: 

"Anja" (*'t!f) (TZ.5.3022.169a.17), likely refering to Eun's Anjoji *':f!f~ Temple in Kyoto. This 
may suggest a Japanese provenance for T.21.1201, perhaps originating with Eun. (2) Shiiei's 

references to T.21.1201 and T.21.1203 in T.55.2174a are not corroborated by Annen's *'~ (841-?) 
T.55.2176 catalogue (a later composite and study of the nitto hakke's catalogues), which lists 
T.21.1201 as having only been imported by Eun. In sum, unless more evidence comes to light, I 
would argue that only three of the seven Budong texts listed in T.21 (viz., T.21.1999, T.21.1200, and 
T.21.1202) are of certain Chinese origin. 
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iconographical prescriptions over the development of narratives more common to 

other schools of Buddhism. The traditional narrative sutra elements that do exist in 

these texts are usually relegated to the introduction, forming the frame for the all

important rituals subsequently expounded by the narrator as the sermon proper. 

Our sole Chinese tale appears in the eighth-century Dapiluzhena cheng{o jing 

shu Qp. Daibirushana jobutsu kyo sho)67 :k!fMt~33BJJ.X:{L;%.IiE;iE (Commentary on the 

Attainment of Buddhahood by Mahtivairocana sutra) as a lesser-known variant of the 

popular Tantric subjugation of Mahdvara (Siva) tale.68 While better known in the 

form which casts Vajrapal).i, Heruka, or Trailokyavijaya as the conquering hero, and 

though far removed from the Buddhist-Saivite power struggle in which it was 

originally cast, the tale is essentially the same as its more popular brothers: Mahdvara 

boasts himself to be the lord of the Three Realms (sangai ~31'-), whereupon he and 

his consort Uma are first destroyed by the hero (here Budong), then restored to life 

(see appendix 1 for a partial translation). While the absorption of this popular tale 

may seem a slavish attempt to promote the cult through a retelling of an important 

Tantric tale, it was by no means out of place; while still upholding Buddhist ideals 

(the power of the dharma to conquer heresy, and the claim that no evil deed 

precludes one from the all-embracing Buddhist salvation), the tale also functioned in 

this context as an expression of Budong's character and the benefits of his worship. 

Chinese ritual texts attribute to the deity an assortment of powers obtainable through 

ritual invocation,69 prime among them, in terms of emphasis and frequency, being 

the subjugation of evil beings and the conquest of enemy armies. Both attributes are 

intimately connected to one another: Budong's common description as a subduer of 

demons and heretics (hence his similarities to Vajrapai;ii and Trailokyavijaya) provide 

a doctrinal basis for the several Budong rituals designed to overthrow military 

forces. 70 These rituals not only played on a major theme of the tale, that of the 

67 T.39.1796.678c.26ff. 
68 For a discussion of this myth, see Iyanaga (1985), Snellgrove (1987: 134-141), and Davidson 

(1991; 1995). 
69 Viz., the three Chinese ritual texts identified in note 66 (T.21.1199, T.21.1200, and T.21.1202). 
These texts describe such Budong rituals as controlling wind, rain, and water, obtaining love, wealth, 

and high positions of employment, severing hindrances, removing obstacles and disease, repelling 
poisonous snakes, extending life, and even animating corpses in cemeteries. 
70 T.1199 and T.1200 make frequent reference to such rites for destroying enemies and armies by 

making images and conducting the goma ~~ (Sk. homa) ritual. A yellow-coloured Fudo with four 
heads and four arms appears in these texts with particularly strong ties to such rites. For instance: 

X$•M~~--~~D~ ~glt~•~D~ ~@~W#W•~. ~ 
TW~W*~~-~N~. ~#**W~~~ fi*~lt~-~-. mm 
M*~~*·-~·· &P•~-ft~~D. 
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suppression of a malevolent power and preservation of righteous rule, but also the 

cult's role in state protection (chingo kokka ~~f 00*). A disciple of Amoghavajra 
(705-774), for example, records how the successful overthrow of Tibetan rebels was 

due to his master's use of a Budong ritual.71 The Mahdvara-subjugation tale 

provided a mythic backdrop for these rituals, and likely played a role in Budong's rise 

in status from a low-ranking servant occupying minor positions in the mm:zflala in 

which we first find him, to a prominent militant Chinese deity, providing us with a 

key to understanding the significance of our sole extant Chinese tale. 

Fudo Narratives in Early Japan 

While we might hope that the first Japanese esoteric Buddhist masters 72 who 

returned from China in the ninth century with the first Budong ritual texts would 

have naturally transmitted any additional tales they had picked up during their 

travels, they are nonetheless silent on the matter. In particular, Ennin PH- Qikaku 

Daishi ~Jt::k§ifi, 794-864), whose catalogues and writings reveal an interest in 

Fudo,73 makes not a single reference to the deity in his diary covering a decade of 

travels throughout China,74 including the capital Chang' an, where esoteric masters 

like Amoghavajra (to whom important Budong texts were ascribed) were active. Nor 

do we have any written record that confirms that Budong tales beyond the 

Mahdvara story were introduced to Japan by others. 

Despite, or perhaps due to, its rarity, the Mahdvara tale did not go by 

unnoticed in Japan when the first Budong ritual texts were introduced by early 

Next ritual: If you wish to conquer military forces employ Budong. On a standard 
paint the image of Budong with four heads and four arms. Make his body yellow 
in colour, and with teeth protruding up and down. He possesses great wrath and 
instills fear. His body is enveloped by the radiance of flames that takes the 
appearance of heavenly forces. Practitioners should display this standard before the 
enemy and concentrate on the Sacred One binding the forces with his lasso. Thus 
shall they be destroyed and made unable to move. (T.21.1200.l lb.25-29; 
cf T.21.1201.2lc27-22a2) 

71 Orzech (1998: 161, 201). 
72 Commonly grouped as the nitto hakke }\rff )\ *· the eight masters who traveled to China and 

returned with knowledge and materials of the Mikkyo traditions. Viz., Saicho :i\OC~ (Dengyo Daishi 

{.iif(::fdi!i, 766-822), Kukai @#ii: (Kobo Daishi 5M:tdc~i!i, 774-836), Jogyo -maJt (d. 865), Engyo 

llHT (799-852), Ennin fl11= Qikaku Daishi ~Jt::fc~i!i, 794-864), Eun ~Jj; (798-869), Enchin fI1 
~ (Chisho Daishi 9@~.il::fc~ifi, 814-891), and Shii.ei *fX {809-884). 
73 For example, his catalogue of imported items from China, the Nitto shin gushogyo mokuroku }\rff ~ 

;:f(:~~f( § ~ (847) (T.55.2167), lists six Fudo texts that returned with him to Japan. 
74 The Nitto guho junrei koki }\rff;fty~JIBtLff~ (Record of a Pilgrimage to Tang China in Search of 

the Dharma, D BZ.113). See Reischauer { 19 5 5) for a translation and study. 
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masters like Kukai '.?i?}fiJ (Koba Daishi 5.U:t:k8iP, 774-836), founder of the 

Japanese Shingon tradition. The tale was reproduced in the Chiri sanmaya Fudoson 

shoja nenjit himitsu ho75 Jtf PJ:[ - '*Ifl:VFl!l-~1!f~~iflffr~J$¥;t, which is presented in 
the Taisho canon as a Chinese translation of an Indian text, but is almost certainly an 

apocryphal text composed in Japan. 76 Moreover, drawings of Fuda trampling 

Mahdvara and Uma later appeared in Mikkyo encyclopedias such as the Besson zakki 

Jjlj:·*~ (Assorted Notes on Particular Deities, mid-late twelfth century)77 and the 

Kakuzensho Jt~&') (Explanatory Notes of Kakuzen, late twelfth century),78 suggesting 

the degree to which the tale had become of some interest to early Fuda worship in 

Japan. 
One of the earliest extant Fuda tales composed in Japan is possibly found in 

the Bussetsu Kurikara dairyit sho gedobuku darani kyo f.lfiltf~flj{}Ja*'l:kiiJWH1-Jl!f:}\ 

~t*'lft'..ml (Sittra Expounded by the Buddha on the Dhdratzi of Subjugation and the 

Great Ndga Kurikara's Conquest of Heretics),79 a short sittra devoted to Fudo's serpent 

companion and samaya -=-•lf~ form, 80 the ndga Kurikara {~flJ:im!*'l. 81 The tale is 

about a showdown between Fuda and the leader of a group of heretics, both of 
whom present various manifestations as a display of their powers. When a stalemate 

is reached by both taking the form of swords, Fuda manifests Kurikara and devours 

his opponent (see appendix 2 for a complete translation of the sittra). Beyond 

providing both a ritual and iconographical logic to the deity,82 as the sittra's title 

75 T.21.1201.13c2lff. 
76 See note 66. 
77 TZ.3.3007.420.165 and TZ.3.3007.421. 
78 TZ.5.3022.171.284. Two additional images can be found in the Tojibon Fudo Myoo zuzo *~* 
/Ft!J~JEElll~ (Iconography of Fuda Myoo of the Toji Temple, TZ.6.3099.219.9) and the Fudo giki /F 
t!JflM (Ritual Instructions [for the Worship] of Fuda, TZ.12.3257.1062.1). However, perhaps due to 
the importance of Fudo's trademark of sitting (or standing) atop a rock platform, and the eventual 
relative obscurity of the tale, the trampling of demons never became a dominant iconographical 

feature as it did with other deities like Gozanze (Sk. Trailokyavijaya). 
79 T.21.1206. While this text too has been classified as Chinese in origin, it was likely produced in 

Japan (though possibly based on Chinese sources) for the same reasons outlined in note 66. The 
thirteenth-century encyclopedia Byakuhokusho clearly states its position on the text's provenance by 

means of an interlinear gloss: ilUH>::J~:ltliil'f~~fJ'!:fJ{IJam*lm!l91:9J-J,g{7\WE~ftft:,;r~ (The Bussetsu 
Kurikara dairyu sho gedabuku darani kyo ... [This sutra is certainly a forgery"]) (TZ.7.31l9.23c.7). 
80 See note 82. 
81 On Kurikara and his connection to Fudo, see Nakamura (1993: 319-339). 
82 Many of the visualization procedures used to invoke and worship Fudo, such as the honzon kan /$: 
~-., involve a series of transformations of images. This series usually includes some or all of Fudo's 

bija ("seed" mantra), his sword, Kurikara, and his anthropomorphic form, shifting through a Mikkyo 

deity's three types of physical representations (shusanzon fi = ~), namely the "bija form" (shuji kei fi 
-1-%), a deity's representation by his dominant bija-mantra; the "samaya form" (sanmaya gyo =~!ID 
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suggests, like the Mahe5vara story, the tale reinforced in Japan Fudo's function as a 

wrathful conqueror of malevolent beings and his ritual use as an object of protection, 

personified through his wrathful, militant iconography of weapons, fangs, and flames. 

Fude' s guardianship character as described in canonical sources, and his 

increasing popularity in Heian-period rituals designed for state-protection (chingo 

kokka ~~i00*),83 later provided an inspiration for popular legends of the deity 

saving king and country from national crises, drawn from such famous historical 

incidents as the first rebellions against the Emperor84 and the curse of "Tenjin" ~::f$ 

%), an alternate, non-anthropomorphic form, often using a deity's trademark symbol (in Fudo's case, 

his sword); and the normative, anthropomorphic form (sonkei •M). In some rituals Kurikara is 
treated as an alternate or secondary samaya form, hence his close connection to the sword. Several 

iconographies depict him coiled around Fudo's sword (Koyasan's Red Fuda is a well-known example), 

about to devour it from the tip. Others present Kurikara and the sword in the place of Fuda, flanked 

by his acolytes in worship (e.g., TZ.6.3090). The tale may have been partially written to explain these 

sequential visualizations, and was either a basis for, or a rationalization of, these images. Since the 

Chinese ndga often inhabited rivers and ponds and was thus regularly worshipped as a rain deity, 

Fudo's connection to Kurikara (still not well understood) may also explain his similar connections to 

weather control in China and Japan. 
83 The spread of Fuda worship in Japan was aided by Kukai's adoption of an ideological and ritual 

program derived from Amoghavajra's translation of the Sittra of Benevolent Kings (Ch. Renwang Jing 

1=£*I; J p. Nin 'no kyo; T.8.246) during his promotion of the Shingon tradition at the Heian court 

(for a study on this text and its role in the development of Tang esoteric Buddhism and its importance 

at court, see Orzech 1998). The locus of this program was the famous Nin'no kyo Mandara 1=£*I 
o!i'.~ffi (also called the Katsuma [Sk. Karma] Mandara ~M.!i'.~i.i), built by Kukai at the Toji Jft~ 
Temple, designated guardian temple of the nation, where esoteric rituals were regularly conducted for 

state protection. The mai:z(iala consists of twenty-one wooden statues, in which Fuda occupies one of 

the top positions as the central deity of the Godai My66 .li*~ :E (The Five Great Lords of 
Illumination). The success of the program helped cement Fudo's importance and patronage as a 

guardian figure of the state-so much so that by the end of the eleventh century he had become a 
central deity in rituals associated with the Sutra of Benevolent Kings (Nakano 1987: 33), evidenced by 

the production of original Nin' no kyo Mandara in which Fuda now appeared as the honzon or central 

object of worship (see, for example, TZ.3.3007. l 93.48ff.). Another important, and related, ritual 

program at this time was the anchin ho 'tC~i~, which also placed Fuda as the central deity in its 

Anchin ho Mandara 'tC~r~.!i'.~*'i (MaQ<;lala for the Rites of Pacification and Tranquility). These 

trends of Fuda worship possibly explain the production of the Mudoson anchin kakoku toho ~~ib1' 

'tC~*OO~r~ (Venerable Mudo Rituals for the Protection of the State; T.21.1203). Though classified 

by the Taisho canon as Chinese, it is likely Japanese in origin (see note 66). 
84 Most notable are the rebellions of Taira no Masakado IJL~'ifF~ (d. 940) and Fujiwara no Sumitomo 

;Ji)Jj{~t;( (d. 941), later incorporated into several medieval biographies of eminent monks. The 
Masakado rebellion became a basis for temple engi during the Edo Period, most notably the engi of 

Naritasan, of central importance to this study (discussed in detail in chapters three and four). Chapter 

six of the Heike monogatari IIL*~~g. also tells us how, during the Genpei War (1180-1185), images 

of Fuda were offered by families to end the revolt of Minamoto Yoshinaka i!Jlt~{rp (see McCullough 

1988: 208 for an English translation of the passage). 
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(Sugawara no Michizane lf flf.:ifil~) in the tenth century. 85 These tales would 

appear in biographies, and later, temple histories. Notable among them is the legend 

of the "Wave-Cutter" (Namikiri iBl-ljJJ) Fudo enshrined in Koyasan's ;Wjll!f U.J Nan'in 

1¥rnJt Temple. Kukai's carving of the Wave-Cutter Fudo is credited with having 

saved his life on the return trip from China (by cutting down the waves that 

threatened the ship), and, in other accounts, suppressing the Toi JI:[~ Rebellion of 

994, and saving the country from the Mongolian invasions of the late thirteenth 

century.86 

However, despite the growing popularity of Fudo among the Shingon, 

Tendai, and Shugendo traditions during the Heian Period, extant Japanese Mikkyo 

texts, like their Chinese predecessors, continued to emphasize ritual and 

iconographical prescriptions over tale literature, and thus were not directly concerned 

with preserving narratives that would have existed at this time. Nor do the setsuwa 

tales of the Nihon ryoiki, compiled shortly after Kukai's return from China, make any 

reference to Fudo, despite the fact that a third of the text's tales are devoted to 

Buddhist deities. Were Fudo tales to develop and survive in any quantity they would 

have to do so outside the confines of the ritual texts and sutra. 

The Emerging Fudo Tale 

It is not until some two centuries following Kiikai's death that we begin to see 

passing literary references to the deity emerge in non-canonical material, providing 

insight into characterizations of the deity not necessarily revealed through scriptural 

materials. These early sources primarily were the great tale collections of the mid-late 

Heian Period: the Eiga monogatari87 Sii€::rt;~'gg (A Tale of Flowering Fortunes), 

Dainihonkoku hokekyo genkt.s8 * S /.$:00~t~*-£~~[, (A Record of the Miraculous 

Efficacy of the Lotus sutra in the Great Country of japan), Sagoromo monogatari ~,;&~ 

85 Kyoto Fuzoku Toshokan (Kyoto University Library) MS (folio 29 recto) (Tale nine, "How Priest 

Soi Saved the Princess from a Difficult Childbirth; How He Removed the Curse of Kanjin" :*{~IE 

-~~!§"/ft£: 7 ;j9(7:jfl: lltt'!ftifl / * !) 71*::7 tJ:). 
86 The Mongolian invasions inspired the production of distinct Fuda iconographies such as Shinkai's 

{~$ (1613-1678) Fudo painting (TZ.6.3096), dated by the artist 1282, the year following the 

invasion (Sawa 1975: 403). Fuda stands alone atop a rock amidst the waves with an inverted sword, 

presumably to ward off the Mongolian armada. The Kii no kuni meisho zue if.c{Jl"~;g mlilfr 
(Illustrated Guide to Famous Places in Kii Province, mid-nineteenth century) contains an interesting 

image, where Fudo teams up with the kami Niu Myojin ft1:.1!11t$ to destroy the Mongolian fleet. 

See Fujisawa (1956: 200) for a reproduction of the image. 
87 For an English translation, see McCullough ( 1980). 
88 For an English translation, see Dykstra (1983: 35). 
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~fr (The Tale of Sagoromo), and Konjaku monogatari shu894'-tf~~fr~ (A Collection of 

Tales Past and Present). This trend continued during the subsequent Kamakura 

Period (1185-1333), where Fuda appeared in such notable works as the Uji shui 

monogatari90 ~j~~Jl~~fr (A Collection of Tales from Uji), Shaseki shu91 ¥]/~~ (A 

Collection of Sand and Stones), Heike monogatari92 ¥*~~fr (Tale of the Heike), and 

Soga monogatari93 tffl<;~~fr (Tale of the Soga). 94 

One of the earliest of these extant references is found in the celebrated Genji 

monogatari 7ml~~~fr (Tale of Genji), written by the court lady Murasaki Shikibu ~ 

:cttm in the early years of the eleventh century. In chapter thirty-five,95 Fuda is 

mentioned during the famous possession of Lady Murasaki, Genji' s beloved wife, by 

an evil spirit, presumed to be the jealous and vindictive Lady Rokuja. When 

Murasaki dies of the possession, Genji in desperation calls for miracle-workers (genza 

·~*)96 with the aim of prolonging her life97 through the worship of Fuda. The rites 

89 For selected English translations, see Ury (1979) and Dykstra (1998-2003). 
9° For an English translation, see Mills (1970). 
91 For an English translation, see Morell (1985). 
92 For an English translation, see McCullough (1988). 
93 For an English translation, see Cogan (1987). 
94 On Fudo and setsuwa literature, see Ishida (1981: 1013-1035) and Muraoka (1981: 167-176). 
95 "Wakana ge" ;g~-y ("Young Greens, Part Two"). See Seidensticker (1976: 587-635) and Tyler 
(2001: 627-671) for an English translation. 
96 The term genza (also genja) refers to practitioners of the Shugendo tradition (Nakamura 1981: 
342c-d). Through its institutionalization with the Shingon and Tendai schools, Fudo had become its 

prime deity, rivaled only by Zao Gongen iG::E#i1m. Shugenja ("those who cultivate miracles") 
developed reputations for working magic acquired through ascetic practices usually based in the 
mountains. Central to Shugendo practice was, as it still is today, the goma ritual (in particular the 

sokusai .~,~ and saito ~~T gomas) and chobuku Wlil-lf: (exorcism) rites in which Fudo is the central 
deiry. Genji's request for the ascetics to conduct Fudo rites would have been a natural one. 
97 A fourteenth-century commentary on the Genji monogatari, the Kakai sho iliTfflfY, cites a text called 

the Fuda giki ::f i!JfltfL (Ritual Prescriptions of Fuda) that says Fudo could grant an additional six 

months oflife to the dying (lE¥1V~:7 Jv:i'f.:C~:7 :/;;JI 7 fil/'\.7,) (Abe 1994: 234, note 4), which 
seems to be what Genji is requesting. Seidensticker (1976: 617), Payne (1987: 54), Tyler (2001: 654, 
note 94), and Mack (2006: 202) are unable to identify the source, but it is clearly pulled from a 
Chinese Budong ritual text: "Moreover, a living being who is soon to die can extend their life by six 

months" (JZlE¥1Hl1'f~fil:/;;JI {±, T.1199.21.6b.21-22). This is achieved through a ritual which 
involves visualizing oneself as Fudo and placing bija-mantra on the body. The prime objective of the 
ritual, however, is the exorcism of all evil spirits within one hundred yojana. That the ritual frequently 
appears in Kamakura-period Mikkyo encyclopedias (TZ.3.3007.346c27-29; TZ.5.3022.211 b26-28; 
TZ.5.3022.224b23-24; TZ.9.3190.320c25-26; TZ.7.3119.3c21-4b6) suggests that it would have 
been known to court figures like Murasaki at the time. Murasaki's famous contemporary, Lady Sei 

Shonagon 1J!f1-Y'il'fi ~, was likewise familiar with Fudo. In her celebrated Makura no soshi ttJ!it-T
(The Pillow Book, ca. 994-1001), Sei Shonagon notes Fudo as one of ten popular Buddhist deities 

(Nyoirin Kannan frD~!l!iflifttf, Senju Kannan =f-¥fttf, all Six Kannons -9A:-C::f;;U,tf, Yakushi 
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are successful; Murasaki returns from the dead, and the spirit of Lady Rokuja leaves 

her body through the help of a child medium. 98 

However minor, Murasaki Shikibu's reference to Fuda raises two important 

issues: exorcism and resurrection. By the late tenth century, the age of the powerful 

Fujiwara Jii)Jf: clan, Fuda rituals were being patronized in aristocratic circles. For 

example, two Fujiwara court diaries contemporaneous with Murasaki Shikibu, 

Fujiwara no Sanesuke's Jii)Jf:~~ Shoyuki 1J,;;bg[, (978-1032) and Fujiwara no 

Yukinari's Jii)Jf::ffpjt Gonki fig[, (991-1011), make repeated references to Fuda 

rituals conducted in times of illness and disease.99 Sanesuke records how in the 

summer of 1015 Emperor Sanja - ~ (976-1017) suffered from an eye affliction. 

In response, images of Fuda were ordered to be made and the Fuda chobuku ho /Fiil 
~ftijtf\yt (Fuda subjugation ritual) performed. 100 As members of Heian society often 

understood sickness in terms of spirit possession, the Fuda chobuku ho, as well as the 

Godan ho :li.flrt (five altar rite) in which Fuda was also the central deity, had 

become two of the most popular healing rituals at court. 101 Based on the Chinese 

rituals, the term chobuku drew a logical correlation between Fudo's common 

characterization as one who subdues or conquers (chobuku Wlfltf\), and the curing of 

illness through exorcism (chobuku Wlfltf\). 102 Chobuku rites were understood as a 

"subjugation" and thus an expelling of evil spirits. 

As suggested by Murasaki's recovery and her extended lifespan, the second 

point raised by the Tale of Genji is Fuda's relationship to death and resurrection 

(suggestive of the Mahdvara tale). 103 Not only did there develop rituals devoted to 

extending one's life (Fuda enmei ho /Fl!Jfil-frlrt), but there is also substantial 

evidence in the way of ojo :f.t'.i: (Pure Land rebirth) tales, biographies, and diaries, 

that Fuda rituals were used as death rites to prepare a person for death so that they 

might subsequently obtain a good rebirth in the Pure Land. 104 The popularity of 

these rites must have been such that the ability even to revive the dead became a 

Butsu ~gffi{$, Shaka Butsu *':i11!!{$, Miroku ~:tM, Jiz6 ±!!!~, Monju Jt~, Fudoson ::ftfl•, and 

Fugen W'i!f) (NKBT.19.284). 
98 On Fudo's connection to spirit possession in the Heian court, see Sako (1993: 109-122). 
99 These rituals are prescribed in detail in Heian-Kamakura-period Mikky6 encyclopedias. See 

especially the Godan ho nikki 3ilf ¥:t S ~E (Diary of the Five Altar Rites) in the Asaba sho ~iiJ~-}'j; 
(TZ.9.3 l 90.342b-35 lc). 
100 Tokyo Oaigaku shiry6 hensanjo ed. (1967: 29). 
101 Sako (1993: 110). Another important Fuda ritual that appears in the diaries is the sokusai ho,\\'!,~ 

r:t, used to prevent disasters and calamities. 
102 Although it literally means "subjugation," the term still today carries a strong connotation of 
exorcism. 
103 For a discussion on Fuda, resurrection, and hell, see Isaka (1993: 229-249). 
104 For a discussion on worship of Fudo for rebirth in the Pure Land, see Mack (2006: 297-317). 
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celebrated skill among Mikkyo clergy as portrayed in medieval biographies. Two of 
the earliest-and best known-Fuda tales, both about the aforementioned 

Kamakura-period monks, Mongaku and Shoku, are premised on salvation from 

death through the divine grace of the deity. As in the Tale of Genji, the Shoku 
episode in particular draws a tight correlation between Fuda and life-extension, 

healing, and salvation from death. 105 Since the tale of Shokii is one of the oldest and 

most ubiquitous of all Fuda tales, 106 and is representative of the literary amalgam of 

biography, setsuwa, and engi important to our study of miracle tales, it is worthy of 

detailed mention here. 

The Tale of Shoku 

The story of Shoku begins with Chiko ~ JQ., a high ranking Buddhist of the famous 

Tendai temple Onjoji ~:9JIG~ (popularly known as Miidera -=.#~) near Kyoto, 

who falls ill with an incurable disease. Present is Abe no Seimei *f~S1f ~, the 

famed yin-yang master whose powers of divination are well known to Japanese 

legend. Seimei determines that Chiko' s only hope for salvation is to ritually transfer 

the terminal illness into another person. Only Shoku, the youngest and most 

inexperienced of the disciples, is willing to give up his life for the master. With 

everyone moved by his selfless sacrifice, Shoku bids farewell to his aged mother. 

After a difficult parting, Shoku returns to Onjoji (in some versions this mother 

episode is omitted). The story, as recorded in the Soga monogatari i!f:fMo/.J~! (Tale of 

the Soga Brothers, late fourteenth century), concludes: 

Seimei, who had become impatient, hastened the 

preparations. He built a bed seven feet in length, hung multicolored 

sacred streamers, and arranged a pile of cakes and offerings of gold 

coins which were to be scattered about. ... Then, when he read his 
written request to the gods, the Demon-deity must have appeared, for 

the gold coins and the streamers flew into the sky or danced about on 

the altar. In addition, the great god Fuda in the portrait came to life 

and brandished his sword. At that moment, Seimei stood up, rubbed 

his prayer beads above the head of Shoku, and chanted: "The wisdom 

of equality and the teachings of enlightenment." The High Priest 

[Chiko] was immediately released from his pain, which then entered 

the body of Shoku. 

105 The centrality of resurrection to the Fuda cult is shown in the later Fuda Myoo reioki, which 

devotes eight of its forty-nine tales to resurrection. 
106 For a comparative discussion on the medieval sources of the Shoku tale, see Shinpo (1995: 139-
142). 
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Sweat poured from Shaku' s entire body... . When smoke 

poured forth from Shaku' s head and his pain became unbearable, he 

gazed at the portrait of Fuda, the god on whom he had relied for 
many years, and prayed with all his heart: "I offer to sacrifice my life 

for my teacher, and now I shall die on this altar. But I believe in 

rebirth in the other world. Welcome me into the Western Paradise. 

It is said that if a person knows his own heart he can achieve 

Buddhahood even in this life. Do not let me go astray." 

Fuda pitied him, and red tears poured forth from the eyes in 

the portrait. "You are a noble person, and you respect your duty to 

the Buddhist Law," he said. "You abandoned your only parent in 

order to sacrifice yourself for your teacher. Although it is impossible 

to repay such kindness, I shall trade places with you, and thus save 

the life of a devoted monk. Bodhisattva Jiza is not the only deity to 

take such an oath. I am ready to receive your suffering." 

Thus a miracle manifested itself, and fire flared from Fuda's 

head and soon enveloped his entire body. It was an act that inspired 

reverence and gratitude. At that moment Shaku ceased to suffer. 

Everyone was grateful that the life of High Priest Chika had also been 
saved. 

At Miidera there is still this image called "Weeping Fuda," 

and it is the most valued treasure there. It is said that even today the 

red tears he shed can be seen on his chest. 

Duty to one's teacher is a heavy burden. 107 

An earlier version of this tale is found in the rwelfth-century Konjaku monogatari shu, 
where the deity Taizanfukun (Ch. Taishan fujun) ~UJJEF~ (or j(UJJEF~), 

"Magistrate of Mount Tai," appears in Fuda's place. 108 In China, the deity had 

developed ties to both Yama Qp. Emma ~)Jl) and K~itigarbha Qp. Jiza ±!EJi!G), and 

by the late Tang, had become one of the Ten Kings of the Dead (Jp.juo +::E.). 109 In 

Heian Japan Taizanfukun was also worshipped as an authority over death and was 

believed to grant life-extension (enmei JJfilJ). 110 Based on their similarities, it would 

have not been an unnatural substitution to insert Fuda into the tale in place of 

T aizanfukun. As we see in the Soga monogatari version cited above, the tale identifies 

Fuda's compassionate self-sacrifice with Jiza: "Bodhisattva Jiza is not the only deity 

107 Here I use Cogan's translation (Cogan 1987: 192-193). 
108 NKBT.25.111-123. 
109 On the Ten Kings in China, see Teiser (1994). 
110 Shinbo (1995: 140). 
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to take such an oath." 111 In this case, the oath (to protect devotees) is fulfilled by 

substitution, migawari :!lr1-t I') .112 Fuda's takeover of the tale and his identification 

with these deities and their attributes is only to be expected, as Fuda lacked the rich 

narrative background that many deities like Jiza and Kannon had enjoyed for 

centuries in China. As the Fuda cult grew, and the popularity of the deity crossed 

beyond the confines of Mikkya and its ritual canon, narratives and attributes were 

shared across traditions, no doubt encouraged by the prevalence of kenmitsu (exo

esoteric) Buddhism that characterized the religious landscape of the medieval period. 

Fuda developed ties to death and the afterlife through relationships not only with 

Taizanfukun, Enma and Jiza, but also Miroku and his Tosotsu .'JB$ (Sk. Tu~ita) 
Heaven, and Amida and the Western Pure Land, reflected by his appearance in raigo 

*Jill imagery, Miroku and Amida mm;r/ala. 113 In some versions of the tale, Shaku 

prays to Fuda so that he might "obtain the proper state of mind at the moment of 

death and obtain rebirth in the Pure Land" ('™~TI:;% 1.± 1:. t.i ~). 114 Not 

111 Cogan (1987: 193). The Shasekishu r&.::fi~ (1283) contains a similar tale where Fuda protects a 
monk from evil beings as he lays dying so as to ensure a proper passing and rebirth, and links this 
attribute explicitly to Jiza: "there is an old and virtuous oral tradition that says the power of Fuda and 

Jiza does not abandon one throughout death and rebirth" (X. ~1i~.V r::i {~.::./"/fi!J r :t!Bil r / }J 

;fjj( v'T /", ~:9E 7 llilv*T~ r ~ !J a ) (NKBT.85.114). 
112 Fuda' s migawari aspect is also celebrated in the biographies of the famous Ennin and Kaku ban. In 
the Ennin tale, Ennin is in China during the Buddhist persecution of 845. Fearing capture, he takes 
refuge in a temple, hiding among statues and praying to Fuda. Authorities cannot find him, but only 
see a Fuda statue in his place. When Ennin changes back from Fuda to his original self, the Emperor 
is so impressed that he grants him safe passage home to Japan (Uji shui monogatari 13.10 [Kobayashi 
and Masuko eds. 1996: 417-421]). For an English translation of the tale, see Mills (1970: 390-393). 

In a similar story, under persecution from Kaya monks, Kakuban takes refuge in the Denbain ftr:fr~.Jt 
Temple and prays to Fuda. The monks enter, only to find two statues of Fuda. Figuring one must 

be Kakuban, a monk drills (kirimomi ~~) a spear into one of the two statues. When blood pours 
from the wound, the monks leave, thinking it is Kakuban. Kakuban, however, having magically 
transformed into the other Fuda, escapes unharmed, amazed at the blood manifested by the real Fuda. 
The tale was often recounted in his biography (see, for example, the Genko shakusho [DBZ.101.199a-

200b] and Honcho kosoden *ifm ~{'il'/{~ [DBZ.102.194b-196b]). This so-called Kirimomi 
("Drilling") Fuda, also known as the Migawari Fuda, is considered to be the image today enshrined in 

the Negoriji -11-*~ Temple and has become central to the temple's engi. These, and other tales in 
which a practitioner assumes the form of Fuda, may have been influenced by the "deity identification" 

(nyugaga'nyu ,A;ft;ft,A) practiced in Mikkyo ritual. 
113 The Kakuzensho preserves an image (Miroku raigozu 51fl1tYJ-*iill~) of Miroku's descent to a dying 
devotee in which Fuda appears occupying a prominent position (TZ.5.3022.26.196). Fuda's 

appearance at the bottom of the Miroku Mandara i]1J\1jtjj~~ff (TZ.5.3022.28.197) also suggests the 
strong relationship between the two deities and Fuda's involvement with the afterlife. 
114 Shingon den ~ii§{~ (Shingon Biographies, 1325) (DBZ.106.206a). A few biographies later, the 

disciples of the Shingon monk Keiso !tifil' (955-1019), who is on the verge of death, conduct the 
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surprisingly, the tale appeared in ojo tale collections such as the Nihon shui ojoden S 
*fg-Jl:{i'.i:{ii (Japanese Biographies of Rebirth in the Pure Land, twelfth century) 

and Mii ojo den 115 
-::: ft{i'.i:{ii (Mii Biographies of Rebirth in the Pure Land). In the 

Dainihonkoku hoke kyo genki, the Tendai monk 566 f§J;t (831-891) prays to Fudo 

to enter T osotsu Heaven and see Miroku, 116 and the Mongaku tale even considers 

T osotsu to be the residence of Fudo. 117 Later, during the Muromachi Period (1336-

1573), a group of core Mikkyo deities were assembled into the Thirteen Buddhas 

(jusan butsu +-{.b.), partly based on the Chinese Ten Kings, 118 and worshipped as 

protectors of the deceased. Fudo was placed first in order, 119 worshipped to protect 

the newly departed spirit for the first seven days, paralleling the use of his rituals as 

death rites. 

The Shoku tale is representative of the emerging style of Fudo miracle tales. 

Whereas the Mahdvara and Kurikara stories were grounded in doctrine, ritual, and 

polity, narratives began to appear as early as the Konjaku monogatari shu reflecting a 

new and soon to be prominent breed of Fudo tales. This breed was influenced by 

the traditional narrative structure of setsuwa and biographical literature, characterized 

by a specificity emphasizing time, place, person, event, and a local deity. One of the 

tale's most significant features is its strong ties to its environment-in the case of the 

Shoku tale, the famous Tendai Onjoji Temple outside Kyoto city. 120 The tale's 

importance to the temple is revealed through its appearance in the ]imon denki 

horoku121 "*F~{ii~cfm~ (Supplementary Records on Temple History, 1394-1428) and 

the Onjoji denki1 22 ~:9l.IG"*fii~c (A History of Onjoji, Muromachi Period?), both 

goma ritual of Fudo so that their master may likewise obtain the proper state of mind and thus an 
ideal rebirth (DBZ.106.214a). 
115 Nakamae (1996: 29-30). 
116 See Dykstra (1983: 35) for an English translation of the tale. 
117 See McCullough (1988: 314) for an English translation of the passage. 
118 Sawa (1975: 340). 
119 The Thirteen Buddhas in order are: Fudo; Shaka ~:ill!!; Monju X7*; Fugen 1ft-W; Jizo :tl!!iG; 
Miroku 5Jfl:lj'i}j; Yakushi ~~rp; Kanzeon il. t!ttf; Seishi Ji~; Amida ~iiJ5Jf\WE; Ashuku ~iiJ!lfl; Oainichi * S; and Kokuzo rnr?2'.IG (Sawa 1975: 340). 
120 Onjoji's ties to Fudo extend back to Enchin (814-891), who, according to legend, had a dream in 
which a yellow Fudo appeared before him and vowed to serve as his guardian. With the fame of the 
Yellow Fudo's image, said to have been painted by Enchin following the vision (today designated a 
National Treasure), together with the appearance of additional Fudo miracles tales at Onjoji, the 
temple became one of the more prominent Fudo cult sites in the Kansai area. The tale was absorbed 

by Enchin's biography as early as the Nihon kosoden shijisho S .lfi.=!Wi{~{~mjf-t'J; (Collection of 

Exemplary Biographies of Eminent Monks of japan, 1249) (DBZ. l 01.43a). 
121 The tale appears twice in the text, in volume eight ("Fudodo Nan'in" ~ 11J ¥'. i¥J" ~JG) 
(DBZ.127.247a-b) and volume fifteen ("Ajari ShokuJojuin" ~iiJMflJ~iE?2'.m-fHJG) (DBZ.127.357a). 
122 DBZ.127.66a-b ("Naki Fudo no koto" i.V:~l!Jl!'.). 
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histories of Onjoji. AB the Shoku tale describes extraordinary feats, the works of a 

famous master, and the origin of a miraculous image-all grounded in temple 
locality-it came to be used in these histories as a temple engi. In fact, the tale was 

explicitly retold as an engi in the form of two illustrated picture scrolls (emakimono): 

the Fudo riyaku engi /f=iJ)flJ~~ll:a (Engi of Fudo's Benefits, fourteenth century) 123 

and Naki Fudo engi ill./FiJJ~!l:a (Engi of the Weeping Fudo, sixteenth century). 124 AB 

previously mentioned, it became commonplace for images of deities to have a 

regionally-specific identity, character, or even specialization, often indicated by their 

names (in Onjoji's case, the "Weeping Fuda"), which advertised the miraculous 

nature of the deity, the benefits of worship, and glorious history of the temple. 

The tale became important to Shoku too: by the early fourteenth century it 

comprised the whole of his biography, 125 again demonstrating the strong connection 

between miracle tale and biographical literature. It is evident that, although Fuda 

was appearing in various forms of literature and theatre in the medieval period, 126 the 

majority of Fuda miracle tales were now being told from the perspective of the 

religious biography. These tales first appeared in the biographies of Tendai monks 

like Enchin P3 ~ (814-891) and Sao t~Ht (831-918) in the Nihon kosoden 

shijishi27 S 7-fs::;Wj{~{iit~~:fy (Collection of Exemplary Biographies of Eminent Monks 

of Japan, 1249) and Nihon kosoden yomonsho128 S 7-fs::;Wj{~{ii~X:f) (Collection of 

Essential Biographies of Eminent Monks of japan, 1251). By the time of the Shingon 

den ~§{ii (Shingon Biographies, 1325), Fuda figured in the biographies of some 

two dozen masters, 129 many of them appearing at the same time in the Genko 

123 Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan ed. (2000: 173). For a reproduction of the illustrated scroll, see 
Shinbo (1995: 136-147). 
124 Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan ed. (2000: 173). On the Weeping Fudo, see Nakamae (1996: 29-
48). 
125 D BZ.1O1.287 a-b; D BZ. l 06.206a. 
126 Fudo occasionally appears in Muromachi Period (1336-1573) noh plays, often as part of the 
Godai Myoo, as a guardian figure who manifests himself at the behest of yamabushi to repel evil spirits 

and protect the protagonist, often through the use of Fudo' s Spell of Compassion. In Aoi no ue * J::., 
likely inspired by the Tale of Genji passage discussed above, Fudo is invoked with the other Myoo in 

order to exorcise Lady Rokujo's spirit from Lady Aoi. In Dampu fl& and Funa Benkei ffl'J#,m:, 
Fudo saves passengers aboard a ship from the violent seas, perhaps influenced by the prominent 

Namikiri Fudo tale. Fudo even appears as the nochi shite 1~ :/7 (the protagonist in the second act) 

in Chobuku Soga JVl3{7\tff,l(; (fifteenth century) in order to exact revenge for the murder of the Soga 
brothers' father. 
127 DBZ.101.lOb; DBZ.101.1 lb-12a. 
128 DBZ.101.42b-49a; DBZ.101.49a-51b. 
129 These include biographies of such notable figures as En'no no Ubasoku 1'itif ~~ (seventh 

century) (DBZ.106.162a-167b), Kii.kai ?:'!.#II: (774-835) (DBZ.106.123a-b), Enchin F9~ (814-
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shakusho yeljr~· (Buddhist [Biographies} Written During the Genko Period, 1322). 
Some of these tales (like those of Shokii. and Mongaku) had appeared in earlier 

setsuwa tale collections, but were now recognized as an integral component of the 

biography, the lineages they represented, as well as the religious sites connected to 

them. As the Shokii. tale was to Onjoji, the Mongaku tale eventually became part of 

the Jingoji 1$~~ Temple engi in Kyoto where he had been active. 130 The general 

biographical treatment of Fuda is that, unlike the two earlier canonical tales, he is 

never cast as the protagonist, but as a supporting figure who aids the monk in times 

of need or as an expression of the master's eminence, usually appearing by way of 

dream, prayer, ritual, or image. 

Although miracle tales devoted to Fuda in pre-Eda Japan were not as 

widespread as those of Kannan and Jizo, they were certainly not as scarce as Robert 

Duquenne suggests: "Unlike Kannan, or Jizo, Fuda is not popular enough to 

provide material for folk tales or to have places named after him. He is principally 

the guide of the mountain recluses (yamabushi), adepts of the 'path which leads to 

effective miracles' (Shugendo)." 131 If by "folk tale" Duquenne means setsuwa or 

reigenki, then the foregoing discussion clearly illustrates otherwise. 132 And with the 

advent of the Eda Period and its significant socio-political changes, a new religious 

landscape would provide a breeding ground for the proliferation of even more tales. 

Concluding Remarks 

The foregoing discussion identifies a significant gap in the presentation and 

treatment of Fuda by canonical materials on one hand, and the miracle tale genre on 

the other. It has also highlighted the inherent limitations of the former as to what 

they can tell us about their role in the development of local images. The early Fuda 

narratives of Mahdvara and Kurikara found in Mikkyo scripture, for example, 

provide us with little data regarding the local operation of deity cults. Instead, tales 

891) (DBZ.106.152a-157b), 566 ttUt (831-918) (DBZ.106.180b-183a), and Gy6son ff• (1057-
1135) (DBZ. l 06.237b-244a). 
130 Viz., Takaosan]ingoji engi rWJa.ihlJtiP~i~~j@ (1653) (DBZ. l l 9.l 55a) 
131 Duquenne (1999: 102). 
132 As regards to the naming of places, gazetteers and guidebooks record a wide-range of landmarks 

named after the deity. The gazetteer Shinpen Musashi fudoki ko m-rim:~@l±~cffi (Newly Edited 

Gazetteer of Musashi Province, 1824-28) for example, lists a Fud6 waterfall ("Fud6 taki" /fibtii), 
Fud6 crag ("Fud6 iwa" /fib:;'6), and Fud6 bridge ("Fud6 bashi" /fib:f'\ii) in Chichibu f*:X: District 

(SMFK 18.310b) and a group of Fud6 caves ("Fud6 kutsu" /filJJffi) in Katsushika l;ilflj District 
(SMFK 8.145-ff), in addition to other landmarks such as mountains, valleys, rivers, streams, and 

ponds. Fud6 waterfalls are particularly common (see, for example, Harada 1967: 1584-85; 1587), 
due to the connection berween the deity and water austerities. 
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as represented by the legend of Shaku of Miidera, with their strong ties to place, 

person, and time (thereby allowing them to function as miracle tale, biography, or 
temple engi), are invaluable in understanding the formation of sacred space and 

history, the installation of a deity within that space, and how local elements often 

became the dominant creative force behind the domestication and individualization 

of a deity, to the extent of subverting classical characteristics to their purpose. In the 

Shaku tale, for example, Fuda' s classic sword and flames are mentioned in the service 

of establishing the deity's compassionate salvation of the young monk. 

This is not to say, however, that the scriptural, ritual and iconographic 

traditions of the Mikkya tradition played little role in the regional cultures of Fuda 

temples. To the contrary, as suggested by the tension between "universal" and 

"local" worldviews (represented by the Buddhist patriarch and the local deity), 

sectarian tradition was very much a factor in the construction of a local deity, albeit 

only fully discernable through local sources like miracle tales. 

This tension raises one of the key concerns of the present study: how did 
these two traditions play out at the local level? How and why would classical 

elements appear at one Fuda temple, only to be completely ignored by the next? For 

example, why did the Mahdvara tale and Fuda's militant background later emerge at 

Shinshaji, but were nowhere to be found at other Fuda temples? Moreover, how did 

the encounter of the sectarian with the regional become a useful tool in constructing 

local identity and a framework for temple activities? How did Fuda's iconic sword, 

for instance, take on new local meanings at Shinshaji and become a central hub for 

an entire popular tradition that included pilgrimage, exhibitions, temple networks, 

and even theatre? 

These issues point to the very heart of the matter undertaken in the following 

chapters. Fuda was a composite creation of time and place, as though reminding us 

of the cardinal Buddhist teaching of "co-dependent origination" (ensho ~1:.): being 

a product of local "causes and conditions" (in'nen 129~), the deity thus lacked an 

unchanging, essential self shared equally across religious traditions, underlining the 

need to appreciate Fuda in his local environments. 
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CHAPTER Two 
FUDO AND EDO: THE CASE OF THE MEGURO Fuoo 

Let us now turn to the examination of Fudo during the Edo Period. The purpose of 

this chapter is twofold. First, I will briefly highlight those features of the religious 

climate of Japan's early modern period that are relevant to this study. Due to the 

Narita Fudo's geographical proximity and strong ties to Edo, particular attention is 

paid to the urban religious culture of the capital. Second, I will investigate the cult 

of the Meguro Fudo in Edo. The case of the Meguro Fudo offers us an ideal 

opportunity to begin examining issues important to this study, such as how 

regionally-specific brands of Fudo operated within specific religious communities. 

Understanding the localization of Fudo at Meguro will provide us with an ideal 

point of comparison and working model useful to the subsequent discussion of the 

Narita Fudo cult in chapters three, four, and five. 

Religfous Life in Edo 

The transition from the war-torn Azuchi-Momoyama Period (1573-1600) to the 

relative peace of the Edo Period (1600-1868) had profound effects on the religious 

culture of Japan. 133 These effects were the result of institutional, sectarian changes 

from authorities above, 134 and, more directly relevant to our study, the influence of 

the general populace and urban culture from below. 

Important to the study of early modern religion was a new urban, bourgeois 

culture characterized by the townspeople (chonin IHT }\.). Primarily composed of 

merchants and artisans, the townspeople constituted a sizeable portion of the capital's 

population and wealth and enjoyed great social and economic privileges due to 

growing urban markets. Commoner patronage of temples and shrines was 

encouraged by the new government's refinement of transportation networks. Due to 

the need to establish a well-maintained national transportation system to facilitate 

new laws requiring the constant relocation of daimyo (territorial lords) to and from 

Edo (the system of sankin kotai $iJJx1~ or "alternate attendance"), there was a 

marked improvement in highways and roads linking the provinces to the cities, as 

well as those in the capital proper. Travel to temples and shrines was safer and more 

133 On the transition of Buddhism from the Azuchi-Momoyama Period to the Edo Period, see 

McM ullin (19 84). 
134 Key institutional changes included the organization of all temples nationwide into a hierarchal 

system (honmatsu seido ***'lit) under which Buddhist traditions were effectively organized into 

distinct "sects" (shu ff;). A second important development was the implementation of the danka t!* 
or "parishioner" system (on the danka system, see Tamamuro 2001: 261-292). The benefits of the 

new system was that temples came to enjoy a secure, stable parishioner and thus financial base. 
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popular than ever, and the capital witnessed a pilgrimage boom in the early 
nineteenth century. 135 

Communication networks were also greatly improved. The rise of public 

printing houses, bookstores, and newspapers--emblematic of growing literacy 

rates-granted the common person greater access to information produced by or 

about religious sites and their deities. 136 For example, illustrated guidebooks 

belonging to the meisho 1; BT ("famous places") genre, 137 soon appeared to meet the 

demands of pilgrims and sightseers wishing to visit the city's main attractions, both 
religious and secular. Due to the prominence of religious sites as cultural hubs, many 

guidebooks practically doubled as directories for the famous temples and shrines 

cramming the city. For example, one of the first Eda guides, the Edo meisho ki YIP 
1; mic (A Record of Famous Places in Edo, 1662), lists eighty sites in total, only 

fourteen of which were not temples, shrines, or deity cult centres. 

Encouraged by advances in transportation and communciation, a significant 

feature of early modern religion was its capacity for entertainment. Guidebooks not 

only identified religious sites as centres of spiritual worship, but also as recreational 

destinations. With their resources, space, and parishioner base, larger temples and 

shrines often doubled as community centres. Indeed, many religious sites were the 

heart of commercial districts known as "temple towns" (monzenmachi F~°MIBJ). 
Several of the capital's cultural events revolved around temple districts: exhibitions 

(kaicho fmljli), fairs (en'nichi ~ S ), festivals (sairei ~:fL), spectacles (misemono Ji!, tit 
!Jo/.J), theatrical productions, and lotteries (tomikuji 'Mit). 

The attraction of commoners to religious sites and their deity cults was often 

rooted in the particular offerings of material benefits for one's present life (genze 

riyaku ~ i:ttfiJ~) such as healing and protection against disasters. For example, the 

Edo shinbutsu gankake chohoki YI?t${.l,OO!Jf;fr:l:~ic (Reference Book for Prayers to 

the Kami and Buddhas of Edo, 1814), a directory of popular prayer destinations in 

Eda, provides some insight into the degree of this-worldly benefits. Of the thirty

one prayer sites listed, nineteen (61 %) were devoted to remedies for various physical 

ailments (such as toothaches, smallpox, and headaches). Three (10%) were devoted 

to the prevention of misfortune. The remaining nine (29%) were composed of 

various non-specific prayers. Shrines, temples, and cultic objects of worship 

135 Vaporis (1989: 463). On pilgrimage and travel in the Edo Period, see Blacker (1984), Vaporis 
(1989), Kouame (1997), and Shinno (2002), and Thal (2005). 
136 0n the literary and print culture of the Edo Period, see Miner (1985: 63-111), Shively (1991: 
725-733), Kornicki (2001: 99-111; 136-269), and Shirane (2002). 
137 On the meisho genre during the Edo period, see Sandler (1992: 31-56) and Swinton (1992: 57-

78). 
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constituted the majority of the thirty-one prayer destinations (65%). 138 While such 

prayers did not preclude or replace those for salvation in the next life, recent 

scholarship has argued that a substantial impetus behind religious faith and activity 

was the concern for one's immediate welfare. 139 As we will next see, these elements of 

early modern Japanese religion-the appearance of deity cults and their material 

benefits, their popularity among urban commoners, and their diffusion among an 

increasing print culture-are of central importance to our study of Fuda. 

The Rise of Fudo Temples in Edo 

With these new institutional, social, and technological developments, Eda and its 

surrounding environs soon became a fertile ground for Fuda cults, attracting 

worshippers and patrons from nearly every station in life. Due to the growing print 

culture and literacy rates, we have during this time the largest extant body of Fuda 

narratives on record. As in earlier centuries, Fuda tales were better known to extra

canonical literature such as local miracle tales than Mikkya scripture. Foreshadowed 

by the stories of monks like Shakii discussed in the previous chapter, engi and 

biographies continued to be a primary medium by which these tales were produced. 

The enduring connection between miracle stories and locality-person, time, and 

place-likewise remained a primary feature of the genre. 

A guidebook to Eda's famous places, the Edo soganoko meisho taizen iI?~ 

Jm-f-~ m:::k~ (1690), records nine of most popular deities and the best-known 

temples or shrines for each. 140 Listed among the deities is Fuda, with seven of the 

earliest recorded Fuda temples known to have existed in the new capital. 141 A similar 

list was later produced in the Edo sunago iI?1fY-f- (1732) where it records six of 

Eda's "miraculous Buddhist [deities]" (reibutsu ~fb): Kannan •if; Jiza tt!!~; 

Amida ~ii]"51f\~t; Yakushi ~§rp; Fuda; and Benzaiten #:::t::R. For each deity are also 

listed the city's most popular or sacred sites (reijo ~~). In the case of Fuda, twelve 

138 Tamamuro and Miyata (1977: 129-131). 
139 On the importance of this-worldly benefits in Japanese religion, see Reader and Tanabe (1998). 
140 The deities and the number of sites given for each are: Benzaiten # M.:R (13 ); Kann on fl {f (15); 

Yakushi ~giji (IO); Fudo (7); Roku Amida :A~iiJiJtWE (6); Emma rml!i (8); Amida ~iiJiJtWE (14); 

Shaka ~Jfil! (4); lnari fiafijf (24) (ES.3.65a-b). 
141 Viz., the Fudoson ofTokoji J!:t:J't~ Temple, Fudoson of Senryfrji *rn1~ [i.e., Ryiisenji li* ~] 
Temple of Meguro § ~, Mejiro Fudo § S /Fib of Shinhasedera ~ffe:~~ of Koishikawa 1J,~Jll 

River, Meaka Fudo §$/Fib of Kichijoji at$~ Temple of Somei ~#, Fudoson of Monjuin X 
J:*~JG of Asakusa ;ii~, Fudoson ofTamonin ~r~~JG ofTanimachi ~IHT, and Tobi Fudo ~/Fib of 

Daiunjimae *~~J'lfJ ofShitaya T~ (ES.3.65a-b). 
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are listed. 142 Although today it retains little of its former grandeur, the most popular 
of these by far, referred to by Sakamoto Katsushige as the "mecca" of Fuda worship 
in Edo143 (and one of the above-listed popular prayer sites noted in the Edo shinbutsu 

gankake chohoki), was Ryusenji ¥ft*~ Temple. An investigation into this temple's 

history affords us an ideal opportunity to examine how forces other than sectarian 

tradition contributed to the localization of Fuda cults, and how miracle tales 

provided the medium by which they did so. 

RyU.Senji Temple 

The Tendai temple Ryusenji, "Temple of the Spring Waterfall," also known by the 

popular name Meguro Fuda §~::fib, 144 was situated in Lower Meguro (Shimo 

Meguro r § ~), Ebara District (today Meguro District), along the southwestern 

outskirts of Edo. 145 In conventional temple engi tradition, Ryusenji' s origins date 

back to an ancient Buddhist master (the temple today claims itself as the Kanta 

region's oldest Fuda temple146
), although there are no reliable records that mention 

142 Viz., the Meguro Fudo §~::fib, Mejiro Fud6 § S ::fib, Meaka Fud6 §~::fib, Sunao Fud6 

WJ>~::fib, Gyakuryii Fudo ~iJfE::fib, Saiwai Fudo ¥/Fib, Mikatzuki Fudo-=:: 13 fa.I ::fib, Namikiri 

Fudo ~11;JT::fib, Tobi Fudo m::fib, Oyama Fudo *il.J::fib, Yagenbori no Fudo ~iiJf#.tl::fib, 

Taki Fudo ~::fib (Koike 1976: 476). A modern and much larger list of over thirty Kant6-area Fudo 
temples, gleaned from these and several additional sources, has been compiled by Sakamoto (1979: 
256). 
143 Sakamoto (1979: 255). 
144 Together with the Mejiro § S ("White Eye"), Meaka §~("Red Eye"), Meao § 1f ("Blue Eye") 

and Meki Fud6 §"Pi ("Yellow Eye") Fudos, the five comprise the so-called Goshiki Fudo 31.-@'!.::fib 
("Five Colour Fudos"). The Goshiki Fud6 temples still exist today, and share a common history and 
pilgrimage route between them, with their locations forming a conspicuous circle around the city with 
Edo Castle at their centre. However, while the five temples are commonly said to have been popular 
places of Fudo worship during the Edo Period and, according to legend, charged with protecting Edo 
Castle from their positions on the outskirts of the capital along the five national highways (Gokaid6 

31.f!fii:!, viz: Tokaido JR#ltii:!, Nakasendo t:f' ilJ ii:!, Koshiikaido ftl 1'i'lf!fii:!, Nikkokaido 13 :J'tf!fii:!, 
Oshiikaido ~1'i'lf!fii:!), as Sakamoto (1979: 255) suggests, there is no evidence that the Blue and 
Yellow Fudos existed prior to the Meiji Period. Today Ryiisenji boasts its deity as one of the "Three 

Great Fudos of Japan" (Nihon sandai Fud6 13 ;;;t;::_:::.*:;;r::ib) together with the Kihara Fudo *1*/F 
ib ofKumamoto and the Narita Fudo of Chiba. 
145 Ryiisenji was located on the periphery of the city among the Yamanote il.J-=f: uplands, whose 
remote hills, in similar fashion to mountains, attracted the construction of religious sites. Ryiisenji 
had been nestled into the side of a small plateau which divided the temple into upper and lower 
precincts, behind which rose a hilly forested area. The Meguro Fud6 was enshrined in the main hall 

atop the plateau (see figure 2.1). 
146 An engi pamphlet distributed by the temple in 2005 carries the title, "The Oldest Sacred Site of 

Fudo in Kanto" (Kanta saiko Fuda reijo ~.JR:ij:ti'::fib~~). 
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its existence prior to the Eda Period. Since the first extant verifiable source of the 

temple of which I am aware is found in a record dated 1629, 147 Ryusenji may have 

appeared in the early decades of the Eda period, a time, as Nishiyama Matsunosuke 

demonstrates, when the majority of temples and shrines in Eda were founded. 148 

Figure 2.1. Rylisenji (Meguro Fudo) Temple Precinct and Monzenmachi 

(Edo meisho zue ?I?~ m~ ~, 1836) 149 

....... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-. 

The 1629 record describes how the temple suddenly flourished in that year, with 

men and women, young and old, flocking to Ryusenji's precincts so that "all their 

prayers would be fulfilled" (shogan joju ~W~JJX:Jlt). 150 This evidently caught the eye 

of the renowned Tenkai :R.#if: (1536-1643), the Tendai patriarch and spiritual 

advisor to the Tokugawa military house, who, the following year, made Ryusenji a 

subtemple of Eda's head Tendai temple Kan'eiji J[lk~. 151 From this point forward, 

147 Viz., the Kojo nenroku ?I~if::~ (1629). 
148 Nishiyama (1997: 78) . 

., <",, 4-1! 'JI! 'J 
149 Title reads: § ~/Fi1J¥: ("Meguro Fudo Temple"). 
15° Cited in Tamabayashi (1940: 53). 
151 Tamabayashi (1940: 59). Tenkai may have been further interested in Ryiisenji due to its chance 

location southwest of Edo Castle. Kan~eiji had been built to the northeast of the castle to protect 

against the "Demon Gate" (kimon *r~), the inauspicious direction from which, according to old 
Oaoist cosmology, evil was believed to enter a physical space (this was also meant to mimic Hieizan's 
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under the management of Kan' eiji, we begin to see Ryiisenji mentioned frequently in 

the major guidebooks, gazetteers, popular literature, as well as depicted in ukiyoe 

prints, as one of Edo's most popular sites {its fame had even reached Shikoku by the 

1730s152
). By the end of the Edo Period the temple boasted over fifty buildings with 

as many deities enshrined within its expansive precinct (visible in figure 2.1). 

Records show that Ryiisenji's clergy was in charge of twenty-one temples and shrines 

and was in possession of substantial landholdings. 153 

Much of Ryiisenji' s allure derived from its status as a recreational destination. 

Much like the "prayer and play" culture at Sensoji ~!jt~ Temple (Asakusa Kannon 

~!jtlt.=g-) 154 on the other side of town, there developed a similar mix of religious 

and recreational climate at Ryiisenji. 155 Though the temple was located on the 

outskirts of the city, accounts in the Yureki zakki1 56 ~M*~c (Miscellaneous Records 

of Recreational Travels, 1814-1829) and Edo meisho zue157 YI?~ ffl~ ~ (Illustrated 

Guide to Famous Places in Edo, 1829-36) remark that Lower Meguro was nonetheless 

as lively as a city core. The temple was a short walk from Shinagawa rri:iJ 1 I and 

therefore fortuitously situated close to the Tokaido highway, a major artery entering 

the capital from the south. With high volumes of traffic passing through the area, 

including daimyo marching to and from the provinces in accordance with the 

"alternate attendance" regulations, visitors to Ryiisenji would have been impressed by 

a bustling recreational district enveloping the temple. Records and images depict the 

temple's large commercial district, particularly well known for its shops selling special 

rice cakes 158 and its long rows of teahouses, especially the "[Mount] Fuji-view 

location relative to the Imperial Palace in Kyoto, denoted by Kan'eiji's sango 1-D % ("mountain 

designation," an additional title of a temple prefixed to better-known jigo ~%temple name) of 

Toeizan *~1-D, the "Eastern [Hi]eizan"). Ryiisenji was aptly situated on the opposite side of the 

castle along the "Rear Demon Gate" (uragimon JBI&;.~~) in the southwest, the other dangerous 

direction, making an ideal pair with Kan' eiji, suggested by its similar sango, Taieizan ~~ 1-D. 
However, the connection between the Rear Demon Gate and Ryiisenji was never well established. 

The temple with a more recognized claim to protecting the south-western direction was Zojoji ~ J: 
~, another Tokugawa family temple. Ironically, in 1772 a fire broke out at Daienji ::k r:g ~, a nearby 
subtemple of Ryii.senji, and spread northeast, practically connecting Meguro and Kan'eiji along the 
NE-SW axis. 
152 The Meguro Fudo appears in the aforementioned miracle tale collection Fudo Myoo reioki /fi!J13Ji 
x~fit~c, published in Shikoku in 1737. 
153 See Sakamoto (1979: 269, figure 3) for details. 
154 Hur (2000: 31). 
155 Tamabayashi (1940: 52). 
156 ES.3.228. 
157 Harada (1967: 718). 
158 Three types of rice cakes in particular had become famous local products and popular souvenirs: 

meguro ame § ~B~, awamochi ~M, and mochibana M:fE (Nishiyama 1994: 345). Meguro's 
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teahouses" (Fujimi chaya Ii'±~~~). Built atop Gyoninzaka :ff .At/i. Hill on the 

pilgrim's path and main approach to the temple, weary pilgrims could sip tea and 

enjoy a clear view of the great landmark from one of the best vantage points in the 

city. 159 En 'nichi fairs, 160 kaicho exhibitions, and tomikuji lotteries161 further added to 

the temple's recreational and commercial allure. 162 

That Ryusenji was important enough for the government to take notice of its 

socio-economic vitality is suggested by the decision in 1818, upon determining the 

exact boundaries of the city, to extend the jurisdiction of the City Magistrate (machi 

bugyo IHJ*1T) in the southwest to ensnare Meguro (Central and Lower). This was a 

conspicuous decision as it is the only occasion where the Magistrate's power, denoted 

by the so-called "black ink line" (sumibiki ~51), wandered outside the "vermillion 

line" (shubiki *=5 I) demarcating the gofunai mmr*l or the city limits proper. 163 

The temple's status as one of Eda's focal points is further evidenced by city maps. By 

mochibana were kneaded into the shape of a blossom using multi-coloured rice. They were popular as 
children's toys, and were said to have the affect of warding away evil (ibid.). The Edo sunago records 

all three in a list of Edo's famous products (kofu meisan iIJAf~ gg) (Koike 1976: 342-43). See the 
Edo meisho zue (Harada 1967: 716-717) for a diptych of one of the shops. 
159 A depiction can be found in the Edo meisho zue (Harada 1967: 702-703). 
160 The en'nichi, lit., "day of [karmic] connection," was a common event on a temple or shrine's 

annual calendar (nenju gyoji if:: i:p1'flfi:), and became a common feature of the urban religion forming 
in the major cities like Edo. En 'nichi were understood as special days on which prayer and offerings to 
a deity were considered particularly efficacious. En 'nichi were held as early as the twelfth century, and 
by the Edo Period particular deities were commonly associated with specific en 'nichi days. For 
example, the eighteenth day of each month became the en 'nichi of Kannon, the thirtieth for Shaka, 
and the eighth for Yakushi. The en 'nichi of Fudo became the twenty-eighth day of each month, and 
was observed (as it still is today) by many Fudo temples including Ryusenji. The en 'nichi during the 
first, fifth, and ninth months at Meguro Fudo were particularly popular and drew the largest crowds 
(Nishiyama 1994: 346). 
161 Dozens of temples and shrines in Edo hosted such lotteries, but the Edo hanjoki iI? ~ ~ ll"c (A 
Record of Edo 's Prosperity, 1832-1836) notes that by the 1830s only three captured the spotlight: 

Yujima Tenjin ~£li;Rtif!, Yanaka Kan'noji ~i:p~i;t,~, and Meguro Fudo (Nishiyama 1994: 334). 
By hosting one of Edo's major tomikuji, Ryusenji was able to supplement its income, with the crowds 
in turn further fueling the local economy. 
162 

Meguro's recreational culture was likely helped by its proximity to Shinagawa's pleasure quarters. 

Humourous senryu Jll#AJ poems satirized the "prayer and play" culture. For example, one poem pokes 
fun at how the pious visitor might be distracted by Meguro's recreational attractions: 

Shinjin ni {if 1[} I~ 

nishin ari ='L' ~ ~ 
Meguro michi § "']!! 

How the faithful heart 

Becomes disloyal 

On the way to Meguro. 

See Tamabayashi (1940: 55-56) for additional examples. 
163 See Takeuchi (1978: 1246) for a reproduction of the map and borders. 
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the late 1600s, the temple could be found occupying a disproportionately large 

section of Edo maps, making it appear as one of the most important locations in the 

entire city. For example, the 1714 map Edo annai junken zukan iI?~rkl~Ji~ 

~ (figure 2.2) shows the amount of space and detail afforded the temple. Here we 

should draw our attention to two key features distinguishable in the detail of the 

temple: the waterfall and torii gates found in both upper and lower precincts. As we 

shall next see with an investigation of Ryusenji's engi, both features are emblematic of 

the importance of local geography in the formation of the cult. 

Figure 2.2. Map ofEdo wirh Derail of Ryusenji (Meguro Fudo) Temple 

(Edo annai junken zukan iI?~P'l~Ji~i\';, 1714) 164 

The Meguro Fudo Engi 

As suggested by its name, one of Ryusenji's key attractions was its eponymous 

"Tokko Waterfall" (Tokko no Taki ~3\l!fri!i°O)ru), celebrated by one guidebook as the 

first of Eda's three famous waterfalls; 165 hence its name, "Temple of the Spring (sen I 

164 Tide of temple (left plate) reads: El ~/f!l!!JJl:~ ilJ~~fR 'i'f ("Meguro Fudo Taiezan Ryiisenji"). 
165 Edo soganoko meisho taizen (ES.3.9). The others are Akasaka's Tamagawa no Taki ~) 1 I O)jfl and 

Sakurada's Shirairo no Taki B * O)lfl. The temple's propitious location was the source of this 
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izumi ~)Waterfall (ryit I taki ifi). One of the earliest surviving engi, recorded in the 

Edo meisho ki, establishes how the fountain and its connection to Fudo provided the 

motivation for the temple's founding. The engi describes how the famous T endai 

master Ennin, while on his way from Kanto to Mount Hiei near Kyoto, spent the 

night in Meguro. That night in a dream he was visited by an unknown figure 

wielding a sword and rope and reciting the Spell of Compassion. 166 The next 

morning, Ennin carved an image of the figure and enshrined it in the area. Having 
returned from China years later he once again passed through the area, and, wishing 

for spring water, drove a tokko (or dokko) ~~ii, a single-pronged vajra, into the 

ground. A fountain of water immediately sprung from the earth, around which the 

temple was subsequently built. Along with the image of Fudo, the fountain became 

a primary feature of the temple, noted for its miraculous ability never to dry up even 

in the hottest of weather, nor to overflow during the rainy season. The second half 

of the engi then jumps forward to the Edo Period:167 

-\l:C' ~? 

:f::(J) ~ i:J£Wf:t0iP1;:1J:l:''~r-...f~-C, 7Cf07C1f.(J)**¥:(J) 5 
~ t:.; 

L,6(J):ff* J: ".J xte-c, 1i(J)fiT-z"1;:1&iJ¥:1;: b ;t 0~ ft ".J, 
=.(J)m(J)~~~l_.,".J~0*".J-c~~(J)•~~c".JteL,,$GN 

~~? < b 

c T 01;:, L, ~ ".J 1;: < 6 ft b ".J :lr:to Ii 0, ~ x l:t ff L, < b 
;t~il~ ".J fthli, v\iJ-.1;:.c bTA:~~5 ft<, v\*/'13J1~b 

:to ft L, < FR. c ft G it*g-b G N c ~i L, ~ ft 0m1;:, ~ ~ (J) •!j* 
~7.k (J) J: 1;: f:_ i:J ¥f ~me L, -c :to f:t L, * T, ::. h ~ J-;. f:_ -c * 0 0 
A~ (J) ~ (J)iJ"N 0 v \~ ftil~ L, ft ".J, ::. (J) 1iil"~~fm/.< :Bf:t L, 
*i"", ~}..::_(J)~r-...1;:.i:JiJ-.G~~f:tit-C, iJ-.f:_(J)::_ c < (J)* 
¥:~0 < ".) -C*ti: L,$00 

Long afterward when many years had passed, during the spring of the 

first year of Gen'na [1615], a fire broke out in the lay homes behind 

the main hall, and soon spread to the temple. When the local men 

and women came running to remove the statue of the Myoo, they 

were rendered helpless by the black smoke and fierce blazing fires. As 
they grieved [thinking] that the Myoo too had been reduced to ashes, 

natural blessing, as the temple rests near the confluence of the Meguro River and its tributary 

Rakanjigawa ~frj! ~) 11 that feed the spring. 
166 ]iku no myoju ~~O)~~. Also jikuju ~~~. Often classified in modern scholarship as the 

second (longest) or "middle" spell (chuju 9=1~) of Fudo's three basic mantras, it is probably the most 
widely known Fudo spell. It is first found in the Dainichi kyo (T.18. 848. l Sb.21-24). 
167 Asakura (1976: 187-190). 
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they found the statue of the Myoo resting atop the waterfall with 

sweat pouring from it. Each and every person who witnessed the 

event was moved to tears. As all sorts of miraculous events came to 

pass here, everyone banded together, [re]built the hall [as it had been 
before], and installed [the statue of Fudo]. 

The engi adds later: 168 

7J~O)Yi1k/',~~~Jj.f,t~' ~ ::toi:::i-CM§0$ft L, ,A.::.0)1,Ki:: 5 k 
h -c~m::to1.t '~To 

The spring still flows to this very day, and people are drawn to its 

water in order to cure all sorts of sickness. 

The statue's miraculous appearance atop the waterfall underlined not only its status 

as a truly extraordinary deity (indentified by its sweating), but also its implicit 

connection to the fountain. The engi took advantage of an old connection between 

Fudo and water. From the earliest eighth-century Chinese sources Fudo had been 

worshipped to control wind, rain, and water bodies. Though this connection to 

water was already identified at least as early as 1923 by Beatrice Lane Suzuki 169 (and 

more recently by Rob Linrothe170
), it has been overshadowed in scholarship by 

Fudo's common treatment as a fire deity. Medieval and early modern sources show 

that Fudo images were often installed near rivers, streams, and ponds, but especially 

waterfalls. 171 Temple legends preserve tales of Fudo controlling wind and rain, most 

famously the Namikiri {Wave-Cutter) Fudo,172 or, like the famous Asakusa Kannan, 

where he appeared from water to aid local residents. 173 Fudo's long-standing, though 

168 Asakura (1976: 190). 
169 Suzuki (1923: 135). 
170 Linrothe (1986: 219-220). 
171 Two of Japan's most famous waterfalls, for example, Nachi Falls (Nachi no taki }j~~O)tli) in 

Wakayama, and Kiyomizudera i'lf7J<~ Temple's Otowa Falls (Otowa no taki if ~~i'li), one of 
Kyoto's great tourist destinations, have long been associated with Fudo. 
172 See chapter one, page thirty. 
173 For example, the Edo meisho zue notes the legend of the Taki Fudoson ftflFFllJ1* (Waterfall Fudo) 

of Shojuin JE~~JE Temple, which appeared from the local river to quell flooding in the area (see 
Harada 1967: 1587 for the passage). The text includes an illustration depicting the Fudo image 

installed beside a waterfall (Harada 1967: 1584-1585). The engi ofltokuji HfX.~~ Temple in Edo, 

Kaichu shutsugen migawari Fudosan engi #iJ rp t±:l m:!it {-\'.; /f l!J -~!!:£ (Engi of the Self-Sacrificing Fudo 
who Appeared from the Sea, 1612), similarly describes an image of Fudo retrieved from beneath the 
waves by fisherman. Upon inspection, the statue was found to be inscribed with the words, "Carved 

by Saicho from the Country of Japan" (Nihonkoku Saicho chokoku 13 ;;$:~~~mJ;~U). The statue 
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as yet not fully-understood, relationship with the ndga serpent Kurikara 1!3-fiJ{JJD*'I 
may partially explain this phenomenon, as ndga were frequently worshipped in India 

and China and Japan for weather control. This connection was clearly present at 

Ryusenji, as the Tokko Waterfall was alternatively known as the "Kurikara Waterfall" 

("Kurikara no Taki" 1J!~:itl!!*'i0)¥fffi), 174 with a Kurikara image gracing the upper 

waterfall (visible in figure 2.4). 

The engi also reveals how the waterfall became a source of material benefits, 

playing on the common connection between sacred water and its ability to cure 

disease. The waterfall was also well known as one of Eda's primary koriba f:)§"~~, a 

place of austerities, ablutions and purification, where Shugenda practitioners and 

laity congregated to conduct prayers while immersed in water (a common sight 

around Fuda temples). One guidebook notes how the waterfall offered practitioners 

a means to cleanse themselves and attain the "pure Buddha-mind": 175 

~~ti0)1fffi E!jHJ]j{~~ 176 0)/Fij)O) ~11'~ lb tJ, tf7'.P lAJ: - P J: 
tJ fti'J~.h~'t 0 C: ftlv, ~VJ:-¥fffi7.K~0:. C: '$ L, iI;9ftO)~ 

mtt tJ, ]f~ 0)*"7('~11:~m,~:t3 tJ m-c :!1t~~o, P-t).. -t).. 
*:t3).. L, !l:bl<.J:JJ:J:O)~ J: tJ t±:\ft7'.J~.htJ:-1~1itO)tJ~t:.t'J: G 
~11\ ~7.Krw< L-C:t30)---:57'.J~G+=lt9~0)tJ§"~cbGv', mO) 
-gf:. ;t f L -c•-c ~5EO)~jj]~ ~ ~ ~ L6b, r*J;7f-rwi-¥0)1~~'~ 
b 7'.J~ft,b~~ '~~o 

The Tokko Waterfall is located at the Meguro Fuda temple on the 

Hakugin Plain. Long ago it fell from three waterfalls, but now it 

mostly flows from a single source. It is a famous waterfall of Eda, 

and in the hot weather of the summer months it still flows, with 

many people washing themselves or rinsing their mouths [with its 

water]. The source of the water flows from the temple above and 

was presumed to have been the very statue carved by Saicha on his return trip from China to quell a 
storm threatening the ship (a clear borrowing of Kukai's Wave-Cutter Fuda legend). The image was 

enshrined by the local villagers, and became famous for fulfilling all prayers. See Nakano (1996: 373-

374) for a reproduction of the engi. The Onjoji denki records a tale similar to the Meguro Fuda engi, 

"On the Origins of the Miraculous Gushing Freshwater Spring of Fuda" (~=./fibiUlfl t±:l it'*-*), 
regarding the eleventh-century Tendai monk Kakujo Jt!!JJ. In order to remedy the lack of water at 

his Kaain ~::E.~JE Temple, Kakujo venerated the Weeping Fuda of Miidera. Immediately a spring of 

fresh water burst from the dry ground, the source of many later miracles (DBZ. l 27.66b). 
174 WakansansaizueflJ~:::::::t~~ (1712) (Enda 1980: 88). 
175 Edo soganoka meisho taizen (ES.3.9). 
176 Note the alternative spelling of Meguro using the character "me" ~ in place of the more common 

§. 
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drains toward the Sanbutsudo Hall. The water is pure and itself 
washes away the stains of the Twelve Links of Causation, and the 

echo of the fall's incessant sound illuminates the afflictions of sar(lsdra, 

so that one may realize the pure Buddha-mind that is both within 
and without. 

So central was the waterfall and its practitioners that the majority of images depicting 

the temple make them the focal point equal to the main hall in which the Meguro 

Fudo statue was enshrined (figures 2.3 and 2.4. 177
). 

Figure 2.3. Tokko Waterfall at Ryusenji 

(Edo meisho ki ¥I?1; p]f~, 1662) 

Figure 2.4. Tokko Waterfall at Ryusenji 

(Edo suzume tI? ~, 1677) 

-

Here we find a prime example of how the local might be reconciled with the 

canonical based on geographical circumstances: due to the presence of the waterfall as 

177 By condensing space, figure 2.4 shows the nearby "Drum Bridge" (Taikobashi j(ft!{tifi), the bridge 
spanning Meguro River at the bottom of Gyoninzaka Hill along the main approach to the temple. 
The bridge was itself a famous site around Edo, appearing in such ukiyoe collections as Utagawa 

Hiroshige's Meisho Edo hyakkei 1lffi¥I? Ef~ (One Hundred Famous Views of Edo, 1857) (number 

111, "Meguro taikobashi ylihi no oka" § ~*~11::$7 S O)[iiJj, "The Drum Bridge of Meguro and 

Sunset Hill") and his later Ehon Edo miyage ~*iI? ±ii: (Picture Book of Edo Souveniers, 1850-

1867) (volume 5, "Do taikobashi yuhi no oka" IP]j(~11::9 S O)[iiJJ, "Drum Bridge and Sunset Hill 

in the Same [Area] [i.e, Meguro]"). See also Edo meisho zue, "Taikobashi" *~11 (Harada 1967: 

704-705). 
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the temple's centrepiece, the Meguro Fudo was understood as a god of water. His 

connection to fire, Dainichi Nyorai, or his militant, wrathful persona found in 

scriptures, made little sense in terms of the local environment, and thus played little 

role in the conceptualization of the Meguro Fudo. However, the connection 

between the deity and water may not have been entirely the result oflocality. Fudo's 

connection to water and Kurikara as described in rituals may suggest a canonical 

logic behind the characterization of the Meguro Fudo, though one that rejected 

certain classical elements (fire, war) in favour of others (water). 

Sacred water was not all that Ryiisenji had to offer worshippers. As 
Sakamoto and T amabayashi both suggest, the temple was also known as a place to 

pray for good fortune {un ~). 178 The engi continues with the second of its two 

miracle tales: 179 

-tti' /.) ~ f;· t) 

JZ Jt 71< 71:~ 0) =. 6 , 1lE~ ::k ~q. m * :Jt0 =. 0) BT I=. :t3D-C1ifll 1"10) 
fplj c -"'""_) ;{_ i' 

a~i=., 1ifll•-t:-n-C~16ti0 7'.J:\l=t:JPH-Tlt 0 ~' J.PJ~ ~*l=:IO 
li-lt1t Ghtff~-lt ~-lt Gh LI=., t:. i:J '! i:Jl=.1ifll• C: V* VJ -C 
~"M°O);t'£0)f~t=. C: ~- '!h VJ, *7t0=.n~ J::. f'f-{t*g-D Lt=., 

t•lv 

1if!JF' t=.r,t t: -C1if!J-=Ft=. 5 ~VJ '! v \GT 0, 1&1l~ti7'.J:\ GT, ~75~ 

-C::$:'.¥:1&11=.!vVJ 5ibVJ, :t3ftL~+-~t=.7'.J:\~o-C1&1l~v\=. 
5 ib VJ It VJ o 

Then around the first year of Kan'ei [1624], when Seii Taishogun 

Lord Iemitsu came hunting to this place, his falcon flew away and 

disappeared into the clouds. He feverendy petitioned Betto Jitsuei to 

pray [to the Meguro Fudo]. Immediately the falcon flew back, and 

landed on the top of a pine180 before the deity. When Lord Iemitsu 

called out, it responded to his voice and landed on his arm. Deeply 

moved, he proceeded to build the main hall, and in the eleventh year 

[ 1634] again reconstructed it. 181 

178 Sakamoto (1979: 284); Tamabayashi (1940: 55). 
179 Asakura (1976: 190). 
180 Variously known as "Fragrant Pine" (Nioi Matsu tJf~), "Stoop Pine" (Koshikake no Matsu Hff# 
O)~) or "Falcon Perch Pine" (Takasue no Matsu )jf,@-O)f~), the tree was located at the base of the 

main stone steps leading up to the main hall. It was itself a known sight around Edo. The Yureki 
zakki lists it as one of Eda's thirty-six famous pines (ES.3.163), and the Eda sunago as one of Eda's 
forty-one famous pines (Koike 1976: 483). Today a tree said to be the second generation of the 
original can still be found in the same location at the base of the stone stairway. 
181 The Zoho Eda hanashi J:\ll'!HiIF'Ptfl cites a poem marking the event (Hayakawa 1919: 227b-228a): 
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The second half of the engi. mirrored the first: it comprised a creation story revolving 

around the interaction between a famous authoritative figure and the local Meguro 

Fuda. Instead of Ennin, Meguro is visited by the ruler of the country himself, 

Shogun Tokugawa lemitsu ~Jll*:J't (1604-51). The logic of lemitsu's visit was 

based on the fact that Meguro had been a popular hunting destination for 

generations of Tokugawa military. Ryusenji's clergy naturally seized the opportunity 

to incorporate a widely recognized tradition, similar to how local family histories 

preserved tales about the Tokugawa hunting parties frequenting their areas. 182 

lemitsu's incident at Meguro even appeared in the Tokugawa clan's own official 

history, the Tokugawa jikki ~) 11 ~~[, (True Chronicle of the Tokugawa, 1809-
1849) .183 Thus the tale was important enough to become shared property of temple 

and military houses alike, from which both drew identity and celebrated lemitsu as a 

serendipitous restorer and patron following the temple's destruction by fire. As 
evidenced by the guidebooks, lemitsu's Pine, like the Tokko Waterfall, became a 

famous landmark around the city and a symbol of Ryusenji's miraculous history. 

That the engi was effective in establishing the Meguro Fuda as a god of 

fortune is evidenced by Koikawa Harumachi's ~J 1 l*llJJ (1744-1789) Kinkin sensei 

eiga no yume ~~)t;j:::_*~~ (Mr. Glitter 'n' Gold's Dream of Splendor, 184 1775), 
the first of the so-called kibyoshi ~~~J!; or "yellow-jacketed" genre of light fiction 

popular in the late Edo Period. 185 The tale, concerned with the carefree and 

indulgent delights of Edo's "floating world" (ukiyo 1$.i:!!:) begins with the character 

Kimbyae ~~{m as he sets off for Edo in search of fame and fortune. His first stop 
. R - .. 186 is yusenp: 

? ::'.1!•!56 

Ara taka ya matsu ni tori ite ugokazaru ilb i? J.l-'\"t'£ (;: ,~ Jl.S- -C /j'::: !lb 
Sore de ho toke no do wa tachikeri -:C .t1 -c'f* (J) ¥:Ii ft ft l'.J 

Look! A falcon perched unmoving atop a pine. 
And so a Buddhist temple is made. 

Note the play on the words ,~,ll.S- (tori ite, "perched" I torii, "bird perch," "Shinto archway") and /j':::!ltJ 

(ugokazaru, "unmoving" I "Fuda"). 
182 Tokyoto Meguroku Kenkylikai ed. (1985: 32). 
183 For the passage in question, see Kuroita (1964: 336). 
184 Here I use Araki's translation of the title (Araki 1970: 63). 
185 See Araki (1970: 63-78) for an introduction and translation. 
186 Cited in Sakamoto (1979: 284). 
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i'.i f;:.;Wj~ § J1~lPFib1*1::t, ~O)Jfi$fthl£, :.n~~~~ L-C~O) 
f.¥~tff G Iv~ ~-Cit~ iJ~, !F-13 t :7 7Jf;:.ft IJ, v \ ~ ~M!f;:. ft 
IJ~G~,i'.iftO)~-~*Jv~ft*IJ~~o ~k§-~ib1* 
~··•L<,~<RAO)~~-~'Jo *-~~•*mO)~ 
f;:. L-C, ~5m~1t~*~~ v\bo 

Due to the exalted fame of the venerable Meguro Fudo as a deity 

[kami] of fortune, [Kimbyoe] traveled here to pray for such fortune. 

But, as darkness soon fell and he was feeling rather hungry, he 

stopped to snack on some awamochi cakes for which the area was 

famous. The remarkable miraculous efficacy of the Meguro Fudo is 

such that it was known everywhere by all. The deity was made by 

Jikaku Daishi, and the temple is named Ryusenji. 

Also notable is Koikawa's mention of Fudo as a kami. The passage hints at how the 

deity was not the exclusive property of a single group, and that there was more than 

one tradition active in the area. Despite its official Tendai affiliation, not only was 

Ryusenji a centre to various traditions like Pure Land, Nichiren, and Soto, 187 it was 

also neither exclusively Buddhist nor solely devoted to the worship of Fudo. The Edo 
meisho zue records that there were actually more shrines and kami at Ryusenji than 

halls (do '!it) of Buddhist deities. 188 The collection of kami present at the temple, 

which included all varieties such as lnari f(Bfijf, Kishimojin *-T£J:t$ (Sk. Hariri:), 

Hoso no Kami ffi~1ft$, Akiba Gongen ~~fl~, Awashima Myojin ~$J13JH$, 

and Suijin 7kt$, explain the presence of torii gates noted above, in addition to other 

"Shinto" features such as a shimenawa rope and strips of gohei paper (both used to 

identify the presence of a kami) stretched across the stone steps leading to the upper 

precinct. 189 Syncretism between the Shinto and Buddhist traditions (shinbutsu shugo 

.f${.l 1&,g-) had long been a common feature in Japanese religion, whether this be in 

terms of ideology, rituals, institutions, or pantheons. It should not be surprising 

then to find that the Edo suzume YIP~ (Sparrows of Edo, 1677) describes Ryusenji 

as the "Meguro Shrine" (Meguro no miyachi § •O)'§±f!!).190 

A further look into engi tradition reveals why Koikawa may have identified 

the Meguro Fudo as a kami. In contrast to the engi described above, there had been 

a version circulating at the same time that identified the Meguro Fudo as the shintai 

.f${$: (lit., "kami's body") of Prince Yamatotakeru no Mikota 13 *!E\1*, the 

187 Sakamoto (1979: 271). 
188 Harada (1967: 711-713). 
189 Visible in figure 2.1. 
190 ES.5.105. 
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legendary second-century warrior venerated as a kami. 191 In addition to the Meguro 

Fudo's dual connection to water and fortune, this second engi tradition added yet a 

third layer in response to the existence of the local kami cult. The engi recorded in 

the Kofa meisho shi iI!f>f:iJ P,JT;B (Record of Famous Places in Edo, 1733) tells us: 192 

g!ZEJ ?43~/"13 *ftt•i-~0mlli, ~JtJl:ttllii'mI~O)a~, /Fib 
O){~i'~~lj l, '"(t$!}*[;:mfTo ~$:~J:, 13 *ftt•1i±O)!J!'fl;:~';f 

L,~b~, ~~*i-~-C-i'i'~bo •tt=O)~i'~'"(~* 
O)mi'-lj)J-C~ L,~*01iti'~:tL*~ 5 o ~-!*tcf;:*O)-lj)J viM\ 
i' fiJ' ::ti t;: ~lj i' 1111-C * 9=1 t;: :sL *~ 5 pjf' /F lb 0) % t;: f f.l t:. 0 i' 0-
-r :Jik[;:.l.tT 0 pjf f~ ~ .!::'. :f'0 

Some say that this temple was a place for the worship of 

Yamatotakeru no Mikota. When Jikaku came to this place, he carved 

the statue of Fuda to resemble the form of the kami [shintai]. The 

reason for this was that, when Yamatotakeru no Mikota was hunting 

on the plains near Fuji, a villain attacked Mikota by setting [the area] 

on fire. Mikota drew the Murakumo Sword and cut the ropes 

[tethering his] hunting dogs in order to free them, and mowed down 

the grass upon which the fire was fast approaching. The form of 

Mikota standing amongst the flames holding the cut ropes in his left 

hand and wielding the sword in his right resembled that of Fuda, and 

thus came to be identified as such. 193 

Here the engi incorporates a famous Japanese legend, first extant in the Kojiki "3"$ 
~ (712) and Nihongi 13 **2 (720), in which the Prince, at the behest of his father 

Emperor Keiko ~1T, is sent to pacify the eastern regions. 194 On his way, his aunt 

191 The first engi tradition (without Yamatotakeru) can be found in the Edo meisho ki, Edo suzume ¥I 
?~ (1677), Edo soganoko meisho taizen (1690), and Zoho Edo hanashi ijHm¥I;=intfj (1695). The 

second tradition (with Yamatotakeru) is recorded in the Bokai maidan ~#if:'ffl:~ (1630s), Edo sunago 

¥I;=i:Wj)-f- (1732), Kofa meisho shi, Edo meisho zue (1789), and Shinpen Musashifudoki ko *1friltt~ 

m±il-cm (1828). 
192 Yokozeki (1972: 279). 
193 Cf. Edo meisho zue (Harada 1967: 718; Edo sunago (Koike 1976: 259). The connection is again 

identified and explained in the Bokai maidan ~#if:'ffl:~ (Ichishima 1878: 185a-b). The Edo sunago 
version adds that the presence of the main torii at Ryiisenji (which, no longer extant, was noted for its 
black colour) was due to the connection between the two deities. 
194 The episode is found in the Kojiki chapters 82-3 (Philippi 1968: 238-240) and the Nihongi 

VII.21-24 (Aston 1956: 203-205). See also Isomae (1999) for a discussion of the Yamatotakeru 
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and high priestess of Ise Shrine grants him the mighty Kusanagi ~~ Sword. 195 

Arriving in the east, 196 he is received by the resident lord, and, in the Nihongi account, 

is invited to go deer hunting on the moors. 197 There the lord sets fire to the tall grass 

covering the moor in the attempt to kill the Prince. Yamatotakeru cuts down the 

grass with his sword in defense (hence its name, Kusanagi, "Grass-Cutter"), 198 and 

defeats the lord. 

The engi contains a clever manipulation of this popular tale that established a 

logic between the two local cults (suggesting a possible rivalry) by playing on an 

iconographical similarity. This manipulation took advantage of three of Fudo's 

characteristic iconographical elements-his sword, towering flames, and rope-and 

identified them with Yamatotakeru's Kusanagi Sword,199 the encroaching fires rising 

above him, and the severed ropes that tethered his hunting dogs. The ropes were a 

later interpolation not present in the early accounts, seemingly added more closely to 

identify the two figures. The engi reveals that since the Meguro area was originally a 

centre of kami worship, Ennin had been asked by the locals to carve a material 

embodiment of the deity called a shintai. Based on a similarity with the Prince, he 

then carved the image of Fuda. This iconographical identification of the two deities 

would have been aided by additional factors, such as their characterizations as 

militant, subjugating heroes (the Prince subduing unruly kami and people, and Fuda 

unsubmissive demons), and the tale's relevance to the Edo area. 200 Thus the local 

kami cult may not have posed a rivalry but rather an opportunity to promote the new 

legend. The tale later appeared in such sources as the Kogoshui r:!:J~\!f:f'6"JI: (807), the war tales Heike 

monogatari 3¥*!1&.1~\!f (late fourteenth century) and Taiheiki :k3¥1lc (late fourteenth century). 
195 One of the three sacred regalia of the Imperial house and symbol of its divine authority to rule. 
The engi account identifies Yamatotakeru's sword as the Murakumo or "Cloud Gathering" Sword, 

explained by the Nihongi as having been its original designation, named so for the clouds which 
gathered over the abode of the serpent in which the weapon was discovered by Susanoo. According to 

tradition, it is now enshrined in the Atsuta ~IE Shrine in Nagoya (as the shintai of Atsuta no Okami 

~IE :k*'1) along with Yamatotakeru (where, incidentally, Fuda is treated as a honji in one of the 

ancillary shrines). 
196 The Kojiki identifies his destination as Sagami Province, but the Nihongi Suruga. 
197 In the Kojiki, the lord instead encourages the Prince to subdue an unruly kami living in a pond on 

the moors, though to the same effect of setting a trap for him. 
198 In the Kojiki account, Yamatotakeru's aunt also gives him a magical bag which he uses to produce a 

defensive fire to counter the encroaching flames, whereas in the Nihongi, he simply kindles the fire 

himself. 
199 The medieval Reikiki 00%.llc contains an interesting image of a shintai Kusanagi sword whose 
iconography seems to be based on Fudo's sword in its samaya form as found in contemporaneous 

images. This may suggest a parallel connection between the logic and iconography of shintai and 

samaya objects that was known beyond Ryusenji. See Sakamoto (1978-1993: 102). 
200 The tale appears in the introductions to the Edo meisho ki (Asakura 1976: 14-16) and Edo meisho 
zue (Harada 1967: 1-4) concerning the history of Edo and Musashi Province. 
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Buddhist cult, and-together with the waterfall-may explain why, of all Buddhist 

deities, Fuda came to be worshipped in Meguro in the first place. 

Thus we have two distinct streams of the Meguro Fuda engi: the first, in 

which Ennin carved the image of Fuda inspired by a miraculous dream and without 

mention of Yamatotakeru; and the second, in which he carved the image as a shintai 

in response to a pre-existing centre of kami worship.201 The two versions reveal how 

there had been multiple local influences in the construction of the Meguro Fuda engi, 

each drawing on different traditions: the former from Fuda's connection to water, 

and the latter from an iconographical similarity. 

The identification of Fuda and Yamatotakeru, though not exclusive to 

Ryusenji, 202 illustrates how the Fuda at Meguro was a unique layering of local 

features (waterfall, Iemitsu, kami cult) with canonical symbols (sword, rope, fire). 

This localization process as revealed through Ryusenji's engi was, however, by no 

means special. Guidebooks and miracle tale literature reveal many Fuda cults that 

developed their own unique brands of the deity. For example, the Fuda of Osaka's 

Takitani Fuda ~~/Fib Temple specialized in curing eye disease.203 In 1745, an 

exhibition of the "Army-Conquering" (Gunsha lfLJm) Fuda of Renchiin Ji?ill.~JG 
Temple of Shinano was held in Edo.204 We also noted in the introduction the Fuda 

of Oyama in Sagami worshipped in tandem with the kami Sekison, and the Weeping 

Fuda of Miidera Temple in chapter one. 205 Moreover, the Meguro Fuda's treatment 

as a shintai of Yamatotakeru raises an important and understudied side of the deity 

that requires special attention here. 

201 Today Ryusenji recognizes the former as the norm (the modern engi no longer contains any hint of 
Yamatotakeru, the connection likely destroyed in the Meiji Period). However, vestiges of the latter 

version still exist today. The nearby shrine Otori Jinja *,~t$t± (which had been under the 
management of Ryusenji) preserves the centuries-old relationship, as it still enshrines Yamatotakeru, 
with its engi describing how Ennin carved a shintai of the kami in the form of Fudo which was then 
installed in the shrine (Tokyo Toritsu Daigaku Gakujutsu Kenkyukai ed. 1961: 108). The engi 
included in the Edo sunago seems to be a partial source. This would suggest that both temple and 
shrine shared a common local history and engi tradition. 
202 According to the 1793 engi of Adachi Ji': ft Shrine nearby in Musashi Province, Fudo was treated 
as the honji of Yamatotakeru. As in the Meguro engi, the Kusanagi Sword and the Prince's 
subjugation of eastern barbarians prominently. See Sakamoto (1978: 33-35) for a reproduction of the 
engi. 
203 See Ichikawa ( 1993: 275-304) for a study of the Takitani Fudo cult. 
204 ES.12.123. 
205 See also notes 141, 142, 144, and 173. 
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Beyond the Mikkyo Pantheon 

Although Fuda is today commonly treated as a Mikkyo deity in scholarship, 1t 1s 

clear that by the Edo Period he was shared by all Japanese Buddhist schools. Since 

scholars have traditionally focused on doctrinal sources of the Shingon and Tendai 

traditions, they have been unable to answer (or to even properly address) some of the 

most simple questions concerning Fudo's celestial status. Is Fuda a Mikkyo deity? 

What is his role in non-Mikkyo and even non-Buddhist places of worship? And 

what sorts of relationships did he develop with other non-Mikkyo deities? 

An important source to help us address these questions is the most detailed 

early modern gazetteer on Edo and its environs, the mammoth 266-volume Shinpen 

Musashi fudoki ko ~Jfffiftt~J!l±~cfr@i (Newly Edited Gazetteer of Musashi Province, 
published 1824-28) (hereafter SMFK). The SMFK records in methodical detail the 

history, geographical features, local industries and commerce, famous places, temples 

and shrines, supplemented with maps and illustrations of notable locales or events, of 

the various districts that comprised Musashi Province.206 Of interest to us are the 

records concerning temples and shrines. Entries generally describe the site's location, 

landholdings, branch temples/shrines, and, in the case of temples, the founder, 

sectarian affiliation, temple nomenclature, head temple, and central deity (honzon). 

For particularly large or popular sites additional information may be given, such as a 

description of temple treasures, extended history and legends, and engi. In these 

more detailed records, we can find temples that owned images of Fuda that were not 

the main deity. We are also able to glean the geographical distribution of Fuda 

temples207 throughout the province, the various natural landmarks named after the 

deity,208 and his connection to Shinto deities and institutions. 

While there were dozens of guidebooks and gazetteers compiled throughout 

the Edo Period209 that record the many Fuda temples, the SMFK is particularly 

suited to this study of Fuda. It consistently records, unlike many other gazetteers 

and guidebooks, the central deity of each temple, no matter the size of the institution. 

This detail allows us to examine the number and sectarian affiliation of temples that 

206 Present-day Tokyo, Saitama Prefecture, and parts of Yokohama and Kawasaki. 
207 For example, of Musashi's twenty-two districts, those with the most Fudo images were Saitama ~ 

:E (20%), Atachi JE:s'.l. (13%), and Tama~~ (11 %). Those with the least recorded were Niiza m
~ (0.7%) and Naka JJ~Jll'. (0.6%). 
208 For example, the gazetteer lists a Fudo waterfall ("Fudo taki" /Fi!Jftffl), Fudo crag ("Fudo iwa" 1' 
i!J~), and Fudo bridge ("Fudo bashi" /Fi!Jtf.ii) in Chichibu ~:X: District (SMFK 18.310b) and a 

group of Fudo caves ("Fudo kutsu" /Fi!J.Jffi) in Katsushika t!iMi District (SMFK 8.145-ff), in 
addition to other landmarks such as mountains, valleys, rivers, streams, and ponds. 
209 See Takeuchi (1978: 1236-7) for a detailed chronological list of guidebooks and gazetteers on Edo 
and its environs. 
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were dedicated to, or housed images of, Fuda, something not easily done with 

conventional indices as the vast majority of Fuda temples do not include "Fuda" in 

their name. Moreover, temple names are sometimes misleading. Temples bearing 

the names of deities did not necessarily enshrine that deity as the central object of 

worship. For example, the SMFK records Fuda as the main deity in such temples as 

Yakushiji ~ Bffi ~, Yakushido ~ Bffi lit, Monjuin :)(¥*~JG, Mirokuin 5/f\ 1(i)J ~JG, 
Mirokuji 5/f\:l(i)J~, Kichijoin st~~JG, and Kichijoji st~~- Likewise, a small 

number of Fudoin /f IJJ~JG Temples did not treat Fuda as the central deity. 

My cataloguing of all Fuda images and temples recorded in the SMFK yields 

the following statistical information. At the time of its compilation, the gazetteer 

listed approximately 1400 temples containing Fuda images. Of these images, 86% 

were worshipped as the main deity.210 The majority of Fuda temples (52%) were 

affiliated with the Shingi-Shingon ~ff~~§ tradition of the Shingon Mikkyo 

school. Surprisingly, very few (3%) Tendai temples are recorded as owning Fuda 

images as the main object of worship. After the Shingi-Shingon tradition, Fudos 

treated as the main deity were most popularly found in Shugen {~~-affiliated 
temples. Nearly one in five (19%) Fuda temples recorded belonged to this tradition, 

suggesting the importance Fuda played in the rituals and pantheon of Shugendo. 

That Fuda could act as the main object of worship in Soto, Jodo, Rinzai and other 

temples is telling of Fudo's influence across pantheons, though the number of non

Mikkyo temples that enshrined Fuda as their main deity is relatively small. This 

shows us how Fuda was not only shared across traditions, but also how Shingon and 

T endai temples had ceased to enjoy exclusive ownership of him and therefore 
absorbed "non-Mikkyo" elements in their understanding and worship of the deity. 

We have seen this in chapter one, for example, with Fudo's connection to rebirth in 

the Pure Land, starting from the Kamakura Period. There is no evidence to suggest 

that Pure Land monks thought of their worship of Fuda as strange. Fuda was not 

seen as "borrowed" from the Mikkyo schools, but as a deity that had become as 

much "Pure Land" or "Zen" as he was "Shingon" or "Tendai." In the following 

chapters we will examine how the Narita Fudo had become of particular importance 

to Pure Land temples and their patriarchs. 

Fudo as a "Shinto" Deity 

Our data from the SMFK is useful in understanding Fudo's relationships to kami. 
Of the 1400 religious sites where Fuda was recorded, fifty-six (4%) of these were 

210 Since most non-Mikkya temples that contained non-honzon Fuda images are listed in the extended 

records of particularly popular sites, we might expect that the actual number of Fuda images owned 

by non-Mikkya temples was greater. 
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shrines (the most famous of which is the Toshogu Jl~:Jffi'g Shrine). There were even 

ten shrines named after the deity: Fudosha /Ftbt±. While these numbers may seem 
insignificant, consider that there were actually fewer Tendai temples (3%) in 

Musashi that enshrined Fudo. 

These figures are emblematic of Shinto-Buddhist syncretism (shinbutsu shugo 

t${.l ~l-@-), a key aspect of which was the process of honji suijaku *±{!Hi~ 

("original ground, trace manifestation") or simply honjaku *~-211 The theory of 

honjaku initially posited that the kami were to be understood as suijaku m~, that is, 

manifestations-and thus subordinates-of the buddhas, bodhisattvas, myoo, or deva. 

Moreover, the theory helped to explain the existence of the kami in relation to the 

Buddhist gods, and erase any potential offense against the native kami for 

worshipping foreign deities. During the Eda Period, Fudo became linked to many 

kami without any apparent logic other than local convenience as we see in the case at 

Meguro. For example, in his Edo meisho ki, Asai Ryoi i'!#Tfl (d. 1691) mentions 

Fudo as the honji of Hakusan Gongen B Ll.Jtlm ofHakusan Jinja B Ll.Jt$t±.212 In 

the Tokaido meisho ki Jf:[tt!JJ!!:ij m~E (Record of Famous Places Along the Tokaido 

Highway, mid-seventeenth century), Asai notes that the Kurikara Fudo Myoo {~flj 

f1JO ~ /F tiJ ~ ::E. was the honji of Atsuta no Daimyojin ~EE:* ~Jlt$ in Owari 

Province (the famous resting place of the Kusanagi Sword).213 Fudo's iconography 

also lent itself to transformation into various local kami such as Sanshakubo 

Gongen214 
- ..R.f*tlm and lzuna Gongen215 ~!Hjiijtlm of Takaosan rWJ~LlJ, both 

of which were influenced by the imagery of the Japanese Tengu .:R~.216 

An investigation of the SMFK gives us a glimpse into Fudo's honjaku 

relationships around Eda in the early eighteenth century. Of the fifty-six shrines in 

which Fudo appears, the gazetteer lists thirteen where Fudo was treated as the honji 

of a kami, and twelve in which he was the shintai t${* (see appendix 3). Whereas 

the honji is the source from which the kami emanates, the shintai is considered the 

physical object in which the kami takes its form, often for the purpose of worship 

during festivals. Better known shintai include weapons like swords and spears, 

mirrors and jewels. In the present case, however, we find images of Fudo employed 
as a kami' s shintai. 

211 For a recent treatment of the subject of Shinto-Buddhist syncretism, see Tweewen and Rambelli 
(2003). 
212 Asakura (1976: 222). 
213 Fuji (2002: 125). 
214 One the Sanshakubo Gongen, see Duquenne (1972: 119-120). 
215 For an image and brief description of Izuna Gongen's connection to Fudo, see Kawamura (1989: 
144). 
216 A rype of Japanese mountain goblin known for its characteristically long nose. 
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Also interesting is that the majority of the shrines in question, fourteen in 

number, are devoted to the kami, Sugiyama Daimyojin ~ ~ * ~ 1$. 217 This 
presents us with a rare case in which Fudo not only developed strong ties to a single 

kami, but one in which the relationship moved beyond the confines of a single 

institution to include several shrines stretching across two districts (Tachibana and 

Tsuzuki). Although there exists a distinct ontological difference between honji and 

shintai, here we see in the case of Fudo how the same deity is able to act as both, and 

in the case of two Sugiyamasha Shrines,218 even simultaneously. Having Fudo act as 

both the honji and shintai in the same place at the same time posed no apparent 

problems in logic. That all but one of the remaining Sugiyamasha Shrines identify 

either the honji or shintai as Fudo but not the other suggests a possibility that this 

dual honji-shintai role of Fudo was present in these other shrines as well. 

The network of Sugiyamasha Shrines impels us to not only stop thinking 

about Fudo as a specifically Mikkyo deity, but also as an exclusively Buddhist one. 

Although the majority of sites in which Fudo is found recorded in the gazetteers 

remained predominately (Shingon) Buddhist, his common connections to local 

deities like Yamatotakeru and Sugiyama Daimyojin, and the promotion of 

regionally-specific, unique images that intetwove local with inherited sectarian 

tradition, are substantial enough to remind us that Fudo was a shared, trans-sectarian 

object of worship who was not the sole property of classical Mikkyo tradition, but 

who could be found in Nichiren, Zen, and Pure Land temples as well as Shinto 

shrines. These records draw no special mention of Fudo being worshiped in a Shinto 

shrine. 

Concluding Remarks 

The rapid urbanization and recreational climate of Eda in the early modern period 

produced many revenue-generating activities for religious sites. The capital's new 

urban, recreational climate, the economic vitality of the townspeople, and advances 

in transportation and communication, all helped facilitate the growth of hundreds of 

deity cults, many devoted to the popular Fudo. 

An examination of the engi tradition of Ryusenji, the most popular of the 

capital's Fudo sites, reveals how forces other than canonical tradition played an 

essential role in constructing the unique identity of a local Fudo. The deity was not 

directly inherited from sectarian scriptures. Instead, canonical elements were 

217 Fudo's appears as the honji at Sugiyama Shrines in Musashi as early as the fourteenth-century in the 

Shinto shu *PJ!!~ (a syncretic text detailing temple and shrine legends and honjaku relationships). 
See Kondo (1959: 103). 
218 Viz., numbers four and six (see appendix 3). 
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interwoven with an ever-evolving layer of local features such as famous people, events, 

objects, and geography. The strong sense of place and community stood on par with 

canonical tradition, making the latter not necessarily the essential defining features of 

a religious space, but rather the building blocks on which local elements were added. 

The result: a "negotiation" of certain canonical features with the local, effectively 

transforming a "generic Fudo" into the brand Meguro Fudo offering particular 

material rewards. This interfusion allowed Ryusenji to claim possession over local 

history and geography, and produced a regionally-distinct place of worship with its 

own identity, an important and perhaps elemental process to the installation of a 

sacred site. 

This process-how canonical elements took on new meanings as they came 

into contact with local, trans-sectarian power structures-was not specific to 

Ryusenji but can be found across all Japanese Buddhist schools. This example 

provides us with a provisional model for understanding how deities were crafted to 

best make sense in their communities and to provide a basis for temple identity and 

acuvmes. However, while our study of Ryusenji gives us a basic picture of the 

mechanics involved in this process, due to the loss of temple records during World 

War II, we are unable to get a better sense of how the creation of a regionally-distinct 

Fudo could travel beyond its immediate temple borders to become a valuable 

commodity shared by various groups, some religious, others commercial. Let us 

therefore turn to our primary object of study, the case of the Narita Fudo. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE ENGi AT WORK: CREATING THE NARITA FUDO BRAND 

The objectives of the present chapter are to identify and analyze the main elements 

that comprised Shinshoji's engi and associated miracle tales, and to examine how they 

integrated classical and local materials to produce a unique character for the Narita 

Fudo that was relevant to its environment. As in the case of the Meguro Fudo, the 

engi's marriage of the doctrinal and local often involved the former-such as Fudo's 

trademark sword and characterization as a guardian deity-taking on new, 

regionally-specific meanings. The distinct engi stylization of Fudo allowed Shinshoji 

to claim ownership over the deity and its area of operation, thereby producing a 

trademarked brand useful in attracting patrons. As we will see in this (and the next) 

chapter, the successful localization of the Narita Fudo also allowed it to become a 

commodity shared between a variety of trans-sectarian, commercial, and artistic 

institutions. 

Background to Shinshoji 

Shinshoji was built on the Shimosa r¥e Plateau in northern Shimosa Province, 

south of the great Tonegawa fiJf!J 11 River and east of its tributary, the Inba l=P:Dl 
Marsh. In similar style to Ryiisenji in Meguro, Shinshoji was nestled into the side of 

a small plateau which divided the temple into upper and lower precincts (figure 3.1). 

One approached the temple from the south through the monzenmachi district, 

entered the lower precincts through the front gates, and ascended a steep flight of 

steps into the upper precinct atop the plateau, whose elevated position overlooked 

the area. The illustrations which grace the grand Edo meisho zue show that many 

temples and shrines were constructed in this fashion, characterizing a spatial 

organization where one moved from a mundane, urban space in the monzenmachi 

and lower precinct (where festivals and secular events were held), to the sacred 

interior, the location of the main hall (hondo Jts::'.!it) and its enshrined image. 

The temple's sango,219 "Naritasan" PX:B3 UJ ("Narita Temple"), took its name 

from the local village of Narita PX: 83, located a three-day journey outside Edo to the 

northeast in Shimosa. According to Shinshoji's engi tradition, the temple had been 

established at Narita in 940 for the purpose of subduing a major rebellion against the 

emperor in the Kanto area. However, to my knowledge, there are no reliable 

historical records that mention the temple's existence prior to the late 1500s. 220 

Hence, accounts of Naritasan during the ancient and medieval periods, though they 

219 See note four. 
220 This is further attested by the historian Murakami Shigeyoshi (1968: 7-8). 
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become increasingly detailed after the Meiji era, must be treated more as extended 

engi tradition than verifiable fact. 

Figure 3.1. Shinshoji (Naritasan) Temple Precinct (Narita meisho zue JJX: S31t ffl~~, 1858) 

.;it. 
~~iot"".= 

The modern scholar Murakami Shigeyoshi has classified Naritasan's history, 

from its legendary founding to pre-war times, into four general divisions, which can 

be summarized as follows: 221 

Figure 3.2. Historical Classification ofShinshoji Temple 

Legendary founding-late 1500s Legendary period 

Late 1500s-late 1600s Age of daimyo patronage 

l 700s-l 860s Age of popularization, exhibitions, pilgrimage 

1868-1945 Expansion of subtemples; support of imperial government 

These divisions are useful for our purposes since they coincide with the appearance 

and development of Shinshoji's engi and miracle tales. The first period, which lasted 

until the late 1500s, is known to us only through engi tradition and legend, and 

cannot be accurately verified despite the appearance of famous figures and events. 

The period spanning the late sixteenth to late seventeenth centuries contains the 

earliest verifiable records of the temple's existence, and, as Murakami writes, is 

primarily characterized by patronage of daimyo located in the local military domain 

221 Murakami (1968: 7-8). 
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(han ft) of Sakura {3::::i". From 1592 to 1603, Sakura Castle fell under the charge of 

two of Shogun's Ieyasu's own sons222 and enjoyed a substantial increase in yearly rice 

yield. Thereafter it remained under the control of fudai ~{-'\; daimyo,223 lords allied 

with the Tokugawa during the Battle of Sekigahara in 1600. 

Proximity to Sakura Castle proved important to Shinshoji's financial 

successes. Starting in the Genroku Period (1688-1703) there developed a 

particularly strong connection between N arita and Sakura' s successive lords-Toda, 

Inaba, and Hatta-that would last until the Meiji Period.224 The turn of the 

eighteenth century saw the arrival of the new Inaba clan at Sakura, and with it, a 

marked rise in annual rice yield.225 The lnabas became great patrons by donating 

images, construction materials, and land in 1705 and again in 1716.226 As Inaba 

fortunes increased, so did Shinshoji's income and activities. Significantly, this initial 

prosperity marks the time when Shinshoji's engi and earliest miracle tales begin to 

appear. 

Our main investigation in this and the next chapter will therefore be 

concerned with this 150-year time period, from the arrival of the lnabas in the early 

1700s to the end of the Eda Period under the Hatta. The fourth and final division 

following the Meiji Restoration of 1868, which represented an entirely new breed of 

miracle tales, will be the subject of chapter five. 

The Shinshoji Engi 

The earliest extant engi produced by the temple was written by the Shingon monk 

Kakugen227 JtBM (1643-1725) in 1700, entitled Shimosa no kuni Naritasan Jingo 

Shinshoji honzon raiyuki T~ 00 JJX: EB UJ tlfiif *H MI~-*•* ES ~E (An Account of the 
Origins of Naritasan Jingo Shinshoji of Shimosa Province and its Honzon) (hereafter 

Daiengi). 228 Kakugen likely wrote the engi in response to the sudden growth and 

222 Viz., Takeda Nobuyoshi Jit63ft"J5 (1583-1603) and Matsudaira Tadateru :f'~Sfl,'[!',)$ (1592-
1683). 
223 Ono (1978: 35). 
224 Ono (1978: 34). 
225 110,000 koku from 67,800 koku (Ono 1978: 35). For details on the temple's Sakura patronage, 
see Naritasan Shinshoji ed. {1968: 500-509). 
226 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 749, 750). 
227 Kakugen's connection to Shinshoji may be in part explained by his close Denboinryu fiir!~JG1JiE 

lineage with Ryucho fli* {1586-1656) (Sawa 1975: 136), whom temple tradition regards as having 
become Shinshoji's chief priest in 1605 (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 67) (Kakugen appears sixth in 
the Denboinryli line after Ryucho). 
228 Better known in modern scholarship by the abbreviated title Toji daiengi ~ ~:k~® (The Great 

Foundingo/Our Temple). See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. {1968: 17-19) for the complete text. 
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popularity of the temple at this time during Eda's vibrant Genroku Period (1688-
1704).229 Modern temple tradition attributes Naritasan's Genroku prosperity in 

large part to Shahan ~~ (d.1725), who had become Shinshaji's chief priest in the 

same year as the engi's writing (he was possibly the impetus for its production), and 

who was later celebrated as the temple's first "restorer" (chuko rpJl!.).230 

Above all, motivation for the engi' s production likely coincided with the 

construction of a new hondo -*¥: or main han231 begun in 1697.232 The hall was 

completed in 1701, and the image of Fuda was enshrined there with a nyubutsu kuyo 
}\. {J,. f* ~ ("ritual for the installation of a Buddha [image]") consecration 

ceremony.233 The event was celebrated by the temple's first recorded exhibition in 

Narita, which was held for thirty days. 234 Two years later in 1703, Shahan organized 

the temple's first exhibition in Edo to great success, earning over two thousand gold 

ryo fffil.235 At the same time, the popular kabuki actor Ichikawa Danjuro rnJIJffl+ 
~~I (1660-1704) staged a play in Edo honouring the Narita Fuda and coinciding 

with the exhibition. The collaboration between Danjura and Shahan set in motion a 

celebrated commercial relationship between the temple and line of actors that 

remains to this day (more on these exhibitions and theatre in the following chapter). 

Kakugen's Daiengi marks the genesis of the temple's initial prosperity. 

Whereas during the seventeenth century, Shinshaji's primary patrons had been the 

local Sakura lords, the next century and a half represented the age of the temple's 

increasing popularization among and patronage by the Edo townspeople.236 The 

spread of the Daiengi played an integral role as it helped identify and popularize the 

distinctive character of the Narita Fuda. With its brand deity, Shinshaji actively 

advertised itself in the hopes of drawing in patrons from local Narita and bustling 

Edo. With this in mind, let us now turn to an analysis of the engi itself. 

229 Kakugen wrote the Daiengi not in the vernacular, but in the high Chinese style of kanbun r~X. 
This may have been intended to lend a prestige to the document written as the temple's newly 

emerging official engi history. 
230 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 70). The tide chuko refers to a patriarch under whom a temple 

prospers (often after a period of stagnation or decay). Under Shohan's management, an active 

program of temple construction began (several of the temple's buildings first appear during this time), 

serendipitously followed the next year by the near-doubled increase in rice yield under the Sakura lord 

Inaba Masamichi ft~~J:Ett (Ono 1978: 1935). 
231 The present-day Komy6d6 :J't IJFl ¥: Hall. 
232 Murakami (1968: 365). 
233 Murakami (1968: 365). 
234 Murakami (1968: 365). 
235 Shiryo 5.81. 
236 Murakami (1968: 8). 
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Rebel Masakado and Hero Kancho 

Kakugen's Daiengi can be roughly divided into two halves; let us begin with the first. 

Its central frame is the Masakado Rebellion (Masakado no ran ~:q.F~ O)'j5L) of 939-

940, instigated by the infamous Taira no Masakado .lfl.~:q.r~ (?-940), an influential 

military general stationed in the Kanta region. By the late 930s, Masakado had 

commanded a sizeable army which occupied several provinces in the Kanta region. 237 

As a distant relative of Emperor Kammu ;f.13 ft\ (737-806) (and thus a member of the 

illustrious Kammu Heishi ;f.sft\.lfl.~ lineage),238 Masakado is said to have invoked 

his royal ancestry and proclaimed himself the "new emperor" (shin'no ~Jf~),239 

thereby challenging the authority of the imperial court in Kyoto. In response, the 

imperial court issued orders for Masakado' s death. In the spring of 940, two generals, 

Fujiwara no Hidesato .iiJJJj(~~ and Taira no Sadamori .lfZ. ~&£,captured and killed 

the rebel, thus ending the revolt.240 

The Masakado Rebellion became the subject of Japan's earliest extant gunki 

lfi~c, or war chronicle,241 the Shomon ki ~:q.r~~c (also Masakado ki, A Record of 

Masakado), 242 and has been reproduced over the centuries in variant legends and tales. 

It has remained ever since one of the most famous events in Shimosa's history. Due 

to its grand scale and romantic episodes, colourful cast and exciting finale, the 

incident was later included in several biographies of Buddhist monks alive in 940.243 

It enjoyed particular popularity during the Edo Period, when many shrines and 

temples, in similar manner as Naritasan, claimed connections to the tale and 

incorporated it into their institutional histories. Notable among Eda's sites 

connected to the event is Kanda Myojin Shrine where, since the early fourteenth 

century, Masakado is said to have been deified and worshipped, in part to appease his 

potentially malevolent spirit, but also to venerate a local hero. 244 Like Kanda's 

reverence for Masakado, the Shomon ki treated the warrior not merely as a reckless 

rebel and danger to the imperial court, but also as a popular, almost cultic, hero, a 

yonaoshi245 tit@[, "world renewer," the romantically doomed underdog who, despite 

his questionable actions, is nonetheless recognized for an idealistic and steadfast 

237 Murakami (1968: 61). 
238 See Ono (1978: 9, figure 1) and Rabinovitch (1986: 142-143) for geneological charts of 
Masakado's line. 
239 Murakami (1968: 61). 
240 Rabinovitch (1986: 19). 
241 Rabinovitch (1986: 5-6). 
242 For an introduction to and translation of the Shomon ki, see Rabinovitch (1986). 
243 See notes 270-273. 
244 Rabinovitch (1986: 3). 
245 Rabinovitch (1986: 3). 
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character. The 1722 gazetteer Sakura fadoki ftc.:k J!I.±~, for example, records a 

shrine in Sakura near Narita that deified the warrior as the kami Masakado 

Daimyojin ~~F~::k~t$.246 Like Kanda Myojin, this and other religious sites are 

suggestive of the rebellion's cultural influence in the area, and the motivation for the 

event's adoption into temple and shrine histories.247 

Kakugen' s incorporation of the event as the engi' s prime mover is thus of no 

surprise. The local rebellion allowed Shinshoji to instantly tap into a well-established 

and recognized historical resource, providing it with a link to the ancient past as well 

as to the loose network of sites connected to the famous event. With his militant 

background as a guardian deity of the state as described in rituals,248 Fudo provided 

the ideal figure for the tale. To make clear the connection between temple, deity, 

and rebellion, Kakugen included several details in the Daiengi to show how 

Naritasan's origins were a direct result of the rebellion, and that the Narita Fuda, 

likewise a product of the event, was therefore a most ancient and miraculous image. 

Like other religious sites (and biographies) that incorporated the rebellion, the 

temple was then able to claim itself as a significant player in the event. 

Kakugen's interpolations into the tale (as told by standard accounts such as 

the Shomon ki) found in the Daiengi run as follows.249 After hearing of the revolt, an 

enraged Emperor Suzaku *~ (923-952) ordered eminent members of the Buddhist 
clergy to conduct esoteric rites for Masakado's subjugation. Among them was a 

young monk named Kancho Jt~ (also pronounced Kanjo, 916-998), who secretly 

took a Fudo statue carved by Kiikai250 enshrined at Jingoji :f$~~ Temple's Myooin 

13JEE~JG Hall and sailed east to Shimosa. There he installed the image in the Narita 

246 Boso Bunko Kankokai ed. (1930: 39). 
247 For example, the rebellion appeared in the history of a Musashi shrine as recorded in the Kon 'no 

Hachiman jinja shaki ~::£)\~:fltlt±t±~ (Record of Kon 'no Hachiman Shrine, 1500) (Sakamoto 

1978-1993: 311-318). A Fudo temple in Musashi claimed a history similar to that of Shinshoji. 
According the engi, its Fudo statue was carved by the Tendai monk Enchin (814-891) while at 

Miidera ~ft:~. During Masakado's revolt, the statue was said to have been venerated by Hidesato 

and Sadamori for victory over the rebel, and brought to Shimosa, where it was later installed at its 
present site in 1747 (SMFK 7.235a-b). The rebellion served as the foundation for another Fudo 

temple engi in Edo, the Hatagaya Fudosan engi i!JBb<t:PFi!Jllif~~ (1758) (see Nakano 1996: 441-
443 for a reproduction). 
248 See note 83. 
249 See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 17-19) for the Daiengi's text. 
250 The image is said to have been enshrined in the Gomado ~~¥:Hall of the Shingon Jingoji t$~f 

~Temple on Mount Takao r.>'Jfft in north-western Kyoto. 
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area near the rebellion251 and conducted the goma rite of subjugation (chobuku ~17\) 
(figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.3. Kancho Invoking the Narita Fudo for the Subjugation ofMasakado 

(Narita meisho zue JJX:ffi:i'.PJT~~, 1858)252 

..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-- ..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~.,.._....,..,,_...., 

251 This site is today identified as Kozugahara ~$-7 JJj( (see Ono 1978: I 6ff for a discussion of its 

location). According to Murakami, the statue was transferred to Narita proper in 1566 (Murakami 

1968: 364). 
1l•lv"z-'j~'j\.,"?:: " \.,"' ':I 

252 Right panel reads: ):~{'ill IE ~I~ :a-{~T ~ 1iiJ ("Image of Chief Priest Kancho conducting the 

goma"). Left panel reads: i:\f~~~cdl.Jk /~PJM~"{~"' =imG!fllimG~zr:i(' -t±k /:flllt!l'r"~v ::-.@ 

1E@imG.ZJ:\: 7 _--t13z~9PJT1Jnz:f1:-=t--tf¥F~fi*PJT vijt~*41i~~fti."'"'1i*n•"il={~tf- 7 

M-Jl:l:±"' _J\.k~l'r"ft(' =*'~ 7M-&!JG1J"' -"'"'("The Shomon ki says, 'Acarya [Buddhist masters] in 
mountain temples conducted Esoteric rites for the annihilation of [Masakado's] evil and wickedness, 

while the shrines of the Jingikan held ceremonies for his immediate death and destruction. After a 

period of a seven days more than seven koku of poppy seeds were burnt [in the goma fires], and many 

offerings of the five colours presented [to the deities] ... The Five Great Deities of Power dispatched 

their attendants to the eastern regions and the Eight Great Deities of the Uingi]kan released divine 

arrows at the rebel enemy"). Rabinovitch (1986: 123, n. 239) incorrectly suggests that the eight 

deities (hachidaison )\.*•)may be the Daoist-flavoured hachi shojin )\.~:flll. First, one cannot help 

but notice the explicit parallel construction in the passage, where Buddhist figures, rituals, and deities 

are mentioned first, followed by their Shinto counterparts. Second, the conspicuous use of the term 

kan 1'r (which Rabinovitch ignores) refers to the aforementioned Jingikan (Ministry of Kami). The 

eight deities, then, would be the hasshin )\. til3, "eight kami," of the Hasshinden )\. :flllJ,lt Shrine of the 

Jingikan, that, like the Godairiki (Five Great Deities of Power), were worshipped as guardian deities of 

the emperor. 
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At the conclusion of the ritual, Masakado was miraculously killed in battle 

by Sadamori and Hidesato, an act which Kakugen attributes to the divine power of 

Fudo evoked through Kancho's goma.253 With his duty fulfilled, Kancho attempted 

to return home to Kyoto with the image, but it mysteriously became immovable 

("Judo" ::f l}J) and announced that it would remain forever in Kanta to guard against 

enemies and grant divine favour to all who desire it.254 Moved to tears, Kancho 

installed the image in a hall and returned to the capital. Upon hearing of the events, 

Emperor Suzaku, both grateful for the war's end and impressed by the miraculous 

event, ordered a temple to be erected on the spot to enshrine the Fudo image. He 

then bestowed a series of three titles constituting the temple's formal name: first, 

"Jingo Shinshoji" t$~*JTJm*, "Temple of Divine Protection and New Victory" 

(the jigo *%), to honour the victory over the rebel and celebrate the origins of the 

Fudo image from Jingoji; second, "Naritasan" fflG 83 UJ, "Nari ta Temple" (the sango 

UJ%); and finally, "Myoo" ~3:. (the ingo ~Jc%), an homage to its honzon.255 Hence 

the very name of the temple as Naritasan Jingo Shinshoji Myooin PX: 83 UJt$~i*JTJm * ~ 3:.~JG was meant to immediately evoke its connections to Kyoto and the 

imperial court, as well its guardian status of the eastern regions. 

The Daiengi represented a significant new addition to the rebellion's standard 

cast of characters. This addition was the Heian-period monk Kancho, son of the 

imperial prince Atsumi Shin'no t1c~m::J:. (893-967) and grandson of Emperor Uda 

~$ (867-931), under whom he entered the Shingon priesthood at the age of eleven. 

Being of royal blood, Kancho was attached to the imperial Nin'naji f=~!J*, and 

later became the steward (betto 5jlj ~). He also served at such famous temples as 

Todaiji *** (becoming its first ever Shingon daisoja256 ::k{~IE. in 986) and Toji 

** (becoming its nineteenth head priest, choja ~1!f,257 in 981).258 Beyond being 

an accomplished practitioner of shomyo F ~ (Buddhist chanting), Kancho is 

remembered for establishing Henjoji Jilffi* Temple near Nin'naji f-~!J* in Kyoto 

at the behest of Emperor Kazan ::ftUJ (968-1008) in 989.259 The temple played an 

instrumental role in the early years of the Hirosawa ryii f.ttR.iJfE, one of the main 

253 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 17). 
254 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 17). 
255 See note four. 
256 The highest clerical post within the sojo {~TI:, the first of the three general ranks under the Sangha 

Office (sogo {~kfij) (Nakamura 1981: 924a). The term is sometimes translated as "archbishop" or 
"abbot." 
257 Generally meaning a layperson or householder, the term choja was used at Toji to describe the chief 
priest (Nakamura 1981: 963a). 
258 Sawa (1975: 11 O). 
259 Sawa (1975: 110). 
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lineages of the Shingon tradition. As head monk of Henjaji, Kancha became the 

fourth patriarch of the long and illustrious Hirosawa line of Shingon masters.260 The 

selection of Kancha as a temple founder was thus a logical one, fitting well the bill of 

ideal requirements for an engi hero and legendary founder of a temple: he was an 
eminent monk of royal descent connected to important people and places whose 

fame had even been immortalized in popular setsuwa literature such as the Konjaku 

monogatari shu261 (early twelfth century), Uji shui monogatari262 (early thirteenth 

century), and]ikkin sha263 +~JllfY (mid-thirteenth century). 

Yet despite his accolades, the connection between Kancha and Naritasan 

remains unclear. To my knowledge, no Heian-period or medieval biography 

provides any link between him, Takaosan, or the Masakado rebellion, let alone 

Shinshaji.264 Why, then, did Kakugen choose Kancha over other figures? 

The question becomes even more problematic as the connection between 

Kancha and Fuda was quite weak; the regular repertoire of famous monks whose 

biographies consistently employ Fuda in some manner, or who appear in Fuda 

temple engi (Kukai, Ennin, etc.), does not include Kancha. Most biographies of 

Kancha do not even mention the deity. Only a handful preserve a short tale in 

which Kancha and the renowned Tendai monk Ryagen265 ~7,m{ (912-985) conduct 

a godanho :IL.tl.¥:"t (Five Altar Rite) at Emperor En'yu's PH~!!! (959-991) court.266 

Ryagen officiates over the central altar of Fuda, and Kancha over that of Gazanze, 

whereupon both men manifest the forms of their respective deities to the amazement 

of all. One of the few extant connections we can find between Kancha and Fuda is a 

260 Sawa (1975: 587). 
"'I, 

261 Volume 23, tale 20, "Hirosawa no Kancho sojo no kyoryoku no koto" )Jj~/ J[ljiJJ{~lE/5!fi1J / ll\3-
("0n the Strength ofKancho Sojo ofHirosawa") (NKBT.25.259-261). 
262 Tale 176, "Kancho sojo yliriki no koto" J[ljiJJ{~lE~jJO)$= ("On Kancho Sojo's Heroic 
Strength") (NKBT.27.388-390). 
263 See Asami (1997: 57-59) for a reproduction of the tale. 
264 This conclusion is based on a survey of all extant sources containing Kancho' s biography of which I 

am aware: the Hobutsu shit '.E~~ (late twelfth century, DBZ.147.308a), Sogo bunin shoshutsu {~kfMI 

fitiff:t'J>IH (early Kamakura Period, DBZ.l l l.67a-b), Nanto kosoden J¥i:Wr'<li{~{ii (Kamakura Period, 

DBZ.101.52la-522a), Kechimyaku ruishu ki Jfn.Jl*~~llC. (late Kamakura Period, Shingonshu zensho 

Jt~*:i::i!:f 39.59b), Genko shakusho 7G7~i!:f (early fourteenth century, DBZ.101.182b), Shingon 
den Jt~{ii (early fourteenth century, DBZ.106.200b-202a), Togoku kosoden Jltffil~{~{ii (1688, 

DBZ.104.74a), Dento koroku {iin!Z:~ (early eighteenth century, Zoku Shingonshu zensho *1CJt~* 
'.i::i!:f 33.268a-269b), Todaiji betto shidai Jlt::k~5.Jlj~~m (n.d., Gunsho ruiju •i!!f~1JE 4.578a-b), 

Toji choja bunin *~*1lffiti{-f (n.d., Gunsho ruiju 4.636a-637b), and Nin'naji shoin geki 1=f1J~~ 

~Jc*llC. (n.d., Gunsho ruiju 4.739b-780a). 
265 On Ryogen, see Groner (2002). 
266 See, for example, the biographies found in the Shingon den (DBZ.106.200b-202a) and Dento 

koroku {ii~T !Z:~ (early eighteenth century, Zoku Shingonshu zensho *1CJt i'3 *~i!:f 33.268a-269b). 
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ritual text, Fudo shidai ~jl]?jz~ (Ritual Prescriptions of Fudo), attributed to the 

patriarch.267 It is perhaps because of this weak connection to Fuda that Kakugen 

included the more famous Kiikai as a supporting character. Kiikai's strong links to 
the deity helped provide a concrete foundation for the Narita Fudo's origins, its 

connections to Kyoto, the imperial throne, and its characterization as a war deity. 

Accordingly, Kakugen takes care to identify Kiikai's Fuda as a special image made for 

the specific purpose of protecting the imperial throne (from the time of Emperor 

Saga~~' 786-842) and thus establishes Kancho's logic for taking it east. 268 

But Kancho's eminent status and connection to Fuda still do not adequately 

explain his appearance in the Daiengi. The answer may lie in the engi's prime mover, 

the Masakado Rebellion itself. Though Kancho was only twenty-four in 940, long 

before his traditional biographies ascribe to him any merits of mention, the Daiengi 

depicts him as a mature individual instigating the very ritual which precipitates 
Masakado's downfall.269 As mentioned above, this explicit linkage between Kancho 

and Masakado is, however, non-existent in his biographies prior to the engi. The 

mystery is further exacerbated by the fact that the rebellion had long been present in 

the medieval biographies of four other Mikkyo monks who had been alive in 940 

(found in the Genko shakusho, 1322, and Shingon den, 1325): Son'i270 -~ (866-

940), Taishun271 ~~ (877-949), Myotatsu272 ~fBl (879-955), and Joz6273 ~jG 
(891-964). 

A key hint to understanding Kancho's connection to Shinshoji can be found 

in his biography recorded by Sonkai •#!J (1472-1543) in the Nin 'naji goden f=flJ 
~1&1J{ii (sixteenth century).274 Here we finally find the rebellion linked to Kancho. 

267 Sawa(l975: 111). 
268 Today Shinshoji tradition adds that Kiikai had carved the Narita Fudo at the behest of Emperor 

Saga ~illflt following the Kusuko ~-=f Rebellion of 810, whereupon he installed it at Jingoji. Modem 
temple tradition has augmented the Narita Fudo's war-time past by adding that Minamoto no 

Yoriyoshi Wli:~~ (988-1075) had petitioned the Narita Fudo in 1057 when hunting down Abe no 

Sada to *'fff ~fr (1019-1062) and had reconstructed the main hall in 1063 in gratitude for Abe's 

eventual defeat (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 745-746). Minamoto no Yoshiie W?:~* (1039-

1106) likewise was said to have prayed for the defeat of Kiyohara no lehira it!f rni:*~j (d.1087) in 

1083, Minamoto no Yoritomo Wl{~lj!Jj for the overthrow of the Heike (Taira) clan in 1180, and 

Fujiwara no Toshimoto !iirni:f~£ for victory over the Toi JR~ Rebellion in 1323 (Naritasan 
Shinshoji ed. 1968: 745-746). 
269 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 17). 
270 DBZ. l 06. l 88a-l 89a. The rebellion also appears in Son'i's biography recorded in the Soga bunin 

shoshutsu {~~:fi!Hf::PJJI:±:\ (early Kamakura period) (DBZ. l l l .63b-64a). 
271 DBZ.106.192a-b; DBZ.101.126b. 
272 DBZ.106.192b; DBZ.101.127a. 
273 DBZ. l 06. l 92b-195a; DBZ. l 0 l.259a-261a. 
274 Gunsho ruiju $il'=~VE 5.432b (Ota 1952). 
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Sonkai describes Kancho as a worker of miracles, exemplified by his prayers which 

subjugated an unnamed imperial enemy (choteki chobuku ~ji&im]{k) and earned the 

favour of the emperor. Sonkai then mentions Taira no Sadamori, armed with a 

sword identified by a gloss as the Kogarasu 1J",~ ("Little Crow").275 Though it is not 

explicitly named, we can speculate that the Masakado Rebellion is the event in 

question (a detail perhaps omitted due to the biography's brevity) since the general 
Masakado tale credits the rebel's defeat to Sadamori (both by Shinshoji as found in 

the DaiengP6 and sources beyond temple tradition such as the Shomon ki277
). 

More interesting yet is that popular tradition attributes the Kogarasu Sword's 

provenance to the legendary eighth-century swordsmith Amakuni :R. 00, and 

identifies the blade as the very weapon given to Sadamori by Emperor Suzaku for the 

purposes of supressing the Masakado revolt. 278 As we will soon see below, a strikingly 

similar sword forged by Amakuni appeared at Shinshoji. This parallel would suggest 

that the lore of the Kogarasu Sword and biography of Sadamori as reproduced in the 

Nin'naji goden acted as a partial source for Kakugen's Daiengi. 

Sonkai's account of Kancho seems to have eventually gained a currency by 

the time of Kakugen. Curiously, Sonkai' s mention of the rebellion and sword was 

repeated in the Honcho kosoden279 .::z!s:~;Wj{~{ii (Biographies of Eminent Japanese 

Monks, 1702-07), just after Kakugen had completed his Daiengi. It again mentions 

Sadamori and a sword, though this time the Masakado Rebellion is explicitly 

named.280 

Since the Masakado rebellion provided the impetus for the temple's 

legendary origins, and would become a major element in the temple's fame, we can 

assume that Kancho's existence during the rebellion acted as an initial motivation for 

his linkage to Naritasan. Sonkai's Nin'naji goden may have further facilitated this 

connection between Kancho and Shinshoji. Though his connections to Fudo and 

Shinshoji still remained comparatively weak, Kancho may have also provided an ideal 

engi figure in that the temple would be able to claim a unique ownership of the 

patriarch and thus the event. As we will see next, the choice of Kancho may have 

been even more attractive to Shinshoji due to the mention of a special sword in 

connection to the rebellion. 

275 Ota ed. (1952: 432). 
276 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 17). 
277 Rabinovitch (1986: 19). 
278 Tsuneishi (1967: 6). As we find in the Heike monogatari, the Kogarasu later became a family 

heriloom of the Heike IJL* (Taira IJL) clan, passed down through the generations from Sadamori. 
See McCullough (1988: 346) for a translation of the passage in question. 
279 Compiled by the Rinzai monk Mangen Shiban rJ:!jl;gijj~ (1626-1710). 
280 DBZ.103.186b.16-187b.l. 
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The Tale of Saint Doyo 

Though Shinshoji's modern engi tends to end with the defeat of Masakado and the 

temple's subsequent founding, the above episode accounts for only half of Kakugen' s 

entire Daiengi. In similar style to Ryusenji's engi discussed in the previous chapter, 

which incorporated different miracle tale episodes in order to promote both a sacred 

past and flourishing present, Kakugen likewise balanced the ancient Masakado 

rebellion with events set in recent living memory. The Daiengi's second half is as 

important as the first, since it introduces one of Shinshoji's most important miracle 

tales and two sacred temple treasures. 

The Daiengi's second half now shifts the action to the narrative present. It 

describes additional miraculous attributes of the deity, three of which are described 

in detail. The first two are "easing the pains of a woman's childbirth" (1*::kAJi:1:. 
Z E) and "saving fishermen and mariners from the dangers of being cast adrift" (;J91: 
~±z~!i!Z.M). 281 Though suggestive of how the temple was catering to the 

popular classes, neither attribute came to play a prominent position in the miracle 

tale lore of the Narita Fudo.282 

The third attribute, however, is of interest to us in understanding Shinshoji's 

emerging miracle tale tradition. Kakugen writes that the Narita Fudo wields a 

"precious sword" (hoken ~jlJ) whose powers of "annointing" cure both mental and 

physical illnesses (~TJi • 11:~ •m~ ~j1J fE ~L~ ,[,-~ li i~ J!lt,i m ,~,~ J!it). 283 

Kakugen follows his description of the sword, in particular its curative abilities, with 

the second miracle tale comprising the Daiengi, which, as we will see in the following 

chapter, eventually rivalled and perhaps surpassed the popularity of the Masakado 

episode in and around Edo. Kakugen tells the tale of the unfortunate Pure Land 

monk Doyo Jl!* (1515-1574), who suffered from innately dull faculties (tenshi 

dodon :::Rfili~).284 Desperate for a cure to his unfortunate condition, Doyo sought 

out the Narita Fudo and prayed to the deity for one hundred days and nights. On 

the eve of the final day, he had a dream in which he swallowed Fudo's sharp sword285 

281 Naritasan Shinshaji ed. (1968: 18). 
282 There is, however, evidence that the deity was worshipped for these two reasons. A travel diary 

dated 1829 does record a Koyasu Fuda -=f~/Fl:IJ, "Fuda for the Safe Delivery [of Children]," at the 
temple (Naritasan Shinshaji ed. 1968: 593). Mariners are also recorded in 1853 to have traveled to 

Naritasan from Kyushu and offered gifts to Fuda for having saved their lives at sea the previous year 

(Shiryo 4.36). 
283 Naritasan Shinshaji ed. (1968: 18). 
284 Naritasan Shinshaji ed. (1968: 18). 
285 See note 293. In some versions of the tale, the Narita Fuda presents Dayo with two swords, one 

dull (don ®ti.), representing his present state, and the other one sharp (ri fiJ), representing his cure. 
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(riken flj~IJ).286 When he had awoken, he found that he was covered in vomited 

blood, but that he soon surpassed others in wisdom, thereby becoming a respected 

monk of the Pure Land tradition.287 

With this passage, Kakugen brings two important elements to our attention. 

These are Fudo's sharp sword and the Pure Land monk Doyo. Kakugen drew on the 

sharp sword's description in scriptures as a weapon to combat evil and delusion288 

and placed it within the context of local Narita history as the instrument of Doyo's 

salvation. Its powers to cure Doyo of his ill-disposition seems to parallel the Narita 

Fudo's "precious sword" and its powers to cure similar afflictions through the act of 

annointing. Despite their similarities, their distinct names make it unclear whether 

Kakugen considered the two swords to be the same. 

However, Kakugen's use of the term "precious sword" (hoken ~~IJ) is 

significant. Forshadowed by Kancho' s biography in the Nin 'naji goden and Honcho 
kosoden, there soon appeared another powerful sword at Naritasan, said to have been 

bestowed by Emperor Suzaku to Kancho before his departure to the Narita area. 

This was the Amakuni Sword, which typically bore the appelation of "precious 

sword" (Amakuni no hoken .:ROO~~IJ). Kakugen makes no reference to this episode, 

though the sword's Amakuni provenance was eventually made explicit by later 

temple engi.289 As its name suggests, the weapon was treated by Shinshoji tradition as 

the work of the legendary swordsmith Amakuni. It would seem that this temple 

Doyo chooses the latter, an allusion to Fudo's sword of wisdom (chiken ~~IJ). See, for example, 
JZ.l 7.46lb-462a, JZ.19.72a, and JZ.19.457b. 
286 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 18). 
287 In the Shobutsu kan 'no kenkosho litf {.l~r,t Ji ttf~ (1726) (Nishida 1990: 144) we find a strikingly 

similar tale ("Fuda no riyaku" /Fib/ fl]~, "The Benefit of Fuda") where Fudo's sword again pierces 
the flesh to the same bloody effect. A monk is instructed by his master to pray to Fuda to cure his 
toothache. That night after the prayers, Fuda appears in a dream and stabs at the monk's tooth with 
his sword. Like Doyo, he wakes with blood pouring from the mouth, but soon finds he is cured and 
can eat without pain. The inclusion of a pilgrimage to the Rinzai Zen temple housing the Fuda image, 
similar to the Daiengi, suggests that the temple in question may have incorporated the tale into its lore 
(see Nishida 1990: 144). Interestingly, the folklorist W. L. Hildburgh recorded a toothache charm 
petitioning Fuda in 1913 Kyoto. Using a diagram of the mouth complete with tongue and teeth, one 
is meant to drive a spike into the offending tooth while praying to Fuda (or Jizo according to 
preference) (Hildburgh 1913: 147). The driving of the nail into the tooth would seem to mimic the 
action of Fudo's sword piercing the monk's tooth or Doyo's innards. Ono (1978: 152-53) speculates 
whether the Doyo tale had roots in medical treatments for certain physiological conditions of the day, 

particularly enlarged tonsils (hentosen hidai ,\ffl~E~~E.::k) and empyema (chikunosho l!:f MHE). 
Though his hypothesis remains tentative, the tale's similarity to the toothache charm may suggest a 
physiological logic operating in the background. 
288 See note 293. 
289 For example, Suzaki's gift of thanks in the form of the Amakuni Sword is mentioned in the Narita 

meisho zue (1858) (Ono 1973: 367). 
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tradition borrowed from the account of Sadamori, his Kogarasu Sword made by 
Amakuni and presented by the emperor, and its role in the defeat of Masakado. 

Instead, the hero is now Kancho who recieves not the Kogarasu but the Amakuni 

Sword from the the emperor and is instructed to supress the rebellion.290 

Though later engi accounts often distinguished between the two swords, 

relegating each to one of the two miracles in the Daiengi-the Amakuni Sword to 

the Masakado-Kancho episode (wielded by men), and the sharp sword to the Doyo 

episode (wielded by the Narita Fudo)-it was not long before the two swords were 

blurred or even identified with one another. Interestingly, their first clear connection 

(of which I am aware) is to be found in the world of theatre with the noh play 

Naritasan PX: B3 UJ, which soon appeared sometime during the Hoei-Shotoku ~::lk:U: 

~ era (1704-1715). 291 The play, a stage adaptation of the Doyo miracle tale, 

identifies the Amakuni Sword as the very weapon held by Fuda: "Now, as for this 

sword of the [Narita] Myoo, long ago there was the renowned swordsmith Amakuni, 

unparalleled under heaven, who, choosing a propitious day, forged [this sword], two 

shaku and eight sun [in length]" (fJ:iJ k :. (f) ~ ::E (f)i~jlj C: $ T fj:, 11 tf, X. 00 C: 
;ii;bxrAAfm(f)1J~ri1'cb-:::>-c, -as .&~~~v~~, =RJ\.. -tr;::.n-:::>-c* 
0 0 ).

292 The play's connection between Fudo's traditional sword and the new 

Amakuni Sword would not have taken much of a logical leap, as both possessed the 

ability to overcome heretics and to destroy delusion and defllements.293 Another 

version of the tale later appeared in a late-Edo Period kawaraban Ji.AA newssheet 

devoted to the actor Ichikawa Danjuro rnJllffl+~~ II (1688-1758), which likewise 

identified the Narita Fudo's sword as the Amakuni Sword. 294 The play and 

newssheet would suggest the extent to which the miracle tale had attracted the 

attention of the theatrical world, and that artists and playwrights exercised their 

artistic license in the retelling of the story. 

290 See, for example, Ono (1973: 367). This account may have also paralleled that of Yamatotakeru, 
who similarily took a precious sword to the east at the behest of an emperor to overthrow an enemy. 
291 Asahi (1981: 154). 
292 Asahi (1981: 156). 
293 For example, the Mikkyo jiten -*~~'?=Jill, defines "sharp sword" (riken) as a sword that subjugates 

demons (.gomaken ~)J[~IJ) or as a sword of wisdom (eto ~]]) (Sawa 1975: 164). A ritual text 
attributed to Amoghvajra similarily describes the ability of Fudo's sword's to sever karma, desire, and 

defilements (bon 'no 1Ji:tj;6) which leads to perpetual rebirth (T.2 l.1201.l 5c. l). 
294 Discussed in chapter four. 
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Figure 3.4. Doyo's Miraculous Dream of the Narita Fudo (Narita meisho zue, 1858)295 

The second important feature of the sword-swallowing tale was its 

protagonist, the Pure Land monk Doyo. Biographies credit Doyo as the founder of 

Daiganji :::k-~ Temple in Shimosa Province (not too far from Shinshoji), and later 

as the ninth patriarch of Eda's famous Zojoji tfl'.11:~ Temple.296 According to 

Shinshoji tradition,297 Doyo had earlier traveled to Naritasan during the Tenbun :R. 
X era (1532-1554) seeking the curative powers of Fudo, whereupon the second 

miracle is said to have taken place (see figure 3 .4). 298 Kakugen' s source for the tale is 

t:'i.tl;il:h-t.·t, .. 1 1Jlt,\, <'Jl· 
295 Text reads: "Doyo Shonin much ti ni riken wo nomu no zu" ill~ J: A~ 9=1 t.::flj ~ ~ :fi: (f) 
Ill ("Image of Saint Doyo Swallowing the Sharp Sword While Dreaming"). 
296 See, for example, Doyo's biography in the}ododen toso keifu ~±{id:TM*~~ (1727) QZ.19.54a). 
297 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 746). 
298 As Takada suggests, there appears to be no such comparable tale in the earlier biographies of Doyo 
(1991: 191). However, there does exist a precedent of sword-swallowing in connection to Fudo. As 
we recall from chapter one, the Bussetsu Kurikara dairyit sho gedobuku darani kyo describes Fudo's 
transformation into the Kurikara serpent and his swallowing of a heretical demon in the form of a 
sword (frequently represented in iconographies with Kurikara encoiling Fudo's sword). The story and 
its imagery may have served as a basis for later variants. Notable is the biography of the Tendai monk 

Soo -11Ut (831-918). According to his biography in the Shingon den and Genko shakusho, Soo was 
miraculously conceived after his mother dreamed of swallowing a sword. This episode appears as early 

as the twelfth-century Shiti ojoden f6"ifH!1:. {~: "In the eighth year of Tencho [831] his [Soo' s] 
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unclear, but the Pure Land tradition was soon using it in its biographies for Dayo.299 

Since these biographies appeared at the same time as the engi, it is difficult to 

pinpoint where or when exactly the Dayo tale first began, though an early 

biographical reference is found already in the jodo honcho kosoden (=¥-±;;$:~ rWJ{~{ii 
(1704-1713).300 This may suggest either that the engi had become so popular as to 

quickly influence other texts and traditions outside Shinshaji's immediate circle, or 

that it was simultaneously drawing from an already established source. Clearly, the 

engi tale seems to have caught on quickly, and a few decades later it was recorded in 

an official gazetteer for the Sakura domain, the Sakurafudoki {6:.jfOO.±~c (1722). 301 

Along with the Masakado tale, the engi comprises the entirety of the gazetteer's entry 

on Shinshaji.302 

The gazetteer and biographies reveal that the Dayo tale at Narita became of 

some importance to Daiganji's history, despite the temple's Pure Land status. As 
shown by Kaneko Tamotsu, Daiganji's history had been built on top of that of 

Shinshaji. Not only does Daiganji's engi include the account of Dayo at Naritasan, 

but it also describes how, out of gratitude for his new-found life, he had "re

enshrined" (kanjo WJ~~) the Narita Fuda at Daiganji. The Daiganji Fuda became 

known as the "Fortune-bestowing, Wisdom303-increasing" (kaiun zoe !m~t~;fl) 

mother dreamt of swallowing a sword, and, after the alloted time [of nine months], gave birth to 

Master [Soo]" (.;R~J\.if.o ;}(ffl:~ Ji,AFvW.o ~ vWlffff 1::Ar:ifl5Lo DBZ.107.72b8-9). The 

motif also appears in the Muromachi Period Fuji no hitoana zoshi 'g±O) A/1:1lt-=f (Book of the Fuji 

Manhole) (Tyler 1993: 272). 
299 These biographies appear in the]odo honcho kosoden ?1t±::$:lf!Jl~{~fii (1704-1713) GZ.17.461 b-
462a), San'en zamhi =~u_i;0 (1819) CTZ.19.457a-458b), and Danrin oyumi Daiganji shi iJDtf\1::~ 

::k~"*i0 (Bunsei Period, 1818-1829) GZ.20.72a-b). 
300 JZ.17.46lb-462a. 
301 Boso Bunko Kankokai ed. (1930: 58-59). 
302 The passage reads as follows: 

{~F1J,"J::k~"*;OOU-li!!tf, §,1!,"=~J~H_, foll~'i!J"''""'"s~, ~'°"-tf~= 
llJJ~[l~f' _.rfn.¥J1Ev 7 1f.ilj:Y vii*'°", fti'"f&~¥1H/~F vA'°", ;1(~~~5~1:f7, ffff.rfn. 
llilltffti" 9 ";ii;o (Boso bunko kankokai ed. 1930: 58-59). 

Tradition [says that] Doyo, the founder of Daiganji Temple in Oyumi, suffered 
from an ill disposition of dull faculties. He prayed [to the Narita Fudo] for one 
hundred days, and had a dream where he swallowed the Myoo's sword. Blood 
spewed out and covered the floor, yet soon after he excelled others in wisdom. His 
robes are said to still exist to this very day, and are still stained dark with blood. 

303 E ~ (Sk. prajitd). The mental faculty which discerns phenonmena or reason (Nakamura 1981: 

105a). With kai ffl<: (Sk. fi!a) and Jo IE (Sk. samddhi), one of the three basic Buddhist practices 

(sangaku ='.'f:) (Nakamura 1981: 458b). 
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Fuda. 304 Moreover, a Daiganji document called the Goyu shosho 1&11 S3 ~- (ca. 
1818-1828), perhaps written for submission to Zajaji, 305 records various temple 

treasures owned by Daiganji, three of which are important to our discussion:306 

1. Doyo Shonin kan 'toku Amakuni hoken hitonigiri Ji~ J:A~1~ 7i.:OO~~ljif3~ 
One Precious Sword of Amakuni Miraculously Received by Saint Dayo 

2. Do Daisho Fudoson ikku [i§J ::f(:glFFIJJ1'if3~ 
One Statue of the Great Sacred Fuda Similarly [Received by Saint Dayo] 

3. Kaizan nomi tsurugi toketsu no koromo 00 L1J1§:~1Jtllfn.z-'.& 
Robe of Temple Founder [Dayo] with Disgorged Blood from Swallowing the 

Sword [of the Narita Fuda] 

Daiganji was not only drawing on Naritasan's engi, but also mimicking its very 

temple treasures. Like the noh play Naritasan, Daiganji seems to have understood 

Fuda's sword specifically as the Amakuni Sword. Though Daiganji's ownership of 

Dayo's robes was acknowledged by Naritasan,307 Daiganji's claim to the Amakuni 

Sword may have created a tension, since it was Naritasan's most sacred treasure and a 

key attraction of the temple's exhibitions (discussed in chapter four). In a Zajaji 

record entitled San'en zanshi ::::~Ul~ (A Record of San'enzan Temple, 1819), we 

find the following interlinear note glossing the Dayo tale: 

At present [Dayo's] "dull blood" sword is at Ryiitakusan. 309 During 

Naritasan exhibitions, it is used for kechien. 310 

304 Kaneko (2001: 2). 
305 Kaneko (2001: 2). 
306 Kaneko (2001: 4). 
307 Temple records from 1855 describe how the robes were temporarily borrowed from Oaiganji for 
the purposes of an exhibition (Shiryo 5.530). Daiganji's ownership of the robes is also mentioned in 
the 1858 Narita meisho zue (Ono 1973: 357). 
308 JZ.19.457b.8-9. The use of the term "dull blood" (donchi ~.rfu.) parallels the "dull faculties" 

(donkon ~fH) from which Doyo suffers. 
309 Viz., Oaiganji. Ryiitakusan was the temple's sango. 
310 Kechien if.i!i~, to "establish" (kechi if.i!i) a "connection" (en ~) with a deity. Through worship of 
the robes or sword, practitioners are able to create a karmic bond with the Narita Fudo, thereby 
increasing their future chances for salvation. 
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A few decades later the above passage was quoted word for word in Shinshoji's new 

guidebook311 (discussed in the following chapter), but with the single conspicuous 

alteration:312 

At present [Doyo's] "dull blood" robe is at Ryiitakusan. During 

Naritasan exhibitions, it is used for kechien. 

The minor, though significant, textual alteration from "sword" to "robe" may suggest 

that Shinshoji' s clergy wished to retain ownership over any sword having to do with 

the miracle. This may explain why later in 1846, Shinshoji rejected a request from a 

nearby temple wanting to borrow the sword for its exhibition in order to raise money 

for temple reconstruction.313 

Despite Daiganji's potential encroachment on Shinshoji's treasured sword, 

the relationship between the two temples was reciprocal: the blood-stained robes 

owned by Daiganji, purportedly the very garments worn by Doyo during his 

miraculous sojourn at Naritasan, were, as stated in the above passages, borrowed by 

Shinshoji for its kaicho exhibitions (discussed in the following chapter).314 The 

sharing of temple engi and treasures shows how Shinshoji and Daiganji had 

established a mutually advantageous relationship primarily based on engi tradition, 

regardless of differences of sectarian tradition or lineage. Thus, with the help of engi, 
networking and its further localization at Daiganji, the Narita Fuda had become of 

comparable value to the Pure Land temple. 

Enter Yuten, Exit Doyo 

Although Kakugen attributes the sword-swallowing tale to Doyo, various versions of 

the event were soon circulating in and around Eda. One of the most popular 

accounts was ascribed to another Pure Land monk named Yiiten :f,{]7( (1636-1718), 

said to have visited Naritasan in the mid-1600s (a century after Doyo) and to have 

received the same miraculous transformation.315 The Yiiten tale became one of the 

best known of the Naritasan tales in the Edogawa rI?) 11 and Tonegawa :fiJtHJ 11 

311 Viz., the Narita meisho zue PX ffi ~ Bfi2Q~ (1858). 
312 Ono (1973: 357). 
313 Shiryo 3.491.249-492.251. 
314 See note 307. 
315 For a monograph-length study on Yiiten, including his connection to Naritasan, see Takada (1991). 
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areas. 316 In its entry on Shinshoji, the guidebook Tonegawa zushi fiJtHJ 11 ~ ,:8 
(Illustrated Record of the Tonegawa River [Region}, 1855) offers only a few words on 

Doyo, 317 but devotes nearly three-quarters of its space to Yiiten (approximately 

thirteen times the attention given to Doyo, and six times that of the Masakado

Kancho episode). 318 It was even furnished with a diptych illustration of the 

miraculous event (figure 3.5).319 

Figure 3.5. Yiiten's Miraculous Dream of the Narita Fuda (Tonegawa zushi, 1855) 

The tale was linked to Yiiten by the turn of the nineteenth century.320 How 

exactly the monk's biography became associated with the event is unclear, though 

Yiiten did share a similar heritage with Doyo that likely provided a logic for the 

connection. The most explicit relationship is that, like Doyo, Yiiten had been active 

at Daiganji and Zojoji, 321 and that both shared similar names and lineages. 322 

316 Takada (1991: 187-188). 
317 Suzuki (1980: l 75b). 
318 Suzuki (1980: l 75b-l 77a). 
319 Suzuki (1980: 176). 
320 The first connection of which I am aware is found in the Yuten daisojo den lti;;R*{~lE{ii 
(Biography o/Yuten Daisojo, 1802). 
321 JZ.19.76c. 
322 Yiiten bore the posthumous name Myorensha ~Jlt± QZ.19.496b; JZ.19.76c; JZ.18.467a) akin 

to that of Doyo's Marensha flJlt± QZ.19.457a; JZ.19.54a; JZ.20.83a). Yiiten was also known as 

Ken'yo Wl~ QZ.19.496b; JZ.19.76c; JZ.18.467a), which, like his master's name Myoyo ~~ 
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Whether the new Yuten version was born out of a confusion on the basis of their like 

careers, or consciously incorporated to augment the monk's posthumous biography, 

is difficult to say. 323 Due to its association with Doyo, a Daiganji record, Danrin 
oyumi Daiganji shi :li:;tt-:1:.~::k~~;G; (Bunsei Period, 1818-1829), adopts the 

former stance, suggesting both a confusion over the two versions as well as an 

apparent rivalry:324 

~~i!tf~:f,£7(::k{~TI:l~l3#~ LC: It 0~&> ~ ::k~{~tt ~ ~l~¥ 
--c ~ lfn. O)fm.:tz C: t l ~ii" UJ 0). J~'J~ 11)00 &> ~ --c ... !l:t 0) -tf W. 0) fiJ 
:~.iHi Ji!~ J: Al~ L --c .:R :>c :¥ cp 0) frfl tt 0 r.::. La 

These days there are books that associate this [event] with Yuten 
Daisojo. What a big lie! To this day both the "dull blood" sword 

and robe are kept together within the treasure house of this temple 

[Daiganji] .... The benefits [received from the Narita Fudo] by the 

swallowed sword surely began with Saint Doyo during the Tenbun 

Era [1541-1554]. 

By "books," the record was likely referring to the several Yuten biographies 

circulating at the time as independent works such as the Yuten daisojo den 1,£7(::k{~ 

TI:{ii (Biography of Yuten Daisojo, 1802) and Yuten daisojo riyaku ki 1,£7(::k{~TI:fiJ 

~~c (Account of the Blessings of Yuten Daisojo, 1808). These books, and their impact 

at Daiganji, were indicative of Yuten's greater posthumous popularity in the capital 

and his common linkage to the tale, as suggested by his added appellation of 

"Gushin" i!l 1l.' ("Dull-minded [One]").325 

As biographies of both Pure Land monks suggest, Kakugen' s Daiengi cannot 

claim complete credit for the popularity of the sword-swallowing tale alone. Its 

success was in large part due to its popularization within the storytelling culture of 
Edo (discussed in the following chapter). It functioned not only within the context 

of the temple engi, but also as entertainment: the presence of swords, violence, blood 

and vomit certainly made for a catchy tale among the common folk, and may have 

been of interest to the many sword-bearing samurai populating Edo. Thus, in 

addition to noh, gazetteers, temple records and biographies, we find versions of the 

OZ.19.76b), suggests their connection to Doyo's lineage through the common practice of naming 
monks after earlier masters. 
323 The San'en zanshi, does, however, include an interlinear note to Doyo's biography explaining that, 

"People mistake Yiiten for this master" (tit.A.J!Uffi ~:f,t]:J(-0 ('. Jir-.. ~) OZ. l 9.457b.9). 
324 JZ.20.72b.l-3, 6-9. 
325 JZ.18.467a; JZ.19.76c; JZ.19.496b. 
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tale appearing in ukiyoe,326 at other temples, 327 and, as we will see in the next chapter, 
on the kabuki stage by the 1820s. 

Engi Summation 

Following the sword-swallowing tale, the Daiengi takes an interesting turn. It shifts 

to early Mikkyo scriptures and quotes from Kukai's ninth-century Rizo hoyaku f~~ 

3!:M (Precious Key to the Secret Treasury) 328 and the Shogun Fudo Myoo yonjuhachi 

shisha himitsu joju giki329 MJ.W7FIJJ~xfl9+JU~1ff~WPX:Jlt1itfL attributed to 

Amoghavajra Op. Fuku /F~, 705-774). The passage describes Fudo's status as a 

manifestation of Dainichi Nyorai, his basic physical features, as well as the rewards of 

his worship such as the protection in this life and the next, the severance of evil, and 

the cultivation of good merit. Next Kakugen quotes from the eighth-century 

Daibirushana jobutsu kyo sho * m II ~ jj~ PX: 1iJt *~ iEfiE (Commentary on the 

326 The popularity of the Yuten tale during the final years of the Edo Period can be seen with its 

inclusion in an illustrated ukiyoe collection of popular violent tales by Kanagaki Ro bun {51; :l:l[ 1/-X 
(1829-94) and illustrated by Tsukioka Yoshitoshi ~ [li1Jjyif: (1839-92) entitled Azuma nishiki ukiyo 

kodan *Wlil¥:>Jlti!:ffi~ (Tales of the Floating World in Eastern Brocade, 1867-8). 
327 Beyond Naritasan and Edo, the Oayo-Yuten tale was also localized by another popular Fuda 

temple, Oyamadera :kw~ (Oyama Fuda ::kw/Gi!J), located to Edo's south in Sagami t§tlt 
Province. The first two tales of its large miracle tale collection, the Oyama Fudo reigenki ::kW /GllJ~ 
~~c (Record of the Miraculous Efficacy of the Oyama Fudo, 1792), are faithful adaptations of the 
narrative. Instead of famous Pure Land masters, we now have two local monks from Sagami, and, 
naturally, the Oyama Fuda has been substituted for the Narita Fuda. The first tale, "How Master 
Sanmya of Kichijain, a Temple in Tana Village, Sagami Province, Swallowed a Sharp Sword and 

Obtained Wisdom" (t§ 1'1'1 ~EB ~Hstf:~JG c:: aJl fiJ fi!;l:flj~ 7;ff7 ~ J!l; 71~ -:/$) follows the 
Dayo-Yuten prototype near perfectly. The second, "How the Disciple Kenmyo of En'aji Temple of 

Yasaki Village in the Same Province Likewise Prayed and Obtained Wisdom" (IRl~*JlffifH!Eff!~m 

-T Ye,flA IR1-'7~J!l;7 tfi lJ 71~ -J Jv$), is an abbreviated retelling of the first. The tale's double entry, 
and its prominent position in a collection of one hundred and fifty tales, are suggestive of the weight it 
carried not only in terms of popularity, but also as a teaching device explaining the power of Fuda and 
his sword. The first tale concludes with a lengthy commentary (again suggesting its importance as few 
in the collection are privy to such remarks) extolling the merits of the sword almost as a figure in its 

own right: one whose virtues pervade the dharma-realms of the ten directions (jippo hokai +:JJttd'f!.), 
and whose divine power destroys defilements and ignorance and bring about enlightenment. This, 

with the commentary's mention of the sword as the "eken" J!l;~IJ, "Wisdom Sword," serves as a 
reminder how Fuda's sword might be used as a logical foundation for its refashioning into the more 
contemporary and Amakuni Sword. (Oyama Fudo reigenki, Kanagawa Prefectural Library MS, 
volume 2, folio 1 recto-8 verso). 
328 Here I use Hakeda's translation of the title (Hakeda 1972: 157). 
329 T.21.1205.33c4-7. 
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Mahavairocana sutra)330 concerning Fuda's fire-emitting samadhi, his mantra which 

destroys evil beings, and recounts the Mahdvara subjugation tale in its entirety (as 

discussed in chapter one).331 The insertion of canonical material was possibly meant 

to parallel the Narita Fuda's connection to the Daiengi's two main legends: the 

subjugation of Masakado and the destruction of Dayo's karmic hindrances. The 

Narita Fuda was clearly being promoted as a protector of the state and of its people. 

Thus the engi was comprised of three tales in total: one set in ancient times 

(the Masakado Rebellion), one in recent memory (the Dayo episode), and one drawn 

from canonical scripture (Mahdvara's subjugation). However, it was only the first 

two that attained any signficant popularity within Naritasan's religious culture. In 
writing the Daiengi, Kakugen clearly drew connections to classical Chinese and 

Japanese Mikkya scriptures and their treatment of Fuda as a militant, guardian deity, 

as they made sense within the context of Shinshaji in its connection to the Masakado 

Rebellion. Thus we see that Fuda' s canonical characterization as a military god was, 

to an extent, preserved and reinforced, unlike at Meguro, where Fuda's 

characterization as a god of water and fortune made more sense due to the deity's 

distinct cultural environment. It is critical to understand, however, that Fudo's 

canonical elements were functioning at Shinshaji not simply by virtue of their 

important canonical status, but instead as a support-system for the idiosyncratic 

stylization of the Narita Fuda. 

Concluding Remarks 

The appearance of Kakugen' s Daiengi suggests how Shahan desired to provide the 

temple with a meaningful narrative to coincide with Shinshaji' s initial burst of 

temple activity at the turn of the eighteenth century. A primary function of the 

Daiengi was to establish a narrative that would lay claim to an area onto which it 

could impose history, meaning, and identity, thus transforming the area into a 

suitable sacred space in which the Narita Fudo could operate. The engi narrative 

contained a distinct logic: it drew on famous local places, events and people, all of 

them popular, prestigious or well-recognized by the common population. 

Moreover, the Daiengi and its associated miracle tales served to produce a 

distinctive stylization of Fuda at Narita through a combination of canonical elements 

and local traditions. As we saw at Ryiisenji, characterizations of Fuda that had roots 

in scriptural and biographical sources (state protection, subjugation, the removal of 

hindrances) were reworked and made to fit local circumstances. In the case of the 

Narita Fuda, the logic of the Masakado Rebellion and Fuda's early canonical 

330 T.39.1796.685al5-al9, 678c25-c29, 679a9-al4. 
331 N aritasan Shinshoji (1968: 18-19). 
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accounts as the subduer and guardian of state served as a foundation for the deity's 

appearance in the area. The rebellion also served as a medium through which Fudo's 

iconic sword was localized through its connections to the Amakuni Sword (and, by 

extension, the Kogarasu Sword) to produce one of the temple's key treasures. What 

made the Narita Fudo distinct was not so much these characterizations alone, but 

their particular connections to Narita's history and geography. 

Due to Fudo's localization at Narita, we have also seen the degree to which 

the engi, miracle stories, the Amakuni Sword, and the Narita Fudo itself, became 

shared by other traditions outside the Shingon school such as the Pure Land temple 

Daiganji. Despite localization, the popularity of its miracle tales meant that 

Shinshoji therefore did not have complete ownership or control over the 

development of its own deity. For example, evidence suggests that the YU.ten tale and 

the identification of (or confusion between) the sharp sword and Amakuni Sword 

first developed outside Shinshoji's immediate circle. Shinshoji was not always in 

charge of it own miracle tales; rather, it was one of several participants in their 

creation. In the following chapter, we will explore more closely how, through 

miracle tales, the Narita Fudo functioned as a trans-sectarian and shared object of 

worship, thus expanding the sphere of Shinshoji's influence, particularly with the 

help of Eda's storytelling and entertainment cultures. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE ENGI IN ACTION: MARKETING THE NARITA Fuoo BRAND 

In the present chapter I continue the discussion of Shinshaji's miracle tale repertoire 

by examining how its events, figures, and material objects took on new life and 
meaning within the commercial and recreational culture flourishing in N arita and 

Edo during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In the previous chapter, I 

illustrated how Shinshaji developed a unique stylization of Fuda through a distinct 
corpus of miracle tales. Though this stylization was meant to construct a unique 

identity for the temple, its popular success around Kanta meant that Shinshaji did 

not retain exclusive control over the deity or its miracle tale lore. 

By situating the Narita Fuda and its tales within Shinshaji's religious and 

economic relationships with Edo, this chapter explores how the deity's brand name 

became a commercial and artistic commodity shared by different groups, thereby 

allowing Shinshaji to participate in a loose network of institutions so furthering the 

spread of its deity cult. In short, I will analyze how the Narita Fuda was marketed 

among Ede's urban populace, both by Shinshaji and other institutions. This will 

allow me to illuminate how the localized, trans-sectarian character of the Narita Fuda 

lent itself to not only religious, but also cultural and commercial activities. Three 

such activities in particular will be discussed in detail: theatrical productions, 

exhibitions of sacred engi treasures, and pilgrimage, both to the temple and to 
exhibitions. As we will see, the popularization of the Narita Fuda via these activities 

owed much to the spread of Shinshaji's miracle tales throughout Ede's larger 

storytelling culture.332 Central issues I raise in this chapter are: How was the Narita 

Fuda adapted by Eda's larger storytelling culture? In what media did the temple's 

miracle tales appear? What groups were participating in the temple's miracle tale 

culture, and how did they benefit from it? 

Doyo and the Amakuni Sword on Stage 

As we saw in chapter three, the sword-swallowing tale, whether associated with Dayo 

or Yuten, proved to be one of the dominant media by which the name of Naritasan 

and its Fuda spread throughout Kanta. Not surprisingly, the tale soon became 

known beyond the pages of books and the walls of Shinshaji and Daiganji. With the 

vibrant theatrical culture of Eda-notably kabuki m?\•1i, noh (no) 'fru, kyogen JI i§ 

(comical theatre associated with noh), and joruri ~~~ (puppet plays)-often 

adapting the city's popular tales and events for the stage, Doyo's story quickly 

332 For studies on the storytelling culture of the Edo Period, see Miner et al. (1985: 63-111), Ishii 
(1989), Morioka (1990), Reider (2000 & 2001), Shirane and Marceau (2002) and Shirane (2002). 
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attracted the attention of playwrights. Not long after its appearance in Kakugen's 

Daiengi and Doyo's biography recorded in the ]odo honcho kosoden, it was quickly 

turned into a noh play333 (yokyoku ~BB), possibly during the Hoei-Shotoku Era334 

(1704-1715). The play, simply tided Naritasan JJX:B3 UJ, makes it clear how 

Shinshoji was a prime beneficiary of the play's publicity, though, as we shall see, it 

was also of comparable importance to Daiganji and the Pure Land tradition.335 

The play concerns Mutetsu ~T§", Mr. "No Philosophy," the characteristic 

traveling waki336 Mk monk. Like Doyo, Mutetsu is a devout clergyman from 

Daiganji Temple but suffers from "dull faculties" (donkon ~;fH). The play opens: 

f'jz m r %! J!i: 0) *T ii:. 2: ft --c --c , ~ l3A 0) iolHr ,fffi G ~ Iv a 

9 :\=-~Ii] r ~fi1:~::k,W:~0)~1§Hc --C~T§" ~ $-9{~1C --Cf~o ~ 
*RF~ IC/\~ :'fil.§ij]O)~~lc1JEO, 1§/Jtt1:/fill'i~~T ~lilt t, 
~fH~~ O)?J~ l_, ~ f'J:, ~~0)-1J] ~ t 1 L'fC~ tt1~T{~0 IDJX~ 
T•O)OOJJX:B30)/f~-~,BM~Gk~~~~~~OO, ~~ 
~~~~ L,, tt1::tz: 1l.'0)1~Ji~ t:fJT G ti~~ ,f~,lJ'f~o 337 

Shidai: 338 "Fan the lamp of wisdom and illuminate the darkness of 

ignorance." 

Waki: "Here is the monk named Mutetsu, in training at Daiganji in 

Oyumi.339 I have entered the Buddhist priesthood and followed the 

teachings of the patriarchs. However, though I cultivate non

retrogression and rebirth in the western direction, the misery of my 

ignorance from my dull faculties is such that I cannot commit a 

single verse of scripture to heart. As I have heard that the image of 

Fudo of Narita in Shimosa Province is truly most miraculous, I now 

set off on the journey [to Narita] to pray that I may attain the way of 

a peaceful mind for rebirth [in the Pure Land]. 

333 For the complete text of the noh play, see Asahi (1981: 154-158). 06yo also briefly appears at this 

time in the kabuki play Naritasan funjin Fudo PX: ffi 1-LJ :SJ!t/ftlJ {1703) (discussed below), where he is 
curiously mentioned as a resident monk of Kyoto's Jingoji, seemingly in the place of Kanch6. Either 
this is a simple mistake, or Doyo's popularity was already such that he could displace Kancho as the 
primary Shinshoji hero. 
334 Asashi (1981: 154). 
335 On the relationship between Buddhism and noh theatre, see Tyler (1987: 19-52). 
336 The deuteragonist or actor who supports the protagonist (shite f± .=f.) in noh theatre. 
337 Asahi (1981: 154). 
338 The opening song recited by the shite (protagonist) or waki (actor supporting the shite) (in this case 
the latter) upon entering the stage (Brazell ed. 1998: 544). 
339 Oyumi ::'.t~ was the han ~ doITTain of Shim6sa where Daiganji was located. 
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Making his way to Naritasan and inspired by Dayo's identical lot and 

miraculous transformation, Mutetsu prays to the Narita Fuda. Dayo, as the 

conventional nochi shite :f&f±-=F (protagonist in the second act) in the form of a spirit 

(rei 340 ~), appears at Narita and explains how he too once sought the deity's healing 

powers. Through the two men's exchanges, the play unfolds, with Mutetsu 

eventually cured of his condition by swallowing Fuda's sword. 

Details about the play's origins are uncertain, and it is unclear to what extent, 

if any, Shinshaji played a role in the production.341 What is certain, however, is that 

the recently popular tale of Dayo's encounter with the Narita Fuda provided a direct 

inspiration for the play. The miraculous dream, sword-swallowing, and subsequent 

blood-spewing episode are repeated multiple times, complete with a description of 

the sword, its Amakuni provenance, and even length (given here as two shaku R, 

eight sun >t, approximately eighty-five centimetres). The Masakado rebellion, the 

Jingoji origin of the Fuda image, and its subsequent enshrinement in the Narita area 

are also mentioned. One therefore cannot help but notice the implicit advertising 

permeating the play's text. In addition to its incorporation of the engi, the play 

extols Fuda's numinous powers, and, through the character of Mutetsu, offers a 

model encouraging its audience to make the pilgrimage to Naritasan to view the 

Amakuni sword first-hand and to pray to Fudo. Thus in concert with spreading the 

temple engi, the play may also have functioned as a type of promotion and guidebook, 

similar to the meisho ("famous places") genre, explaining the history and culture of a 

particular locale useful to visitors and pilgrims. 

The play also sheds light on how a Pure Land monk could come to occupy 

such a prominent position in Shinshoji history, as well as why the Narita Fuda 

would be important to the Pure Land tradition. The ultimate objective of Dayo and 

Mutetsu's prayers to the Narita Fudo does not end with curing their poor faculties 

but extends to attaining rebirth in the Pure Land, a significant element not present in 

the Naritasan engi. Throughout the play, "Pure Land" terminology342 is seamlessly 

intermixed with those traditionally associated with "Mikkya. "343 As discussed in 

340 Asahi (1981:154). 
341 Asahi notes that, according to the noh scholar Tanaka Makoto, the play's author may have 

belonged the Kanze l\l t!t school of noh, though not much more of its origins is known (Asahi 1981: 

154). 
342 Viz., Amida ~iiJi%WE, ojo 111: ("rebirth" [in the Pure Land)), raigo *illi (the death-bed encounter 

where Amida Buddha and his entourage of divinities "comes and meets" the dying devotee), nembutsu 

~{b., and sanbu no kyo ==-tfflO){g?_ (the "tripartite sutra" or three central scriptures of the Pure Land 
tradition). 
343 These include, for example, aji ~iiJ'.:f: (the "A syllable" mantra), kuji goshinbo 1L'.:f:~,!1tt! (a ritual 

incantation of "nine syllables to protect one's person"), and a bi ra un ken ~iiJ.mff!Ut-Jz (Sk. a vi ra 
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chapter one, Fudo's connections to death, the Pure Land, and rebirth therein, both 

iconographically and ritually, had been well established centuries earlier. Mutetsu 

thus announces, "May the Myoo also lend me his assistance so that I may realize my 

karmic chance for rebirth [in the Pure Land]. Homage to Fudo!" (ft b rRJ [, < glj 

::E <l) fJ ~ -{- *. , 1± j: <l) ~ ~ *° G L liJ *~ *. o f¥j ~~lb• o ) Interestingly, 
Shinshoji's engi tradition never promoted this quasi-"Fudo nembutsu" (namu Fudoson 

ffl~~ib:fl) or the tale as a model for rebirth into the Pure Land. The insertion of 

"Pure Land" elements in the play suggests not only artistic license and the natural 

connection between (the Narita) Fudo and paradisal rebirth, but also how the Narita 

Fudo was quickly becoming a shared commodity across traditions, both religious and 

theatrical. 

The ease, speed, and success with which the sword-swallowing tale was 

adapted to the stage is emblematic of how the popularity of temples and their deities 

were often rooted in the entertainment and recreational industries.344 In the case of 

Shinshoji, it was not noh, however, but the kabuki theatre that became a primary 

catalyst for the successful commercialization of the Narita Fudo brand. 

Danjuro Kabuki and the Narita Fudo 

During the late 1600s, just prior to Kakugen's Daiengi, Shinshoji had serendipitously 

secured the patronage of the elite Edo kabuki troupe, the Ichikawa Danjiiro m) 11 ffi 
+~~ guild. The Ichikawa Danjiiro line of actors came into being in the late 1600s 

with the performer and playwright Danjiiro I (1660-1704). As the progenitor of 

one of the most successful and enduring families of kabuki,345 Danjiir6 I has been 

celebrated as one of the greatest figures in the world of kabuki since his own day. 346 

Danjiiro's family, the Horikoshi :Ii~, were of samurai descent and had moved to 

the Narita area to become farmers and merchants in the late Azuchi-Momoyama 

(1573-1600) Period following a decline in family fortunes. 347 Thus began the 

centuries-long connection between the family and Shinshoji. By virtue of their 

hum kham; a protective mantra associated with the Buddha Dainichi Nyorai * S :Po* [Sawa 1975: 
12]). 
344 On Japanese religion and entertainment in the Edo Period, see Harootunian (1989: 168-177) and 
Hur (2000). 
345 The Danjiiro line still flourishes today, currently headed by Ichikawa Danjiiro XII (1946-) since 

1985. The guild maintains its own website at <www.naritaya.jp>. 
346 For studies in kabuki, see Brandon (1978), Gerstle (1987), Kominz (l 997a), Leiter (2002), and 
Herwig (2004). 
347 Kominz (1997a: 36). 
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Narita citizenship, the family made frequent trips to Shinshaji to pray to the Narita 

Fuda, even continuing to do so following their eventual move to Eda proper.348 

Through his father's connections, Danjiira became employed at the tender 

age of twelve at the Yamamuraza U-Jt'-J-1* Theatre near their home in Edo.349 Two 

years later, in 1673, he is said to have made his debut at the Nakamuraza cpt'-J-1* 
Theatre in the play Shitenno osanadachi 12:9 :X::E.fftlz: as the legendary Heian warrior 

and demon-hunter Sakata no Kintoki :!:& 83 ~a:if. 350 Here, and in later Genroku

period plays, we see Danjiira developing a soon-to-be famous style of acting called 

aragoto 1¥L$, "rough stuff" (an abbreviation of aramushagoto mm::tf-$, "wild 

warrior business"351
), characterized by flamboyant body movements and heroic action 

and aided by costume, makeup (kumadori ~!&), and "fighting words" (tanka ~JR 

lfilJ).352 Aragoto was soon so popular in the capital that it became a trademark of not 

only Eda kabuki, but the city itself. The writer Shikitei Sanba Jt~ -=.,~ (1776-

1822) wrote, "If you don't like Ichikawa Danjiira's rough-style [aragoto] 

acting ... you're not a true Edokko [Edoite]."353 As Danjiira's aragoto style often 

featured heroic, masculine themes and figures, it is not surprising that he soon 

incorporated the machismo, militant Fuda into his repertoire of plays, possibly 

beginning in the early 1690s.354 Danjiira's penchant for Fuda soon became apparent 

by his development of a formal mie Ji!A~ (a grand pose struck by the actor marking 

an important scene) styled after Fuda <Judo mie /FIJJJi!,:f~), where the actor would 

hold a rosary in his left hand (symbolizing Fuda's rope) and sword in his right, 

mimicking the well-known posture of Fuda.355 

While Danjiira's use of Fuda served the technical aragoto style of acting, his 

interests in the deity were also due to his religious faith. In his Ganmon W~:>c (An 

348 Kominz (1997a: 37). 
349 Kominz (1997a: 38). 
35° Kominz (l 997a: 38). 
351 Kominz (1983: 388). 
352 Ono (1978: 62). Aragoto was often contrasted with its antithesis wagoto f1J$'., "soft stuff," such as 

romances and love affairs, more characteristic of the kabuki of Osaka and Kyoto. 
353 Cited in Gerstle (1987: 52). 
354 Laurence Kominz suggests that the masculine, stomping aramai JTt•, "wild dance," performed by 

Shugendo practitioners, may have influenced Danjiiro's incorporation of Fuda (Kominz 1983: 390). 

Since kabuki plays often drew from the existing noh repertoire, Danjiir6 may have been further 

influenced by the medieval noh plays in which Fuda and the Godai My66 appear, such as D.tnpu f!i. 
JOO., Funa Benkei M'J#~,Ataka *'~· andAoi no Ue~tl:. 
355 Brandon (1978: 86). For a depiction of the judo mie (performed by Ichikawa Danjiir6 XII as the 

warrior-monk Benkei #~ in the famous play Kanjincho -W.Jii!P~. The Subscription List), see Herwig 
(2004: 74, n. 75). Here, Benkei holds the subscription list rolled vertically in place of the sword. 
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Account of My Prayers,356 1690), Danjiira recorded his devout reverence for a variety 

of deities, including Fuda.357 According to the Yakusha zensho 1~1!f::£:il= (All About 

Actors,358 1774), Danjiira is said to have prayed specifically to the Narita Fuda for the 

birth of a son,359 possibly influenced by the centuries-old practice of worshipping 

Fuda for a favourable birth.360 Danjiira thus attributed the favourable birth of his 

first son Kuza 1L~ (later Danjiira II) in 1688 to Fuda, and as a symbol of his 

gratitude, wrote a play celebrating the divine favour of the deity.361 The play was 

Tsuwamono kongen Soga Af.lb-d&'ft (The Origin of the Soga Warrior) and was 

performed at the Nakamuraza Theatre in 1697.362 Kuza, then ten years of age, made 

his stage debut in the role of Fuda. The play, in which Fuda appears to the aid of 

Soga Gora ~ftJLJ!l~, was a great triumph. It attracted people from Narita itself,363 

and the audience threw money on stage as offerings and prayed to Danjiira as they 

would the deity himself, acts of devotion seemingly unprecedented in kabuki 

theatre.364 That Danjiira owed the play's success to the Narita Fuda was apparent. 

Following the play's run, he led a group of pilgrims to Shinshaji, and subsequently 

adopted the professional guild name <.yago .ffi%) of "Naritaya" PX: E8 _ffi, "the Narita 

Troupe,"365 thereafter publicizing the troupe's affiliation with Naritasan. Six years 

later father and son staged the Naritasan funjin (or bunjin) Fudo PX: E8 !lJ::B'~:::fi!J 
(The Twin Fudos of Naritasan) in 1703. In order to prepare for the play, Danjiira is 

said to have spent a week in prayer at Shinshaji before its opening, whereupon Fuda 

had appeared before him and granted him the ability to reproduce the deity's fierce 

356 Here I use Kominz's translation of the title (Kominz l 997a: 37). See Kaga (1994: 87-113) for an 
introduction to and reproduction of the text. 
357 Kaga (1994: 105). Other deities Danjtiro venerates are Sanbokojin .:==:.:i:Jit:f!ll, Oainichi Nyorai, 

andAizen Myoo ~~llJl::I:.. 
358 Here I use Gerstle's translation of the title (Gerstle 1987: 60). 
359 Gerstle (1987: 60). 
360 See Mack (1992: 173-190) on the Heian-period worship of Fudo in this regard. 
361 Kominz (1997a: 65). 
362 Kominz (l 997a: 65). Here I use Kominz's translation of the play's title. 
363 Kominz (1997a: 69). The play also helped establish a lasting relationship between Gori'> and Fudo: 
"The Soga Goro-Fudo relationship was so firmly established by Danjtiro that it soon entered the Soga 
world to stay. Numerous plays, even those that did not employ actors from the Ichikawa family, were 
written to include Goro-Fudo scenes, and after the year 1697, Edo-period fiction, as well as religious 
and secular paintings, include scenes of Gori'> worshipping Fudo, or of Fude coming to Gore's aid" 

(Kominz. 1997a: 91-92). We can see such influence of Danjtire's plays in the case of the Oyama 

Fuda reigenki (1792). Story seventy-five is entitled, "How the Soga Brothers Offered Prayers to Fude 

and Killed their Parents' Enemies" (tftt.5Lm/fll1"'-fi~::if7~'77~/ ~7iM~<$} 
364 Kominz (l 997a: 69). 
365 Kominz (1997a :69). 
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appearance. 366 The onstage spectacle of the young Kuza as Fuda impressed 

audiences so much that they were said to have again thrown money on stage as 
offerings to the deity.367 

An ongoing element behind Danjura I's religious faith and his incorporation 

of the Narita Fuda into his plays may have been Shinshaji's chief priest, Shahan ~ 

W (1663-1727). In his study on the kabuki guild and Shinshaji, the modern 

scholar Asahi Juzan suggests that Danjura had formed a dose relationship with 

Shahan, and that the priest may have been educating the actor in Mikkya teachings, 

and that he even directly helped in the writing of the 1703 play of Naritasan fanjin 
Fudo. 368 For example, in the final scene of the play, the twin Fudas appear as the 

Taizakai ~tt•Jf. Fuda (played by Danjura) and Kongakai ~fiU]tJJf. Fuda (played by 
Kuza) (figure 4.1).369 Danjura's use of the terms "Taizakai" (Sk. Garbhadhatu, 

"Womb Realm") and "Kongakai" (Sk. Vajradhatu, "Diamond Realm), and other 

specialist Mikkya terminology appearing in the play,370 may represent the mutually 

beneficial relationship the temple and kabuki family was forming around the figure 

of Fuda.371 

366 Kominz (1997a: 79-81). 
367 Kominz (1997a: 69). 
368 Asahi (1981: 13-14). 
369 The terms draw reference to the two main lines of transmission in the Shingon tradition, 

iconographically represented by the Taizokai (Sk. Garbhadhatu) and Kongokai Mandara (Sk. 

Vajradhatu Mai;id'ala). Though Fud6 does appear in the Kongokai Mandara (in a wholly dissimilar 

form), the Kongokai Fud6 had a near-negligible presence in the Mikky6 tradition during the whole 

history of Japan. In contrast, it was the Taizokai Fud6, situated below Dainichi Nyorai within the 

Jimy6in ~~~Jc (Hall of the Vidya-Holders) (also known as the Godaiin 3i::k~Jc, Hall of the Five 
Great Ones), that became the iconographical and doctrinal standard. Danjuro's use of the two terms 

allowed him to exercise his artistic license to serve dramatic effect (rather than Mikkyo tradition), so 

that both father and son could simultaneously appear onstage as the deity. 
37° For example, aji ~iiJ'.:f'.. ("a" syllable) and a un ~iiJfl4: (Sk. a hum), both important bija mantra in the 

Mikky6 tradition. Among its multitude of meanings and applications, the aji is said to be the source 

of all sound and the mother of all other syllables. It is accordingly given the status of the bija mantra 

of the central Shingon Buddha, Dainichi Nyorai (Sawa 1975: 5). A un is commonly treated as a 

source of binary distinctions. A, for example, may represent the essence (ritai ~{;$:) of the Taizokai, 

and un as the counterpart wisdom and virtue (chitoku W1l!\) of the Kongokai. Alternatively, a un, 
much like the alpha and omega, can represent both the first ("a") and final ("un") of all sounds (Sawa 

1975:2). 
371 Danjur6 and Shohan may have collaborated even earlier in 1701, when the actor performed the 

play Shusse sumidagawa t±:ltit!IM EEJ 11 featuring Fud6 at the Nakamuraza Theatre during the third 
month (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 645). The play coincided with the completion of Shinshoji's 

new main hall and the opening of the Narita Fud6 exhibition in the same month under Shohan's 
direction (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 749). 
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Kuz6 as the 
Kong6kaiFud6 

Danjur6 I as the 
Taiz6kai Fud6 

The collaborative effort between the two men had become so firmly 

established that following their deaths, successive generations of Danjiira patriarchs 

continued to produce miracle plays showcasing Fuda. From the late seventeenth 

century to the 1850s, the family staged over two dozen plays in Eda in which Fuda 

appeared,373 nearly all at one of Eda's three main licensed theatres. 374 Since many of 

the playbooks have been subsequently lost, it is unclear how many of these plays were 

specifically about the Narita Fuda. However, the titles and roles in the plays suggest 

that at the very least eight explicitly dealt with Naritasan or the Narita Fuda during 

the Eda Period, not counting those performed by other guilds.375 

372 Illustrations are attributed to Torii Kiyonobu ,~,@-jf!f~ (1664-1729) and Torii Kiyomasu ,~,@-iFlf 

ftf (d.1716) (Kominz 1997a: 84). 
373 See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1938: 683-689; 1968: 645-651), and Ono (1960: 11-12) for a list 

and brief description of these plays. 
374 These were the Nakamuraza rtiH~. lchimuraza rnH~. and Moritaza ~83~. collectively called 

the "Edo sanza" iI? ~~ ("Edo's Three Theatres"). All were officially licensed under the bakufu 
(Nishiyama 1994: 498). 
375 See Naritasan Shinsh6ji ed. (1968: 645-648) for details. 
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Stage as Temple, Actor as Deity 

Few kabuki actors in Japanese history are known to have been as religiously devout as 

Danjura I. As noted above, his devotion is apparent in his writings and by his visits 

to Shinshaji before and after his plays. In fact, Danjura is said to have produced a 

number of plays inspired by religious teachings.376 Laurence Kominz suggests that 

Danjura kabuki was as much a "religious" spectacle as it was a "secular" one in the 

early eighteenth century, 377 and Gunji Masakatsu writes that "Danjura's aragoto 

performances were not just theatrics, but prayers."378 His personal devotion was such 

that he himself was treated as a popular Eda deity; some believed that, with his on

stage Fuda-like glare, he could cure illness and even exorcise evil,379 a talent soon 

inherited by his son.380 According to the kabuki account Chuko kejosetsu ti=Jr!Jj~~ 

fill (Old Tales of the Theatre, 1805), one story has it that in 1741, a father, having 

heard of the miraculous powers of the Judo mie pose, pleaded with Danjura II to cure 

his ague-sick daughter. The actor consented. He unsheathed his short sword, coiled 

his handkerchief into a rope, and glared at the daughter, thus mimicking the fado 

mie. The girl fainted in a torrent of sweat but soon found that her sickness was 

gone.381 Later at the Nakamuraza Theatre, Danjura II was said to have again struck 

the fado mie and cured a woman possessed by a fox (kitsune). 382 

This "aesthetic of exorcism" prominent in Eda kabuki, 383 and the fame of the 

Danjura actors' ability to take on the powers of the Narita Fuda and protect Eda 

from evil, are further attested by a printed flyer that reproduced the tsurane J.l, a type 

of speech given by an actor stating his pedegree, of the six-year-old Danjura VII 
(1791-1859) (figure 4.2). 

376 Kominz (1997a: 35). 
377 Kominz (1983: 391). 
378 Quoted in Gerstle (1987: 60). 
379 Gerstle (1987: 56-59). A verse by poet Takarai (Enomoto) Kikaku ~ff (fl*) ;!'(~ (1661-
1707) celebrates Danjuro's protective talent as an actor: "Here inside I With Danjuro I Demons 
driven outside" (cited in Gerstle 1987: 69 n3). 
380 According to the Kabuki jishi ElX•f1*!zll (The Origins of Kabuki, 1762) and Yakusha zensho 
(1774), Danjuro II was well known for his fierce Fudo-like glare, a gift bestowed to him by the deity 
after his prayers at Shinshoji (Gerstle 1987: 60). 
381 Asahi (1981: 25-26). 
382 Asahi (1981: 25-26). 
383 Nishiyama (1997: 212). 
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I 
In the speech, Danjure VII promises to protect Eda's citizens by virtue of his being 

an incarnation of the Narita Fude: 

Hear ye, barbarians and savages to the east, west, north, and south! 

Hear ye, heaven and earth and all Eda! I, Ichikawa of Eda, the scion 

and rightful descendant of Fude, the guardian god of Nari ta, protect 

each and all from injury and evil. You may laugh; you may scold me 

as a brat spouting great nonsense from my little mouth. But by my 

natural disposition I rise like a demon from a terrifying tale, bursting 

into the house, performing impossible feats. Today, like an early

blossoming flower, I splendidly appear in my first Shibaraku.384 Need 

I say it? Even my father, the great Minamoto no Yorimasa, could not 

tame me, the intractable youth, Gendamaru Hirotsuna. This I 

announce to all, with the most profound respect.385 

384 Shibaraku fl (Wait a Minute), was one of the Danjiiro's most successful plays (see note 388). 
Tsurane were often performed during the play. On the connection, see Saltzman-Li (2002: 253-268). 
385 Translated by Nishiyama (I 997: 216-217). 
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Danjura's self-appointed charge as the Narita Fuda and guardian of Edo was 

such that the flyer itself may have also been used as a talisman to ward off evil in 

addition to it being sold as a souvenier.386 The theatrical heritage of the Narita Fuda 

passed down by the Danjura actors suggests the extent to which the men were treated 

not merely as performers, but in fact as personifications of Fuda, both on-stage and 

off, who could protect their devotees from harm as would the deity himself.387 That 

the Danjura-Fuda identification was becoming well-known to the public is evident 

in the many paintings of the actors portraying the deity that were circulating in 

ukiyoe prints (e.g., figure 4.3). Thus, visits to the Edo theatres may have been 

regarded by Edoites as analogous to a pilgrimage to Shinshaji itself, with the stage as 

an extension of Shinshaji 's sacred space in the capital. 

Figure 4.3. Ichikawa Oanjur6 as the Nari ta Fud6 (Utagawa Kunisada, 1786-1 864) 

386 Nishiyama (1 997: 2 17) . 
387 The bravado guardianship assumed by the actors may, as N ishiyama Matsunosuke suggests, also 

have been influenced by the urban culture of the "street knight" (kyokyaku 1~~) , local street roughs 

that often acted as keepers of the peace, strongly associated with the world of kabuki (N ishiyama 
(1 997: 216). 
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Danjuro-Shinshoji Commercialism 

The popular success of the early Danjuras show that from the outset, the troupe was 

forming an economic relationship with Shinshaji in addition to a religious one. Like 

the noh play Naritasan, the commercial and artistic worlds of kabuki were becoming 
a form of advertisement for Shinshaji, though on a much larger scale than the noh 

theatre. It is possible that many Edoites came to know of the Narita Fuda primarily 

through kabuki. Here Danjura VII (1791-1859) 388 deserves special attention. Not 

only was his commercial and religious ties to Naritasan perhaps strongest after those 

of Danjura I and II, but also he staged more plays modeled on Shinshaji's temple's 

miracle tales than any other Danjura. Active during the culturally vibrant Bunka

Bunsei X{t:)(J& Period (1804-1830), he performed at least a half-dozen plays 

featuring Fuda in the Eda theatres from 1812-1836.389 Danjura VII's patronage 

also extended to a special week-long kyogen performance in the summer of 1819 at 

Shinshaji. The event was recorded by Shinshaji's new chief priest Shain ~J~L (d. 

1829) as having lasted seven sunny days starting on Fuda's en 'nichi on the twenty

eighth of the sixth month as an offering (hono **P1) to the deity.390 The play was 
also used to celebrate Shinshaji's new chief priest's taking office. 391 Temple records 

unfortunately do not identify the title or program of the play, though they mention 

that it was meant to be a public spectacle (misemono Ji i:ttt!to) that included fifteen 

actors in addition to Danjura. A similar event was held again in 1824 for seven days 

celebrating the completion of the Niamon 1- 3:. F~ gate's reconstruction392 

Not surprisingly, Danjura VII took advantage of the Yuten tale which had 

become popular in his day and staged two plays in 1821 and 1823 (Date moyo 

gedatsu no kinugawa {Jl-i¥1~~fg~Jmff,~) 11 and Kesakake matsu Narita no riken rt~¥ 

t'lJJJG EBflJjlJ). Both contained the Narita Fuda and the first recorded mention of 

Yuten on stage (of which I am aware). The 1823 Yuten play became a hit, and 

repeat performances were subsequently staged.393 In the former play, the entire 

388 Danjuro VII is perhaps best known for assembling the kabuki juhachiban iifX•1i+ }\;§=,eighteen 
plays selected from the group's repertoire best epitomizing their aragoto style. The collection was the 
first of its kind and became the most famous of all kabuki repertoires (Miner 1985: 328), and 

included some of the great Edo classics: Shibaraku 'fi{f (Wait a Minute), Ya none ~O)t_R (Arrowhead), 

and Kanjincho WJ~iJ!.R (The Subscription List). 
389 See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 647-648) for details. 
390 Shiryo 3.199-201. Danjuro VII further expressed his fondness of Naritasan two years later by 
donating one thousand gold ryo (a substantial amount for the time) for the construction of the 

Gakudo ~ ¥'. Hall. 
391 Shiryo 3.24. 
392 Asahi (1981: 44). 
393 Asahi (1981: 43). 
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Yuten tale was sung on stage as a joruri performance during a goma ritual. The song 

became popular enough to have circulated independently of the play.394 

Perhaps due to Danjur6 VII's successful plays, the Naritasan-Danjur6-Yuten 

triangle seems to have penetrated Edo culture by this time, evidenced by a 

contemporary kawaraban, a type of newssheet or broadsheet sold around the city 

which contained the latest news and events such as vendettas (katakiuchi fo&~i) and 

love suicides395 (shinju ,e,, 9=1) (figure 4.4). 

Figure 4.4. Kawaraban of Ichikawa Danjiiro II and the Narita Fudo396 

The kawaraban depicts an image of an ill Danjur6 II who, on the verge of death, is 

saved by a devout friend who emulates Yuten and petitions the Narita Fuda. The 
story runs as follows: 

~tn'.r~ LA-tl:XJ:.A/'b ~-- 5 ~::f:O)~~l=x < f;:O)'i:ft A.;~;ff 
~~~ --c~Ifil~l'i2:~J: ~ :t~Al=-t<''.t17J>ir~0J:.A~/'tt 
~ .:f.r-.. L ~ ?J>~ L7J>0 f;:~JL J] =+- S :)7-t;ya~-t-e:'1fflJV-C9 

394 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 549, 647-648) . For the song's text, see Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 
(1968: 640-641). 
395 Nishiyama (1994: 473c-476c). 
396 Tokyo University Digital Museum. <http://www.um.u-tokyo.ac.jp/japanese/publish_db/1999news 
/02/20305.htmb. 
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'6rnJll@:l+!l!Mft(=~Jfn.~l:i'6 L$=ft-~~ l'.J t= L-Z-~~ 5 L 
ft v \- § 0):. tc v \ t ft. ir- I'.) L?Jv~V- C: V- C: /'' '6 ~ 5 -Z- 1-vft. L 
~ ~ ~ ~t.Pv\(l 5 v\fc_ Liti(= t:to < l'.J ;1;6%:~ C: v\b t O)~ 
~:to 0 lA~}ijGJW ft 0 ,BX: ES be:· 5 •>--*lffij ~ 7J\ ft S ~ 1-v ~Ii L 
66ft 0 7J~b Lti'ft. 0 7]\ft.X~JL va~:-::'0~ 5 ~ 5 L~ 5 ~---::> 
'6 L?Jv~ ~ft~ ft J: 0:. T..J.7J\ti' l'.J ft< S (= ~ L~'l*(=:to t <tJ 
'6 ili: s tfj '6 lv t ft. 0 "'-'6 /'\~ < b (:' 5 l~Jt£0)*1j~ < '= J:---=>-Z
~1:.ft. L tc 0 t 0) ft. G Iv C: J\k :to..:Ch ~,, G 1-v t O)/'\ ft.7J\ l'.J ft 
0 :to ..:C 0 "'- L :to ..:C 0 "'- L :to ..:C 0 "'- L 

It is said that long ago, Saint YU.ten had a miraculous dream of Fudo 

Myoo in which he swallowed the Amakuni Treasure Sword and 

[awoke] vomitting "diseased blood," only to become possessed of 

outstanding brilliance. However, just after the seventh hour on the 

evening of the twenty-third of the fifth month of this year [1735], 

our favourite Ichikawa Danjuro suddenly coughed up over two 
masu397 of" diseased blood" and lost consciousness. When he uttered 

not a single word, people were completely dumbfounded. Among 

the many who attended to him was one in particular, a servant 

named Mankichi Eiji, who had taken the tonsure. At first light he 

made a great petition to the Narita Fude before the [temple] treasury, 

and a wonder took place. That night around the ninth hour 

[Danjuro] gradually began to regain consciousness. Everyone was 

overjoyed. Day after day he [improved until he] made a complete 

recovery. Before long he was as good as new. It is said that his 

revival could not have been due to anything but the benefit of Fuda 

Myoo. There was not a single person who was not awe-struck. How 

awesome! How awesome! How awesome! 

Later in 1851, Danjuro VIII is said to have fallen ill on stage, his condition so bad 

that a shinie ~~£; (a type of memorial picture announcing the death of a celebrity) 

had already been prepared. He soon recovered, however, and prints (surimono ,ijlj I'.) 

~) entitled Ichikawa Danjuro sosei no shidai m) 1 I @:!+Ii!~ff.it 1:. 0) ~ :m (How 
Ichikawa Danjuro Recovered from Death) celebrating the event were soon being 

sold.398 The print's title suggests that Danjuro's return from sickness had also been 

397 The phrase "two masu" (ni masu =fr), meaning "two measures," was perhaps a play on the term 

"mimasu" =fr ("three masu"), the Danjur6 guild's official crest. 
398 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 553). 
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celebrated in the vein of YU.ten's similar incident. Upon his death in 1859, a shinie 

memorial print depicted Danjur6 VII as none other than Fudo (figure 4.5). 399 

Since kawaraban were produced for the urban masses400 and sold on the 

streets of Edo by tabloid vendors40 1 or peddlars402 (yomiuri m'iC), their existence, 

like the shinie (a genre of ukiyoe), is a strong indication of the extent to which 

Danjur6 kabuki was helping to popularize the Narita Fudo, its miracle tales, and the 

Amakuni Sword in and around the capital. These examples further show the extent 

to which the deity was evolving beyond the immediate confines of Shinshoji , thereby 

399 Danjur6 VIl's arrisric pursuits and commercial relationships with Naritasan were nor limited ro rhe 

stage, however. Before his death in 1859, he had written rhe Kaidan harusame zoshi 1~~kti<ffil1jt;'f.fl: 

(A Spring Rain Ghost Story, 1830) (illustrated by Uragawa Kuniyasu ::fXJ 11 OO'te, 1794-1832), in which 

much of the action rakes place at Narira. As expected, rhe arira Fuda makes an appearance. See 

Tsuruoka (1980: 35-70) for a reproduction of the text. 
400 Nishiyama (1994: 474). 
401 Shirane (2002: 693) 
402 Kornicki (200 I : 63). 
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becoming a shared, ever-evolving commodity not necessarily always under the direct 

control of Shinshoji. 

Moreover, the kawaraban and ukiyoe reveal that, in addition to miracle tales 

and kabuki, the very personalities of the actors themselves were becoming a medium 

via which the cult spread. AB the Danjiir6 actors were not only taking on the 

qualities of the deity on stage, a distinct by-product (no doubt ensuring their 

continued celebrity and commercial successes) was that they were also becoming 

fused into the very lore of the deity. To the above examples we can add Koikawa 

Harumachi' s ~) 11 *f!IT (17 44-89) kibyoshi403 ~*~~("yellow-jacketed" illustrated 

comical fiction) entitled Tsukihoshi Chiba no isaoshi JJ £ T-~;JJ (1777), in which 

the Danjiiros pray before the Narita Fudo,404 and a 1782 kibyoshi entitled Ichikawa 

sanshoen m) 11-::: ft- pj .405 In the latter, the Narita Fudo appears in a dream before a 

desperate down-and-out man and grants him a new wonder medicine called 

h - 406 - ::C!- m 11 . D . - - 407 1 k h " h d " sans oen ~; 1 n, an a us10n to anJuro, a so nown as t e naug ty rug 

(wanpaku tan :bAAi < ft). 408 If one takes the drug three times and enters a red

light district like Yoshiwara, one will never again be rejected by a prostitute. 409 

Beyond boasting the masculine virility of the actor, the tale shows how the Narita 

Fudo was caught up in recent fads such as popular wonder drugs circulating in the 

urban areas. These texts reinforce the artistic license exercised by writers,410 and thus 

the degree to which the localization of Shinshoji's deity had taken on a life of its own 

within Edo's popular culture. Moreover, the texts again underline how the success of 

403 "Yellow-covered" books oflight fiction popular in the late Edo Period. 
404 Tsuruoka (1980: 75). 
405 Written by Kishida Toho ff: ESH%' (d.1788) and illustrated by Kitao Masanobu ~t~J!&j1il: (viz., 

Santo Kyoden ~Jl:[]jt{ii, 1761-1816). 
406 The name Sansho =ft- was a pseudonym taken by several Danjuro actors. The term was morover 

recognizable as the mimasu =fr (three concentric squares), the name of the Danjuro's famous family 
crest. 
407 Gerstle (1987: 60). 
408 Tsuruoka (1980: 87). 
409 Gerstle (1987: 60); Tsuruoka (1980: 86-87). 
410 A good example of the license taken by kibyoshi authors in their treatment of Fudo is the 

Mikawajima Gofodoki = M £51fi'jJ/fi!JllC. (Account of the Mikawajima Fudo, 1789) written by the 

popular writer Santo Kyoden ~Jl:[]jt{ii (1761-1816). The book tells the tale of the Mikawajima 
Fudo who falls into disuse and is sold to a pawn shop where, like an orphaned pet, he eagerly awaits to 

be purchased by his next owner. The tale pokes fun at various established conventions by placing 
Fudo in the role of the poor and destitute looking to higher powers for relief from his plight. In one 
scene, Fudo fasts in desperation for seven days and prays before an altar to a human figure. The scene 

is a parody of the popular "namu" i¥i°~ ("praise be," "homage to") prayers, where Fudo recites the 

prayer: "namu ningen daimyojinsama" i¥i~Ar"'i:klJfH:iji~ ("Homage to the great human deities!"). 

For a reproduction of the tale, see Mizuno (1993: 80-91). 
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Danjuro kabuki was such that the very actors themselves became extended 

protagonists in the temple's miracle tale lore, and thus a medium through which the 

Narita Fudo circulated Edo's audiences. 

The Narita Fudo on Display: Exhibitions at Home and in the Big City 

In addition to Danjuro kabuki, a second medium by which the Narita Fudo brand 

became commercialized was Shinshoji's kaicho IWJljJI program. Dating back to at 

least the Heian Period,411 kaicho (literally "opening the curtain") were temporary 

exhibitions of religious iconography and treasures. By definition, kaicho were formal 

displays (usually held in spring and summer and lasting sixty days) of temple or 

shrine treasures often otherwise dosed to public viewing. Open display allowed 

members of the public to develop a personal karmic connection (kechien ;\\5~) to a 

deity for spiritual salvation and material benefits. Looking on the face of a deity and 

offering direct worship was considered especially efficacious, and so exhibitions were 

often open houses held on special days like the en 'nichi when prayers were also 

thought to be particularly powerful. 

Exhibitions became especially popular during the Edo Period.412 In the 

vibrant Genroku Period, the sphere of kaicho had expanded into one of the most 

popular social events on Eda's yearly calendar. 413 As they drew increasingly larger 

crowds and attracted additional commercial pursuits such as peddling, fairs, and 

theatrical performances, kaicho were as much light-hearted festivals as solemn 

religious events. The commercial-orientation of exhibitions made them all the more 

lucrative enterprises for temples and shrines to supplement their income. Since the 

upkeep of temples on the scale of Shinshoji was a costly business (the temple's 

wooden buildings, for example, were in constant need of repair and reconstruction), 

we can understand that the exhibitions were motivated as much by financial concerns 

as religious ones. 

Kaicho are generally classified by modern scholarship into two major types: 

igaicha414 Jl51W]ljJI, "home exhibitions," hosted within one's own temple or shrine 

411 Nishiyama (1993: 309). 
412 For studies on Edo kaicho, see Hiruma (1980) and Yuasa (1978; 1991). 
413 Since kaicho fell under the purview of the Temple and Shrine Magistracy (jisha bugyo ~t±*1t), 
temples and shrines were eventually limited to one exhibition every thirty-three years (Nishiyama 
1994: 310) as a measure of social and economic control. The rule was, however, only a general 
guideline, and large, popular sites like Shinshoji were granted permission on a much more frequent 

basis. 
414 The most popular igaicho temples and shrines on record (and their total amount of exhibitions 

held) were Sensoji ~J!jt~ (31), Enoshima Benten iI!ilJ#x (16), Gokokuji MiOO~ (15), Kameido 
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precincts; and degaicho-4 15 t±100tli, "external exhibitions," hosted away from home, 

usually in urban centres such as Kyoto, Osaka, and Edo, in order to take advantage 

of their large populations.416 While Shinshoji conducted its share of igaicho at home 
in Narita, the temple was better known for its more numerous exhibitions in Edo. 

In fact, no temple or shrine boasted more Edo degaicho,417 and very few were as 

popular.418 Attracted by Eda's population and wealth, the temple brought the Narita 

Fudo to the capital twelve times in all {and five more in the Meiji Period) (see 

appendix 4). With two exceptions (1751 and 1809), all Shinshoji degaicho were held 

in downtown Fukagawa ~J 11 within the shrine precincts of Tomioka Hachimangu 

'M[tUJJ\ljll'§ (figures 4.6 & 4.7).419 Located in the waterfront Shitamachi rBlT 
("downtown") area of Edo, Shinshoji's chief priests likely selected Fukagawa year 

after year for its popular degaicho host venue, large monzenmachi F~MBlT ("temple 

town") area, and proximity to major downtown districts like Nihonbashi and the 

three kabuki theatres (no doubt encouraged by Fukagawa's growing popularity as an 

amusement centre and red-light district in the mid-late 1700s). That Hachimangu 

was under the management of the Shingon temple Eitaiji 71< {~~ likely played a role 

in Shinshoji's decision as well. Moreover, as Narita was not immediately accessible 

from the capital, exhibitions at Fukagawa helped to overcome problems of distance. 

Fukagawa soon became, in effect, Shinshoji's home away from home in the capital.420 

Tenjin tl(#)F':Xflll (13), and Susaki Benten Y:Jtl~#J( (12). Meguro Fudo was close behind with 
seven igaicho (Nishiyama 1994: 31 0). 
415 The main degaicho venues in Edo were Eitaiji 7k{i:~ I Hachimangii )\.•'§ in Fukagawa, 

Yushima Tenjin ~SJJ(flll, and especially Ekoin @lrP:l~Jc in Honjo :;;fs:Bj', which is recorded to have 
hosted a total of 166 exhibitions (Nishiyama 1993: 310-311). 
416 A third but less common category was the Junko kaicho ~fiOO~, "touring exhibition," where a 
temple or shrine hosted their images at multiple sites forming a circuit. 
417 Nishiyama (1993: 310). 
418 During the Bakumatsu Period (1850s-1860s), popular degaicho exhibitions in Edo beyond those of 

the Narita Fudo were those of the Shaka Nyorai ~:ill!!~D* of Kyoto's Seiryoji rA'?J?:~ and the Amida 

Nyorai ~ilJ~11\~'E~D* from Zenkoji :gf:J't~ in Shinano. The zuihitsu ~m¥ (miscellany) Kiyu shoran 

~liQf~'i (1830), for example, states: "When there is a kaicho in Edo, those that always draw the 

crowds are Zenkoji's [A)mida, Seiryoji's Shaka Butsu, and Narita's Fudo, and so forth" (iIF' t.:1:100 
~lb Qt.:, 1t '--JI.: -ct $~!f~T Q l:l:gfJt~O)~~'E C: ¥A'¥J?:~O)~:ill!!{.l, * t;:!JX B3 O)/f i!J 
ft('." ib VJ ). 
419 The time, energy, and logistics involved in staging an exhibition at Fukagawa was no small matter. 

A temple or shrine had to submit applications to the local han fl office (in Shinshoji's case, at nearby 

Sakura f6:lt) for permission well in advance, and temple records show that at one degaicho the 
procession from Narita to Edo was comprised of 119 people (Ono 1978: 52-57). 
42° For more details on Shinshoji's degaicho program, see Ogura (1999). 
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Figure 4.6. Locarion ofHachimangu Shrine and Eiraiji Temple in Edo 

(Taihei on Edo ezu :;t:ljl{~ljI,P~~ ' 1848) 

Edo Casrle 

Eiraiji Temple Hachimangu Shrine 

Eiraiji 

Temple 

Hachimangu 
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Under the direction of Shahan, Shinshaji made its first attempt at a 

Fukagawa degaicho in 1703. The formal objective was for the personal connection 

(kechien) of Edo worshippers and to help subsidize a five hundred gold ryo filii debt 

for construction costs of the new and larger main hall.421 Shahan went to great 

lengths to ensure an equally commercial success, and collaborated with Danjura I to 

421 Shiryo 5.15. T he successful exh ibirion ended up earning 2, 120 gold ry6 (Shiryo 5.8 1 ). 
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stage the aforementioned Naritasan funjin Fudo to coincide with the exhibition.422 

Both events were carefully timed to simultaneously open on the twenty-seventh day 

of the fourth month and close two months later on the twenty-eighth, on Fudo's 

en 'nichi. 423 The decision to hold the play at Moritaza ~EB 1* Theatre in the theatre 

district of nearby Kobikicho *Nlf!IJ no doubt helped facilitate the kabuki-kaicho 

event. The play ran for an entire sixty days until the exhibition's close in late July. 

Temple documents record that the exhibition received donations from several social 

classes, including samurai, merchants, artisans, and clergy from other temples.424 

The kaicho-kabuki collaborative project was further solidified as the Danjiiros 

occasionally made appearances on the kaicho grounds themselves, no doubt to 

support the temple but also to promote their own celebrity. During exhibitions, it 

had been common for temple clergy and other professionals such as confraternity425 

members to be on active duty as tour guides explaining temple history to visitors. 

For its exhibitions, Shinshoji was fortunate to have the help of the Danjiiros. During 

the 1703 exhibition, Danjiiro I occasionally left Moritaza Theatre for Fukagawa 

422 This was not the first time Danjiiro I had performed in a play coinciding with a kaicho. In 1694 in 

Kyoto he participated in a play sponsored by the famous Zenkoji ~::J't~ featuring its Amida Buddha, 

and may have drawn on this past experience in helping organize the 1703 Edo play with Shohan 

(Kominz 1997a: 52-53). 
423 Following the exhibition's close, the image of Fudo was taken to Edo Castle for a private viewing at 

the request ofKeishoin tE~~J'G (1627-1705), mother of then fifth Shogun Tsuneyoshi ~s (1646-

1709), renowned for having been a devout Buddhist and patron of the Shingon tradition. Curiously, 

temple records are silent on the matter, but Keishoin's priest Ryiiko ~i::J't (1649-1724) records the 

details in his diary, noting how popular the Narita Fudo image was in Edo and the ten ryo of gold 

donated by Keishoin (Shiryo 5.15). Shinshoji' s first degaicho clearly ended on a high note, and quickly 

solidified a lasting partnership between the temple and Fukagawa. Of all degaicho hosted at Fukagawa 

in the Edo Period, those of Narita were amongst the most popular, and accounted for one-fifth of the 
total. The Shinshoji-Fukagawa relationship eventually led to the establishment of Naritasan's greatest 

subtemple (betsuin 531WJ'G), Naritasan Fukagawa Fudodo JJxJE lll~Jll/fib¥:, in 1881 on the northern 

edge of the Hachimangii precinct. 
424 Shiryo 5.69-74. 
425 Confraternities, known as ko 6$1':, koju fifi\: r:f=l, or kosha fifi\:t±, were local groups of devoted patrons 
and worshippers of a particular temple or shrine, distinguished by local designations which often 
included the name of the temple or deity. Due to Shinshoji's presence in Edo, Narita Fudo 

confraternities started to develop in places such as Asakusa, Nihonbashi, and, naturally, Fukagawa. 

Confraternities not only accounted for a sizeable portion of a temple or shrine's patrons, pilgrims, and 

thus income, but also rendered services to the temple such as the donation of labor in times of 

reconstruction or exhibitions. Confraternities were also often distinguished by a division of labor or 

responsibilities, as we see below with the Amakuni confraternity from Nihonbashi. According to 

Miyata, Naritasan's first confraternity formed during the Genroku Period in conjunction with its 

exhibitions (Miyata 1972: 127). See Murakami (1993b: 257-260) for a discussion of Naritasan's 

confraternities in the early modern period. 
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when he could to help out as a torimochi ~:F-'¥, an assistant who received and 

entertained guests. 426 The visits seem to have served their purpose: Danjuro's 

presence inspired one attendant to devote himself to Fuda worship. 427 The 

miscellany Hitorine 0 ~ ~ P likewise mentions how Danjur6 II followed suit and 

assisted as a torimochi at what is thought to have been the 1733 degaicho, causing a 

crowd of admirers to flock to Fukagawa.428 An ukiyoe by Utagawa Sadahide W\J 11 ffi[ 
J§ (1807-73) entitled Actors Visiting the Naritasan Kaicho Exhibition (Naritasan 

Kaicho yakusha sankei no zu PX: B3ill1}¥Jm&~~$5'g0) ~) depicts just such a scene 

(figure 4.8). Here we find two Danjur6 members (identifiable by their red dress 

emblazoned with the square mimasu -=.ft Danjur6 crest), one of whom is Danjur6 

VIII (second from the right) , strutting along with other actors at the 1833 spring 

degaicho in Fukagawa.429 

Shinshoji clergy and torimochi helped to direct crowds and explain the history 

of items on display, similar to the practice of etoki *~fil~, "explanation by picture,"430 

a type of public lecture of temple lore using illustrations begun in the medieval 

period. Public sermons served to communicate the temple engi and its miraculous 

events to audiences, and to further aggrandize the temple treasures on display. 

Records from the 1703 degaicho offer an itemized list of all sources of income 

received, two of which were simply described as "enki" *~§2. (viz., engi) and 

426 Kominz (l 997a: 93) . 
427 Kominz (1997a: 93). 
428 Hiruma (1980: 153). 
429 lncidenrally, Danjur6 VIII had been performing a play in Edo ar rhe rime, rhe second acr of which 
was enrided "Narirasan kaicho" (Asahi 1981: 60) , possibly organized in randem wirh rhe exhibition . 
430 For a study on etoki, see Kaminishi (2006). 
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"Treasured Sword" (hoken '.i:~IJ). 431 This would suggest that engi were being printed 

and sold to visitors, and that the Amakuni Sword was on display and was receiving 

offerings. In his description of the 1821 degaicho, the author of the Yureki zakki, 

Taijo Keijun :::k:i't~JllJ[ (n.d.), includes a summaty of the Kancho-Masakado tale as 

though repeating what he had heard or read there.432 

The effectiveness of the Fukagawa kaicho as a key medium for the 

proliferation of the Narita Fudo cult is suggested by the way in which the exhibitions 
attracted artists outside the temple's immediate circles, and how they devised their 

own entertaining narratives or scenes showcasing the deity.433 For example, in 1822 

the great writer of popular fiction Santo Kyoden ~Jl~:J~~{~ (1761-1816) published 

the Mukashi gatari Narita no kaicho -tf~ftfflG EB :ZOO* (An Old Tale of the Narita 

Kaicho Exhibition), an illustrated ghost stoty (kaidan '[~~) in which the Narita Fudo 

appears at the conclusion and helps defeat the bad guys. 434 Later in 1873 Utagawa 

Yoshitora llfXJ 1175= J]E produced a humorous ukiyoe entitled To kaicho taware no 

kubihiki 'ii' 00 * 1$.X (f) § § [ (Having Fun with Tug-of War at our Exhibition) 
depicting the Narita Fudo engaged in a tug-of-war contest with the famous Buddhist 

master Kukai.435 The exhibition again served as the setting for another humorous 

ukiyoe, Naritasan daikaicho PX:EB ~:::kOO* (The Great Naritasan Exhibition, 1885) 

(figure 4.9), which portrays Ichikawa Danjuro IX as Fudo and two actors as the two 

acolytes, Kongara R-m~ and Seitaka f!JIJ$Jlli!. Seitaka, always the deviant one,436 

431 Shiryo 5.74. Other sources included monetary offerings, the cost of wooden goma prayer sticks 

(gomaki ~I~*), incense, and protective mamori "f talismans. 
432 ES.6.229. 
433 An example is the Kaicho danwa 001!JJH~~15 (Kaicho Tales, 1829), whose illustrations give us an idea 
of how treasures may have been presented to audiences, and how etoki lectures on engi lore might have 
appeared. See Hayashi (1985: 99-150) for a reproduction and explanation of the text. 
434 See Ukai (2003: 583-649) for the tale. The temple's exhibitions still appear in fiction today. The 

tale Musume karuwaza Narita kaicho ~,&g~J& B3 00'1* (Female Acrobatics and the Narita Exhibition), 

first appearing in Shinshoji's monthly publication Chiko ~:J't in 1975, features the miraculous power 
of the Narita Fudo at the Fukagawa degaicho. Shohan, the Danjiiros, and the Amakuni Sword also 

figure prominently. See Soya (1982: 155-210) for the tale. 
435 See Ogura (1986: 36) for a reproduction of the image. 
436 From as early as the Heian Period, Shingon and Tendai texts have commonly described Kongara as 
reverential and obedient, with Seitaka the opposite. For example, in his ritual manual for Fudo 

worship, the Fuda Myoo ryuin giki shugyo shidai taizo gyoho /Fl!Jl'JJ'l:E:s'I.Fn1i'.U;IL{~fiyjz:mij~~1Tr.t, 

the Tendai monk Annen ~~ (841-?) writes, "The first [acolyte of Fudo] named Kongara, 
reverential and timid, expresses submission to the correct path. The second named Seitaka, difficult 

to converse with and having an evil nature, expresses deviance from the correct path" (-1'; =fil'Jfil!~!IL 
$fiJ)uJ''L'tl*=lfiliJ1[fi:tEJJ!tf _0 =.1'; =f!liJ~Jml-o ~lttH!'f!lM'ttl*=/FJilj'.{lEJJ!tf -a ) (NDZ.82. 
376a.15-16). 
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conducts the "exhibition" by exposing himself to Kongara, to the astonishment of 

both him and Fuda. 

Figure 4.9. The Narita Fudo, Kongara, and Seitaka at the Kaicho (1885) 

Thus do we see that the Fukagawa exhibitions acted as a sort of secondaty 

location in Edo for Shinshaji, similar to the way in which the theatre of Danjura 

kabuki could act as a source for the Narita Fuda's miraculous blessings. In fact, as 

we have seen, the worlds of kabuki and kaicho often intersected one another, for both 

commercial and religious reasons. fu the above examples of art and literature show, 

exhibitions had become as effective a setting for the appearance of the Narita Fuda as 

Narita itself. This not only granted Edoites better access to the Narita Fuda, but also 

encouraged the spread of the cult beyond the immediate confines of Shinshaji. In .I 
order to further appreciate how Shinshaji's kaicho program aided the marketing of 

the Narita Fuda, let us turn our attention to the material culture of its miracle tales. 

Marketing Miracles 

Temple records preserve floor plans of the temporary kaicho huts (karigoya {ffijh~) 
(built by carpenters in advance of the exhibition and later torn down) used to house 
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and display Shinshaji' s sacred objects at Hachimangii Shrine. The layout of the 

1806 degaicho hut shows a special display area for sacred temple treasures (reihoba ~ 
I~) next to the Fuda statue.437 The central treasure, of course, was the sword. 

With its importance both in temple history and Eda's popular culture, temple 

records often celebrate it as Shinshaji's "number one treasure" (toji daiichi no reiho 
3 ~m-O)~I).438 Following the turn of the nineteenth century, it stood on a 

par with the Fuda statue as the main attraction at the Eda degaicho. Fuda tL 
signboards, posted months in advance by Shinshaji at Eda's key locations such as 

major intersections to advertise the coming kaicho,439 illustrate how the temple had 

been actively using the sword to headline exhibitions alongside the Fuda statue. For 

example, records from the 1806 degaicho show what the typical signboard 

advertisement looked like: 

Figure 4.10. 1806 Degaicho Advertisement 
Signboard (detail)440 

437 Shiryo 5.138. 
438 Ono (1973: 367). 
439 Shiryo 5.136-137. 
440 Image reproduced from Shiryo 5.136. 

Kaicha Exhibition 

Naritasan Temple 

Featuring Fuda My66 and his two acolytes 

constructed by Koba Daishi, with the sacred 

treasure of the precious Amakuni Sword. 

The above exhibition will be held in the 

coming [Year of the J Tiger [ 1806], for sixty 

days from the first of the third month at 

Hachiman Shrine in Fukagawa. 

Naritasan Shinshaji, Shimasa Province 

[Posted the] eleventh month, [Year of the] 

Ox [1805] 
Director [of Temple Affairs] 441 

441 Shiryo 5.136. The blueprint directs thefoda signboards to be posted at Edo's major intersections: 

Eitaibashi 7k{~:Jifi, Ryokoku jjljjlliJ, Sensoji ~1jri:~ Temple, and Shinagawa J'p)ll. Subsequent 

records (Shiryo 5.137) list sixteen more locations for the boards such as Yushima Tenjin ~S,J(:fll:l, 

Yotsuya 12:9:§, Shinyoshiwara ifJ5)Jjt, and Edobashi iI?tifi. 
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As we saw above, the sword seems to have been present at the exhibitions as early as 

1703. However, Shinshoji's extant records of the signboards442 suggest that the 1806 
exhibition represented a turning point for the kaicho program, as it was the first time 

the Amakuni Sword is recorded to have figured so prominately in Edo. This turn of 

the century timing is significant: it suggests that the Naritasan engi was not solely 

responsible for the sword's popularity; rather, its promotion may have been the result 

of the recent Yuten-Narita tale that was quickly growing in popularity around Edo at 

this time outside Shinshoji circles (to the chagrin of Doyo's Daiganji). Shinshoji, it 

would seem, was catering to and encouraging the sword's popularity at the 

exhibitions in sync with Yuten' s popularity. Starting with the 1806 exhibition, the 

Amakuni Sword headlined nearly every Shinshoji exhibition thereafter, and marked a 

noticeable increase in the general frequency of exhibitions conducted by the temple. 

As is evident in figure 4.11, this increase in the temple's kaicho program coincided 

with the Bunka-Bunsei Period, whose economic prosperity, improved transportation 

networks, and flourishing travel and recreational culture443 certainly helped facilitate 

the successful program. 

F!g_ure 4.11. Frequency of N aritasan Exhibitions, 1700-1900 
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It may have been at this time that Daiganji first began lending Doyo's soiled 

clerical robes worn during his miraculous encounter with the Narita Fuda to 

Shinshoji for its exhibitions. 

While we have evidence that Doyo's robes existed as early as 1722,444 they, 

like the Amakuni Sword, do not seem to have become significant at exhibitions until 

after 1800. The biographies of Doyo in the 1819 San 'en zanshi 445 -=..*~Wit and 

Danrin oyumi Daiganji shi446 :ljl#1:.~:*1*~it (1818-1829), for example, seem to 

be the first to mention the robes' appearance at the exhibitions. The robes were 

further promoted by Shinshoji in its soon-to-be published Narita meisho zue 

(discussed below), which offered a full-page spread of the robes, complete with the 

442 Shiryo 5.136. 
443 Vaporis (1989: 462-463). 
444 Boso Bunko Kankokai ed. (1930: 58-59). 
445 JZ.19.457b. 
446 JZ.20.72b. 
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bloody stains in its section advertising Shinshoji' s famous temple treasures (figure 

4.12).447 Temple records from the 1855 igaicho state that the robes, like the Fudo 

statue, were appreciated in their capacity for kechien.448 Since the robes were formally 

owned by Daiganji, the clothes may have been the temple's chance not only to 

benefit from the tale's popularity, but also to compete with the Yiiten cult by offering 
irrefutable evidence of the event's ownership and to capitalize on the sword's 

popularity. As noted earlier, Daiganji had been at odds with the Yiiten tale whose 

popularity threatened the currency of its "original" Doyo version. 

The popularity of the sword and robes at the kaicho during the Bunka-Bunsei 

Era offered a supporting cast to the Narita Fudo. They functioned as pseudo

buddha relics: manifest vestiges of a figure's miraculous tenure on earth that continue 

to operate in the physical world as a source of community and worship.449 In a way, 

both objects provided the Narita Fudo with its own relics as they offered material 

evidence underscoring the statue's wondrous nature. These "relics" in turn acted as 

temple merchandise that could attract worshippers and visitors to Fukagawa. As a 

unit, all three treasures strengthened the network of tales, figures, and locations 

connected to them. 

447 Later reproduced with colour in the Naritasan reijo jikki PX: BHlJ~~~tfc (1885). A modern 
photo of the robes can be found in Naritasan Reikokan ed. (1998: I). 
448 Shiryo 5.530. 
449 For an introduction to Buddha relics in their early Indian context, see Strong (2004). On Japanese 
Buddha relics in the medieval period, see Ruppert (2000). 
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Figure 4.12. The Bloody Robe of Saint Doyo (Narita meisho zue, 1858)450 
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Moreover, like buddha relics that received their own cultic veneration, the 

sword and robes were more than mere props for the Fuda statue. They had become 

figures of worship in their own right. As we have seen, the robes were a communal 

prize shared between Shinshaji and Daiganji worshipped for kechien. The sword, too, 

had become an object of worship and seems to have also been used for kechien. 451 

During transport to and from the temple, the latter even had its own palanquin 

(figure 4.13), with its own confraternity of devout specialist caretakers at Nihonbashi 

in Edo, named the "Nihonbashi Treasure Sword Confraternity" (Nihonbashi Haken 

450 Text reads: :k.litl'i'f BIT~ill~ J::),.Jft&m==.illidn.J .& ""' ("Remnant Robes of Saint Doyo Stored at 
Daiganji Temple [commonly called the 'Dull-Blood Robes']"). 
451 Though it does not explicitly identify the Amakuni Sword, the San 'en zanshi (1819) notes how the 
"dull-blood" sword, presumably that of Amakuni, was worshipped for kechien as was the Narita Fudo 
statue QZ.19.457b). 
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Kosha S ::;$:l)1'.£~~-*±). The allure of the Amakuni Sword was quite possibly 

further indebted to that of the Imperial Regalia. As we saw with the discussion of the 

Meguro Fude in chapter two, Fudo's trademark sword was readily identified with 

Yamatotakeru's Kusanagi Sword by Ryusenji's engi. Moreover, the medieval Buppo 

shinto reikiki {.lr:ti$i~Jj~'A~c contains an image of a Kusanagi Sword enveloped in 

flames, 452 strikingly similar to standard depictions of Fudo's flrey sword, suggesting 

an iconographical identification between the two weapons. Finally, the term hoken 
'.£j!IJ ("treasure or precious sword"), a standard title of the Amakuni Sword, was also 

commonly used to describe the Kusanagi Sword.453 

"Treasure Sword of Amakuni" 

("Amakuni hoken" J(OO]lW) 

452 Sakamoto (1978-1993: 102). 
453 Matsumura (2001: 1133c). 

ft.t) t:. 2:Jvf.p1,\f:J.t?'€J:?:tt--::i --j 

"Numinous Treasure of the 

Amakuni Treasure Sword" 

("Reiho Amakuni hoken" ~-J(~]lW) 

454 Right panel reads: PX: EE UJ 00 ~ fi' ~IJO)[lj ("Scene of the Naritasan exhibition procession"). Left 

panel reads: OO~llM5Gi=F¥f:H~~~o rPJ+=~Jll:lkf-'C~o 'li:lk=i=Fo Jti&5Gi=Fo x1~= 
:¥0 rPJ+1f 0 XJ&12!:J1f 0 7(*12!:J1f0 rPJ+=1fo ~J&=1f:J:t:::=.7J<{-\:~T !J ("Exhibitions were 
held at Tomyoji Temple in Hirai in 1751 and at Fukagawa Eitaiji Temple in 1762, and again in 1705, 
1789, 1806, 1813, 1821, 1833, 1842, and 1856 at Eitaiji"). 
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During and following the Bunka-Bunsei Era, it is beyond question that the 

Fukagawa exhibitions had become a central vehicle by which the particular character 

of the Narita Fuda and its associated treasures were gaining popularity in Edo and 

the larger Kanta region. A number of gazetteers from this time devote special 
sections to, or at least give detailed mention of, the Narita Fuda's fame at 

Hachimangu.455 Public popularity of the exhibitions was likewise evidenced by their 

common treatment in ukiyoe images, which depicted crowds flocking to and enjoying 

themselves at Hachimangu.456 This popularity of the kaicho further perpetuated 

knowledge of the engi, its miracle tales, treasures, and figures, thereby giving them a 

currency of their own not necessarily specific to Shinshaji. This currency allowed 

Naritasan tradition to operate outside the immediate confines of the temple and 

across institutions. As a result, Shinshaji' s engi had become a sort of traveling tale; it 

was being re-mapped onto a wider range of locales creating a network of sites 

connected to Yuten, Masakado, Kancha, Dayo, and the Amakuni Sword. This 

network of temples could claim participation in, and thus benefit from, the engi 

legends and their sacred figures. We have already seen how Daiganji became 

partnered with Shinshaji on the basis of Dayo, his bloody robes, and the Amakuni 

Sword, and how Zajaji in Edo adopted the Naritasan engi as a central element in its 

biographies of Yuten. Moreover, the Amakuni Sword had become such a valuable 

asset that in 1809 the temple Kentokuji Je.,f®:-;!f in Shimasa borrowed the sword to 

raise funds for temple reconstruction.457 Shinshaji' s willingness to lend the item to 

455 These records can be found in the Kiyu shoran Plillf~'Ji (1830), Hitorine 0 ('. VJ :tl (mid

eighteenth century), Yureki zakki }Qf~-aC. (1814-1829), Buko nenpyo ff:trI1:f.~ (1849-50), Edo 

hanjo ki iIF'~~ aC. (1832-36), and Toto saijiki Jl:(:lm~MfaC. (1838). 
456 For example, see Naritasan kaicho no zu PX: S3 !lJ 00 ~z ~ (Naritasan Exhibition, 1821) by 

Utagawa Toyokuni IW\Jl I 11:00 (1769-1825), Naritasan kaicho yakusha sankei no zu PX: S3 !l.JOO~;(l;t;g
$:ITT:i0)~ (Actors Visiting the Naritasan Exhibition, 1833) by Utagawa Sadahide IW\Jll~3'$'(1807-

1873), Naritasan kaicho sankei no zu PX: S3 !lJ 00~$:ITT:iz ~ (Visiting the Naritasan Exhibition, 1856) 

by Utagawa Yoshiharu IW\)1175'* (1828-1888), Naritasan kaicho sankei gunshu zu PX: S3 !lJ00~$:ITTi 
ff~~ (Crowds Visiting the Naritasan Exhibition, 1856) by Utagawa Toyokuni IW\J 1111:00 III (1786-

1864), Toto Fukagawa Hachimangii oite shachi Naritasan Fudoson kaicho gunshu zu Jl:(:lm~Ji I)\.~'§ 

,VN±:tlli!JX:S3 !l.J/Fl!J$00~ff~~ (Naritasan Fudo Exhibition Crowds at Fukagawa Hachimangii in 

the Eastern Capital, 1856) by Utagawa Toyokuni IW\Jil:l:OO III (1786-1864), and Naritasan kaicho 

sankei gunshu no yukei JJX:S3!lJ00~$:ITTiff~ZY'~ (Evening Crowds Visiting the Naritasan 

Exhibition, 1856) by Utagawa Kunisaro IW\JllOO~ (d.1858). See Ogura (1986: 18-21) for images. 
457 Shiryo 3.108. Kentokuji again requested the Amakuni Sword in 1846 to fund reconstruction 
following a fire in 1840 which destroyed the precinct, but this time was rejected by Shinshoji (Shiryo 

3.38-39; 3.491-492). A century later, the gazetteer Katorigun shi 'i'I&W~ (1900) lists yet another 

nearby temple to the northeast in Katori :i'!& District, Shukkosan Fudoin Shotokuji tf:l!Jl!l.J/Fl!J~Ji; 

~W~, which may have wanted to capitalize on the sword's popularity as it went one step farther by 
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Kentokuji may have been influenced by its mutual sectarian affiliation (both were 

Shingon subtemples of Daikakuji ::kJt"* in Kyoto).458 Later in 1848, the Pure 

Land temple Chogenji ~71*"* in Usui S# near Narita sent a subscription list 

(kangecho WJ1f::ljj) to Shinshoji seeking contributions to fund temple reconstruction. 

Choganji claimed Doyo as its founder, and thus pointed out to Shinshoji the mutual 

relationship (en'ai f~if) the two temples shared,459 possibly to appeal to Shinshoji's 

coffers. As we shall see in the following chapter, Shinshoji's presence in Fukagawa 

eventually led to the formation of a permanent subtemple of the Narita Fudo in the 

area. To these examples we may add the ways in which the engi, its heroes and 

objects also became common subjects for artists, writers and playwrights, whose 

creative touches further fueled Naritasan lore and added secondary "layers" of 

localization to the Narita Fudo. Thus, by the Bunka-Bunsei Era, the currency of the 

Narita Fudo had spanned such a variety of traditions, both religious and secular, that 

we see a sort of secondary engi process, in that Naritasan tradition was attracting 

further localizations among its participants. In short, so successful was the marketing 

of the Narita Fudo brand in Edo that the initial centripetal effect of the engi

interweaving local history and sectarian tradition to produce a regionally-distinct 

deity-had blossomed into a wider centrifugal force throughout Edo beyond the 

immediate ownership of Shinshoji. 

From Edo to Narita 

As a temple located beyond the boundaries of the big city, Shinshoji's ongoing 

promotion of its engi characters and treasures in Edo, both at exhibitions and on 

stage, was meant to gain a foothold among the approximately one million citizens of 

the capital.460 A natural, and no doubt intended, result was a simultaneous growing 

popularity in the pilgrimage from Edo to the Narita countryside. Though home 

exhibitions never drew crowds like the Fukagawa degaicho in Edo, they, and the 
occasional appearance of the Danjuros in Narita, provided incentive for visiting the 

temple and its surrounding monzenmachi district and were thus instrumental in 

popularization of the Naritasan pilgrimage from Edo. With its reputation as a 

vibrant town, Narita even made for an ideal degaicho destination, attracting the 

claiming their very own Amakuni Sword as one of their most precious treasures. See Yamada (1900: 

vol. 2, p. 53). 
458 Shiryo 3.15. 
459 Shiryo 4.232. 
46° For population figures ofEdo from 1590-1792, see McClain (1994: 13). 
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famous Amida Nyorai IWJ¥1\~t:tm* statue of Zenkoji :§::J't* Temple from Shinano 
in 1781.461 

Due to the relative peace, improved roads for military logistics, and the 

growing economic prosperity of the townspeople, travel was at an all-time high in the 

Edo Period, in particular for commoners. 462 Journeys to places of historical 

significance, trips to theatres and recreational districts, and pilgrimages to religious 

sites such as Ise or Fuji, often spurred by popular art and literature, whether real or 

imagined, enticed people to get out and explore the "floating world" (ukiyo {~tit), 

wherever it might be found. Popular travel stories like Ando Hiroshige' s P:Ji'iJ:t:i: 
Tokaido gojusan tsugi *rtiJJ!!.IL + -=..:rJz (The Fifty Three Stations of the Tokaido 

Highway, 1833-1834) and Jippensha Ikku' s +jg~ -1L popular Tokaidochu 

hizakurige *rtiJ)!! ~ ~~:::§ (Adventures Along the Tokaido, 463 1802-1809) provided 

the foundation for a sustained popularity of early modern travel culture. 

The primary route from Edo to Narita took one northeast overland along the 

Sakura Road (Sakurado itc::kJ!!), constructed in the early years of the Tokugawa as 

the primary artery connecting Sakura Castle to the capital to service daimyo and their 

alternate attendance regulations (figure 4.14). As shown in figure 4.15, there were 

two popular itineraries to Narita,464 with the trip typically taking two full days to 

complete.465 A handy map detailing both routes for travellers was included on the 

reverse of the back cover in the Nari ta mode buns ho PX: EB ~lit)(~ (Nari ta Travel 

461 Shinshoji hosted the exhibition for Zenkoji's Amida for five days (Shiryo 5.102-103). On Zenkoji, 
see McCallum (1994). 
462 On pilgrimage and travel in the Edo Period, see Blacker (1984), Vaporis (1989), Kouame (1997), 
and Shinno (2002), and Thal (2005). 
463 Also popularly known in English as Shank's Mare, the title of Thomas Satchell's 1960 translation. 
464 The first route set out from Nihonbashi northbound to Senju "f{:E, Niijuku ~.@, and crossing 

the Edogawa into Shimosa and arriving at Ichikawa m) 11. From there one proceeded to Funabashi A'd 
t!i. Alternatively, for a fare of fifty mon )(, one could reduce time and distance by taking a ferryboat 

from Fukagawa ~J 11 and sailing up the Edogawa iI?) 11 River to Gyotoku fr~. This second route 
was popular with women and children (Ono 1978: 83-4). From there one walked on foot to 
Funabashi, converging with the first route. Funabashi neared the halfway point, and suitably so: 
sitting at the hub of four major arteries it was a bustling rest stop with many inns and a booming 

nightlife. One then continued along the Sakura Road passing through the Owada *flJ S3 plains, 

Usui S ft., Sakura {tc::@- Castle Town, Shisui 7§ k ft. (all of which ran inns to accommodate 
pilgrims) and finally to Narita Village. 
465 Murakami (1968: 227). 
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Book) (figure 4.16) published in Edo in 1821.466 Toward the end of the Edo Period, 

ukiyoe artists were depicting amusing scenes of pilgrim life along the routes.467 

Shinshoji Narita Sakura Sakura 

Highway 

Edo 

466 Attributed to To Koroku JMUJH~, a late Edo-period writer of travel literature and children's 

textbooks (oraimono 1.t*l!&i). 
467 For example, Orei mairi hiiki June no zu 1a:JlfL~ fJ /Ult}jfifil'Ji;Z_ ~ (Patrons on Pilgrimage by Boat, 

Kaei oi=7J< era, 1848-1853) by Utagawa Toyokuni W\Jll'::OO III (l786-1864), Naritasan sankei 

Koganegahara no zu IJ.XB3iJJ~~1J,~7,/Jj(;Z~ (Naritasan Pilgrimage at Koganegahara, 1855) by 

Utagawa Kunisada ~JllOO.W: II (1823-80), Koyokiku mi no Narita mode *-I~~$J'O)}J)(;83 b 5-C 
(Narita Pilgrimage Among Red Autumn Leaves and Crysanthemums, 1858) by Utagawa Kunisada II , 

and Yokimichizure haru no hatsutabi Narita mode no zu ~j'- !Pl 1-'f :fJJ;{ffe~fl;Jj*JJ)(; 133 ~\§' 0) ~ (First Visit of 

Traveffing Companions En Route to Narita in Early Spring, 1859) by Utagawa Kunisada II . See Ogura 

(1986: 25-27) for images. 
L/vli/v LI,:)<'!~~ ~ t: -C :'> L IJ> /:: ~ U-t~ t, IJ' L J' l' ;" i· ~ '<' < --:l 

468 Tide reads: f1[ ht( r-· ¥t iJ.X 133~t r~I&'ffi'~i'.JJ!~f.l;,\l:j,.j:~ ~ ~ ("New Edition Map of Shimosa, 

Narita, Choshi, Karori, Hitachi, Kashima, and lkisu"). 
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Figure 4.15. Major Pilgrimage Roures from Edo ro Narita469 

Funabashi 

!t'd.fr.i 

Sakura Road (Narita Highway) 

Owada 

.kfn I'S 
Usui 

S:Jt 

Shim6sa Province 

Sakura 
{tc:j':l-

Shisui 

it'i-" 1t· 
Nari ta 

N 

t 

Narira 

Sakura 

Funabashi 

Gyoroku 

Nihonbashi 

469 Figure adapred from Narirasan Reikokan ed. (1988: 2). The Narita meisho zue included a more 

derailed itinerary in similar chart form in its opening pages as a handy reference ro travellers. See Ono 

1973: 42-43 and Suzuki 1980: 252 for a reproduction. 
l.t. l'J t;. ~Iv ~lvi-H't ..Pfv6Q)0 

470 Tide reads: "Naritasan sankei junro no zu" JJ.lUE W$rnJ1~jl%1iWiJ ("Narirasan Pilgrimage Roure 

Map"). 
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It is difficult to determine when the Naritasan pilgrimage first began or when 

the route became firmly established, but it seems to have been well into operation by 

the mid-1700s following the temple's initial flourishing during the Genroku Period. 

Laurence Kominz notes that pilgrims to Narita inspired by Danjuro I's plays in the 

early 1700s were so numerous that the temple had trouble accommodating their 
numbers. 471 The peak popularity of the Narita pilgrimage during Edo times, 

however, was the Bunka-Bunsei Period (1804-1829),472 Japan's first travel boom.473 

This growth in pilgrimage matches various other notable developments examined 

above: the emergence of the Yuten tale, the appearance of the Amakuni Sword 

exhibitions in both Edo and Narita, the growing frequency of kaicho exhibitions in 

general, as well as Danjuro VII's theatrical patronage in Narita. Consequently, we 

see a noticeable increase in the number of travel diaries chronicling visits to the 

temple during this time,474 and half the sign posts (michi shirube i~J~) erected from 

the late 1700s to 1860s along Sakura Road guiding pilgrims with distances and 

directions date from this period.475 The route had become so frequented by Narita 

pilgrims that at the turn of the nineteenth century Sakura Road (officially named so 

by the government) carried the alternate designation the "Narita Highway" (Narita 

Kaido JJ)G B3:fiJJi). Not surprisingly, the period also had an effect on the growth of 

Narita itself. Records show that the town's population was growing, and the number 

of houses had doubled since the beginning of the Edo Period.476 

With the growing Shinshoji pilgrimage and the all-around popularity of 

travel fiction, it was only time before fictional, light-hearted accounts of the Edo

Narita trip appeared. For example, in 1812 there was published an illustrated 

kokkeibon ti~<f~*' "funny book," a type of comical fiction often centering on 

townspeople and their journeys (of which the most famous example is Tokaidochu 
hizakurige, entitled Nari ta dochu kogane no koma JJ)G B3 Ji tp ~ ~ 0) .~'ii]. 477 The book's 

protagonists are two bumbling commoners who set off into the "floating world" of 

hedonistic adventure. Here our two characters are nicknamed Kongara Gonpachi Fl' 

471 Kominz (1997a: 91). 
472 Miura (1977: 45). 
473 Vaporis (1989: 463). 
474 For details on these writings, see Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 585-600). 
475 For a list of these sign posts and their dates, see Naritasan Reikokan ed. (1988: 20). 
476 Murakami (1968: 124-125); Ono (1978: 88-92). According to the shumon aratame cho *~~~ 

'*registry submitted to the Sakura office by Narita in 1848, the town's population was 858 with 165 
houses (not including temples, hermitages, etc.), up from 81 in 1606, suggestive of the Bunka-bunsei 
influence (the annual rice yield of koku, however, had remained the same at 385). See Saru no toshi 

ninbetsu o aratame cho $ 1'F }.J31J~~'* (Shiryo 6.816-46) and Meisaisho agecho llJHIHil l::'* (Shiryo 

6.791-92). 
477 See Boso Bunko Kankokai ed. (1930: 1-25) for a reproduction of the tale. 
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Jtl!!ff#E)\. and Seitaka Sorobei fffiJ$Jtl!!{~~WJ, and re-enact the Narita pilgrimage 

starting from the ferry in Gyotoku and pass through notable stops like Funabashi 

before arriving in Narita.478 A similar kokkeibon, entitled Narita dochit hizakurige pjG 

B3J!l9=1.1Jt~~ (1856), was written by the famed Kanagaki Rabun {Bt!i;:f:Ef~j( 
(1829-1894).479 The text's similarity in title to the Tokaidochit hizakurige is telling 
of lppensha's influence on Kanagaki. Its two heroes in fact share the same names as 

those of lppensha: Kitahachi :@:$ )\.. and Yajirobei iJn\=~~~~J (though lppensha 

wrote the latter's name as 5JF?Jz~~~~J), possibly as an homage to lppensha, or to 

boost sales. Instead of heading east for lse, Kita and Yaji leave Kanda in Eda for 

Narita after hearing about a kaicho being held at the temple. Like Gonpachi and 

Sorobei, they follow the standard route along Narita Highway, enjoying booze, 

women, and misadventure along the way. 

Yitten as Paradigm 

It was precisely during this Bunka-Bunsei boom that the monk Taijo Keijun made 

the pilgrimage to Naritasan and recorded in his Yitreki zakki a lengthy account of his 

experiences there (two and half times longer than the space he devotes to Meguro 

Fudo). Keijun paints one of our most vivid descriptions of the layout and location of 

buildings, shops, inns, and otherwise notable features in Narita, remarking on the 

town's popular merchants and the large amount of visitors.480 

But what catches our attention is how Keijun's most detailed discussion of 

Naritasan was devoted to the temple's seclusion huts (komorido ft¥:) or fasting huts 

(danjikido ltff1t¥:), where worshippers could fast and pray for a set amount of time. 

More interesting yet is that, set within the centre of this discussion is a retelling of 

the Yiiten tale (though devoid of the sword-swallowing scene). The logic of the tale's 

appearance in this section is that, in addition to secluding himself at Naritasan, 

Yu ten is said to have further engaged in ritual fasting, or danjiki ltfr1t. In fact, 

fasting acts as the prime mover of the Yiiten tale. His biographies describe how, in 

response to his poor condition, Yiiten secluded himself at Zojoji in Edo, prayed and 

fasted, whereupon an old man (who identified himself as the temple's founder) 

magically appeared and directed him to continue his fasting at Naritasan for twenty-

478 As their names suggest, Gonpachi and Sorobei are modeled after Fudo's two best known acolytes, 

Kongara ¥7-i!l!!m (Sk. Kimkara) and Seitaka l!JIJ~ifil! (Sk. Ce~aka), representing each other's antithesis: 
the former the ideal reverential type, and the latter the unsubmissive heretic. Gonpachi is accordingly 
one who does not drink and eat in excess, while Sorobei does nothing but consume alcohol. 
479 For an annotated translation of the tale, see Saito (1990). 
48° For details, see ES.3.211-212. 
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one days. 481 The Yuten narrative thus functioned not only as an invitation to 

Naritasan, but also as an advertisement for religious fasting at the temple's special 
confinement huts, one each for men and women (located in the lower eastern area of 

the precinct). Yuten's journey to Naritasan may have offered worshippers an 

inspirational model to emulate, thus making pilgrimages from Edo and fasting at 
Narita potentially a re-enactment of the Yuten narrative. fu we see in a similar 

miracle tale in which a local Fuda of Kyoto pierces a devotee's mouth with a 

sword,482 we find the Yuten miracle tale used as a basis for pilgrimage to a particular 

Fuda temple. Here we might also recall the noh play discussed above in which the 
audience is encouraged to visit Shinshoji in the spirit of Doyo.483 

Though Keijun makes no explicit mention of the Amakuni Sword, we see the 

Yuten tale at work in Narita in yet another way. As figure 4.11 shows, there was an 

increase in igaicho exhibitions at the temple following the turn of the nineteenth 

century, coinciding with the spread of the Yuten tale in Edo, as well as the all-round 

popularity of religious and recreational travel. The appearance of igaicho at this time 

is particularly significant considering that, prior to this time, Shinshoji had 

conducted only a single igaicho, its very first, over a century earlier in 1701. The 

catalyst for the re-emergence of igaicho may have stemmed in part from the Amakuni 

Sword's popularity in Edo. With the exception of the 1807 igaicho, all subsequent 

home exhibitions from 1815 to 1855 (five in total) were "treasure kaicho" (homotsu 

kaicho '.i:~OO~) starring the Amakuni Sword.484 fu in Edo, the temple posted 

signboards along the pilgrimage route in key locales such as Funabashi and Gyotoku 

advertising the sword as a star attraction of the temple, though records show that 

dozens of additional treasures were also on display, some even associated with Doyo 

481 Takada (1991: 183-4). 
482 See note 287. 
483 The practice of fasting likely included cold water austerities (suigyo 71<1'T, mizu kori Jl<:lfiiltli) much 
like at Ryusenji, as are still practiced today at Shinshoji. This may also explain why the koriba was 
built beside the fasting huts at Shinshoji. 
484 Not surprisingly, we start spotting additional swords at Shinshoji exhibitions at this time. In the 
1815 and 1822 igaicho catalogues of items on display, recorded for the first time are over a dozen 
swords treated as objects connected to Fudo's miraculous powers, perhaps replicating the Amakuni 
Sword as material evidence of a patron's favour by Fudo (Shiryo 5.253-255; 256-257). Illustrated 
lists of donated items at the exhibitions from this time also include swords (see for example, Naritasan 

kaicho hono banzuke JJX:B311JOO~ll=ii'fi:i=ft [Itemized List of Naritasan Kaicho Donations, 1814], 
Shiryo 5, inside front cover). At the 1821 Fukagawa exhibition, Keijun also records that he had seen 

double-edged replica (tsukurimono f'f ~ ~) swords given as offerings by patrons (ES.6.230). Present
day temple records claim approximately two hundred swords among their sacred treasures collection, 
with several dated to the Edo and Meiji Periods (see Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 227-243). 
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and Yuten.485 Figure 4.17 reproduces from temple records a typical signboard used 
during the 1822 igaicho.486 

Figure 4.17. 1822 Igaicho Advertisement 
Signboard487 

+ 
A 

Kaicho Exhibition 

An exhibition featuring the Amakuni 

Treasure Sword with additional 

miraculous treasures will be held in the 

coming [Year of the] Horse [1822], for 

twenty days from the twelfth of the second 

month to the first of the third month. 

Narita Village 

[Posted] the tenth month, [Year of the] 

Serpent [1821] 

Director [of Temple Affairs] 488 

Moreover, according to Murakami Shigeyoshi, the 1844 sword exhibition 

helped establish a regular annual temple event lasting three days during the town's 

Gion t.l£1I! festival. 489 This event was the "Anointing of the Treasure Sword" (hoken 

chosai ~~JJTJ[t\t) (still practiced to this day490
) which is said to bestow various 

benefits such as curing madness, healing sickness, removing evil hindrances, and 

providing good health.491 The sword's "anointing" (chosai TJ[t\t) and its ability to 

485 Records from the 1815, 1822, and 1855 igaicho list over fifty items each, mostly statues of deities 

attributed to several famous monks including Kukai, Gyoki, Nichiren, or Honen. Each list also 
contains hanging scrolls by Yuten and Doyo adorned with calligraphy of the nembutsu (Shiryo 5.253-
255; 256-257; 531-532). 
486 Though the sword would have been a common sight at most kaicho exhibitions, its value is 

evidenced by the fact that Naritasan hosted six exhibitions (two degaicho, four igaicho) in the late Edo 

Period celebrating the sword (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 208-209). 
487 Image reproduced from Shiryo 3.231. 
488 Shiryo 3.231. 
489 Murakami (1968: 225). 
490 Today the sword is housed in the Komyodo :J't JY1 ¥'., hidden beneath thick cloth wrapping, with 

igaicho and kaji JJDf'F rites held throughout the year. 
491 Murakami (1968: 225). The miraculous properties of the sword did not seem to stop there. A 

provincial record from Shimosa entitled Kokon Sakura masago t!l~1£1f;J(1£ --1- (ca. mid-eighteenth 

century) describes additional magical abilities: "The sword was originally made by Amakuni. When it 

is wielded, birds flying over the temple drop dead. When it crosses in front of a horseman, he falls 
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cure "madness" (kyoran fE!L), we may recall, comes directly from Kakugen's Daiengi 
as discussed in chapter three. 

The connection between the anointing ceremony and the engi raises an 

important question central to our discussion: was the localized brand of the Narita 

Fudo in fact working, in that people actually understood, talked about, and visited 

the temple for reasons related to the engi and its miracle tales? We already have 

substantial evidence that this was in fact so: the Amakuni confraternity, Keijun's 

attention to the temple's fasting huts, the presence of swords at the temple, and in 

particular, the popularity of the Doyo/Yuten tale in both official biographies and 

temple lore outside Naritasan, and its reproduction in non-clerical circles, suggest the 

working presence of the Naritasan engi. To these we can add travel diaries written by 

various individuals detailing their experiences and impressions as they visited the 

temple.492 In 1815 the poet and nativist (kokugaku 00'¥:) scholar Shimizu Hamaomi 

rf!rl.k?~fil (1776-1824) visited the temple during a sword igaicho in spring. 

Following a description of the temple, the Kukai-Kancho provenance of the Fudo 

statue, and a description of temple precincts, Shimizu writes: "One can see many old 

paintings and an abundance of ancient swords, in particular among them the 

Amakuni Sword passed down by the temple" (lltO)~t::{ii*-. 03(000)f;:_ 't ~''i C 

{/)ii"]]~ < X. ii"@ 61J ~ k ~ T). 493 A few years later another nativist academic, 

Takada Tomokiyo iWjEE-9-rf!f (1783-1847), wrote in his Soma nikki ;f§,~ S~c 
(Soma Diary, 1818) a detailed engi account containing both the main Kancho and 

Doyo miracle stories. In that account, and again in his later Kashima nikki J.l ~ S 
~c (1820), Takada draws attention to the popularity of the fasting huts and the 

number of people who make the trip to conduct austerities there: "Today still there 

are those who participate in severe austerities such as naked pilgrimage [hadaka mode] 

and fasting in seclusion, and even quite a bunch of pushy folks offering worship" (~ 

S t ''it;:i:P ~ 5 -Cl!lfit ::' t fJ ft ~'v \b:t-3-t ~ L ~ 1-T~--J ~ 't:l)-C, v \ fJ t JJ* 0 ¥ 2: /'-,,. T < ft i:P G f} 494 The use of the term hadaka mode recalls the Yu ten 
version of the tale, in which the monk is stripped bare on his way to the temple by 

"''<h:t (IO 

from his mount. Thus it is a treasured object and is wielded in secret" (jliJ~ICROOO)fpft ~a JltO) 

~1J~f!f "tf~ C: ]itO) J:m:ff < .~'ft"t-C9ETa M ~·~*~I~ -C@Q C: 'ft,~T Qo fR -::i -C'.'E!l&I 
I~ L-CjliO)~IJ~f!f't::>f~o ) (Naritasan Shinshoji 1968: 184). 
492 See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 585-600) for a list. 
493 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 590). 
494 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968, 591). Here Takada also makes reference to three old and sacred sites 
devoted to Fudo in the Banda (i.e., Kant6) region: Oyamadera in Sagami Province (Oyama Fuda), 

Takahatadera r';'ijljll~ in Musashi Province (Takahata Fuda), and Shinshaji (he identifies Shinshaji as 
the most popular of the three). This grouping is still popular today, and is generally known as the 

"Three Fudos of Kanta" (Kanto san Fudo l~DR.:=:./Fi!J). 
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bandits. In addition to YU.ten's pilgrimage and fasting, his lack of clothes may have 

offered an additional narrative basis for both practices, though there is no evidence to 

substantiate this. Finally, the fact that patrons donated votive tablets (ema ~~,~, 
literally, "picture horse") depicting Narita-specific subjects such as the sword

swallowing tale495 further attests to the desire to venerate Shinshoji's deity and aquire 

the benefits promoted by the temple's miracle tale traditions. 

Shinshoji at its Finest: the Narita meisho zue 

With the momentum of Shinshoji's Bunka-Bunsei prosperity, Shinshoji and Narita 

were showing little if any signs of wear at the end of the Eda Period. The Bakumatsu 

Era (1850s-1860s) saw a particular increase in the production of not only travel 

diaries, but also illustrated books and miracle tales about the Narita Fuda. These 

were written both within and without temple circles, some by notable figures. 

Kanagaki Rabun, for example, continued to write on Naritasan and authored the 

Naritasan gorishoki496 fflt EE UJ 1ffllflj j:_ fil:. (Account of the Divine Benefits of Naritasan, 

1855) in two volumes, the first comprised of the Masakado-Kancho tale, and the 

second of the YU.ten story. This sustained literary interest was moreover paralleled by 

a continued artistic one: Narita and Shinshoji were still appearing in ukiyoe prints 

such as the series, "One Hundred Famous Views from the Provinces" (Shokoku 

meisho hyakkei ~001; ma~' 1859) by Hiroshige II, in which Shinshoji and its 

monzenmachi ("Shimosa Naritasan keidai" r ~p)G EE UJ ;!:t rkJ) appeared first in 

sequence. 

However popular these sources may have been, the crowning jewel of 

Shinshoji's literary achievements during the Eda Period was the five-volume Narita 

sankei ki fflt EE ~a~ic (A Record of the Pilgrimage to Narita), also titled Narita meisho 

zue ffltEE1Jm~~ (Illustrated Guide to Famous Places in [and on the Way to} Narita), 

completed in 1858 and attributed to two terazamurai ~{:;'f (samurai who held 

administrative positions at temples)497 under the supervision of two generations of 

chief priests. The very existence of the Narita meisho zue attests to the temple's 

sustained prosperity in late Eda times; religious sites were rarely wealthy enough to 

produce their very own large-scale guidebook on a scale such as this. 

495 See Ono ( 1979: 17) for two Edo-period examples. On the form and function of ema in general, 
see Reader (1991). 
496 In contrast, the text's naidai rkJ fm ("internal title") alternatively reads Naritasan reigenki JJ3G EB ~ ~ 

~ltc (Accounts of the Miraculous at Naritasan). 
497 Viz., Nakaji Sadatoshi r:f:l~Ji:f~ (1783-1838) and his son Nakaji Jotoku r:f:l ~Ji:1~ (1821-1870). 

See Yuasa (1999: 268-271) for an alternate theory on the text's authorship. 
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If we recall, Kakugen' s production of the Daiengi coincided with Shinshoji' s 

newly constructed main hall in the early eighteenth century. The decision to build 

an even larger main hall498 in 1841 possibly provided an similar incentive for the 

Narita meisho zue' s production. Both the Narita meisho zue and the main hall were 

completed in 1858 only months apart, with the new hall again celebrated with 

consecration ceremonies.499 

The objective of the Narita meisho zue was to strengthen the temple's public 

relations activities by providing a handy guidebook catering to visitors seeking both 

religious and recreational pursuits. As the different tides suggest, the book addressed 

both pursuits by aligning itself with two distinct, though related, literary genres of 

the period: travel guides (sankei ki ~g~~c) and illustrated handbooks of famous 

places (meisho zue qs pjf~~). As a travel guide, this text steered the pilgrim from 

Ede's Nihonbashi, along the Narita Highway, and finally to Narita via the various 

rest-stops such as Funabashi. Its contents are arranged in itinerary-format, and the 

preface contains a convenient detailed map complete with the major towns, rest stops, 

and distances. 500 As a recreational and sightseeing handbook, it recorded the history 

of famous places between Edo and Narita, quoting frequently from similar works, 

gazetteers, historical records, and temple and shrine legends (thus functioning as a 

proper gazetteer itself) and it sported over one hundred illustrations. Only volume 

five contains information about Narita; the majority of the text is devoted to histories 

and illustrations of the dozens of temples, shrines, villages, and geographical 

landmarks on the way to Shinshoji. Much like meisho texts written for urban centres 

like Kyoto and Edo, the Narita meisho zue was equally an exploration of provincial 

history and lore, providing Shimosa with its own narrative identity as one 

encountered it travelling the Narita Highway. 

498 The present-day Shakado tR:iQ!!'.lit. The old main hall was moved atop the rear hill in 1855 to 

become the Yakushido ~~iji'.§t Hall. Expenses for the new hall were in part funded by the 1842 
degaicho and 1845 igaicho (Ono 1978: 102), as well as donation of fifty silver pieces from the local 

lord Hotta Masayoshi ~ 133 JE~. 
499 N aritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 754). 
500 A summary of the Narita meisho zue' s contents and itinerary runs as follows: volume 1: Suwada ~ 

flHH Village, Ichikawa ITT) 11 Station, Komatsugawa 1H0J 11 Village; volume 2: Kurihara Hongo ~IJR 

:;.$:~ Village, Nakayama q:qlJ Village, Hachiman )\.~I Station; volume 3: Usui E3 # Station, 

Miyama -== UJ Village, Odawa ::k III TIJ Village, Kayada 11[ III Station, Ino #!l!f Village, Funabashi !il'd 
11.fi Station; volume 4: Sakura ftcit, Honsakura /'fs:fir:it Town, Ijino fjl-$ Village, Daisakura ::kfir:it 
Village; volume 5: Naritasan f&S3 UJ Temple, Kakema R~ Village, Kozu Daikata -0$#JJ Village, 

Funakata !il'dJJ Village, Shimo Iwahashi T~tNfi Village, Teradai "*#Village. 
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Volume five represented the single most detailed piece of published 

information on the temple to date,501 offering pages of detail on temple history, 

Kancho's biography, the Masakado rebellion, and Doyo, with descriptions of the 

precinct and temple treasures. Interestingly, at a time when Yuten was enjoying 

more popularity than Doyo, the Narita meisho zue concentrated on Doyo almost to 

the exclusion of Yuten (only a brief gloss is afforded to the latter). This may be 

explained by the fact that the Narita meisho zue's geography was primarily concerned 

with Shim6sa Province, and that the location of Doyo's Daiganji lay near the Narita 

Highway.502 Doyo therefore would have been the natural selection as the book was 

meant to promote such local sites as Daiganji. The Narita meisho zue not only 

recounts the standard Doyo tale (illustrated with a diptych, figure 3.4), but gives 

detailed information on Daiganji's history. These details include illustrations for 

three of the temple's sacred treasures: a seated wooden image of Doyo, a gong (kane 

~) owned by the saint, and the bloody robes of Doyo (figure 4.12). Where volume 

five concentrates most, however, is Masakado, with one third of the space given to 

the rebellion. It quotes extensively from historical sources (such as the Masakado ki), 

providing illustrations of the event and even a map of the battles. And, as with 

Doyo's robes, the book depicts material objects proving the authenticity of the event: 

a war banner used by Masakado (owned by one Mr. Kuramoto of Ozakimura Village 

to the north) as well as his battle drums (owned by Shigisan f~ it~ Temple in 

Nara). Like the objects and locations connected to Doyo and Masakado, volume five 

also highlights eleven pages of additional temple treasures, those associated with both 
"esoteric" and "non-esoteric" schools, the latter including a drawing attributed to 

Yuten counting his one hundred recitations of Amida' s name (Yu ten Shonin 

hyappen myogo ;f,ij:XJ:A Ef)Jffi1; %). 
Despite its extra detail, volume five represents a relatively faithful account of 

Shinshoji's miracle tale lore as established 250 years earlier by Kakugen's Daiengi. 

This faithfullness however is somewhat curious. Noticeably absent is any mention of 

the deity's evolution since 1700 within the worlds of art, literature, and theatre as 
explored above. Though Shinshoji's clergy was in all likelihood fully aware of these 

developments, they may have not included them owing to lack of immediate 

ownership. At any rate, the gap between Shinshoji and the commercial, artistic 
world of Edo reinforces the extent to which the Narita Fuda had spread across a 

network of traditions and taken on new lives outside Shinshoji. 

501 Its contents can be summarized as follows: detailed temple history with engi, Kancho biography, 

Masakado rebellion, Doyo miracle story, precinct description, description of sacred temple treasures, 
and places of interest beyond Narita. 
502 The text includes an illustration of a temple monument on the highway honouring Doyo. 
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Though a major literary accomplishment for Shinshoji, the glory of the 
Narita meisho zue turned out to be somewhat short-lived. With the coming Meiji 

Restoration a decade following its publication, technological and political changes in 

Japanese society effectively rendered the Narita meisho zue an outdated guide. Hence 

the need for new publications advertising changes in temple life, such as new steam 

trains linking Tokyo and Narita which literally rewrote the book on pilgrimage. As 
we shall see in the following chapter, these changes brought with them fresh miracle 

tales, and the next evolution of the Narita Fude brand. 

Concluding Remarks 

From the foregoing discussion we can conclude the following. First, we can clearly 

link the two "golden ages" of popular, urban culture in the Eda Period-the 

Genroku and Bunka-Bunsei Eras-to a respective increase in temple prosperity. 

With its rapid development during the Genroku Era, Shinshoji was actively seeking 

to extend its reach into the flourishing capital in order to better access its wealth. 

The production of Kakugen' s Daiengi precisely at this time helped facilitate this. 

Though the Masakado Rebellion had occurred in Shimosa, the event also had strong 

roots in nearby Eda and was recognizable to its citizens: many temples and shrines in 

the capital had similarly incorporated the rebellion into their engi, and Masakado's 

spirit had long been considered to be enshrined at the famous Kanda Shrine. Thus 

the Daiengi served to position the temple in relationship to both the neighboring 

capital and to its local community in Shimosa. In a similar manner, Deyo and 

Yiiten, as citizens of Eda, offered townspeople something to identify with, and 

provided a paradigm for travel to and worship at Shinshoji. The pilgrimage from 

busy Eda to rural Narita as represented by the Pure Land monks was premised on a 

transition from the everyday world to the realm of the sacred, and thus a process of 

transformation and even rebirth was made available to worshippers of the Narita 

Fude. As the transformation process of the monks was a function of ritual fasting, 

their tales helped spread the lay practice among Eda's citizens. As we will see in the 

following chapter, the paradigm of travel to and fasting at Shinshoji served as the 

basis for new narratives as the sword-swallowing tale became remapped onto 

additional characters. 

Second, Shinshoji's ties to Eda were to a large degree formed around religio

commercial activities (kaicho, kabuki, and pilgrimage) promoted by miracle tales. As 
these tales were often rooted in popular urban culture and entertainment, Shinshoji's 

repertoire of tales and sacred treasures operated at the centre of these activities giving 

them form and meaning. A primary motivation for visiting a Fukagawa exhibition 

was to view the Narita Fudo that had subdued Masakado centuries past and that had 

violently appeared to Deyo and Yiiten in their times of need. There one could enjoy 
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and venerate material treasures from these tales like the Amakuni Sword or the 

bloody robes of Doyo, and hear oral renditions of the engi. One could further 

participate in Naritasan tradition by attending a Danjiira play, which eventually 

included the Yiiten story itself. 

Third, miracle tales and temple treasures helped facilitate a loose, trans

sectarian network between Shinshaji and other power structures. Daiganji, and the 

cult of Yiiten, drew identity and reputation from affiliation with the Naritasan tale.503 

Daiganji moreover enjoyed prestige in lending out Doyo' s robes to Shinshaji at 

exhibitions. The Yiiten tale not only encouraged pilgrimage to, and worship at, 

Shinshaji and spread the word of the Narita Fudo as a personal, efficacious deity, but 

it also advertised a specific lay practice, that of fasting in solitude, as a possible 

objective (and reward) of pilgrimage to the temple. We also see how the popularity 

of the same tale led to the formation of another temple practice which survives to this 

day: the anointing of the Amakuni Sword, which, as suggested by the engi, was a re

enactment of the sword-swallowing episode though which patrons could hope to 

receive the curative benefits of the Narita Fuda. 

Fourth, this commercialism, networking, and popularization of the Narita 

Fud6 brand further fueled the evolution of the deity. Due to the success of 

Shinshaji's miracle tales and their adaptation in a variety of media outside its 

immediate circles, Shinshaji did not retain exclusive control over its own tales, 

treasures, and even Fuda himself. Rather, they became shared between different 

groups and took on lives of their own. As we have seen, our miracle tales became 

multivalent in that they could simultaneously function as biography, theatre, ukiyoe, 
travel guide, gazetteer, or even a vehicle for the Danjiiros' celebrity, depending on 

their packaging. Shinshaji even considered some of these sources important enough 

to collect and copy down into its formal temple records. 504 Thus we see how a deity 

like the Narita Fuda had become trans-sectarian and multi-layered in composition. 

The Shingon temple not only absorbed Pure Land elements in its realization of the 

Narita Fuda, but vice-versa: Pure Land temples like Dayo's Daiganji and Zajaji had 

incorporated Shinshoji tradition into their own, and the biographical traditions of 

Dayo, Yiiten, and even certain Danjiira patriarchs, also drew significant identity 

from the miraculous efficacy of the Narita Fud6. 

503 Other sites benefltted such as Z6j6ji (the starting point of the YU.ten tale), Yutenji (an eponymous 

temple devoted to its founder in Edo), Oyamadera to the south (which contained variations of the 

Yuten/Doyo tale), as well as Fukagawa (the key source of the Narita Fudo's power in Edo). 
504 We find, for example, the Yureki zakki, Soma nikki, and Narita mode bunsho reproduced in 
Shinshoji's temple records (Shiryo 6.794-803). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
NEW TIMES, NEW TALES, A NEW NARITA FUDO 

Despite our focus on early modern Japan, it would be remiss to treat the Meiji 
Restoration of 1868505 as the terminus of our discussion and neglect the Narita 

Fudo's subsequent development in the modern period. 506 Since our discussion 

revolves around the production of miracle stories and their connection to localization 

and commercialization, we must pay heed to the sudden appearance of new tales at 

Shinshoji soon after the Restoration. Amidst the thousands of temples which fell 

victim to anti-Buddhist campaigns during the Meiji, Shinshoji's clergy were able to 

survive the persecutions by maintaining existing enterprises in addition to developing 

new ones. This success was reflected in the production of new miracle tales. In 

particular, the new tales reveal how the clergy quickly "rebranded" the temple and its 

deity to keep pace with a rapidly changing Japan to better speak to contemporary 

audiences and remain commercially attractive. As we will see, the most significant of 

these changes were those promoting the Narita Fudo's reinvention as a modern war 

deity, in tune with the temple's support of colonialist expansion on the continent. 

The purpose of this chapter, then, is to identify this new corpus of tales and 

analyze how it represented a significant development in the identity of both temple 

and deity. To what extent did these tales depart from the successful recipe 

established in the Eda Period? How did they reflect social, technological, and 

international changes affecting not only the temple, but the entire country at the 

time? This chapter will conclude our discussion of how the identity and function of 

local deities like the Narita Fudo were intimately embedded within their regional 

environments, illuminating not a character static across time, place, or tradition, but 

one that can only be understood, I argue, through processes of domestication. 

The Meiji Restoration 

Following the turn of the nineteenth century, the advent of Russian and western 

ships off Japanese shores seeking trade opportunities (thereby challenging two 

centuries of sakoku ~JtOO or "closed country" policy) both marked and helped 

precipitate the eventual fall of the weakening Tokugawa regime some fifty years 

later. 507 The shift from the Eda to Meiji Period was marked by the 1868 Restoration, 

505 Modern Japanese historiography traditionally treats the Restoration as the dividing line between 
pre-modern (pre-1868) and modern (post-1868) Japan. 
506 Here I pay particular atrention to the Meiji (1868-1912), Taisho (1912-26), and the pre-war 
Showa (1926-1945) Periods. 
507 On the Meiji Restoration and the subsequent transformation of Japan, see Beasley (1972) and 
Jansen (1995; 1988-1999; 2000). 
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the total collapse of centuries of shogunal government and a "restoration" of imperial 

rule. Political power shifted from the old Tokugawa bakufu and Shogun to a Meiji 

oligarchy and Emperor now centred in Edo, renamed Tokyo, the "eastern capital." 

Under a western-influenced aegis of "civilization and enlightenment" (bunmei kaika 

Xi'YiF7lHl:) promoted by educators such as Fukuzawa Yukichi @ZR.mw-S (1835-

1901),508 the early Meiji era saw profound, often chaotic, institutional changes on 

nearly every front: the abolition of the samurai class and its feudal domains, new 

trade relations with western powers, rapid industrialization and import of western 

technology, and militarization. At the centre stood a new constitution and elected 

government, first convened in 1890, whose primary concerns were modernization, 

nation-building, and the advancement of a newly-adopted nationalist ideology 

(kokutai 00 {;$:). 
The new government's reforms did not leave religion untouched. The quest 

for modernization prompted Meiji thinkers to restructure and re-cateorize religion 

into something more befitting the new modern state. This restructuring or 

redefinition (characterized by the introduction of the foreign term "religion" 

translated into Japanese as "shukyo"509 *!I&) was, however, anything but benign for 

Buddhism.510 Almost immediately following the Restoration, a series of government 

statutes were issued to "separate" Buddhism from Shinto, a policy known as 

shinbutsu bunri 1${.l)j-~'ft ("separation of kami and buddhas"). 511 The statutes, 

promoted by a new Jingikan t$t~'§ (an adminstrative office governing rites and 

shrines) and members of the Neo-Shinto Kokugaku 00 ~ (National Learning) 

school, 512 forcibly attempted to draw dividing lines between what could be 

considered Buddhist versus Shinto (thus providing a basis for the promotion of the 

state-sponsored and imperialist Kokka Shinto OO*t$Jl! or State Shinto513). For 

example, shinbutsu bunri prompted the removal of Buddhist clergy, temples, and 

ritual implements from shrines, putting an end to temple-shrine complexes (jinguji 

t$ '§ ~). The campaign likewise prohibited relationships between kami and 

Buddhist deities, undermining centuries of honji suijaku integration between local 

pantheons. 

508 Craig (2005: 696). 
509 For a discussion on the development of this and similar terms, see Josephson (2006). 
510 The redefinition of religion was not only limited to Buddhism, but also involved several other 

traditions such as Shungendo, practices such as divination and exorcism, and festivals such as bon ~ 

(Ketelaar 1990: 50-51). 
511 For studies on the Meiji persecution and transformation of Buddhism, see Grapard (1984), 

Hardacre (1989), Ketelaar (1990), and Josephson (2006). 
512 Ketelaar (1990: 8). Key proponents behind the Office's policy on Shinto-Buddhist separation were 

Kamei Koremi lltf~~ (1824-1885) and Fukuba Bisei mi~~~tit (1831-1907) (ibid.). 
513 For a monograph-length study on State Shinto, see Hardacre (1989). 
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The statutes further fueled harsh criticisms against Buddhism as a foreign and 
thus inferior religion (vis-a-vis the "indigenous" Shinto) with little social and 

economic value.s 14 The attacks led to an anti-Buddhist campaign known as haibutsu 

kishaku ~{.l!'E.)t~,R ("abolish Buddhism and destroy Shaka[muni]") which included 

the defrocking of clergy and confiscation and destruction of Buddhist properties and 
treasures.sis Tens of thousands of temples were forced to shut down,s 16 while many 

others never again enjoyed the prosperity of Eda times. 

Shinshoji During the Meiji: Continuity and Change 

Shinshoji was naturally affected by the new Meiji policies toward religion. The 

clergy were forced, for example, to tear down the torii gates within the precinct 

(visible in figure 3.1) to disassociate the temple from the new Shint6.s17 Such 

setbacks were, however, relatively superficial, as the Meiji era policies did not hit the 
temple as hard as it did others.sis Due to its popularization during the Edo Period, 

Shinshoji fortunately did not subsist solely on income from its parishioners and 

temple estates, and could still rely on commoner support, evident through its 

continued kabuki and kaicho events in Narita and Fukagawa. According to one story, 

Shinshoji was able to limit the impact of the anti-Buddhist campaigns by disguising 

its Narita Fudo as a kami. When government officials visited the temple to conduct 

an investigation, the chief priest Shorin ~~ is said to have explained that their deity 

was in fact the kami Ugokazu no Mikota i!Jil~fo:Y•, "the Immovable Kami,"s 19 a 

clever re-reading of the standard name Fudoson ~llJ•. The pivotal term is "•,'' 

pronounced either "son" (using the on'yomi lifm or Sino-Japanese reading) or 

"mikoto" (using the kun 'yomi ~)llm't, or "native" pronunciation). The former reading 

is commonly used (though not exclusively) as an honourific suffix for Buddhist 

deities, while the latter is used for kami. By applying a Sino-Japanese reading to 

Fudo's name, the priest shrewdly "transformed" him into a kami. 520 However, the 

514 Ketelaar (1990: 17-18). 
515 For the social transformation of Buddhist clergy during the Meiji, such as the wide-scale adoption 
of meat-eating and marriage, see Jaffe (2001). 
516 Stone (1993: 583). 
517 Murakami (1968: 260). 
518 Murakami (1968: 260). 
519 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 736). See also Murakami (1968: 260) and Ketelaar (1990: 75, 

249n73). 
520 As James Ketelaar points out, the logic and ease of the transformation illustrates a natural confusion 
of the deity's institutional identity (I 990: 75) still lingering in the Meiji despite the Shinto-Buddhist 

separation. The priest's description of Shinshoji as a shrine and use of the "Shinto" term saijin ~t$ 

(in place of the more "Buddhist" honzon *1') to describe Fudo is further indicative of the 
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historical veracity of this event, and if it actually aided the temple in any substantial 

way, is uncertain. Murakami Shigeyoshi describes the event as a story that has been 

passed down. 521 Yet nowhere in any tale literature, the first place we might expect it 

to appear, is there any promotion of the Narita Fuda as a kami. 
Beyond the persecution, an immediate effect on Shinshoji had been the 

collapse of the bakuhan system and consequent loss of centuries of support from the 

local Sakura lords. 522 Shinshoji had been in debt for the past few decades due to, 

among other things, the construction of the new main hall in 1858, and the 

eradication of Sakura Castle no doubt dealt a significant blow. To recover temple 

finances, the chief priest was forced to sell off the temple's inkyosho ~.@FJT retreat 

for 300 ryo fjlij, 200 of which was used to repay debts to local merchants. 523 However, 

the number of temple visitors did not decrease with the advent of the Meiji Period. 524 

In fact, with the rapidly expanding communications and transportation networks 

and significant rise of temple publications catering to visitors, pilgrimage likely 

increased. And thankfully so: around this time half the temple's income had been 

dependent on donations from visitors. 525 Thanks to the continued support of kabuki, 

the Narita Fuda appeared in Tokyo's art and theatre, and soon for the first time in 

Kansai: Osaka in 1871 and Nagoya in 1877.526 With the strong connection between 

the stage, popular tales, and now film (introduced around 1900), this popularity 

resulted in the temple figuring in some of Japan's first motion pictures.527 The 

institutional complementarity of "Shinto" and "Buddhism" that had been the norm for a thousand 

years in Japan. As at Ryiisenji, a variety of kami could be found within Shinshoji's precincts, indicated 

by a stone torii once located at the entrance. 
521 Nonetheless, Shinshoji did in fact seem to be on good terms with the government. The temple was 

treated twice to a formal visit by Emperor Meiji himself in 1881and1882 while touring the area, and 

benefitted from the good press coverage in hosting the country's sovereign. For details, see Naritasan 
Shinshoji ed. (1938: 373-451). 
522 Murakami (1968: 260). Yet while Shinshoji sorely missed the patronage of the local lords, it did 

receive a consolation prize: around thirty local samurai (hanshi fl±) came to work for Shinshoji's 

administration, an unexpected boost in staff for the temple that had often found itself short-handed 
(Murakami 1968: 261-2). 
523 Murakami (1968: 259). 
524 Murakami (1968: 263). 
525 Murakami (1968: 259). 
526 For a list of Meiji-era plays connected to Shinshoji, see Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 648-650). 
527 In 1909 and 1915, two films bearing the title Narita rishoki JJtEBflJ1::1lc (A Record of Narita's 

Blessings) were produced (the first by Yoshizawa Shoten srRl!'.ilRf Studio and the second by 

Komatsu Shokai +:f~ l!'.il4i; Studio) (Ehara 1999). Unfortunately, due to the scant records of pre-war 

Japanese film, we know little about their contents other than what their titles may suggest-a miracle 

story about Naritasan, likely dealing with the Narita Fud6. 
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Fukagawa exhibitions also remained popular,528 as did their frequent depictions in 

popular ukiyoe prints. 
While the familiar religious culture of Shinshoji continued into the Meiji era, 

it did not preclude change. An almost immediate and visible harbinger of the 

temple's evolution was the construction of a national network of railway lines. In 

1894 the first steam train connected Tokyo to nearby Sakura. The following year 

Narita Rail (Narita Tetsudo JJ)Gffi~J(iE!) was established, completing the line from 

Sakura to Narita in 1897.529 For the first time, visitors from Tokyo could reach the 

temple by train in just over two hours, allowing the temple to maintain, even 

improve, its centuries-old connection to the wealthy capital. Pilgrims beyond Tokyo 

could likewise access Narita in a more affordable and less time-consuming manner. 

The railways brought with them business opportunities, and Narita consequently 

grew at a much more rapid pace than it had in the Edo Period, in terms of size, 

population, institutions, and technology.530 Several temple publications included a 

series of illustrations or photographs of the temple, intended to show off the ever

prosperous precinct and monzenmachi (e.g., figure 5.1). 531 

528 The Meiji Period in fact saw the highest frequency of exhibitions yet: five degaicho and six igaicho 
in twenty-nine years. Their dates and locations were: 1873 (Fukagawa), 1875 (Osaka), 1885 
(Fukagawa), 1886 (Fukagawa), and 1898 (Fukagawa). The dates of the igaicho were 1880, 1884, 
1891, 1899, 1901, 1902. The last overtly Amakuni Sword exhibition may have been in 1880; 
thereafter igaicho were strictly honzon or other memorial kaicho. 
529 Ono (1978: 128). Coach lines running between the capital and temple had been established earlier 

in 1883 and 1884. The trip took approximately eight hours (ibid.). 
530 In 1886, the same year which Narita Village (Naritamura pjG EB ;ft) was accorded the status of town 

(machi IHT), there were 475 buildings on record. This had climbed to 790 in 1891 with a population 
of 4549, a significant increase since 1848 records which had listed a population of 858. By 1904, the 
population reached 4892, soon followed by the installation of telephones in 1909, and gaslight in 
1911. By 1917, the population reached 6657, and 9140by1932 (Takeuchi 1984: 647). To meet the 
growing population, elementary and secondary schools were moved to or established in N arita during 
the Meiji, one of which was administered by the temple itself. 
531 Examples include the Naritasan reijoshi pjG EB JJJ~mtt; (1877: folio 8 recto-9 verso; folio 11 verso; 

folio 12 recto-12 verso), Nari ta hanjoki pjG EB~~ Jlc ( 1877: ii), Naritasan Fudoson reigenki P.lG EB iJJ ~ 
lh•~~llc (1880: i-ii), and Naritasan shi pjG S3 iJJ 70 (1897: 2). Some of the earliest photographs of 

Shinshoji and Narita can be found in the Naritasan kan'noki P.lGEB JJJ~fitllc (1910: iii-vii) and 

Naritasan tsushi P.lGEB iJJ®;:G; (1911: 5-19). 
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Figure 5.1. Shinshoji Precinct and Monzenmachi in the Meiji Period 

(Naritasan reijo jikki pj(; 8311.J ~m;*rnc, 1885)532 

In the attempt to sustain pilgrimage and tourism, Shinshoji clergy now 

included railway information for visitors in the temple's publications, replacing the 

old walking guides of Edo times. Most notable was the Naritasan meisho zue PX: 133 UJ 
4'S BT~~ (1903) (an updated version of its predecessor the Narita meisho zue), 

which included a twenty-seven page supplement detailing the different railway routes 

and sights along the way. Conversely, as the pilgrimage generated income for the 

railways, there soon developed commercial relations between the lines and Shinshoji. 

The guidebook So bu tetsudo endo meisho an 'nai ~JttiJcJ!! t~J!!4'S BT~ i:*J (A Guide 

to Famous Places Along the Sobu Railway Line, 1895), for example, devotes fifteen of 

its seventy-seven pages to Shinshoji, its treasures, engi, and miracle tales. 533 While it 

is unclear if the new railways immediately affected the worship of the Narita Fuda, 

they clearly did so later. Both at Shinshoji and certain sub-temples, the deity would 

become famous in post-war Japan as a god of traffic safety (kotsu anzen ~ifil*~)534 

(more on this below). 

Improvements in transportion and communications paved the way for 

institutional development. Recalling Murakami ' s historical classification of Shinshoji 

in chapter three, a key element to the temple's success from the Meiji Period to 1945 

532 Tide reads: pj(; EE 11Jmr7'1 sl!rn#i'~l:il (" Panoramic Scene of Naritasan Precinct and Town Streers"). 
533 The text is organized under the following three subheadings, with the second representing the 

fifteen-page section on Shinshoji: Guide ro Famous Places Along the Sobu Railway Line (Sobu tetsudo 

endo meisho an'nai i¥tff:ti~J1l:7GJ1l:11m~r7'1; 1-46), Miracle Tales of arira, with Temple Precinct 

[Description] and Engi (Narita reigenki, tsuke keidai oyobi engi pj(;EJ3 ~~1lc llttmr7'1&~~; 47-62), 
and Guide ro Baggage, Fares, and Discounts for Sobu Railway (Sobu tetsudo josha nimotsu chingin 

waribiki an 'nai il(f,fEti~J1l:Jf!: Jl[f,j'f !jo/.J jt 1fi:i1J iJ I~ r7'l; 63-77). 
534 This may explain the consrrucrion of one of its primary sub-temples in 1934 by the Keihan ,'J', ~~ 

Railway Company in Osaka. For derails , see Reader (1991: 143-5). 
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was its new franchise of branch or sub-temples.535 The first had appeared in the final 

years of the Edo Period, but new opportunities in the Meiji allowed for a more active 
expansion beyond the Narita-Tokyo area. By 1938, Shinshoji managed an 

impressive twenty-one sub-temples spread across twelve prefectures primarily in the 

eastern half of Japan.536 All identified themselves using the tide "Naritasan" as a 

sango ("mountain designation") prefix,537 a visible indicator of the growing national 

status of the Narita deity.538 

The new network of sub-temples poses interesting questions regarding the 

issue of deity localization and regional identities. Though the institutional logic of a 

sub-temple was premised on the "transplanting" or "re-enshrinement" of the deity (a 

process known as bunshin :Jt:!lr, "dividing the body," or bunrei :Jt~, "dividing the 

spirit"), to what extent did sub-temples draw their histories from Shinshoji? Did 

they automatically inherit the Narita Fudo, or did they produce their own individual 

brands? According to the engi of one sub-temple, Naritasan Kawagoe Betsuin 

Hongyoin PX: EE rlJJ 1 l~Jllj~JG:::$:1"T~JG in Saitama Prefecture, its founder, Shoon ~rliil., 
had sought the Narita Fudo to cure his blindness in the tradition of Doyo and Yiiten. 

Following a three-week fast before the deity he regained his eyesight. Overjoyed, he 

became a disciple of Shinshoji's chief priest Shoa ,fffi~iiJ (d. 1862) and toured the 

provinces proclaiming the divine grace of Fudo. Responding to the call of the locals 

of Kawagoe in Saitama, he built a temple where, with the permission of Shoa, he re

enshrined the Narita Fudo. 539 The engi therefore established a dear hierarchy 

between both temples complete with a shared lineage (indicated by the eponymous 

naming of Shoon after Shoa using the character sho "~," the traditional marker of 

Shinshoji chief priests). Another sub-temple in Odawara *EE 1* carries a similar 

history: its founder had become a disciple of Shinshoji's chief priest after being cured 

of illness while in prayer at Narita. Like Shoon, he soon established a sub-temple in 

gratitude.540 A third claimed its Fudo image to have been the shared property of 

Shinshoji and the Tokugawa family, that was later re-enshrined by Naritasan 

535 Variously classified as betsuin '31J~J'G, matsuji *~' shucchosho t±l~m, and kyokai f,/:~. The most 
prominent for Shinshoji have been the betsuin. 
536 For a detailed list, see Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1938: 272-346). This number grew to sixty-seven 

by 1968 (see Naritasan Shinshoji 1968: 273-348). 
537 See note four. 
538 With Shinshoji's deep ties to Fukagawa, one of the earliest and most successful sub-temples was not 

surprisingly Naritasan Fukagawa Fudodo flX:BHLJ~Jll/FllJ}it Temple built in 1881 beside 

Hachimangii Shrine. Other popular examples include N aritasan Yokohama Betsuin flX: EE WJ :t~!U9''31J 
~J'G founded in 1870 in Yokohama, and Naritasan Osaka Betsuin Myooin flX:EEWJ:k~JR'31J~J'Gl3J1:£~7'G, 
built by Keihan Railway in 1934. 
539 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 282-284). 
540 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 314). 
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devotees in the area. 541 These cases suggest that at least some sub-temples did indeed 
draw explicit connection to the home location of the Narita deity and thus 

participated in a collective history. The subtemples were not, however, mere replicas 

either. Despite the strong institutional linkage, there still existed the need to develop 

individual histories for the locally manifested Narita Fudos. Centrifugal expansion 

retained a sense of centripetal localization, reminiscent of how the Danjiiros had 

previously acted as a secondary medium for the spread of the Fudo cult. That is, the 

remapping of Shinshoji's miracle tale lore onto new institutions had the reciprocal 

effect of absorbing the very media by which the tales spread, thereby producing a 

larger network of participating bodies. This dynamic oscillation between the 

"source" of Shinshoji, its satellite sub-temples, and their individual geographies, 

serves to further illuminate key issues addressed by this study: that the deity was not 

owned by a single group but shared among many; that this sharing, coupled with the 

changing times, resulted in a changing identity of the trademark Narita Fudo, so 

much so that one can argue for the existence of "multiple" Narita Fudos; and thus 

that the deity operated as a key instrument by which institutions and their networks 

developed and operated. 

New Tales for a New Temple 

Aided by modern advances in printing technology (such as the use of less time

consuming movable type instead of older woodblock techniques), Shinshoji 

continued to publish books to meet the demands of its Meiji popularity. From the 

1870s onward, it produced several texts containing miracle stories, the majority 

specifically devoted to them.542 That we have no such extant formal tale collections 

541 Naritasan Yokohama Betsuin, founded in 1870. According to the engi, Shahan had presented the 
statue to the Tokugawa family. The statue was later returned to Shinshoji before being moved to 
Yokohama. The move is said to have been precipitated by the arrival of U.S. Commodore Perry's in 
1858 to Yokohama, causing the once quiet fishing village to suddenly erupt into a booming town. 
Naritasan patrons from Tokyo and Chiba called for a re-enshrinement of their deity in the area, using 
the original Tokugawa statue (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 289-291). 
542 These included the Naritasan daiengi Ji.lG EB WJ ::k~@ (publication date unknown), Naritasan 

reijoshi Ji.!GEB W-l~mw (1877), Naritasan Fudosan rezgenki Ji.!GEB W-1/FlbF.J~~~c (1880), Naritasan 

reijo jikki Ji.!GEBW-l~m~~ (1885), Naritasan reigen risho goyuraiki Ji.!GEBW-l~~fljj::~S=J:~Hc 

(1885), Narita shinhanjoki Ji.!GEB~~,!~Hc (1888), Naritasan daiengi Ji.!GEB W-l::k~@ (1896), 

Naritasan shi Ji.!GEBW-1~ (1897), Naritasan meisho zue Ji.!GEBWJ~ffl~~ (1903), Naritasan kan'noki 

Ji.!GEBW-l~f.t~c (1910), Naritasan tsitshi Ji.!GEBW-1®~ (1911), and Naritasan reigenki Ji.!GEBW-l~~~c 
(I 938). The largest and most comprehensive of these publications was a more modern version of the 
Narita meisho zue, the Naritasan meisho zue (1903). Later this would be superseded by the Naritasan 

shi Ji.lG EB W-15e in 1938, a mammoth, 950-page history of the temple. 
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from the Edo Period may suggest an effort to organize and spread temple literature in 

recognition of their value in an ever-increasingly literate Japan. 

Shinshoji made no attempt to move away from its successful engi or tale 

repertoire, nor their dissemination in art and theatre. The Arnakuni Sword was still 

enjoying its title as the temple's number one treasure, 543 and Yuten's violent 

encounter with the Narita Fuda appeared in nearly all engi and tale publications.544 

It also continued co attract the attention of popular circles, as evidenced by an 1893 

ukiyoe print by the noted artist Toyohara Kunichika l':JJllOO)j!U (1835-1900) (figure 

5.2).545 The Masakado rebellion likewise remained at the fore, usually occupying the 

first pages of temple publications. 

Figure 5.2. (Meijiza Shin Kyogen) Fudo reigen no jo (~iii' ~*1f{E § )/f jl]'~~;z ~ (Scene from 

Fudo's Miraculous Efficacy: A New Kyogen at the Meijiza) (Toyohara Kunichika .::w,~J;!il , 1893)546 

543 T he sustained popularity of the Amakuni Sword in the Meiji Period is suggested by a local 

gazetteer, Katorigun shi ~J&mtt; (1900), which in volume two briefly mentions a nearby temple, 

Shukkozan Fudoin Shotokuji 1Y-'1!1i1J~/fl:MJ'G~1J5~ , which had claimed its very own Amakuni 
Sword as one of their most precious treasures (Yamada 1900: 53 ). 
544 As contemporary temple literature and brochures distributed to visitors today show, the sword

swallowing tale no longer plays the major role it once did in Shinshoji 's miracle tale lore. The main 

core of the engi is now represented by the Masakado-Kancho episode. 
545 While such prints were meant to celebrate specific actors and plays, no such theatrical performance 

is recorded in the sources of the Danjiiro's Fudo plays (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1938: 683-689; 1968: 
645-651), and Ono 1960: 11-12), nor have I been able to verify its existence in other sources. It is 

possible that the play was planned but ultimately never staged. 
546 Cartouches (right to left) read: (1) :fti.XmJll1H!fllfil ("Ichikawa Kodanji as Yiiten"); (2) /fi!J~± 

mJllll!+.6!~ ("Ichikawa Danjiiro as Fudo Myoo"); (3) 1:.EBjfj:k1<;:mJlltl:ll!iil ("Ichikawa Sadanji 

as Ikuta Kakudayii") 
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However, with new times came new stories. Here I wish to categorize these 

new Meiji tales into two general groups. The first are those celebrating colourful, 

heroic characters in the likeness of Kancho, Doyo and Yiiten, and that were geared to 

commoner audiences as evidenced by their diffusion in popular circles. I will briefly 
discuss two such tales and what they can tell us about the changing face of the Narita 

Fudo. The second group consists of tales less faithful to the old corpus, but more in 

tune with Japan's changing landscape. As mentioned above, the most prominent of 

this type were war tales promoting the Narita Fudo as a patron deity of the military. 

Since this latter group arguably represents the most dramatic evolution of the deity at 
this time, it will occupy the bulk of the following discussion. 

A New Cast of Naritasan Characters 

Let us begin with the first class of tales. One of the most notable additions to the 

Naritasan cast was the sumo hero, Katsuragawa Rikizo ;ft) 11 JJiG.547 His story, set in 

the early 1700s, runs briefly as follows. Katsuragawa' s father was killed in a sumo 

bout by a rival wrestler using an illegal technique out of cowardice. Overcome by 

grief but vowing revenge, the orphan traveled alone to Shinshoji and, helpless, 

conducted water austerities and fasted548 for twenty-one days in the tradition of Doyo 

and Yiiten.549 On the final night of prayer, Fudo appeared and granted the wrestler 

547 I have found no evidence that Katsuragawa was a historical wrestler, nor his story based on real 
events. 
548 The continued popularity of fasting at Shinshaji provided the frame for another miracle tale, 

notably that of the distinguished Ninomiya Sontoku -=E"•~ (1787-1856). An agriculturalist and 
economist, Ninomiya was famous for his rural farm restoration projects in the Kanta region, for 
which he is still celebrated today (Sontoku graced the one yen note issued after the war, though no 
longer in circulation). According to modern temple tradition, Ninomiya visited the temple in 1829 
after encountering difficulties completing one such project to the north of Narita in Sakura Village. 
He secluded himself for twenty-one days, fasted, and prayed to Fuda. With his prayers heard, he 
returned to Sakura and successfully completed the agricultural restoration. The practice of ritual 
fasting at Shinshaji remains popular today, and is still advertised by the temple as one of several 
religious practices available to patrons. Naritasan Shinshaji ed. (1968: 458-464) gives detailed 

explanations and directions on the practice, and in the March 2004 issue of its monthly Chiko i1 Jt 
magazine, the temple included a piece on the practice of danjiki fasting, with an outline of the 
procedure, spiritual benefits, and heath risks. The story of Sontoku's visit is included as an 
inspirational guideline, much like it may have been in the late Edo Period. The Katsuragawa tale 
continued the tradition of fasting at Shinshaji, suggesting again how religious life at the temple 
suffered little disruption despite the changing Meiji times. 
549 In a slightly different version found in the Naritasan risho no adauchi PX: EE ~ ;flj 1:. Z fJLti (The 
Vendetta [of Katsuragawa] and the Divine Benefit of Naritasan Temple, 1885), the connection between 
Katsuragawa and Yiiten/Dayo is more explicit. Following the three-week fast, Fuda appears in a 
dream, praises the wrestler, and drives his "demon-quelling sword" down his throat. Katsuragawa 
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superhuman strength. To the amazement of all, the wrestler heaved a boulder 

overhead as a display of his divine empowerment (figure 5.3). Overjoyed, he hunted 

down, challenged, and killed his enemy in the ring, thus completing the vendetta 

(figure 5.4). 

Figure 5.4. The Narira Fud6 and Katsuragawa Rikiz6 (E iri shosetsu Narita risho sumo no adauchi ~ 

JvM>?.PX: 13HIJ1:.i'l:H~z i1Li3i, 1890) 

wakes, and immediately finds himself possessed of great strength . Though the Arnakuni Sword is nor 

mentioned by name, the tale was clearly framed around rhe rwo Pure Land monks. The sword as the 

source of the wrestler's strength can also be seen in the Narita risho sumo no adauchi JJX:EB,flj1:,jq )J{JL 

131" (Sumo Vendetta and the Divine Benefit of Narita Temple, 1881) . Instead of Fud6, the text depicts 

the solitary sword (as Fudo's samaya -='..~ If~ form) radiating light from the heavens as Karsuragawa 

kills his opponent. Both the Katsuragawa and Yuren tales also appeared together in the illustrated 

Azuma no nishiki ukiyo kodan .W:~t¥ li!:f~ ~~ (Tales of the Floating World in Eastern Brocade, 1867-

68) , a collection of tales of violence and revenge. 
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The tale's origins trace back to a local village theatrical performance (mura 

shibai t1z.@) in Shimotsuke Province during the Tenpo Era (1830-1843) before it 

was formally staged as the kabuki play Yagurataiko Narita no adauchi ~ ::k~ifflG B31JL 
~i in Tokyo in 1877.550 As the tide suggests, the play belonged to the fashionable 

"adauchi" {h.~i or vendetta genre of storytelling popular since Edo times. The tale 

began circulating in the Tokyo area around the 1860s, after which it appeared in 

ukiyoe prints,551 illustrated books,552 and, by the end of the Meiji Period, even silent 
film.553 

What was the tale's significance and why did it appear at this time? There 

had been an ongoing relationship between the temple and the sport of sumo during 

Edo times, and wrestlers were known to have attended Fukagawa exhibitions to see 
Fudo.554 Temple documents offer us more concrete detail: in his diary, Shinshoji's 

550 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 648). 
551 One such example attesting to Katsuragawa's popularity among Naritasan tradition is the amusing 

1873 ukiyoe by Utagawa Yoshitora llJXJll~JJE called To kaicho taware no kubihiki B;mJijlimJG0)§51 
(Having Fun with Tug of War at the Exhibition) (the title and year of the image suggest the kaicho in 

question may have been the 1873 Fukagawa exhibition). The image depicts a type of tug of war game 

called kubihiki § 51 ("head-pulling"), where two contestants place a looped rope around the back of 
the neck and pull using the force of both the head and arms. The contest here is between the Narita 

Fuda and Kukai, each assisted by five friends. Fudo's gang is comprised of popular Naritasan 

characters: the two acolytes Kongara and Seitaka, Saint Yuten, Fujiwara no Hidesato (the warrior 

responsible for Masakado's death), and the mighty Katsuragawa. See Ogura (1986: 36) for a 

reproduction of the image. 
552 These include the Naritasan risho sumo no adauchi PX: IE 0J;f1J1:. ~ jJ{jJ,JH (Sumo Vendetta and the 

Divine Benefit of Naritasan Temple, date unknown) by Kanagaki Ro bun fli::i f:li ~ X, Nari ta risho 

sumo no adauchi PX: 1Ef1J1:.t§fl J 11L1H (date unknown) by Onishi Shonosuke *Wl:tzil;IJ, Narita 

risho sumo no adauchi Plt1Eflj1:_~jJ1JLJH (1881) by Utagawa Yoshitora llJXJll~JJE (reprinted as 

Naritasan rishoki PX: IE 0J flj 1:. l!c in 1911, possibly to coincide with the film adaptation in the same 

year), Naritasan risho no adauchi PX: IE 0Jf1J1:.z 11LJH (1885) by Onishi Shonosuke, and (Eiri shosetsu) 

Narita risho sumo no adauchi ~JvMliJJX:IEflJ1:.:f§flz1JLJH (1890, authorship unknown). Like 

Masakado, Doyo, and Yuten, Katsuragawa became popular at religious sites outside Shinshoji. For 

example, we find the tale simultaneously linked to the Meguro Fuda in Tokyo. The (Kinko jitsuroku) 

Fudo reigen katami no adauchi ~i'l;l<f.F:/fttJ~~fff[fJLJH (1884) has Katsuragawa pray to the Meguro 

Fuda under the Tokko Waterfall (considerably more detailed than the Naritasan version). Strangely, 

the same text was reprinted in 1889 as (Katsuragawa Rikizo Takimiyama Daihachi) Naritasan rikishi 

adauchi l1Jllfl.llllUlUJ:kAJJ.lt IE 0J jJ ±1JLJH (Sumo Vendetta and Naritasan Temple: Katsuragawa Rikizo 

and Takimiyama Daihach1). Despite the title, the text contains no hint of the Narita Fuda, but only 

the Meguro Fuda. 
553 Three silent films, all entitled Katsuragawa Rikizo ;ft) 11 jJ ~. were produced in 1911 (Yokota 

Shokai t1i1Ej§j~ Studio), 1917, and 1919 (Nikkatsu Kyoto S fiS'H:W Studio). All starred the 

celebrated Onoe Matsunosuke ~J:t'~ZilJJ (1875-1926) as Katsuragawa (Ehara 1999). 
554 Shiryo 4.41-42. 
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chief priest Shoyo .fffilt (d. 1819) notes sumo matches held at the temple in 1809 as 

a commemorative fundraising performance (tsuizen yorizumo i§! if* f§ ~) to 
coincide with special memorial rites555 for the recent passing of the former chief 

priest.556 Later in the spring of 1826 the temple again played host, this time to two 

Eda wresders557 who held matches to raise money (kanjin sumo lJJJi;f§~), with sake, 

tea, and rice cakes sold during the event.558 The event lasted four days, and the 

wrestlers donated admission charges as an offering to Fudo.559 In 1854 two more 

wrestlers arrived from Edo and participated in goma (fire) prayers to Fudo. 560 

Shinshoji's chief priest during the 1850s, Shotake .fffi~, was known to have been 

quite the sumo enthusiast, so much so that a local Shimosa wrestler, in gratitude for 

support, took the professional sumo name (shikona 12.9 filt1S) "T erugatake" .fffi 'r ~' 
an alternate pronunciation of the priest's name.561 Modern temple records also state 

that by this time such sumo events were regularly held each year in the rear quarters 

of the temple precinct.562 It is thus not surprising that Shinshoji's sumo activity of 

the 1850s foreshadowed the eventual incorporation of the sumo tale, possibly to lend 

weight to the sport's cultural tradition in Narita,563 one that continues to this day.564 

Finally, we must also note how sumo had been undergoing significant 

transformation in Japan during the Meiji Period,565 when it evolved into the sport 

known today. With its local sumo tradition, the Katsuragawa tale made the ideal 

advertising medium through which Shinshoji was able to capitalize on the growing 

national pastime and attract potential patrons. 

555 Viz., the nibon ~~' the first bon ~ festival following one's death. 
556 Shiryo 3.108-109. 
557 Genjiyama Kichidayu Wli:ftJlJ-S:k:;t.;: (1786-1844) and Tagamine Tokichi EE~~·s (1795-
1832). 
558 Among Shinshoji's collection of extant ema *~-~ ("picture horse") votive tablets is a Bunsei XJI& 
era (1820s) plaque depicting dozens of sumo wrestlers (whose names are unfortunately no longer 
legible), possibly donated by a patron. See Ono (1979: 33) for an image. 
559 Shiryo 3.260-262. The four-day total sum raised was 71 kan Ji:, 500 mon X in copper. The sumo 

ring is recorded to have measured two ken r11i, one shaku R. (approximately four metres) square. 
560 Shiryo 4.349.70. 
561 Shiryo 4.42. 
562 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 578). 
563 That sumo was popular at Shinshoji in the final years of the Edo Period is further evidenced by the 
fact that, of the twenty-eight extant sumo ukiyoe owned by the temple reproduced in Ogura (1986: 

82-89), all but five date from the 1860s. 
564 Wrestlers visit the temple each year during setsubun fr])j- (the coming of spring) to participate in 
the festivities, drawing great crowds and even national television coverage. 
565 On the Meiji evolution of sumo, particularly the tournament system and rankings, see Thompson 
(1998). 
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Be this as it may, it is interesting to note that the Katsuragawa tale seems to 

have appeared in few temple publications but was better known to popular sources. 

Based on a survey of a dozen temple publications from the Meiji and Taisha Periods, 

only one contains the Katsuragawa tale. 566 This may suggest that, not only was the 

Narita Fuda a shared commercial object, but also how artisitic traditions were 

actively associating themselves with the Narita Fuda in order to lend weight to their 

theatrics, tales, and characters. Much like the kabuki of the Danjura guild, the 

influence of these artistic traditions reveal that the temple itself did not necessarily 

represent the prime mover, or even benefactor, behind the evolution of its deity. 

A Return to Roots: the Tale of Arami 

Our second of two tales belonging to the first category of new Meiji-era narratives, 

that of the samurai Arami Saemon Ji!L#IJE:wrr~, dates to at least the late Edo 

Period,567 around which time it began to be included in Shinshaji's publications.568 

According to the tale, while fighting in one of the countless battles of the sengoku ®G 
00 or civil war period (mid-fifteenth to late sixteenth centuries), Arami was fatally 

wounded and fell into a valley dead. Two divine acolytes (doji !i-T), Kongara and 

Seitaka, announcing themselves as servants of the Narita Fuda, appeared and 

resurrected the soldier's corpse. The acolytes informed Arami that, as a devotee of 

the deity, he exceled the average person and is worthy of resuscitation. In a blaze of 

light, the acolytes flew away toward Narita. Arami woke from the dream-like 

encounter, found his fatal wounds magically healed, and returned home a happy man. 

While we can yet again identify similarities with the sword-swallowing tale, 

the Arami episode was more closely modeled on the old legend of the Shingon monk 

Mongaku ;tjt (twelfth century), who had been resurrected by the same acolytes 

under the famous Nachi Falls in Kumano. 569 The timing of these two stories is 

566 Viz., the Naritasan kan 'noki PX: B3 U-1 !@f.tf!:. (1910: 76-79). 
567 The earliest source of the tale of which I am aware is the Tonegawa zushi (1855). See Suzuki ed. 

(1980: 175). 
568 These included the Naritasan tkiengi PX: B3 W ::k~~ (publication date unknown: folio 7 verso-8 

recto), Naritasan reijo jikki !JX:B3 W~~~~C. (1885: 18-12), Naritasan tkiengi !JX:B3 U-l::k~~~ 

(1896: 18-19), Naritasan shi PX: B3 Wit (1897: 82-87), Naritasan kan 'noki PX: B3 U-J!@f.t~C. (1910: 

73-75), and Naritasan tstlshi !JX:B3 U-J@;G; (1911: 7-9). 
569 The tale first appears in the Heike monogatari (Tale of the Heike, thirteenth century) and in 

Mongaku's biography (e.g., the fourteenth century Genko shakusho 5{;--ir~ ~). After accidentally 

killing his lover Kesa Gozen ~~*lJM, the warrior Mongaku (lay name Endo Morita ifilJiiJM!Jfil) 
enters the Buddhist clergy. To atone for his great sin, he resolves himself to extreme ascetic practices 

culminating with water austerities during the icy heart of winter under the famous Nachi Falls. 

Though dying of exposure, Mongaku's resolve for the popular form of Fuda worship while reciting 

the Spell of Compassion seems to catch Fudo's eye: his two acolytes Kongara and Seitaka swoop down 
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noteworthy: the Mongaku tale had been enjoying a noticeable increase in popularity 

during the late Edo and Meiji Periods around Kanta including Shinshaji.570 Since 
the two tales shared a similar theme-a fallen warrior and devotee resurrected by 

Fuda's acolytes-we can understand the emergence of the Arami tale in light of the 

considerably more popular Mongaku tale that had been circulating in books, art, 

theatre, and even film. 571 

More significant is how the tale appeared around the Sino-Japanese War 

(1894-1895) while Shinshaji was actively rebranding the Narita Fuda as a war deity. 

The possibility of escaping death on the battlefield through religious devotion would 

have appealed to soldiers of the period, and the tale may have held currency among 

military audiences. This brings us to the second and newer category of miracle tales 

that appeared at this time at Shinshaji. 

Shinshoji and the Military 

If we again recall Murakami's classification of Shinshaji history, the Meiji Period 

marked the temple's support of military policy.572 In order to help improve their 

and restore Mongaku to life (see McCullough 1988: 312-314 for an English translation of the Heike 

monogatari version). As with Doyo, Yuten, Katsuragawa and Ninomiya, the tale marks the transition 
between a difficult past and subsequent brilliant career; Mongaku thereafter becomes an eminent 
Shingon monk active at famous temples around Kansai. Mongaku's evocation of tragic love, penance, 
redemption, and transformation made for good drama, and it sold to Meiji audiences well. It 
appeared in several books, paintings, and was dramatized on stage several times during the Meiji: 

Hashi kuyo bonji no Mongaku -miif:tt41if:*:X1t (1883), Ima Mongaku jomei no horimono ~ Y.:Jtfl;b 
~JFIJR* (1883), Nachi no taki kisei Mongaku t,J~i'rn!tff~:)(Jt (1889, 1937), and Hashi kuyo bonji no 

Mongaku -miif:tt41it:*:>c1t (1898) (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 649-51). In 1911 Yoshizawa 

Shoten 5¥R.fffjfi5 Studio produced a film bearing the same title as the 1898 play (Ehara 1999). 
570 Though the Mongaku tale had no overt ties to the temple, it nonetheless became popular among 
Naritasan's artistic and literary traditions. The classic image of Mongaku under Nachi Waterfall 
appeared in ukiyoe images connected to the temple and a few Meiji temple publications. Patrons also 
donated tablets depicting the famous waterfall scene (see Ono 1979: 18-19 for examples) dating from 
the late Edo and Meiji eras (temple records also mention a Mongaku tablet donated as earlier in 1814 
at the Fukagawa degaicho [Shiryo 5.214]). Danjt1r6 kabuki had been part of this popular trend, and 
ukiyoe prints of their plays show that for the first time, the Fudo of the tale had been transformed into 
the specifically Narita Fudo. This Danjuro-Shinshoji connection suggests a possible route for the 
temple's incorporation of the tale, as the Danjuro's favour of Mongaku seems to predate the tale's 
appearance in temple literature. The incorporation of Mongaku moreover made sense in that the 
monk had been the "restorer" (chuko) of Kyoto's Jingoji Temple on Mount Takao, the original home 
of the Narita Fudo. Mongaku, then, had always been part of Shinshoji's extended family, and 
incorporation of the tale would have served to reinforce engi history, especially since Jingoji had 
adopted the tale into its own engi by the Edo Period. 
571 See note 569. 
572 For studies on Japanese Buddhism, nationalism, and the military since the Meiji Period, see Sharf 
(1993), Heisig and Maraldo (1994), Victoria (1997), and Hur (1999). 
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weakened position, Buddhists promoted their schools as instruments of the state and 

aligned themselves with the growing nationalism573 brewing among the oligarchy, 

hoping to prove that, despite being a "foreign" religion, Buddhism was still patriotic 

and could play important social and political roles.574 After all, one of the primary 

occupations of Buddhism since its arrival from Korea had been the promotion and 

protection of the state, manifest in the obo ("imperial law")-buppo ("Buddhist law") 

relationship. By the end of the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905), the relationship 

between Buddhism and militarism had been established, 575 paving the way for 

Imperial-Way Buddhism (kodo bukkyo ~)H{b~) in the 1930s576 (despite minor 

anti-war Buddhist movements577
) with prominent Buddhist thinkers like Inoue 

Enrya j:j::J:.p:JT (1858-1919) and Shaku Saen ~*~ (1860-1919) justifying 
Japan's military aggression with Buddhist teachings. 578 Shinshaji's support of the 

military was not out of the ordinary for a temple at this time. 

Under the slogan fakoku kyohei ~005~A ("rich country, strong army"), the 

new Empire of Japan's territorial expansion westward resulted in its first major 

international conflict in the modern era, the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95. War 

with China consequently marked a distinct shift in temple rituals and clerical 

activities. Under the chief priest Shakin !ffii!J (1869-1924), large signposts were 

erected at the main hall inscribed with the words, "goma rites conducted so that our 

military fortune may be eternal, so that our armed forces may be in good health, and 

so that our nation may be peaceful" (1Et~*!i\'.ij[~~lm00*3Cf.~~i-~{It1·:J). 
A goma performed daily was called "great goma prayer for a victorious Imperial 

Army" (~'.ij[®Gt!Hfifflij:::k~f-). 579 For his continued support during the later 
Russo-Japanese War, Shakin was awarded the Order of the Sacred Treasure, Silver 

Rays (kunrokuto zuihosho ~A~ffffl~~) in 1906.580 

573 Victoria (1997: 6). 
574 Victoria (1997: 12-13). 
575 Victoria (1997: 30). 
576 Victoria (1997: 79). 
sn See Victoria (1997: 66-78). 
578 Victoria (1997: 29). 
579 Other goma rituals held at the temple from this time through the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05), 
World War I (1914-18), the Manchurian Incident (September 18, 1931), the Second Sino-Japanese 

War (1937-1945), and World War II (1939-45) include those for national peace and protection 

(heiwa kigan :5:\Zl'IJ1Jfmi, chingo kokka ~~100*, kokka an'non OO**f~), the enhancement of 

national prestige (kokui sen'yo 00~'§'.fJJi), and the commemoration of war dead (shokonsai fBJ)ll/,~, 

ireisai ffi:t~~. daitsuichtJkai :k~ ~~). See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 486-90) for details. 
580 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1938: 96). 
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Accordingly, there was an increase in v1s1tors to the temple praying for 

victory in China, many of whom were members of the military.581 In September of 

1894, a month following the start of the conflict, two infantry companies, with over 

two hundred troops each, visited the temple and participated in goma rites. 582 

Soldiers visiting the temple were given protective talismans (mamorifuda ~*L) and 

keepsakes to take with them to China.583 According to the temple's Naritasan tsushi 

PX B3 !1J Jm i0 (A Complete Record of Naritasan, 1911), Shinshoji also solicited 

significant contributions for the army and navy584 and subscribed to government 

bonds. 585 Shinshoji clergy paid consolation visits (imon m:tF1=1~) to hospitals and 

participated in send-offs (kanso it*) and welcome home parades (kangei itJill) for 
soldiers.586 With the advent of new state policies for the memorialization of war dead 

(such as the construction of national shrines like Tokyo's Yasukuni mOO Shrine), 

clergy also conducted memorial services for dead soldiers.587 The temple even sent 

clergy to Manchuria in 1935 to perform rites for soldiers abroad. 588 In return for 

their support, Shinshoji received patronage and gifts from the military and their 

families. 589 Its relationship with the government was further cemented in the 1920s 

581 See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 484-485) for a detailed list of visits from notable members of 
the military during the Meiji Period. 
582 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 485). 
583 Murakami (1968: 294-5). 
584 See Shiritsu Narita Toshokan ed. (1911: 139-142) for details. 
585 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 490). 
586 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 490). 
587 These included ireisai ffi'.Uf~~, daitsuichokai *il\\ ~~, and shokonsai tB ~~. See Naritasan 
Shinshoji ed. (1968: 487ff.) for details. 
588 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 491). 
589 For example, the Naritasan daiengi and Naritasan shi present a list of gifts donated by soldiers to 
commemorate their safe and victorious return home. Among the most impressive donations was a 

white Manchurian horse from Major-General and Baron (~Ji&i:cy.~ m.) Nishi Kanjiro l/!fjl{X~~ 

(1846-1912) captured during the Battle ofTianzhuangtai EH!±# in the Liaodong JfJR Peninsula. 
A stable was erected for the horse in the upper precinct. A plaque mounted on the stable is recorded 
to have explained how Nishi had captured two horses from the enemy commander during the battle, 
keeping one for himself and donating the second. Military-themed ema tablets were also common 
gifts at this time. These ema depicted warriors, some historical, others more legendary, such as Omori 

Hikoshichi *~Rf t (fourteenth century), Musashibo Benkei fft~t}J#~ (twelfth century), 

Minamoto Yoshitsune Wii:~~ (1159-1189), Minamoto Yoshiie ~~* (1039-1106), as well as 

famous military conflicts like the Battle of Kawanakajima ) 11 J:/:1 liJi (sixteenth century), the revenge of 

the Soga tr~ brothers (twelfth century), and the legendary Duel at Kyoto's Goj6 11.~ Bridge 
(between the aforementioned Benkei and Yoshitsune). See Ono (1979: 34-39) for examples. With 
few extant Eda-period ema for comparison, it is difficult to ascertain if these images represented an 
increase in such military-themed patronage during the Meiji. 
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and 19 30s through the personal relationships the chief priest Shotei !ffi ft had 
fostered with the imperial family. 590 

Thanks to Shinshoji's ties to the Masakado Rebellion, the Narita Fudo 

provided an ideal logic for the temple's war-time service.591 As suggested by the goma 
rituals, from this moment forward, there developed a direct, immediate connection 

between war and faith in the deity, one that lasted though succeeding international 

military conflicts until the end of World War Il. 592 Thus, despite the existing 

element of war imbued in the deity since the time of Kakugen's Daiengi-, the Meiji 

Period demanded that the Narita Fudo, in his capacity as a militant deity, be 

updated to suit the times. Hence, in partnership with the new temple activities, 
there was a similar shift in the temple's miracle tale publications immediately 

following the dose of the Sino-Japanese War. One example was the Naritasan 

kan 'noki fflG EE 0J gr,t~c (A Record of Naritasan 's Sympathetic Response, 191 O), the 

opening pages of which boast calligraphic works by decorated officers from the Sino

J apanese and Russo-Japanese Wars. 593 Also included was a photograph of Shakin 

sporting imperial medals of honour pinned atop his clerical robes (figure 5.5). 

590 See Murakami (1968: 348-352) for details. 
591 This connection may have provided the impetus behind the 1932 film Taira no Masakado tobatsu 

emaki Narita Fudosan onreigenki :s:µ:~:q.r~ttf:~J~~P.X: EE /Fl1r~1aii~~tC. (Account of the Narita 

Fudo's Miraculous Efficacy and Illustrated Scroll of Taira Masakado's Subjugation) produced by Godo 

Eiga -@'[RJ~ji!jj Studio and directed by Nakagawa Shiro 9=1Jil~~~ (1892-1958) (Ehara 1999). 
Unfortunately, like most pre-war Japanese films, virtually nothing is known about the film's contents. 
592 Murakami (1968: 295). 
593 Viz., Admiral Ito Sukeyuki fjt:~Jt-'T (1843-1914), Admiral Togo Heihachiro *~:s:p:}\ ... ~~ 
(1947-1934), and General Nogi Maresuke JJJt:ffi"!lll.- (1849-1912). 
594 Hishikawa (1910: iii). 
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Its preface is also noteworthy: it cites the 1890 Imperial Rescript on Education in full 

(by this time Shinshoji had become involved in local elementary and secondary 
education institutions) and encourages support of kokutai policy which the Narita 

Fudo is said to safeguard. In 1896 Shinshoji published the Naritasan daiengi PX: 83 ~ 

:k~IEQ (Great Engi of Naritasan) which devoted its largest section to "The Blessings 

of Fudo during the Sino-Japanese War" (Nisshin kosen Fudoson no riyaku S m5<:~ 
/FIJJ$0)flj~). The war section contains nine tales, ranging from how soldiers 

were saved from freezing to death during the harsh Chinese winter, how they 

survived enemy gunfire, to how they recovered from wounds. The following year the 

temple published the Naritasan shi PX: 83 ~ $ (A Historical Record of Naritasan), 

which boasted how devout soldiers and their families visited the temple and offered 

donations in gratitude for a safe return from abroad. 

The Narita Fudo and the Substitute Talisman 

As with many religious sites at this time, Shinshoji's war-time service reaped 

commercial benefits. These included increases in the sale of traditional protective 

amulets or talismans such as omamori :}3~ ~ and Juda tL, which had been a 

common sight at temples and shrines. However, records show that around the time 

of the Sino-Japanese War, Shinshoji began distributing its own specific brand of 

talisman catering to soldiers, in particular those off to the front. This was the 

migawari Juda ~{-1\:tL or "substitute" talisman,595 designed to protect soldiers on the 

battlefield. Like the nembutsu ~ {L recitation of Amida Buddha's name, 596 it 

represents one of several examples illustrating how Buddhist faith was used to 

enhance a soldier's performance at the front. 597 That the talisman was in demand 

and mass-produced is evidenced by its distribution to over 1700 visiting infantrymen 

595 By this time, a tale appeared at Shinshoji explaining the origins of the talisman and its particular 

connection to the Narita Fuda. In the spring of 1831, as the story goes, the carpenter Tatsugoro JN 
]if;!~ was repairing the temple's Niomon 1=:EF~ Gate when he slipped and fell from its lofty rafters. 
A co-worker came running only to find Tatsugor6 unharmed and standing upright in a daze (the 
Naritasan shi [1897] connects Tatsurgoro's salvation to resurrection). In the absence of any injuries 

they only found Tatsugoro's work licence (kansatsu liitL), imprinted with the word "Naritasan," now 
broken in two. Shinshoji' s chief priest heard the tale, and took the license as a sort of mamorifada that 

could ward off evil (yakuyoke ffi~). (For details see Murakami 1968: 217-221.) The temple soon 
produced and distributed reproductions of the talisman among its patrons, said to have been inscribed 
on the back with siddham characters (possibly one of Fudo's mantras). That the talisman was in 
demand and mass-produced is evidenced by the temple presenting 6,000 to the Imperial Headquarters 

(Daihon'ei **1t) in Hiroshima alone in 1894 (Murakami 1968: 295; Ono 1978: 134). 
596 Viz., "Namu Amida Bu[tsu]" )W~~iiJ~WE{.l, "Praise Amida Buddha." 
597 See Victoria (1997: 31-37). 
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from various battalions in 1894 alone. 598 The chief priest Shakin is also said to have 

presented six thousand more to the Imperial General Headquarters (Daihon' ei ** 
K) in Hiroshima that same year. 599 

The talisman's efficacy was soon promoted by miracle tale literature. One 

representative example from the aforementioned Naritasan daiengi, "How One 
to;'"\' !Slv :::_ '.i If'/' 

Escaped Gunfire Attack at Victoria Peak" ( ::;t 3¥ 0J :0( • 1@ ~ ~ 0 ):.. ) , runs as 

follows: 

i!l'to':tltlv 1? 1? $ :::.11~ J;. ff. en tJ (:, 

~.:EVf-~;f#(X: m ~mttt~~fo•=+-t1F-=Bmlll$~!1!¥1~ -c::t: 
:IO'J-'t'.i -C'I' li'Jli-c>lilfL G -C :to(} L 1= Iv 

.5¥0J.$.:E~~~0~•01@H•<~ft$-~~~~A0 
'Jl?l:l'lvL 1''-' n>'Jll)'J <bGli .S-: G --o/: J: 

9 ;i;~ ~ t±:l -C ?@j~ ~ Ii L * -t * -t 1!W* I~~ 60 Lil~ lb 011l 
<vl'S?'Lrn ~.S-: :IO/:~:::_;t b L !! :tot, ':fl> .S-:<6 <bGto 

'tf 9 ~ 0-P~h 0 if llfJ LI~ .:f'/F }i!Hi t: ,~, O~ ~ ~ ~ cj( 60 L 
'tbrn 1t--o:::.1v <b <t.>Gto J;. ;;; b bt:'. ~.O: 

l~;:fff l~Jfn.* lb ~ 9 ~ ~ ~t ~ 60 LI~ ~1-'\: ~ :tL..::: '/ 1~1i~h -C lb 
i:?l=!v J;. ltt:'.--oli/:' n>lvL!v l'J:l'J:L/vG/vl'~'iOL -t:-'J-t:-?<l=t:.I: 

~ LI~'& Af:t~0.:€;}'.rf~H~~il.' L 5m 1§il,'5m~ L-C _!f!.f-< ~n 
11>? U'lv Liv bt:'. /: J: Ii t:'. J;. $ G 'It -'t Iv 

~j()~ L--C*H~ 0:tL~I& ~ 1*1±-IDL~~f-J:ft ~~1!W•l~rrwtt1t 
G--o ~ 2. 'It 

Lc.:f'J!fl~5f1J~0v\i::J t.0 L~~i=n0-to 

Shitara Wakura was from Minano Village, Chichibu District, in 

Saitama Prefecture. [During the Sino-Japanese War] in the twenty

seventh year [of the Meiji Era (1894)], he was assigned to the Second 

Division Munitions Transport. While escorting munitions during 

the Battle of Victoria Peak [in Hong Kong], he came under fierce 

enemy gunfire. While the members of his company were instantly 
wounded or killed, he became renowned for having narrowly escaped 

certain death. Still yet, he continued to discharge his duty unscathed. 

Later one evening, however, he heard something inside his coat crack. 

Thinking this strange, he examined the pouch in which he kept his 

talisman only to find it stained with blood. Looking inside, he saw 

that his substitute talisman had been shattered into three [pieces]. 

His hair stood on end with amazement. Truly did his faith grow all 

the more. Hurriedly he sent a letter home for a new talisman to be 

sent. He was never without it at his side, and was able to return 

safely home to his village. This is truly a miraculous sign of [the 

Narita Fudo's] blessings. 

598 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 484). 
599 Murakami (1968: 295); Ono (1978: 134). 
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Shitara's salvation shows how Shinshoji was reinventing an old ability of Fudo to flt 
modern times, that of migawari, "self-sacrificing" or "substitution for another." AI> 
we saw in chapter one with the tale of Shoku, migawari had long been associated 

with various divinities such as Fudo, where the faithful could be saved from sickness, 

danger or even death by the deity who would stand in the person's stead. In Shitara's 

case, the talisman, imbued with the power of Fudo, accordingly bleeds and expires 

on his behalf. We find a number of tales repeating the same formula circulating at 

Shinshoji at this time: soldiers escape deadly battle, only to find their talismans 

bk .. 600 ro en mto pieces. 

The powers of the talisman to protect military patrons continued to appear 

not only in miracle tales, but also in temple-related and public newspapers as oral 

testaments during the succeeding Russo-Japanese War and Second Sino-Japanese 

War (1937-1945)601 supporting the war effort. An article printed in the daily Hochi 

shinbun ¥~~*.JTOO newspaper for October twenty-ninth, 1937, carried the headline: 
"Narita Deity acts as Substitute: Talisman Broken in Half by Enemy Bullet to the 

Heart; Private Matsumaru Saved" (fflG EB1*iJ~:!if1i; ~, 1iAjO)~~qi~;:.~f;f:!fti~= 

---J • t'1JL-~Ati1~~f$).602 The article describes how Matsumaru, a local from 

Chiba, was shot in the chest while fighting in Dachangzhen ::k~~' only to find the 

bullet luckily had been stopped by a fifty sen silver coin in his wallet. AI> his talisman 

had been broken in two, the article treated the event as witness to the presence of the 

Narita Fudo. A month later a similar headline appeared in the Tokyo nichinichi 

shinbun Ji:[ ffi S S *'f 00 (Tokyo Daily Newspaper): "The Protective Substitute 

Talisman: Lieutenant Yamazaki Miraculously Escapes Death" (.13~ ~ tL:!if1i ~, 
*•1frri'5"1t'O)UJ~9JEM°).603 This time the lucky medic Yamazaki is saved from a 
similar bullet to the chest; upon inspection, in place of wounds or blood, he finds his 

talisman snapped in two. 604 Another fortunate benefactor, naval engineer Fujiyama 

600 See Naritasan daiengi (1896), Hishikawa (1910: 44-46), Imazawa (1941: 245-251), Naritasan 
Shinshoji ed. (1938: 497-503), and Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 477-484). 
601 See Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 477ff). 
602 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 482-83). 
603 Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 483). 
604 The story is told by Yamazaki's own parents: 

~Ji+-= s ~#'i:~ 1J ~ ~ O)~;JO)~, JllJnl:'~fiHi:;O)-=f'.~ ~nm L-:s'r t:iJ:. 
0tc~, JilljJ'W!HU~'T/C::Zi?{fiJSL.Jca Je,.hl'i~~~&Jt7!j1;0~~7)' H;: 
-ifrtq:t L--Cv'kiJS, {Ii~? ft-Cv'f.tv'O)\?, /f,lj!!,~f;:,F~,v'WlillE L-tc C::. 0, 
~ 7 )' r "'-Ah-C lb 0 tc/ft!J:tJO):JS"'f ~ ;0sJ{= 01;:i1Jn -c:B ~, :B"'F ~ 
;O~-!!f{i; ~ (;:f,t 0 tc t 0) <!:'. !flj 0 k.a (Naritasan Shinshoji ed. 1968: 483) 
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Kanezo ~ 0J ~~' saw it flt to donate a commemorative plaque in gratitude. Its 
inscription explains how Fujiyama had been saved in 1895 from a shell from an 

enemy ship; upon impact his talisman had shattered, leaving him unscathed. 

Embedded into the plaque as material witness is the very talisman (split in half) and 

shell (figure 5.6). 

Figure 5.6. Substitute Talisman Memorial Plaque (1895)605 

Broken talisman inscribed 
with name "Naritasan" 

-• - Recovered shell casing 

On a final note, the efficacy of the substitute talisman was such that it 

survived the end of World War II when the Narita Fuda was yet again rebranded, 

this time as a guardian against motorized vehicle traffic accidents.606 Reminiscent of 

the soldiers' accounts, a book published in 1958 by the Traffic Association (Kotsu 

On the thirteenth of last month, during the engagement at Wusong Creek [near 

Shanghai], he had been treating wounded soldiers by the bank when he heard a 
cracking sound in his chest. He looked down and saw that he had been hit in the 

pocket by enemy machine gun fire, but that he had sustained no injuries. Thinking 
this strange, he found upon inspection that the Fudo talisman inside his pocket had 

been snapped in two. He knew that the talisman had acted as his substitute. 
605 Naritasan Reikokan ed. (1998: 16). 
606 The substitute talisman remains popular at Shinshoji today, advertised in temple pamphlets and on 

the temple's website (<http://www.naritasan.or.jp/ cellphone/ omamori.htmb). 
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Jinkyokai ~ im A M1 ~ ), Kotsu jikoboshi taisaku ron ~:@*Mc~ J.1: fr;j" ~ ~ 
(Preventive Measures Against Traffic Accidents), presented five testimonies of people 

who attributed their miraculous survivals from car accidents to the talisman. 

Following each incident drivers discovered the broken talisman, bearing material 

witness of the divine presence of the Narita Fudo.607 Traffic safety today represents 

the latest evolution of the Narita Fudo, and one of the most commercially successful 

moves in temple history. While many temples and shrines in Japan today provide 

rites and talismans to guard its patrons against traffic accidents, Shinshoji has become 

arguably the most recognized religious site in the country in this capacity. As 
mentioned above, the connection between the Narita Fuda and travel safety possibly 

has roots in the early Meiji Period, when modern roads and railroads were first 

constructed throughout the country as part of the government's new national system 

for transportation. Shinshoji' s connection to traffic safety may have been present by 

the 1930s when one of its sub-temples outside Osaka, Naritasan Osaka Betsuin 

Myooin f1X EB LlJ * ~~ }jlj ~Ji:~£ ~Ji:, was built by the . Keihan ("Kyoto-Osaka") 

Railway Company in 1934. According to Ian Reader, Keihan had built the temple 

to the northeast of Osaka, the traditional unlucky direction known as the "demon 

gate," (kimon *P~), to negate the area's unlucky character and improve the local real 

estate.608 Since the temple also sits along the company's main line connecting Osaka 

to Kyoto, it extended its sphere of protection to Keihan passengers by adding 
Naritasan talismans to every train car, and logically so: the main Keihan Line 

between Osaka and Kyoto travels on a southwest-northeast axis, thus running along 

the "demon gate"-"rear demon gate" axis.609 Whether Keihan was motivated by 

Shinshoji' s connection to traffic safety, or whether this was a later development, 

remains unclear. 

In addition to its partnership with Keihan Railway in Osaka, the increased 

number of cars and sightseeing tour buses in the post-war period have increased 

Shinshoji' s patronage. In the 1950s, the temple established a prayer office to bless 

cars and protect them from road accidents (jidosha horakusho El lb llrt~m). 
Today the temple's website (http://www.naritasan.or.jp/benefit/ car.html) advertises 

its Traffic Safety Prayer Hall (kotsu anzen kitoden ~:®:tz:~:fJT~m:) with the slogan, 

"no accidents with the Buddha's mind behind the wheel" ({.lil,,-C:W0/'~ F;v* 
Mcf:ifct L), where one can pay ¥5000 to ¥7000 (approximately CAN$50 to $70) for 

a thirty-minute car blessing (talisman included). 

607 The tales appear under the section, "Traffic Safety and Faith" (*'~J!!~ (: f'~ffn). See Fujimori 

(1958: 101-6). 
608 Reader (1991: 145). 
609 Osaka Naritasan's official website claims it to have been the first temple in Japan to offer such 

services for motorized vehicle safety ( <http://www.osaka-naritasan.or.jp/pray/anzen.html>). 
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Concluding Remarks 

Our look at Shinshoji and its miracle tales during the modern period reveals the 
following. First, despite the profound social, technological, political, and religious 

changes affecting Shinshoji and the country as a whole, there was, in contrast, no 

significant, immediate break in the prevalence of the temple's Edo tales and their 

treatment of Fudo. Masakado, Kancho, Doyo, and Yuten continued to dominate 

miracle tale publications following the Restoration of 1868, and their sustained 

popularity provided a foundation for new narratives such as that of Katsuragawa and 

Arami. Though these tales were of disparate origins, and did not explicitly presume 
the presence of one another, their presentations of Fudo collectively functioned as 

invitations for fasting and austerities, still popular among the temple's laity, and 

further attracted worshippers seeking a personal, miraculous encounter with the deity. 

Second, in response to Japan's growing militarization, Shinshoji drew on 

Fudo's old engi characterization as guardian of king and country for his reinvention 

as a tutelary deity for the military, consequently producing one of the most profound 

changes in the deity's history. The need to update and rebrand the Narita Fudo was 

a response to Shinshoji's desire to remain popular and commercially attractive to 

military patrons. Tales of substitute talismans protecting local soldiers and 

promoting victory abroad reinforced this, lending the temple political and national 

prestige. 

Third, the appearance of war tales represent Shinshoji's changing identity 

during the Meiji. They were not, like those of the first group, organized around a 

local event such as the Masakado Rebellion, a place such as Narita or even characters 

like Kancho or Doyo, nor did they have any lasting affect on popular art and 

literature. Instead, their catalyst was Shinshoji's need to speak to larger social 

changes, to situate itself within a new modern Japan, and, aided by the institutional 
expansion of its sub-temples, to develop itself and its deity on a national scale. The 

use of Fudo' s goma rituals in the Meiji and his classic sword and flames to subdue the 

modern enemy emphasizes yet again how canonical tradition functioned not as the 

definitive, exclusive character of the deity, but as a magnet for attracting layers of 

localization according to circumstance. Interestingly, Shinshoji's need to revisit 

Fudo's canonical war characterizations during the Meiji brought it full circle-from a 

local tenth-century military conflict to modern international war. This evolution 

effectively returns us to the key issue of this study: how the identity and profession of 

a deity were intimately embedded within the local, cultural landscape, precluding any 

permanent, singular personality. Even engi traditions of Edo times could not have 

predicted that the Narita Fudo would one day become a guardian of motorized 

vehicles, whether they be trains, cars, or most recently, airplanes-a far cry from his 

early days born from a local rebellion. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

I began this dissertation by addressing the undervalued role of local geography, 

commercialism, and material culture in the current academic study of the Japanese 

deity Fudo Myoo. In the introduction, I highlighted a noticeable gap between 
scriptural characterizations of the deity on the one hand, and his representations in 

local cultic sources such as miracle stories on the other. I argue that his discontinuity 

can be explained by the fact that this cultic deity functioned not merely as an object 

of worship defined by doctrinal and sectarian traditions alone. Rather, the deity also 

operated as a dynamic instrument central to the identity and activities of specific 

religious and commercial institutions. As this instrument, Fude evolved from local 

agencies in addition to Mikkyo scripture and iconography. These agencies, as 

revealed by engi and miracle tale literature, included historical events, geography, 

famous figures, and material objects. I defined this tension, somewhat artificially, as 

an intersection between the "canonical" and the "local." The crux of this study 

therefore centred around the relativity of Fude's symbols and characteristics across 

time and place, his great variety of regional transformations, and how such 

regionally-specific forms challenge certain assumptions of the deity as presented by 

canonical scriptures. 

To address these issues, I proposed an examination of Fude "on the 

ground" in order to reveal how the deity functioned across local institutions, religious 

or otherwise. This would reveal how, and the extent to which, regional factors co

existed with canonical tradition in the origins, development, and operation of local 

Fude cults. Due to its popularity and a large body of extant sources, I investigated 

the Narita Fude of Shinsheji Temple as the primary case study. My study of the 

Narita Fude cult examined in detail extra-canonical, trans-sectarian sources of 

information such as miracle tales, since they provide insight into the selective process 

whereby particular canonical elements were adapted to specific circumstances. I also 

included a smaller, though detailed, examination of a second cult, that of the Meguro 

Fudo in Edo. This provided a point of comparison allowing further insight into the 

deity's diffusion across various institutions, both religious and secular. 

Chapter one began discussion of these issues by identifying the basic 

features of Japanese miracle tales and their relevance to the study of local cults. In 

contrast to the few Fude narratives found within the extant Mikkye canon, the 

prominent form of Fude miracle tales that emerged in Japan were associated with the 

genre of reigenki, "records of miraculous efficacy." Influenced by Indian and Chinese 

precedent, reigenki developed through amorphous relationships with other literary 

genres. I identified those genres most relevant to this study to be the setsuwa, 

biographies of famous Buddhist masters, and, in particular, the engi. Engi literature 

represented a central key to my study as it served as a means to establish the origins 
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and history of religious sites, and to map religious and commercial meaning onto a 

particular location, often by incorporating elements from the biography and miracle 

tale genres. 

Using the example of the well-known tale of the Tendai monk Shoku of 

Miidera Temple, I identified key features of the engi in order to understand the 

process of localization and commodification central to my study. First, using a 

narrative convention of a miraculous encounter between a famous Buddhist patriarch 

and a local deity, the engi incorporated regional elements into the character of the 

deity to create a localized and therefore regionally-specific brand deity. This brand 

was generally indicated by assigning the deity particular attributes or specializations 

designated by name (in this case, the Naki or "Weeping" Fuda of Miidera). Second, 

this localization and branding promoted by the engi became central to the 

construction of distinct regional identities for both the deity and its temple. Engi 
provided religious sites with the means to distinguish themselves and their deities, 

and thus served commercial interests by advertising any recreational or religious 

attractions. These attractions might include the miraculous benefits available 

through worship of the deity, or the opportunity to visit the location of a famous 

historical event. Third, this localization and commercialization promoted by the engi 
reveals how canonical elements might assume new meanings as they came into 

contact with local, trans-sectarian power structures. This intersection illuminates the 

limitations of what canonical sources can tell us about the evolution of the deity 

under local conditions. Chapter one thus served to set in motion the key issue of this 

study: that deity cults devoted to Fuda were composite creations of time and place, 

and thus require an understanding of the regionally-specific treatment of canonical 

elements as revealed by localization and commercialization. 

Chapter two applied the engi model provided in chapter one to the case of 

the Meguro Fuda at Ryusenji Temple, arguably Ede's most prominent Fuda cult in 

early modern Japan. By situating Fuda within the specific cult at Meguro, and, more 

generally, Eda's religious climate, I explored this engi model in action. Ryusenji's 

engi revealed how the Meguro Fuda was truly a unique, composite creation informed 

as much from the local as the canonical. The deity's character drew from regional 

geography (tokko waterfall), famous events and people (Shogun Iemitsu's patronage), 

and existing religious traditions (the Yamatotakeru cult). Canonical rituals devoted 

to weather-control provided a key for Fudo's conceptualization at Meguro as a deity 

of water, given the presence of the temple's well-known tokko waterfall. Similarly, his 

wrathful appearance and importance in subjugation rites were used to identify him 

with the local kami Yamatotakeru. This composition illustrated that the contact 

between the canonical and local provided a key ingredient for the localization process. 

Aided by a large body of data from the gazetteer SMFK, the identification with 

Yamatotakeru further illustrated that the Meguro Fuda was neither an exclusively 
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Mikkya or even Buddhist deity. His celestial status within the Mikkya pantheon 

(such as his being a manifestation of Dainichi Nyorai) provided little definition at 

Meguro. Moreover, the influence of the local kami cult showed that localization was 

not a haphazard or random process, but operated by a purposeful logic; Fuda's 

trademark sword, rope, and flames provided a set of symbols which was used to 

identify him with the kami, and thus a reason for the deity's existence in the area. 

Using the case of Ryusenji as a point of comparison, chapter three analyzed 

the Narita Fuda cult at Shinshaji Temple through a similar examination oflocal engi 

and miracle tale traditions. As with the Meguro Fuda, the formation, operation, and 

attraction of the unique Narita Fuda was a process of adapting specific canonical and 

iconographical elements to local geography. Drawing on the tradition of Fuda's 

ritual worship for state-protection, the engi incorporated the famous Masakado 

rebellion as the logic for the deity's appearance at Narita. Fuda's iconic sword, 

perhaps his most visible identifying feature, proved a particularly powerful 

instrument for localization. As a weapon of subjugation, it was associated with 

Shinshaji's celebrated treasure the Amakuni Sword (while at Meguro it had been 

instead identified with the famous Kusanagi Sword). With their associated miracle 

stories set forth by the engi, the rebellion and Amakuni Sword produced a stylization 

of the deity that was meaningful to the Narita community. Despite its distinctive 

qualities, however, the Narita Fuda, like the Meguro Fuda, was non-exclusive. The 

temple's miracle tales, and the spread of its material culture, established a shared 

history between Shinshaji and the nearby Daiganji, as well as other sites loosely 

connected to its history such as Ede's Zajaji Temple. 

Having established the distinctive brand of the Narita Fuda, chapter four 

examined how the cult became a marketable commodity by generating patronage 

among the religio-commercial world of the Narita-Edo area. The process of 

mapping religious meaning onto an area simultaneously created a commercial value 

for religious sites. Engi, miracle tales, biographies, and guidebooks doubled as 

advertisements, spreading knowledge of the activities and miraculous benefits 

available to worshippers. The sword-swallowing tales of Dayo and Yuten, for 

example, acted as a guide for the lay practice of fasting at Shinshaji. Exhibitions of 

Shinshaji's temple treasures such as the Narita Fuda statue, the Amakuni Sword, and 

Dayo' s bloody robes, generated substantial income for over two centuries. 

Commodification thus becomes one of the primary ways in which we can 

observe the complex, composite, and non-exclusive nature of a deity cult in operation. 

The commercial success of the Narita Fuda cult allowed it to become "portable" 

merchandise. Though Shinshaji may have acted as the cult's axis mundi, it never 

retained complete ownership over the deity, its miracles, or their associated 

personalities and treasures. With the spread of the sword-swallowing tale, Dayo's 

robes, the Amakuni Sword, and the Narita Fuda became significant to Pure Land 
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Appendix 2 
Kurikara Fudo's Conquest of Heretics (from the Bussetsu Kurikara dairyu sho 

gedobuku darani kyo 1?tm1MU{JJom*f~,§J~J!ttR:~tm~*~) 

:tm~fl<:OOo -a;Jf?ti:EE **:91Zo l!fH;Jjl!Jj~tm~ifl5l 81?t §a {~fU{JJom*f~o 
Y {PJIEJ~{¥:jJ:fljf11Jo &Y 12:9 JE1Bl~o {~'ff Jl!Jj~tm~ if 15l § o ~-§. j°Ej[7(3i 
lf§m*°,§J:91Zo 10 ~1:}]~£~~J!tfAUo ~~fifit$~PX;~ o a;J~l:}J~£~PX: 
~:kzf11Jo a;J1f1L+3ifi~J!to Jt§A~~J¥o XPX:~:kf11Jo a;J~l:h~£~ 
**f1'lo ~PX:1J'lflJ{JJom*f~1flZ9xo ~ - iitll~tfUI~3im{JJn:&liDJ1J~JZ. ~12:9* 
~tfuo fili£1fJl1l~:k-2;-*1J!flj{JJnmo iWj+•E81lJ-l:t!o 1f£ l:::J l]j*l:tm=•it 
m-a;J~~o ooz~J!t!Ji±~l!&~$¥llo 11 

Thus have I heard. At one time the Buddha resided at Rajagrha. At that 

time Ratnaketud~aral).i Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha and asked: "For what 

reason does the great ndga Kurikara swallow the sharp sword12 and encoil it so with 

its four legs?" 

The Buddha replied to Ratnaketudharal).i Bodhisattva: "Long ago in the 

AkaniHha Heaven of Mahdvara, Fudo Myoo engaged heretics in debate, both sides 

manifesting spiritual transformations demonstrating their wisdom. When Fudo 
Myoo manifested his flaming sword of wisdom, Perfected Wisdom, the chief of 
ninety-five classes of heretics, likewise manifested a flaming sword of wisdom. Then 

the great flaming sword of wisdom of Fudo Myoo transformed into the great four

legged ndga Kurikara [and devoured Perfected Wisdom]. 13 Gozanze, Gundari, 
Enmataka, and Kongoyasha formed the four [legs] of the great Myoo. 14 On his neck 
was a lotus flower called the wisdom-fire hdrrz syllable. 15 Kurikara spanned one 

hundred thousand yojana and vital breath issued from his mouth as though two 

billion thunderclaps were sounding at once. All those heretics and evil lords who 
heard it abandoned their evil temptations and heterdox ways. 

10 "Castle ofVictorious Wisdom" (*tl!l9}~) is unclear. TZ.7.3119.23c.7-20gives11~~ and 

TZ.7.3119.23c.27-24a.291'im~. 
11 T.21.1206.37c.12-23; if. TZ.7.3119.23c.7-20; TZ.7.31l9.23c.27-24a.29; TZ.9.3190.336a.16-24. 
12 Viz., the sword of Fuda. 
13 My interpolation is based on a later version recorded in TZ.7.3119. A passage describing Budong's 
destruction of the enemy-and thus the answer to the first of Ratnaketudharai:ii Bodhisattva's two 
questions that sets the narrative in motion-is missing here. 
14 These four deities-Gazanze !li-=. t!!: (Skt. Trailokyavijaya), Gundari Ji~f!J (Skt. KuQ.~ali), 

Daiitoku *mxf!tj (Skt. Yamantaka), and Kongayasha ~Jm)IJ~;z (Skt. Vajrayak~a)-together with 

Fudo, comprise the Godai Myoo n*~J[E. Their order of appearance follows their standard 

clockwise placement around Fuda. 
15 Hri1J2 ~ Qpn. kan), viz., Fuda's standard bija. 
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impurities so as to eradicate them. [Budong] then ordered [Mahdvara] seized and 

brought before the Buddha. There [Mahdvara] said: "You are all to me but yak~a 
while I am the lord of these heavens. How is it that I should take orders from you?" 

With that he fled. Seven more times did this all come to pass. 

At this time Budong Mingwang addressed the Buddha: "World Honored 

One, how is it that this being has transgressed against the samaya and dharma of the 

buddhas of the Three Ages. Truly, what shall be done to subjugate him?" 

The Buddha replied, "He must be destroyed." Budong Mingwang 

straightforth seized [Mahdvara] and with his left foot crushed the crescent moon 

atop his head, and with his right foot crushed the crescent moon atop the head6 of 

his queen.7 It was then that Mahdvara's life was instantly extinguished .... 

Then Budong Mingwang addressed the Buddha: "What should now be done 

with Mahdvara?" 

The Buddha replied: "You must revive him." With that Budong Mingwang 

uttered the Mantra Which Produces the Dharmadhatu,8 whereupon Mahdvara was 

immediately resurrected. 9 Overjoyed, he addressed the Buddha: "How extra

ordinary is this! When you first summoned me, I asked what sort of being was this 

yakfa [Budong] as I did not understand. You replied that he was the lord of the 

buddhas. But then I wondered how he could be their master, as the buddhas are the 

Blessed Ones among all beings. Though I did not understand then, I have now 

come to realize this! 

6 Z.36 adds: "jeweled crown" If ](;f and "crown" ](;f respectively to Mahe5vara and Uma 
(Z.36.360.verso.bl2, 13). 
7 Note that immediately prior to the tale, the text describes two rituals where Budong is said to crush 
and destroy the head of what seems to be demons and their obstructions, and therefore create a sort of 
ritual frame for the subsequent narrative. The depiction of Budong stomping demons matches 
surviving Indian, Nepalese, and Tibetan images, and is described in the Cal}(iamahdrofai:za tantra 

(thirteenth century): "he kicks with his right foot, crushing I the Four Demons [caturmdra]" (George 

1974: 59-60). 
8 7!3'f.1:~§. This is later explained byYixing as: "1¥J~=.!f~{*~'Ef¥io Ji@,~:fm(7E3'f.fil)!Vi~ 

~~(t':!:fil)f~ll£'(~fil)" (T.39.1796.715a21-22; if T.21.120 l.15a.16-17). 
9 Z.36 adds: "He attained a state of perfect conviction" ~J~~~ (Z.36.361.recto.a6). 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 

Budong's Subjugation of Mahdvara (from the Daibirushana jobutsu kyo sho *Ee.Li 
JI J3~ p_x: 11't *~ifftE) 

{iJtf)]p,X:lEJl:o *~1&'--wJrt~~fiU~tl-W.z~o ~tt!WHifmli\ !W~~ T-t!t 
W.Z±o 13:~ T-W.29=1o ,c,,•llf$~Fr~Brt3frlo ffiH'F~~o ft~~W.z±o 
J!~ITTt~ffiJt3fXJffio :fj[{'f~~o 1Bl~~t(~-"WJ~o fX~{t{'f-"WJ~i'5 Z~o 

~ffi~~®~~9=1o 1Blm~~-fflm~~o ~~~f3A~~~~frlt31Blo ~~ 
1"F~DJ!:t:$o .IW1t~ML~Jnj1J O!P~/Ff¥~~1J-l:f!) o %1Bll&Zo ~a~~i-*1€1lUJIJo ~ 

~~~m~~~-%§~~0 ~%1Bl*~~mo1Bl:m§~~~~~zmo ®ft 
~R~±o fij~~~mfrllffio ~~P~l!ffo ~D~-t~o ~a~~~f3A~B §t!t~o 
J!:t~·~wfflJ$~~ =:t!tRflJt~'*lffiito ii' £MflJ:$1~2o 11't § ~Pii'IT1&llio a~~~ 
f3A~~P~1Blo ~h::5EJMUtrn:~~ 9=10 ~5f:m~~2§~~ l::o ~a~*!3tE~~ 
~fr]~ o o ~~~f3A~8~§0 ~*!3tE~ii'J!~~ ~§&8@2o ~ 
~~f3A~~Pm1tW.~~§o jfa~*!3f=Etf~p:fj[~,~'o ~*if~B §o ~$~ 
llioftfJJt3~EOO~o ~~~~ffl~mftm~Mo~§~R~Z±oft~~ 
~·~-"WJZ~ ~ffl~~®J!~±lffio ~ftm~Mo ~~~Zo 1 

When the Buddha first obtained perfect enlightenment, living beings of the 

Three Realms who are part of all ma!lrfala gathered into one great assembly [before 
him]. [However,] there was a being named Mahdvara, lord of a great chiliocosm, 

who, dwelling within the trichiliocosm,2 was given to pride and did not obey the 
[Buddha's] summons. He thought: "I am the lord of the Three Realms. What 

Blessed One is there who commands me?" He also thought: "Those who possess 

magical spells fear all impurities. I shall manifest all things defiled and surround 
myself on all sides [with impurities] 3 and dwell within. What could anyone do to me 

by practicing their magical spells?" 

Then Budong Mingwang was summoned by the Buddha, and upon learning 

of this, manifested4 Ucchu~ma Vajra5 (this is "Impure Vajra"), whom he commanded 

to remove [the impurities]. Then in an instant Ucchu~ma Vajra devoured the 

1 T.39. l 796.678c.26ff; cf. Z.36.360verso.al 7ff 
2 Z.36 gives: "he dwelled in the midst of the two realms, Form and Desire" 1i:JJNitlt~~9='€!.W\= 

~zr"'i (Z.36.360verso.bl-2). 
3 Z.36 gives: "around my palace" '8'~2* (Z.36.360verso.b5). 
4 fl::. Z.36 gives "ordered" frl (Z.36.360.verso.b6). 
5 Ucchu~ma's appearance here parallels his inclusion in the Tibetan version of the tale recorded in the 
Guhyagarbha Tattvavinifcaya (Davidson 1991: 203). 
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appreciate the intricacies of local geography, sectarian tradition, and artistic and 

commercial forces in Japan's religious culture. 

In closing, our examination points out the inherent limitations of sectarian

based studies, and the necessity of considering locality in order to fully appreciate the 

complex processes by which deities were constructed, labelled, and employed by 

religious and commercial institutions. Fuda's position in the Mikkya pantheon, his 

esoteric ritual and scriptural roots, and his iconography are valuable to the study of 

his cults inasmuch as they allow us to understand the process of localization and 

commodification relative to religious sites. I would like to return to a metaphor 

introduced in the first chapter, that of "co-dependent origination." As a deity that 

became a product of local "causes and conditions," there are few features that might 

be termed part of an "essential" Fuda. Fuda was, and continues to be, no more an 

independent, distinct object than the larger Mikkya tradition. Despite his name, 

Fuda was anything but "immovable." 
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symbols, characteristics, and iconography of a deity supplied by canonical sources 
were neither etched in stone nor represented the end point of a deity's evolution. 

Instead, they functioned as a multivalent "template" onto which local invention 

could be grafted. This grafting highlights both the relativity of Fudo's characteristics 

across time and place and how they could take on new life and meaning at religious 

sites. Localization thus allows us to understand how and why particular canonical 

attributes such as the sword, flames, ritual elements like state-protection and 

subjugation, or pantheonic features were preserved or ignored at particular religious 

sites, and how they took on new meanings through co-existence with regional culture. 

Importantly, we have encountered no evidence to suggest that these local forms of 

Fuda were understood by their communities as a deviation from a "pure" or 

"authoritative" standard set forth by canonical Mikkyo materials. Rather, it seems 

that their currency as cultural hubs for religious, commercial, and artistic 

communities became a validation of their authenticity. 

These processes of localization and commodification thus underline the 

difficulty in speaking about a homogenous, common "Fuda." The production of 

unique miracle stories particular to time and place emphasizes the regionally-specific 

and shifting meaning of the deity. The cults at Meguro and Narita reveal an ongoing, 

selective process by which the deity evolved to keep pace with time and place. By 

situating the canonical within the local and exploring the relativity of Fuda' s symbols 

and attributes under specific circumstances, I have attempted to challenge common 

assumptions of Fuda as informed by his iconography (that he was a wrathful god of 

fire) or the Mikkyo pantheon (that he was a manifestation of Dainichi Nyorai and 

leader of the Godai My66). As we have seen, while certain canonical features or 

symbols (such as the sword) evolved relative to local conditions, others {such as 

Fuda's ritual and iconographic connection to fire, and his position in the Mikkyo 

pantheon) played marginal roles. As attested by their different regional names, the 

Meguro and Narita Fudos were radically distinct from one another, both in form and 

operation. To complicate matters, it may have even been the case that one local 

Fuda had less in common with another, but more with other deities bearing similar 

local specializations. 
Though I have focused specifically on the case of Fuda, the results yielded by 

this dissertation may be applied to other cults. Key issues I have examined here

localization, commodification, miracle tale literature, pilgrimage, exhibitions, and 

entertainment-were not specific to Fuda cults but common to many popular deities 

of the time, both "Buddhist" and "Shinto." This is evidenced, for example, by the 

widespread act of naming cultic images after their location or profession throughout 

Japanese history. With scholarship recognizing more and more the important 

contributions of regional culture to the evolution of Japanese religion, my study of 

deity cults as cultural hubs can serve as a guide for further studies seeking to 
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temples and lineages outside Shingon tradition. With the spread of the cult in Eda, 

the capital's artistic and theatrical communities, particularly the kabuki of the 

Danjiiro guild, absorbed Shinshoji's miracle tale culture and became a secondary 

medium for its diffusion. Since the Danjiiros drew identity and prestige from their 

association with Shinshoji, the Narita Fudo became as much a property of the guild 

as he was of the temple. 

In chapter five I examined changes in the worship and character of the Narita 

Fudo and its miracle tale culture following the Meiji Restoration of 1868. Though 

there was no distinct shift away from the existing corpus of miracle stories popular in 

the Edo Period, new narratives emerged in response to the changing times. While we 

can identify several new individual tales, the most prominent body of new narratives 

were those promoting was the deity as a modern war god. This rebranding served 

two related functions. First, it allowed Shinshoji's clergy to identify themselves as 

loyal supporters of an increasingly militant, colonialist government amidst the 

regime's persecution of Buddhist institutions. Second, rebranding perpetuated the 

deity's commercial attraction. With the pro-colonial climate at Shinshoji, the 

reinvention of the Nartita Fudo as a military patron appealed to soldiers and their 

families. The success of this rebranding was evident by newly published miracle tale 

compilations following the end of Sino-Japanese War in 1895. For example, these 

texts revealed that Shinshoji's clergy began marketing a new protective talisman to 

soldiers known as the migawari ("self-sacrificing") Juda. To promote the efficacy of 

the talisman, the miracle tales contained accounts of Japanese soldiers who were 

saved from certain death by the mere possession of the charm. The accounts 

preserved the commercial viability of the Narita Fuda to keep pace with recent 

changes in weapons and technology. The ease at which the Narita Fudo adapted to 

the shifting cultural landscape of the Meiji Period underlines two important threads 

running throughout the study: first, the ongoing processes of localization and 

commodification central to popular deity cults; and second, how the identity and 

profession of a deity were intimately embedded within the local, cultural landscape, 

precluding any permanent, singular personality. 

To restate the foregoing, the cases of the Meguro Fudo, and, in particular, 

the Narita Fudo, have allowed us to observe a negotiation between the canonical and 

the local in the formation of deity cults. The identity and function of regional deities 

such as these were intimately embedded within their environments, illuminating not 

a character static across time, place, or tradition, but one that, I argue, can only be 

understood through processes of domestication. 

Thus the value of considering Fudo "on the ground" is that local power 

structures such as history, geography, and religio-commercial networks provide 

insight into the trans-sectarian, syncretic, and fluid nature of the deity, and thus the 

diversity of his regional forms not directly discernable in Mikkyo scripture. The 
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Appendix 3 
Shrines with Fuda as Honji and/or Shintai in Musashi Province (SMFK, 1810) 

Shrine Kami Honji Shintai District 

1. Shirahigesha Shirahige Daimyojin? Fudo Ganzan Daishi 
Katsushika 

2. Shirahigesha Shirahige Daimyojin Fudo 

3. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

4. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo Fudo 

5. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo Kamen {N. cm mask 

6. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo Fudo Tachibana 

7. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

8. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

9. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

10. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

11. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

12. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

13. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 
Tsuzuki 

14. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

15. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

16. Sugiyamasha Sugiyama Daimyojin Fudo 

17. Tsurugisha Tsurugi Myojin Fudo 

18. Uenosha Fudo 

19. Koyasu Myojinsha Koyasu Myojin Fudo "Non-existent" 16 

20. Beppu Gongensha Beppu Gongen? Fudo Tama 

21. Yu no Gongensha Yu no Gongen? Fudo 

22. ] odono Gongensha J odono Gongen? Kurikara Fudo 

23. NaraJinja Fudo Hatara 

16 "Shintai wa naku" J;$fllli ft < . 
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Appendix4 
Chronology of Shinshoji Kaicho Exhibitions, 1701-185717 

Year Location Type 
Date I 

Main Display 
Duration 

1701 Shinshoji igaicho 3.24-4.23 Narita Fudo 

1703 Fukagawa degaicho 4.27-6.28 

1721 Shimosa Junko 
1726 Hitachi & Shimosa Junko 
1733 Fukagawa degaicho 7.1-9.21 Narita Fudo 

1751 Edo (Tomyoji) degaicho 3.22-? Narita Fudo 

1762 Fukagawa degaicho 7.1-9.2 Narita Fudo 

1764 Shimosa, Kazusa, Hitachi, Musashi Junko 3.29-10.11 

1789 Fukagawa degaicho 4.1-6.l 

1806 Fukagawa degaicho 3.1-5.1 
Narita Fudo & Amakuni 
Sword 

1807 Shinshoji igaicho 3.12-4.1 Temple treasures 

1809 Kentokuji, Yokaichiba, Shimosa degaicho 3.20-? Amakuni Sword 

1814 Fukagawa degaicho 3.1-5.1 Narita Fudo 

1815 Shinshoji igaichtJ 3.12-4.12 
Amakuni Sword & temple 
treasures 

1821 Fukagawa degaicho 3.15-5.16 
Narita Fudo & Amakuni 
Sword 

1822 Shinshoji igaichtJ 2.12-3.1 
Amakuni Sword & temple 
treasures 

1833 Fukagawa degaicho 3.20-6.1 
Narita Fudo & Amakuni 
Sword 

1835 Shinshoji igaicho 3.18-4.7 
Amakuni Sword & temple 
treasures 

1842 Fukagawa degaicho 3.3-5.3 
Narita Fudo & Amakuni 
Sword 

1844 Shinshoji igaicho 3.1-? 
Amakuni Sword & temple 
treasures 

1855 Shinshoji igaicho 3.28-4.18 Amakuni Sword 

1856 Fukagawa degaicho 3.20-7.1 
Narita Fudo & Amakuni 
Sword 

1857 Shinshoji igaicho 

17 Adapted from Naritasan Shinshoji ed. (1968: 208-209). 
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